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Abstract 

Human anxieties, bovine solutions: Political subtexts of native cattle conservation  

in north-eastern Siberia 

Zoia Tarasova 

For over 300 years the Turkic-speaking Sakha of north-eastern Siberia have lived uneasily in 

a colonial relationship with the Russian/Soviet state. Since the 1990s, there has been a strong 

ethnic de-colonising backlash which has struggled to find an appropriate form, from attempts 

to revive shamanism to budgetary wrangles with the federal government in Moscow. The 

economy and identity of the Sakha people are closely bound up with cattle. I argue that cattle 

are now coming to be used as a metaphor for the Sakha people themselves, to create a new 

and powerful ethnonationalist discourse. This focuses on a distinctive local breed, which 

under Soviet technocratic agriculture was considered primitive, hybridised with Russian 

breeds, and made almost extinct –¬ just as, it is now claimed, Soviet social evolutionist 

policies encouraged Sakha humans to catch up with and assimilate with Russians. 

I analyse this as a series of parallel anxieties: not simply about the racial purity of the Sakha 

people, but also about the virility of Sakha men, the chastity of Sakha women when tempted 

by Russian and now Muslim migrant men, and their right to political self-determination 

within the larger Russian state. I argue that all this is displaced and projected onto the 

endangered breed of local cattle. By raising the native cattle in isolation from other breeds, 

castrating non-Sakha bulls and selectively mating native females with native males, Sakha 

nationalists are compensating for aspirations which they cannot realise in the human realm. 

I trace the connections between all the participants in this process by conducting long-term 

fieldwork in three sites. I start with the urban intellectuals in Yakutsk city who have no direct 

experience of farming but drive this movement. I then move on to two contrasting villages 

where rural herders are induced to slaughter their modern hybridised cattle and revert to 

keeping this archaic breed. One is a Sakha village near the city which has been turned into a 

cattle conservation farm, the other an extremely remote Arctic village in the far northeast of 

Yakutia, actually the point of origin of these cattle, where Sakha cattle breeders live mixed 

with Eveny reindeer herders. The latter villagers are intimately involved with their animals, 

while the former regard them as a chore and rear this breed more for the subsidies it attracts.  
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I set my material in debates on human-animal relations and identity politics and show how the 

Sakha discourse about cattle lies at the heart of a wider agenda to undo other structures and 

attitudes both of the Soviet past and the present life of the Sakha. 
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Notes on spelling 

Except for the list of references, Russian words are underlined, and Sakha are in italics.  

 

I have transliterated Russian words in accordance with the US Board on Geographical Names. 

However, throughout the text of the thesis, I have simplified the spelling of some words and 

personal and place names to make them easier on the English reader’s eye (e.g., ‘Yakutia’ 

instead of ‘Yakutiya’, ‘Kuzma’ rather than ‘Kuz’ma). 

 

There is no standard English transliteration of the Sakha language. Sakha alphabet is based on 

the Russian Cyrillic script, except for 10 letters: ө, ү, үө, ыа, уо, иэ, ҥ, нь, дь, ҕ. These 

letters, especially the vowels and diphthongs, often repeat themselves twice and even thrice in 

a single word, making it extremely difficult to read. With this in mind, I have transliterated 

them as follows: 

1. the two vowels with umlaut I rendered without the diacritic: 

ө   /ö/ -  e   

ү  /ü/  - yu  

2. all Sakha diphthongs, except for иэ /ie/ which I have spelled as ‘ie’, have stronger 

final vowels and therefore I omitted their initial component, as in: 

үө   /üö/   - e  (i.e., the word for ‘cattle’ сүөhү I spelled as sehyu and not syuehyu) 

ыа /ϊɜ/ - e 

уо   /uo/  - o  

3. the consonants  

ҥ  /ŋ/ -   ng 

нь /n’/  - n 

дь /ʤ/ - dj 

ҕ /ǥ/ -  gh 

 

I have retained the longer version of Sakha vowels and consonants, as in Моссооттуур – 

Mossoottuur. 

 

I refer to characters as I am used to addressing them in person, i.e., sometimes by their given 

name only (e.g., Pavel) and at other times by both their given and patronymic name (e.g., 

Denis Ivanovich).  
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Glossary of selected Sakha and Russian words and acronyms 

Sakha terms are italicised and Russian are underlined. 

 

aimakh – a kin or a relative; 

algys – a ritual which consists of a prayer and is aimed at purification and the attainment of 

divine blessing; 

baahynai – a human person with a mixed-race origin. This term is also used in relation to 

crossbred Sakha cattle; 

kelii – foreign or incoming (human or animal); 

keriestebil – an inherited property; 

khaan – blood (e.g., khaan aimakh – a relative by blood); 

khoton – a cowshed; 

kolkhoz – a Soviet collective farm;  

kymys – fermented mare’s milk; 

MAAH – Ministry of agriculture and animal husbandry; 

ohuokay – a traditional Sakha circle dance; 

nuuccha – Russian, this is an adjective which may describe a human, a language or anything 

that is considered Russian; 

omuk – ‘foreign’ as an adjective and an ‘ethnic group’ or a ‘nation’ as a noun; 

serge – a horse tethering post; 

ulus – an administrative district. Yakutia consists of 34 uluses and the capital city Yakutsk; 

yhyakh – a traditional Sakha festival held at the end of June; 

yut – milk; 

yut sobuota – a factory that purchases milk from cattle herders; 

yut kharchyta – the money cattle herders earn from selling their milk to the factory.  
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Some names are pseudonyms. Ages are as of 2018.  
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INTRODUCTION 

Focus  

“There are very few of our cattle, just as there are very few of us. We need to multiply them.” 

- Zhenya told me gulping down his lunch in a Korean cafe in the heart of Yakutsk.  

 A former classmate of mine, he was at the time the head of Tastakh, a village which in 2007 

started backcrossing all of its cattle to the native breed. This backcrossing, or ‘Sakhaisation’ 

(sakhatytyy), of cattle, as people usually referred to it, is part of a broader discourse and 

project on the revival of the native Sakha breed of cattle which is now unfolding in Sakha 

society. Because of their small yield of milk, these cattle were made nearly totally extinct by 

Soviet agricultural reformers. Today, however, Sakha intellectuals claim them to be the most 

valuable ethnic heritage of Sakha and have formed a non-profit community called Teryut Baai 

(‘native wealth’) with the aim of multiplying these cattle. Although these intellectuals do not 

herd cattle themselves and are far removed from rural life, they have been extremely 

successful in drawing other categories of people into their project, such as ordinary rural 

herders. Thus, formerly surviving in only one remote northern district (ulus) native cattle are 

now raised all across rural Yakutia and their number is steadily increasing year by year. 

Equally impressive has been the extent to which the intellectuals have been able to harvest 

legislative and financial support from the regional government. The allocations from the 

regional budget to the breeding of native cattle rocketed to 65 million rubles in 2018 from just 

two in the beginning of the 2000s. In 2001, the local parliament also enacted a special law 

“On the protection and use of the gene pool (genofond) of Sakha cattle”. In accordance with 

this law, a number of state-funded conservation farms have been set up across the republic for 

breeding this breed in isolation from other breeds, called interchangeably as 'Russian' 

(nuuccha), 'foreign' (omuk) or 'incoming' (kelii).  

 

This thesis is about this project. Why are Sakha elites so concerned about the fate of animals 

with whom they hardly interact in their lives? More importantly, why have they become so 

anxious to revive these animals now? What particular political agendas does this project help 

them to pursue? How do they manage to attract and keep other people, such as herders and 

government officials, in their enterprise? These are some of the major questions which I 

explore in this thesis. I would like to stress, however, that, although the immediate focus of 

the thesis is the conservation of native cattle, it encompasses a wide range of other topics, 

such as ethnonationalism, ethnosymbolism, migration, gender and inter-group dynamics. This 
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is the outcome not of my scholarly ambition but of an approach which I had to take if I were 

to come to grips with this project, which is complex and closely implicates all of these topics.  

I believe that the multidimensional nature of this project will make a particular contribution to 

the meagre knowledge of the Sakha people in anthropology and social science more 

generally. Although a number of contemporary anthropologists have carried out extensive 

field research in Yakutia, most of them focus on the Eveny (Vitebsky 2005), Yukaghir 

(Willerslev 2007) and Dolgan (Ventsel 2005) reindeer herders and hunters. In comparison 

with these indigenous communities, Sakha evoke little if anything in the broader 

anthropological community. The scant but important literature on them include Susan Crate’s 

classic ethnographies of Sakha cattle breeding economy and culture (2003, 2006, 2008), 

Tatiana Argounova-Low’s accounts of Sakha ethnic politics in the Soviet and post-Soviet 

period (2004, 2007, 2012), Eleanor Peers’s analyses of contemporary Sakha popular culture 

and its links to ethnicity (2015; Peers & Kolodeznikov 2015; 2019), Aimar Ventsel’s work on 

Sakha music industry and gender (Ventsel et al 2017, 2018), and Marjorie Balzer’s 

illuminating ethnography of Sakha shamanism and political and cultural identity (Balzer & 

Vinokurova 1996, 2011). I have undoubtedly omitted several other prominent scholars for 

which I apologise. My point, however, is that the full list could easily fit in one page. With 

this in mind, I hope that this work, which touches on a range of aspects of Sakha social life, 

will modestly compensate for this dearth of anthropological literature on it.  

 

 

Outline of chapters 

The order of chapters corresponds to the progress of my fieldwork (see the next section) and 

to the order of my ethnographic encounters with the issues which I raise. I believe that such 

an order was crucial to my deciphering of the political connotations of the project on 

conservation of native cattle, as well as to the effect that this deciphering has had on me. I 

initially concentrated on the intellectuals from Teryut Baai and their activities within this 

project, including the narratives which they produced about native and non-native cattle. Only 

then did my findings lead me to expand my ethnographic lens to the wider context of socio-

political anxieties among Sakha and with it also to the people outside this group. This latter 

stage enabled me to better understand the sentiments that underlie the project on native cattle 

by unravelling the correlations between what is said about and done to cattle within this 

project and what is going on in Sakha society. Contextualising the discourse and project on 

native cattle in the wider crucible of Sakha concerns was therefore my key to the perplexing 
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nature of this enterprise. I have reproduced the order of my ethnographic encounters in this 

thesis with a hope that it will have a similar effect on its readers.  

 

In Chapter 1, I outline contextual information about what has preceded the events and 

sentiments explored in the following chapters. I look at some of the Sakha practices and 

concepts that overarch the thesis, such as their relationships with cattle and ethnic Others, 

including a long history of Russian colonialism, and how these developed though their Soviet 

and post-Soviet history. I show that, although cattle have formed the backbone of Sakha 

subsistence, they had little currency among them as a cultural symbol and heritage until very 

recently. I contrast this cultural neglect of cattle with the image of the horse, which until now 

has had an exclusive monopoly over animal symbolism in Sakha public life and ritual. 

 

In chapter 2, I outline a brief history of how the intellectuals initially brought native cattle 

from a very remote area of the far north. I then show how their circle expanded over time, 

forming Teryut Baai, and what particular kinds of people constitute it today. In the latter parts 

of the chapter I move on to describe in detail what they hold to be their mission in this project 

on native cattle and how they interact with the wider public, including government officials 

and herders, in accomplishing this mission.  

 

Chapter 3 is a continuation of Chapter 2. Here, I demonstrate the effects that the campaign of 

the intellectuals detailed in the previous chapter has had on local government officials and 

herders. In the second half of the chapter, I describe the peculiar bodily traits of the bulls of 

the native breed, arguing that they incite greater fascination among Sakha people and 

especially men due to their greater outward virility compared to the bulls of other breeds. In 

the final section, I show the kinds of virtues that the activists from Teryut Baai ascribe to 

native cows, bulls and herds as opposed to their foreign counterparts.  

 

In chapter 4, I relocate from Yakutsk to the village of Tastakh and re-focus my attention from 

the city intellectuals who deal with native cattle as symbols and ideas to rural herders who 

subsist on them as living animals. I demonstrate how this world starkly diverges from that of 

the city intellectuals by its indifference to the politically and morally fraught discourse on 

native cattle as an ethnic heritage. I argue that, instead of patriotic commitment to native 

cattle, herders are driven by other, more tangible interests in breeding them. I also illustrate 

how the consequences of the post-Soviet decline of the animal breeding sector have brought 
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about a profound stigmatisation of cattle husbandry among these villagers, and their 

generational alienation from it.  

 

In chapter 5, I move to Sakkyryr, a village of mixed Sakha and indigenous Eveny people in 

the far northeast, and the only place where native Sakha cattle were preserved during the 

Soviet era. Here I continue the argument I have developed in the previous chapter, showing 

how the herders’ understanding of (native) cattle conflicts with that of the city intellectuals. 

However, I also point out the ways in which the relationship between herders and their cattle 

in Sakkyryr contrasts markedly from the pattern of this interaction in Tastakh. These chapters 

taken together show that the relationships between herders and their animals may be based in 

complicated ways as much on reciprocity and affection as on force and subjugation. By doing 

so, they contribute to the debate on the nature of pastoralism that has long concerned the 

anthropologists of human-animal relationships, many of whom have tended to defy the 

domination of pastoralists over their animals in favour of the intimacy between them (Ingold 

2000; Willerslev et al 2014). 

 

In Chapter 6, I shift my attention from the discourse on native cattle to the wider crucible of 

Sakha ethnonationalist anxieties. Building on the recent events in the life of Sakha which I 

chart in Chapter 1, I demonstrate that today’s ethnonationalists perceive Sakha to be critically 

endangered. I argue that now their perceived threat emanates not only from ethnic Russians, 

but from multiple other sources, including the new influx of Muslim workers from Central 

Asia and the North Caucasus. The insecurity of Sakha men about their masculinity is the 

major constituent of this sense of endangerment and gives Sakha ethnonationalism a 

perceptibly masculinist tinge. This chapter plays a crucial role in the overall structure of the 

thesis as it places the native cows and bulls discussed in the previous chapters within the 

broader context of societal anxieties and prepares the ground for the following chapter, on the 

implications which the project on native cattle may have for the ethnic politics of Sakha 

humans.  

 

Chapter 7 serves both as an analytical discussion of what has been described in the previous 

chapters by putting the observations made in them into a dialogue with each other and as a 

conclusion to the thesis. In the first half of the chapter I analyse the ideological bases of the 

project on native cattle. Embedding my ethnographic observations in the literature on cultural 

innovation and animal symbolism, I begin with my suggestion of what might have brought 
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about the rehabilitation of cattle in Sakha culture. In particular, I draw on the classic debate on 

the ‘economic’ and ‘symbolic’ approaches to totemism in order to show how this elevation of 

cattle is predicated in complicated ways on their importance as both subsistence animals and 

metaphors to think with. I continue this argument in the subsequent section which relates the 

intellectuals’ narratives about native cattle in Chapter 3 with Sakha ethnonationalist anxieties 

described in Chapter 6. Drawing on some of the classic ethnographies of ritual and more 

recent accounts of ethnic politics in which animals play a pivotal role, I analyse the political 

subtexts of the discourse and project on native cattle. In the latter part of the chapter, I 

examine the conservation of native cattle as a more practical cooperation between the urban 

intellectuals, government officials and rural herders. I attempt to frame this cooperation into 

Bourdieu’s and Gramsci’s theories of domination as well as a more recent call of some of the 

anthropologists to move beyond the so-called ‘dark anthropology’. I conclude by arguing that 

neither of these positions does full justice to my ethnography in which inequality between my 

major categories of interlocutors, the intellectuals and herders, slips in through what looks 

like a barter-like transaction between them. 

 

 

Fieldwork and methodology 

My fieldwork lasted for fifteen months, from mid June 2017 to late September 2018. For the 

first four and a half months I stayed in Yakutsk where the first thing I did was buying a heap 

of local newspapers in order to get a general sense of the issues which concerned the local 

public most at the time. At that moment, I could hardly foresee, however, that already in one 

of those newspapers I would come across a two-page article about what I came there for: the 

discourse on the revival of native cattle. This was an issue of ‘Kyym’ (‘The Spark’), one of 

the most read regional newspapers which is written entirely in Sakha and has an overtly 

Sakha-centric bent. Calling itself a people’s newspaper (noruot khahyata), it receives about 

half of its articles from the so-called ‘public correspondents’ (obschestvennyi korrespondent), 

i.e., ordinary people who are not professionally trained as journalists and are not paid for what 

they write. Usually these are urban intellectuals and retired rural schoolteachers and farmers 

educated as ‘zootechnicians’ at one of the agricultural colleges that used to be so widespread 

in the Soviet era. They write critically about what they consider to be the most pressing issues 

in Sakha society, such as the general state of animal husbandry in the republic, the ecological 

degradation of the republic and those corporations which they deem responsible for it, 

alcoholism and related issues of (im)moral behaviour – and the endangerment of the native 
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cattle breed. When they talk about particularly sensitive issues, these correspondents tend to 

anonymise themselves by using (often moralistic or patriotic) pseudonyms instead of their 

real names, such as Boppuok, Sur and the like. This stems from a continuing Sakha fear of 

voicing harsh criticisms of their current and past circumstances on which I elaborate in 

Chapters 2 and 7. Another newspaper similar in kind to ‘Kyym’ is ‘Tuimaada’ (named after a 

floodplain on which Yakutsk is situated).  

 

In the course of my fieldwork, the articles published in these newspapers became a valuable 

source of ethnographic material for me, and I shall refer to them repeatedly. In total, I perused 

seventy-five articles published within the span of 2013 and 2020. I did not purposefully 

follow any particular method established in social science in analysing these articles. All I did 

was to read them closely enough in order to be able specify the identities, intentions and 

target audience of their authors and trace their connections to what I learnt from elsewhere. 

Reading and reflecting on them revealed an important side of this discourse which I could 

hardly obtain by means of interviews and other forms of direct interaction with my 

interlocutors. Like Franck Billé, who carried out research on Sinophobia in Ulaanbaatar, I 

found that, in these forums, people were more ‘forthcoming and candid’ (2016: 13). 

Compared with the responses that I usually received from the authors of these articles in live 

conversations, the messages they conveyed in newspapers were obviously less inhibited and 

tempered by my subject which they not always perceived as that of an insider. In these 

articles, they no longer addressed me, a ‘Cambridge girl’, as they called me, who would 

probably not come back home as usual with Sakha girls going abroad – another heated public 

talk crosscutting the cattle discourse. Rather, they address an imagined Sakha community 

which, as Billé rightly claims for Mongolia, is a ‘public sphere but not an international one’ 

(ibid). In the case of the intellectuals from Teryut Baai, the community to which they 

appealed in their writings (apart, of course, from the echo chamber of each other) is an even 

more specialised one of rural cattle herders. In these publications, they aim to persuade the 

herders to switch from their foreign cattle to the native breed, and for this they use an ample 

variety of techniques which they never employed in their conversations with me (Chapter 2). 

 

Another value of these articles was that they served as a gateway to many of my interlocutors. 

What I got to know from them was not only what was being said about native cattle but also 

who said it. Behind every new piece stood a new person, at least at the beginning of my field 

research. Thus, it was through the editorial office of ‘Kyym’ that I first established contact 
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with Teryut Baai, who turned out to be a group of city intellectuals, including zootechnicians, 

animal geneticists, sociologists and the like, whose attention was focused on the issue of 

native cattle and who authored most of the articles on them. They were my major 

interlocutors in Yakutsk city. Apart from carrying out interviews and having informal 

conversations with them, I attended their own informal gatherings in which, over tea and 

biscuits, they criticised those government officials ‘who were just letting their cattle die out 

and would soon make themselves extinct, too,’ and discussed their future plans, such as 

running short-term courses in Yakutsk for village heads and herders at which they would 

inform them about the advantages of these animals and the specificities of breeding them. I 

also attended the various exhibitions of native cattle which they organised, such as the one 

they set up annually for the huge national midsummer Yhyakh celebration (Chapter 2) as well 

as the events at the local government where they discussed the state of native cattle breeding 

together with government officials (Chapter 3). 

 

From the beginning of November 2017 until late February 2018, I was based in Tastakh, a 

village about ninety miles to the northwest of Yakutsk. In 2007, it became the first and thus 

far the only settlement in Yakutia to start wholesale backcrossing of cattle with the native 

breed, and this was the reason why I chose this place as one of my major field sites. From my 

very first days here the people of Tastakh struck me by their individualism which, I had 

thought, was more typical of urban Sakha. With their adult children residing in Yakutsk, most 

of them lived in small nuclear families and were reluctant to let others into their homes for an 

extended period of time. Even their relatives were tolerated for no more than a couple of days 

after which the hostesses began showing the signs of discomfort, thereby letting their guests 

know it was time to leave. Thus, when prior to moving to Tastakh, I enquired for a family 

with whom I could stay, no one expressed a willingness to host me. As Olga Andreevna, who 

mediated my communication with the village at the time told me, the villagers would feel 

‘uncomfortable with a stranger (tuora kihi) in their house’. “A stranger is a stranger, you 

know,” she said. And even my strategic declaration of being born and raised in a nearby 

village of the same ulus was met with indifference, a response that is quite unusual for Sakha, 

who generally place the utmost importance on ulus solidarity and networking (Tarasova et al 

2017: 13; Argounova-Low 2007). I therefore had to rent a room in a house which I shared 

with a schoolteacher of my age who herself was a newcomer in the village.  
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At the beginning of my fieldwork in Tastakh, I spent most of my days at the conservation 

farm for native cattle where I helped Liza and Kuzma, a milkmaid and a (male) calf tender, 

clean the farm’s khoton (cowshed) out of dung and shepherd the cattle. In between the 

morning and afternoon routines in the khoton, I enjoyed hanging out at the village library and 

the grocery store, the two major social hubs in the village where people come not just to 

borrow a book or buy groceries but also to exchange news. At the conservation farm I learnt 

about how the cattle project, which I had begun exploring in Yakutsk, is engaged with by 

those who actually look after these cattle on a daily basis. This opened to me the other, more 

practical side of this project. These people were no longer publishing newspapers or drawing 

statistics of the yearly calving of native cows on their office computers. Rather, what bothered 

them was where to get enough gasoline for the tractor they used for shepherding the cattle and 

fetching the canisters of milk to the milk factory when their city bosses, many of whom 

belonged to Teryut Baai, failed to supply them on time. Witnessing the rare visits of these 

bosses to the farm, as well as the many arguments the brigadier of the farm Olga Andreevna 

had with them, also allowed me to grasp how the city intellectuals, as an ideological engine of 

this discourse, interact with those who work directly with cattle.  

 

Despite the many bright sides of working at the conservation farm, I felt that I was missing 

out on something important. This something was intimacy as an affective attachment between 

humans, in this context the workers of the farm, and cattle. Although both the workers and the 

cattle were living beings, the way Liza and others interacted with the animals was more 

similar to how industrial factory workers handle machines – very technical and impassive. 

Initially, I ascribed this to the farm not being a suitable kind of a field location for me to be 

looking for such intimacy. After all, it is a state farm with state animals taken care of by 

people to whom they do not belong. I therefore soon re-concentrated my attention on the 

people outside the farm by joining them in staging village concerts, renovating the library, 

haymaking and feeding and mucking out their private cattle herds. However, the more I got to 

know these people the more I realised that it was not I who was missing out on human-cattle 

intimacy as ethnographic data, but that people themselves were lacking it as a way of relating 

to these animals (Chapter 4).  

 

This lack of intimacy in Tastakh was fully redressed in Sakkyryr where I stayed for the first 

time for one month from late February until late March 2018 and for additional three weeks in 

late August and early September. Unlike in Tastakh, here I was allowed to stay with families 
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without any difficulties. The first family I stayed with was that of Svetlana, her son 

Uibaanchyk, their cat Bagira and their 38 head of cattle. Although Svetlana had not met or 

known me before I actually arrived in Sakkyryr, when I rang her up from Yakutsk to 

introduce myself to her and ask whether she could host me in Sakkyryr, she accepted my 

request immediately. Had Svetlana returned to the village from her haymaking field earlier, I 

would have stayed with her during my second visit to Sakkyryr, too. But that summer began 

with heavy rains which delayed the herders’ start and completion of the haymaking season. I 

therefore stayed with Lida during my second and final visit to Sakkyryr. Lida is an Eveny 

woman who works at the local pharmacy and who had a spare room in her house at the time 

due to her son being based at a reindeer camp. Getting to stay with Lida was not hard, either: 

in fact, Lida herself had invited me to stay at her place the next time I would visit Sakkyryr 

during my earlier winter fieldwork here. Unlike in Tastakh, too, herders’ relationships with 

cattle in Sakkyryr were more intimate and affectionate (Chapter 5).  

 

My fieldwork in Sakkyryr was therefore quite the opposite of my experience in Tastakh, both 

analytically and methodologically. But separating my analytical observations and 

methodology in the two places would be a mistake since the differing kinds of immersion I 

had in them retrospectively became interesting analytical observations in their own right 

which fitted harmoniously with the kinds of sociality I encountered in these locations. The 

ethnographic picture with which I ended up in Tastakh and Sakkyryr and the tools which I 

was permitted to use in them blended into a cohesive ethnographic observation. Thus, I do not 

think that I failed to see the intimacy between humans and their cattle in Tastakh because I 

was not able to stay with them in their homes. My field research in this village may not have 

been as intensive as in Sakkyryr, but it has been far more extensive stretching for nine months 

in total. Of these nine months, I lived continuously in Tastakh for four full months and 

alternated between there and Yakutsk for additional five months. Over this time, I developed 

close relationships with a couple of cattle herding families and grew to know the villagers and 

their life very well. Rather, I believe that the peculiar relationship which the herders in 

Tastakh have with their cattle is part of their wider sociality with both human and non-human 

others. They interacted with their cattle in a similarly distanced way as they engaged with me 

and other people outside their households. But while they were crucially dependent on their 

cattle as a source of livelihood and had to carry on breeding them despite their lack of desire 

to do so, they were free to keep me and others at some distance. People’s alienation from 

cattle in Tastakh therefore echoes how they relate to other humans and vice versa, supporting 
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the assumption that the domain in which humans are involved with one another ‘cannot be 

rigidly set apart from the domain of their involvement with non-human components of their 

environment’ (Ingold 2000: 61; Hallowell 1960).  

 

The time between my two stays in Sakkyryr I divided between Tastakh and Yakutsk. While 

this continued fieldwork in Tastakh conformed to my initial plan, my repeated ethnographic 

returns to Yakutsk throughout the spring and summer of 2018 were caused by an event which 

I came across accidentally, but which motivated me to explore it and its implications further. 

In late April 2018, I went to Lenin Square in central Yakutsk to watch the celebration of 

Republic Day. Soon after all the on-stage performances by local musicians were over, a 

crowd of people began forming circles to dance what I realised was an ohuokay, a traditional 

mixed-sex Sakha circle dance. But it was hard to call this ohuokay 'traditional' because it was 

formed exclusively of men moving in circles to the sounds of drums and a horn which gave it 

a profoundly militant ambience. As it turned out, it was a special, ‘male’ version of ohuokay 

organised conjointly by the so-called ‘men's groups’ which had recently proliferated in 

Yakutsk (Chapter 6). Deeply intrigued by what I saw and heard, I spent a great deal of my 

remaining time in Yakutsk, interviewing and having informal conversations with both the 

leaders and ordinary members of these movements and attending the events which they held 

for Sakha men, such as weekly algys rituals, mix-fighting classes and anti-alcohol seminars.  

 

My principal interlocutors in this phase of my fieldwork were no longer the intellectuals from 

Teryut Baai or rural herders, but nationalistically-minded urban Sakha men of varying 

background who were not (visibly) focused on the cattle question. Some of them were quite 

well-to-do businessmen and lawyers, but most belonged to the so-called ‘precariat’ category 

of students and middle-aged men, many of whom did not have permanent employment and 

struggled to make ends meet by engaging in various risky occupations such as car delivery 

and retail. I also obtained a substantial part of my ethnographic data from the articles 

published in ‘Kyym’ and ‘Tuimaada’ most of which were anonymised. Although these men, 

and presumably the authors of these articles, are not directly related to the discourse on native 

cattle, I discovered that they have much common ground with the intellectuals from Teryut 

Baai vis-à-vis the fate of the Sakha people. Their narratives concerning the Sakha are 

underpinned by the same overarching set of anxieties and imagined threats that also give force 

to the narratives of those who promote native cattle, such as the concerns over immigration of 

Muslim workers and the scarcity of the Sakha population. Thus, a writer and a core member 
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of Teryut Baai, Roman, has penned not only many of the articles on native cattle, but also 

those that call on Sakha to increase their own numbers. Henrietta Moore has noted that 

discourses are often multiple and exist side-by-side (1994). Sakha ethnonationalism, too, is a 

many-faceted phenomenon which consists of multiple discourses. However, this does not 

mean that they exist in isolation from each other. Whirling and cross-cutting within the tight 

confines of Sakha public life, they feed into each other and share the same fundamental views 

of Sakha people and their positionality towards their ethnic Others.  

 

 

 

Map 1. Republic of Sakha (Yakutia). 

Base map source: National Geographic World Map 

(https://services.arcgisonline.com/ArcGIS/rest/services/NatGeo_World_Map/MapServer, last 

accessed 19 October 2020). 
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Map 2. Major fieldwork locations. 

Base map source: National Geographic World Map 

(https://services.arcgisonline.com/ArcGIS/rest/services/NatGeo_World_Map/MapServer, last 

accessed 19 October 2020).
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CHAPTER 1. Cattle and ethnic Others through Soviet and post-Soviet history 

Arctic pastoralists: horses and cattle in Sakha life 

Sakha (Yakut) are a Turkic-speaking people of the Sakha Republic (Yakutia) of north-eastern 

Russia. Although the republic occupies one-fifth of Russia's total land area and is comparable 

to almost twice the size of Alaska, it is home to only one million people. Of these, around half 

are ethnic Sakha and the rest are ‘Russians’, a collective term which includes Russians, 

Ukrainians and other European ethnicities, and the small minorities of indigenous reindeer 

herding and hunting Eveny, Evenki, Yukaghir, Dolgan and Chukchi peoples. Although the 

republic is subordinated to the Russian state, Sakha have always had or been given the 

appearance of dominance over it. This was so even or perhaps especially under the Soviet 

regime which carved out the contemporary borders of the republic and named it Yakut 

Autonomous Soviet Socialist Republic, thereby expressly defining it as the homeland of and 

for ethnic Sakha. Today, the number of ethnic Sakha in key positions at the local parliament 

and other state structures such as hospitals and educational institutions, far exceeds those of 

other ethnic groups, including Russians not to mention the occasional representatives of the 

indigenous minorities. The governor of the republic is referred to by a Sakha term Il Darkhan 

(‘the Honourable Head’) and, with the exception of one locally born and bred Russian, have 

all been ethnic Sakha.  

 

Although the origin of the Sakha is still much debated, the majority of historians and 

archaeologists suppose that they migrated to where they now live from southern Siberia long 

enough ago to avoid both Muslim and Buddhist influence (Gogolev 2001; Alekseev et al 

2012). As they arrived, they settled predominantly in the valleys around the Lena and Vilyui 

river basins in central Yakutia. These vast valleys are composed predominantly of grassland 

islands of varying size which Sakha call alaas and which are especially good for the breeding 

of horses and cattle (cf. Mészáros 2012) – a traditional livelihood they are thought to have 

brought from the south and subsequently adapted to the Arctic and subarctic ecosystem. 

While the Sakha horse is considered to be distinct from all other horse breeds known to the 

world today, their cattle belong to a Turano-Mongolian (lat. Bos taurus turano-mongolicus) 

group of cattle breeds which also includes Mongolian, Kalmyk and Kazakh cattle among 

others (Kantanen et al 2009: 20). 

 

Although Sakha traditionally husband both horses and cattle, their relationships with the two 

species, both as living animals and as cultural symbols, have been profoundly different (cf. 
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Takakura 2015; Stammler 2010). As much as horses are absent from the herders’ daily lives 

so cattle make up most of their routine. Local horses graze freely in the wilderness year-

round, digging the snow for grass to feed themselves. Only when the snow is too thin to be 

able to keep horses warm from snow digging, or when the grass is covered with ice 

underneath the snow due to late autumn rains, do herders supplement their horses’ self-

procured diet with hay. Otherwise, herders' interaction with their horses is limited to 

occasional monitoring of their movement which they do to make sure that they are not 

terrorised by a wolf and none of the animals of the herd is isolated or lost. Unlike Mongolian 

herders (Fijn 2011), Sakha do not normally milk their mares except for special occasions such 

as the annual Yhyakh festival, and hence do not bring them back to homesteads when they 

foal. The only time when herders round up their horse bands is for slaughter which takes 

place once a year in early November. And even then they let the herds return to pasture on the 

same day after they pick up the foals for slaughter.  

 

Sakha highly value the independence of their horses from human care and often admiringly 

refer to them as ‘the children of nature’ (aiylgha oghoto). Such reverence of animals that 

require little attendance is found all over the world (Mazullo 2010: 106; White 2016: 64). It is 

partly for its free and independent nature that the horse had an absolute monopoly over Sakha 

culture and identity politics until recently (Maj 2009; Stammler 2010; Takakura 2015). 

However, I shall argue that there was another reasoning behind the dominance of the horse in 

Sakha public culture of the post-Soviet years. Thus, Emilie Maj points out that 'the Sakha 

identify themselves as horse herders before anything else’ (2009: 71). Indeed, one can say that 

Sakha worship their horses. They believe that horse is their gift from Jehegey, a benevolent 

deity of the upper world, who, alongside Bayanay, a spirit governing wild animals (Vitebsky 

2005; Willerslev 2007), is the most widely recognised deity in the Sakha pantheon of gods.  

 

Just like the Mongolian Naadam, Yhyakh (lit. ‘let’s throw’) - a major Sakha holiday with 

which they mark the onset of the summer - is essentially a holiday which celebrates the horse, 

although I shall show in Chapter 2 how the advocates of native Sakha cattle have recently 

challenged this by introducing these cattle into the programme and landscape of the 

celebration. The centerpiece of Yhyakh is a ritual which consists in the feeding of the fire with 

a lock of horse mane and the sprinkling of the ground with fermented mare's milk (kymys). At 

the Yhyakh of the capital city Yakutsk, horses of different colours are tied to a line of paired 

posts making a kind of live archway to the main stage where this ritual takes place (Fig. 1). 
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Right in the centre of the field on which Yhyakh is set and greeting guests from afar, there is a 

massive horse tethering post (serge) made of bronze (Fig. 2). It is believed that the serge 

contains supernatural force: if a person leans on it with their hands pressed on its walls, the 

post replaces all the negative energy the person might have accumulated with spiritual 

strength. 

 

 
Figure 1. An archway of horses. Yhyakh 2018, Yakutsk.  

 

 
Figure 2. People queueing to receive spiritual strength from the bronze tethering post in the heat of over 30 
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degrees Celsius. Yhyakh 2018, Yakutsk. 

Food stalls at Yhyakh and tuhulge, i.e, eating and resting camps which families set up 

individually for the holiday, are also replete with horse symbolism, such as cooked colt meat 

and fermented mare’s milk served in wooden vessels with horse hoof legs. Horse races, held 

on the final day of the two-day celebration of Yhyakh, only clinch this holiday as a horse 

holiday. Men and women of all ages, from teenagers to the very elderly, rush with binoculars 

in their hands to the adjacent hippodrome to fill its massive stands. Sluggish from the daytime 

heat and solemn rituals of the previous day, they suddenly blaze with the thrill of the 

competition, betting on horses and cheering them loudly from their seats (Fig. 3). Although 

all of the horses which compete at these races are of non-Sakha racehorse breeds 

(chistokrovnaya skakovaya) imported from European parts of Russia and abroad, this does 

not stop people from admiring the speed and the glamour of these horses. Thus, at the end of 

the races when the jockey of the winning horse leads it out of the barn to display it to the 

audience, people rise up from their seats, whistling and staring at the graceful trotter with 

their eyes filled with awe and excitement. 

 
Figure 3. A woman cheering a horse on which she betted. Yhyakh 2017, Yakutsk. 

 

While horses have thus steadily been a source of admiration for Sakha, cattle have had a more 

ambiguous place in their life. On the one hand, cattle provide them with the lion’s share of 

their staple food, including beef, which they eat daily and which they only occasionally 

supplement with colt meat, as well as a whole range of ‘white food’ (yurung as), such as 

milk, sour cream and butter. From this perspective it is cattle, rather than horses, that 
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constitute the major source of Sakha livelihood. However, they do so at a very high cost (cf. 

Crate 2006). Unlike horses, cattle are kept in a khoton (cowshed) in winter time which in 

Yakutia spans eight months, from early October until late April. During this time cattle are 

fully catered for by their owners. Thus, in the morning, herders feed and milk their cattle and 

clean the khoton out of manure; in the midday they repeat the same cycle of work, except 

milking, instead of which they take the animals out to a nearby water source; and in the 

evening they milk cows and clean the khoton out of manure again. Although in summer cattle 

spend most of their time outside in pasturelands and thus do not need as much daily care, this 

is the season for haymaking. A cow with a calf needs about two tons of hay to over-winter, 

which means that an average household with two to four milking cows needs to procure four 

to eight tons of hay over what is an extremely short time stretch. Because the air temperature 

here usually rises above freezing only as late as early May, herders normally wait until the 

middle of July for the grass to grow high and thick enough before they start cutting it. This is 

what makes haymaking a no less intense labour than the daily cow care, for, on the one hand, 

it is a lengthy process, which consists of cutting and then allowing the freshly cut hay to dry 

for a couple of days, after which the hay is shovelled into small stacks before being piled into 

larger stacks in which it is transported from a haymaking field to a farmstead. On the other 

hand, every household tries to finish haymaking as soon as possible, since already in the 

middle of August the first frosts set in, threatening to spoil the grass. 

 

Unlike horses which largely fend for themselves, cattle are therefore extremely dependent on 

human care. All year round, from dawn till dusk, the lives of cattle herders revolve around 

cattle tending to which they attune all other 'small' and 'big' events in their lives, from cooking 

dinner to having weddings. The latter, for instance, are never held in summer due to the 

haymaking chores. Anthropologists contend that this ‘sedentariness’ of cattle work makes 

them less ‘prestigious’ animals than horses in Sakha society (Maj 2008; Stammler 2010), 

whereby by ‘prestige’ they mean the socio-cultural importance attached to these animals. For 

example, Maj quotes informants from northern Yakutia saying that sedentary cattle herding is 

dirty, smelly work that is clearly tedious and inferior to the free nomadic lifestyle of a horse 

herder (2008: 43).  

 

Indeed, unlike horses, cattle have been largely absent from Sakha public culture and ritual. 

Thus, until very recently, Yhyakh festivals never involved cattle or their symbols. However, 

they do now, as I shall show in Chapter 2, and the reasons behind this major shift will be the 
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focus of this thesis. Earlier, if cattle ever featured in Sakha symbolism they did so exclusively 

as evil, even demonic, beings hostile to humans. A bright example to bring here is Sakha 

mythology in which the fierceness of the winter is personified by a bull (djyl oghuha) (Fig. 4). 

In calendars, this bull is depicted as a grim and sinister creature which suspends if not 

destroys human life. It is believed that, as winter subsides, the bull gradually loses its two 

horns and its head. The falling of the bull's head takes place on the 22 of February, officially 

marking the end of the harshest period of winter. On this day, Sakha often cheerfully note that 

'the bull's head has fallen down and is flowing away to the Arctic Ocean’, meaning that the 

season of life and hope, that is, spring, is fast approaching. Similarly, in Sakha epic poetry 

olonkho, the evil anthropomorphic creatures of the underworld abaahy who aspire to destroy 

Sakha humans are invariably depicted as mounted on bulls, while the good human warriors of 

the middle world who resist them are assisted by their horses (cf. Oyunsky 2015).  

 

 

Figure 4. The winter bull. Downloaded from YakutiaMedia.ru (https://yakutiamedia.ru/news/474732/ (Last 

accessed 26 June 2020). 

 

The negative representation of cattle in folklore appears to have a deep imprint on Sakha’s 

popular perception of these animals. In Sakha popular thinking, cattle are largely associated 
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with dark forces that are antagonistic to human life (Khudyakov 1969: 235-236; Romanova 

E.N. pers.comm.). Thus, Pavel, one of my key interlocutors whom I shall introduce in the 

next chapter, once expressed his indignation at a public figure who allegedly glorified horses 

and dismissed cattle as the ‘animals of the evil abaahy’ on a television programme he had 

watched the previous night:  

“Why would cattle be the animals of abaahy?! It is actually thanks to their meat, milk, 

butter, and sour cream that we have come to these days alive! And in the past only a 

few rich Sakha kept horses and therefore their role was not as essential [as that of 

cattle].” 

According to him and his allies, it is high time for Sakha to give cattle their due place in their 

culture. For example, he suggested, the spirit protecting bovine stock, Ala Malakhsyn, known 

to only a narrow circle of area specialists and ethnographers, should be as widely recognised 

and highly celebrated as the horse’s Jehegey.  

 

This leads me signal one of the major arguments in this thesis, that today’s Sakha ethnic 

leaders are redressing, even reversing the relative values of horses and cattle by extolling 

native cattle. My analysis will show that this is because they have found these animals 

particularly good for expressing and grappling with their current ethnonationalist anxieties. In 

his doctoral research, Thomas White explores how Mongolian elites make use of the camel in 

articulating their political claims, including their opposition to the state’s anti-grazing 

campaign which they fear will spearhead the end of pastoralism and with it also of Mongol 

identity (2016). There, however, the camel has always been a highly venerated animal, often 

to the extent that local herders hardly slaughtered and ate them. Here is what the author 

recollects from his first days in the field: 

“…my host Batbagan explained that Alasha Mongols, including the Muslim Mongols, 

traditionally did not slaughter […] or sell […] camels because to do so was buyangui 

or ‘inauspicious’, though he acknowledged that many herders now did. His wife Sarna 

later explained to me that slaughtering or eating camels was bad […], because camels 

were known as tenggeriin kishig, which one might translate as ‘heaven’s blessing’ 

(ibid: 64-5). 

Seen in comparison with the Alasha Mongol elites, it appears striking that today’s Sakha 

ethnic activists are moulding a political ally out of a species which until recently they not only 

omitted from public life but also believed to be hostile to humans. What prompted them to 
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reconsider the cultural value of these animals? What possibilities did they see in them which 

horses, with all their charisma, cannot offer? 

 

 

‘Cherchez la vache’: Sakha conceptions of heredity, marriage and gender  

Evans-Pritchard famously characterised the Nuer as having a ‘pastoral mentality’ (1978: 18). 

By this he meant that, apart from depending on cattle for subsisting, the Nuer define their 

entire world, including their relationships with each other, in terms of cattle: 

“Cherchez la vache is the best advice that can be given to those who desire to 

understand Nuer behaviour. He who lives among Nuer and wishes to understand their 

social life must first master a vocabulary referring to cattle and to the life of the herds” 

(ibid: 19). 

The same is true for Sakha. Sakha tend to liken the size, appearance and character of things 

and persons to the states and age groups of cattle of which they have an immense diversity1. 

For example, they discriminate calves into four distinct age groups: newborns are called 

niirey, calves aged between 5 months to 1 year boroosku, calves that are one to two years of 

ages tarbyiakh and two-year-old calves tyhaghas. These terms are often used in relation to 

humans. Thus, Sakha may describe a child that has grown unusually big for its age to have 

become a boroosku (borooskutuibut), as this is the period when calves grow especially fast 

being fed most of their dams’ milk.  

 

Among the most interesting and relevant areas of Sakha social life, in which their pastoral 

mentality shows through, are their ideas of heredity and reproduction. Like other pastoralists, 

Sakha place a great deal of importance on their cattle’s genealogy. This is manifest in how 

they distinguish ‘good’, i.e., milky and good-natured, cows from ‘bad’ cows that have little 

milk and are recalcitrant, as well as ‘good’ bulls, that is, bulls that produce milky daughters, 

from ‘bad’ bulls that conceive ‘bad’ cows. Based on this discrimination, they tend to 

slaughter calves born from ‘bad’ cows and bulls for food and raise the offspring of ‘good’ 

animals in order to perpetuate their traits in their herd. In mating their cows with bulls from 

other households or taking a new cow into their herd, they rely on similar considerations, 

asking the giving or the lending household about the ancestry and the progeny of these 

 
1 In this section, I am speaking only of cattle because I do not have sufficient ethnographic data on the presence 

of equine idioms in human social relations, although I would assume that horses have played an equally 

important role in the forming of Sakha pastoral mentality more generally.  
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animals. Normally, in any village, there are herders who are more skillful and experienced in 

selecting cattle than others and people prefer to buy cows from the former or mate their own 

cows with bulls kept in such households.  

 

Sakha take their own heredity as seriously as that of their livestock. They are exogamous and 

have recently even been claimed to have one of the lowest figures of incest in the world, 

whatever that is supposed to mean (NVK Sakha 2017). They do not marry people whom they 

believe to be related to them by blood (khaan) within the scope of five to seven generations, 

or those whose blood is too ‘close’ (chugas) to them, to use the emic phrase. There is a saying 

which reflects this principle of exogamy and goes kyys ogho – omuk anala meaning literally 

‘a female child is destined for a foreign people’. In Chapter 6, I will show that, in light of the 

greater globalism of Sakha lives and the increased number of interethnic marriages, this old 

saying is being extensively scrutinised and politicised by Sakha ethnonationalists.  

 

Being less populous and more mobile in the past, it appears that Sakha followed this 

exogamous principle even more stringently than today. Thus, according to a local area 

specialist, each Sakha clan had an elaborate knowledge of their genealogy (teryuchu) by 

means of which they kept track of the movement of each of their members. On top of this, 

each settlement had its own genealogy expert called suorumnyu (‘a marriage broker’) who 

was in touch with suorumnyus of other settlements (K.I. Argounov, pers.comm.). Thus, when 

a man set his eye on a woman as a potential spouse, he or his family would consult such an 

expert about that woman and her genealogy, and if her blood was too ‘close’ to theirs, the 

parents would normally discourage such a marriage. Sakha exogamy derives from the belief 

that the marriage between close blood relatives (khaan aimakh), or incest (uruurghahyy), can 

result in physically and/or mentally impaired offspring. According to Sakha, such defects do 

not limit themselves within a single family unit but 'spoil the blood' (khaanyn meltuur) of the 

entire lineage, being passed down from generation to generation.  

 

Sakha in general have a profound fear of hereditary diseases. It is primarily this fear, too, that 

motivates them to distinguish between lineages with ‘good’ (uchugey) and ‘bad’ (meltekh) 

blood (khaan), although the moral traits of lineages can also stand behind such distinction and 

there is also talk of family curses, supposedly triggered by bad actions such as committing 

murder or insulting a shaman. Thus, lineages with ‘bad’ blood are those that are known to 

have a record of serious hereditary maladies – though in the past these did not coincide 
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precisely with the logic of modern genetics2. Sakha tend to classify a very wide and diverse 

range of physical and mental disorders as ‘heritable’, from cerebral palsy to suicidal 

tendencies. Alongside close blood relatives, Sakha tend not to affine themselves with people 

with such ancestry, for, they believe that, like incest, marriage with them poses the danger to 

spoil the blood of their entire progeny.  

 

Before the availability of new reproductive technologies, the same discrimination of blood 

into ‘good’ and ‘bad’ underlay the Sakha practices of fostering of children (Tarasova et al 

2017). Fostering of children was a common practice among the Sakha in the deep, pre-Soviet 

past when child mortality was very high. Although Sakha of this period are known to have 

been quite fecund, with women delivering from ten to twenty children, because of the harsh 

living conditions combined with the lack of proper medical care most of the children died 

before reaching adulthood. In those days, the only solution for couples with few or no 

children was to take them from other people. Sakha preferred to take a child from their kin, 

either those of the husband or the wife’s. They did so because this child was of ‘their own 

blood’ (beiebit khaammyt), meaning that its ancestry was known to them and, however 

distantly, the child was biologically related to one of the parents. If there were no children 

available for fostering within their own kin group, parents took a child from unrelated people 

but prior to it they would necessarily check the genealogy of the child for congenital 

disorders.  

 

According to today’s Sakha, such meticulous eugenics in matters of marriage and 

reproduction was the principal means of their ‘self-protection’ (samosokhranenie). It was how 

they ‘protected their blood’ (khaannaryn kharystyyllar) from the potentially harmful effect 

that bonding with people too closely related to them or with history of genetic diseases could 

cause to it. They still observe these eugenics, even though they may use different techniques 

in doing so, such as in-vitro fertilisation in tackling childlessness. As for their fear of the 

blood that is too ‘close’, it is nowadays compounded with their fear and avoidance of its 

opposite, i.e., blood that is too distant by being non-Sakha, as I elaborate in Chapter 6. 

Although these two categories of exclusion operate on different planes and are by no means 

incompatible, under current conditions the antagonism towards non-Sakha blood visibly 

 
2 See Franklin 2013 on how modern genetic technologies, and namely the notion of ‘genes’, have replaced the 

idiom of ‘blood’ as the new means of representing relatedness.  
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overshadows the concerns over incest in popular discourses.  

 

Cattle livestock was also what lay behind Sakha’s bygone practice of polygamy. In the deep 

pre-Soviet past, it was women who did most of the cow-tending labour. For example, a 19th 

century exile turned ethnographer Ivan Khudyakov observed that Sakha women ‘always 

work: in summer [they] milk cows, mares, feed cattle, make kumys, butter, cook meals and 

sew’ (1969: 179). In order to attract more of this labour force, some Sakha men had several 

wives, each of whom was in charge of each of their multiple households across which their 

cattle herds were scattered. Polygamy was thus essentially a means to accrue more cattle 

wealth and echoed a trend that appears to be characteristic of other pastoral societies (cf. 

Galaty & Bonte 1991).  However, we shall see in Chapter 6 that some modern Sakha 

nationalists emphasise the usefulness of polygamy (in the form of polygyny) for increasing 

the production of Sakha children. 

 

Despite the importance of women for the maintenance and expansion of cattle property, it was 

men who were the patriarchs of Sakha household in the pre-Soviet past - a pattern of gender 

relations that is also typical of pastoralism (cf. Hutchinson 1996; Meeker 1989; High 2008). 

Their authority hinged primarily on the fact that they ran all the external affairs of their 

households, such as haymaking, construction and maintenance work, the procurement of 

livestock and firewood and the negotiations over land use. For this, they were regarded as the 

breadwinners of their households on whom the rest of its members depended and were treated 

with due respect (Seroshevsky 1993; Vinokurova 2010; Vinokurova & Boiakova 2009). As a 

local ethnographer points out, ‘the presence of adult men was traditionally a guarantee of the 

economic prosperity and well-being of families’ (Vinokurova 2010: 148). In the final section 

of this chapter, I show how the collapse of the Soviet economy led to the mass unemployment 

of Sakha men and shattered their traditional authority and status. I will take this thread up 

again in Chapter 6 where I delve into the world of Sakha male activists who are fighting with 

a modern manifestation of this male problem.  

 

 

The ‘improvement’ of Sakha humans by the culturally and racially superior Russians 

Although Sakha were colonised by the Russian Empire in 1632, the three centuries of the 

tsarist period did not introduce any far-reaching changes in their lives. The new colonial 

regime exploited them and other local ethnic groups for furs but was generally characterised 
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by neglect (Vitebsky 2000; Smith 1990; Slezkine 1994). Among the most perceptible changes 

which the colonial administration introduced in the life of the Sakha and which are worth 

mentioning here was their land ownership: if earlier Sakha viewed their pasturelands as 

alienable commodity which they could sell, the new regime claimed all land to be the 

property of the tsar, taxing Sakha for its tenure and banning its sale (Mészáros 2012; Basharin 

1956). Another important introduction was, of course, that of Orthodox Christianity, which 

although vilified and banned some of the old Sakha practices, was nonetheless significantly 

milder than the Soviet treatment of them. For example, the Church banned polygamy, 

allowing Sakha men to have only one registered marriage at any given time. Yet, in practice, 

some wealthy individuals continued to have several unofficial partners in a way described 

earlier (Sleptsov 1989). 

 

It was the Soviet regime that was established here in 1922 that transformed Sakha ways of life 

more dramatically. The Soviet state aimed to create a modernist and homogenously 

communist society throughout its territory. In moulding such a society, it took a social 

evolutionist approach to the vast range of peoples that inhabited its territory and all of whom 

had different languages, religions and socio-economic bases. In particular, it downgraded 

these peoples as primitive societies stuck at the lowest levels of the socio-cultural 

development. The only people whom the Soviet regime considered to be progressive were 

ethnic Russians whom it placed on the top of its ethnic and racial hierarchy. Indeed, despite 

its rhetoric of the friendship of nations, the Soviet nationalities ideology was fundamentally a 

discriminatory and racist ideology. It endowed Russians with the paternalistic role of ‘the 

elder brother’ with whom the non-Russian ethnic minority groups were to catch up or ‘draw 

near’ (sblizhat’sya) if they were to shed their backwardness (Slezkine 1992; 1994; 

Argounova-Low 2012). 

 

To do so, the non-Russian peoples were to forget and struggle against some their past customs 

and ways of being. This war against the past brought about some important transformations in 

Sakha gender relations and labour organisation. Polygyny as a fairly non-secretive practice 

was abolished under the threat of the infamous communist party’s public punishment of such-

like behaviour (Kharkhordin 1999). Another custom which the Soviets tackled among the 

Sakha and other newly Sovietised peoples was the anachronistic patriarchal pattern of gender 

relations which confined women within the domestic sphere, where, the Soviets claimed, their 

labour was ‘exploited’ and rights ‘neglected’ (Engels 1940; Orlova 1928; Sleptsov 1989). To 
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emancipate women from this slavery, the communist party had them enter the public labour 

force. From the 1930s onward, masses of Sakha women began to join their husbands and 

brothers in the collective and state farms. Many young women were also sent to study at 

pedagogical and medical colleges and universities in Novosibirsk, Moscow and Saint 

Petersburg, to later administer and staff local schools, medical posts and municipal 

governments.  

 

However, a number of anthropologists have pointed that the Soviets’ feminist gender reform 

failed to overthrow patriarchy, even though it did give women a greater freedom of choice in 

marital relationships (Ashwin 2000; Vinokurova & Boiakova 2009). It failed to do so 

because, firstly, it could not balance the workload within the private domestic sphere where 

women continued to perform the lion’s share (Vitebsky & Wolfe 2001). Instead of 

disburdening women from these duties, the Soviet reform ended up doubling their burden 

with 8-hour 5-days-a-week jobs which they did outside their homes. Secondly, the terms on 

which women were integrated into public labour were not equal to those applied to men since 

often they were recruited for less paid and lower status positions of secretaries, milkmaids or 

nurses (Ashwin 2000). According to Slezkine, Soviet feminism could not introduce any 

drastic changes in male-female relations because it was driven not so much by altruistic 

concern for women’s welfare as by the desire to exploit women as the agents of the 

communist ideology within the private confines of their households (Slezkine 1994: 231-

232).  

 

The cultural elevation of ethnic Russians by the Soviet nationalities ideology simultaneously 

translated into their ethnic and racial superiority over other Soviet peoples, facilitating not 

only cultural but also biological assimilation with them. What is interesting about this 

promotion of Russians as a human species is how it became entangled with the Sakha 

traditional conceptualisation of blood which I detailed in the previous section. Sakha readily 

adopted Russianness in their own idiom of blood by conceiving of Russians as the bearers of 

‘Russian blood’ (nuuccha khaana). Furthermore, for this blood, they created a new, supra-

level in their own ranking of blood and elevated it as the best sort of blood which was even 

better than their own ‘good’ blood. They did so because ‘Russian blood’ meant being more 

civilised and progressive than Sakha in the social evolutionist sense. In addition, it also stood 

for bigger eyes and fairer skin and hair colour, which became the most desirable bodily 

attributes. It was a trend, for example, among Sakha women of the period, most of whom 
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normally had dark and fine hair, to dye it blond or perm it in their desperate attempts to ‘look 

like a Russian’ (nuuchatymsyian). Although such moral and aesthetic elevation of Russianess 

or whiteness had certainly existed among Sakha of the pre-Soviet period (cf. Seroshevsky 

1993), it was far less pervasive back then due to the scarce presence of Russians or other 

white people in the region, and to the lack of a comparable systematic promotion of Russians. 

 

Owing to the high desirability of ‘Russian blood’, Sakha equated hybridising with Russians to 

‘blood improvement’ (khaany tupsaryy). This prompted many ethnic Sakha to marry Russian 

people – more often Sakha men to Russian women who flocked to the republic as young 

teachers, doctors and veterinaries from their hometowns in European parts of Russia. As 

elsewhere across the former socialist bloc (Bulag 1998; Park 2003; Billé 2016), such merging 

with Russians through intermarriage was especially encouraged among native party bosses 

and other high-standing officials as a way of showing their solidarity with the Soviet ideology 

of the friendship of nations and socialist brotherhood. Apart from these ideological and 

political considerations, however, it appears that Sakha’s desire to hybridise with Russians 

could also be driven by their pastoral mentality. There is popular belief among Sakha that the 

blood of foreigners, especially those of a different race, as blood new and alien to them, can 

‘refresh’ (osvezhit’) theirs and give stronger progeny. They have a special term for such 

hybrid people – baahynai. This term originally denoted a Russian peasant but is now used to 

refer to people with mixed Sakha and non-Sakha, predominantly Russian, origin. Thus, a few 

of my interlocutors noted that all of the Sakha champions in wrestling and boxing were 

baahynai (which is true) and linked this to their mixed ethnic origin. “They are very strong 

and very enduring,” – one of them told me and continued: 

“A friend, who used to train with Lebedev3, said that he could exercise all day and did 

not even appear to feel tired while everyone else would feel exhausted very quickly 

and would take regular breaks. This is because he is baahynai. And animals are the 

same. Half-bred horses (siencher) tend to be fitter than pure-bred Sakha, even though 

the latter endure the cold better.”4  

Under the Soviet ideology, baahynai were invariably considered to be an ‘improved breed’ 

(uluchshennaia poroda) of Sakha, and I believe this was not only because they resembled, or 

 
3 A renowned local wrestler who is a six-time Russian champion in free-style wrestling and who made 

quarterfinals at the 2016 Olympic Games in Rio de Janeiro. 
4 Similar correlations between sport success and racial hybridity can be found in other societies. For example, 

Eduardo Archetti points out that Argentinians ascribe the strength and superiority of their polo players to the 

Argentinian race being formed by the ‘confluence of different ethnic streams’ (1999: 101). 
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‘drew near’, Russians more by having a share of Russian blood, but also because they were 

thought to be physically stronger than their ‘pure’ Sakha counterparts. Russian racism of the 

time therefore seems to have fitted well, if not inadvertently, with the Sakha’s own pastoral 

mentality in which Otherness and its by-product, i.e. hybridity, were more readily conceived 

of as advantages rather than deficiencies. Although such positive evaluation of hybridisation 

and hybridity to some degree persists to this day in Sakha society, nowadays it is not nearly as 

uncontested as it was in the Soviet period, as I shall demonstrate in Chapter 6. 

 

 

The Soviet ‘improvement’ of native cattle: a history of co-suffering 

Beginning in 1928, all sectors of the Soviet economy were guided by ambitious five-year 

plans. In accordance with these plans, the collective and state farms were to produce a set 

amount of milk, meat, potatoes and other agricultural produce and every five years this output 

was supposed to triple to provide both for the increasing domestic consumption associated 

with mass urbanisation of the Soviet population and for export abroad. However, all across 

the vast territory of the Soviet Union there were communities who kept aboriginal livestock, 

the productivity of which did not conform to the ambitious plans of the national economy. 

Soviet agricultural terminology classified these livestock as ‘low-yield’ (maloproduktivnye) 

animals. Among these peoples and animals were Sakha who raised indigenous breeds of 

horses and cattle, both of which are now officially known as ‘Yakut’ or ‘Sakha’ breeds. What 

were the Soviet agricultural reformers to do with such ‘low-yield’ livestock? In order to 

increase their output of meat and milk, the Soviets began to crossbreed them with commercial 

breeds that had been selected specifically to give large amounts of agricultural produce. This 

reform came to be known as the ‘improvement of aboriginal breeds of livestock’ (uluchshenie 

aborigennykh porod sel’skokhozyastvennykh zhivotnykh) and was carried out all across the 

former socialist bloc (cf. Cassidy 2009; Fijn 2011; Irvine 2014; White 2016).   

 

Although both Sakha horses and cattle fell victim to this reform, the degree of their 

crossbreeding with commercial breeds was not comparable. In central and Vilyui districts of 

the republic, many of the indigenous horses were crossbred either with the Orlov Trotter 

(Orlovsky rysak), or the Russian Heavy Draft (Russky tyazhelovoz) breeds. In both cases, 

Sakha dams were mated with foreign sires. Subsequently, the resultant crossbreds were 

recognised as separate breeds of horses. The crossbred of a Sakha dam with the Orlov Trotter 

was named a Prilenskaya breed and that with the Russian Heavy Draft – Megezhekskaya, 
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both breeds being named after the areas where they were formed. It is important to note that, 

although Sakha horses were crossbred with foreign breeds to form these new breeds, their 

genetic traits and morphological features were not diluted in them. The Sakha horse is one of 

their parent lineages as per their breed characteristics and many lay Sakha consider these 

breeds as sub-breeds of the Sakha breed and not as independent breeds. Furthermore, outside 

of central Yakutia, large clusters of pure-bred Sakha horses were left intact and today they 

make up 64 per cent of all the equine population in the republic (Appendix 1) (Stepanov 

2018: 16).  

 

It is Sakha cattle that bore most of the brunt of the Soviet livestock improvement reform. The 

major reason for this was the milk of native cows. Like Nuer cows which gave a small yield 

of milk owing to the constant alternation of intense drought and rains in what was formerly 

known as Nuerland (Evans-Pritchard 1978), Sakha cows produce just a litre of milk and 

sometimes even less per milking. This, too, is the price which they pay for their adaptation to 

the harsh northern environment of Yakutia where they are kept in khotons and feed on hay for 

most of the year (see Chapters 2 and 3). For the Soviet farms which had to supply the growing 

population of the republic with stable dairy produce this output was not enough. To improve 

it, from 1929 the Soviets agriculturalists began crossbreeding native cows first with bulls of 

the Swiss Simmental breed and a couple of years later also the Russian Kholmogory cattle. 

Both widely acclaimed for high milk production, these breeds promised to give as much as 

five to six tons of milk a year, or five to six times as much as native Sakha cows. Lured by 

these figures, the reformers massively mated native cows with imported bulls without 

crossing their offspring back with the Sakha breed. As a result of such repeated introgression 

of the genes of the foreign breeds, by the 1970s, almost all of the native cattle in the republic 

were fully assimilated (solbuibuttara) by these breeds. Thus, out of nearly half a million 

Sakha cattle of the pre-Soviet years, only a few hundred head were left unassimilated in a 

remote northern area with which transport connection was poor and which the Soviet 

livestock improvement policies could not reach. Today, this place is known as the Eveno-

Bytantaisky ulus and its village of Sakkyryr is the location of my Chapter 5. As a result of 

such thorough crossbreeding, the vast majority of cattle in the republic today belong to either 

the Simmental or Kholmogory breed and bear no outward similarity whatsoever with the 

native breed which comprises less than one per cent of the overall bovine stock (Appendix 2). 
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But this is only part of the story of the assimilation of native cattle by foreign breeds in the 

Soviet period. After a few talks with city zoologists, I realised that the low productivity of 

Sakha cattle was only one, albeit a major, reason for the Soviets’ contempt of them. Such a 

practical and profit-oriented evaluation of native cattle was accompanied with a number of 

more disparaging narratives about them which were strikingly similar to the humiliation to 

which the Soviet nationalities ideology exposed Sakha humans. The Soviets, among them 

ethnic Sakha themselves, also disfavoured native cattle for the supposed ugliness (djuhyune) 

which they associated chiefly with their small size. The Soviet economy’s chase after sheer 

volumes of agricultural produce was part of a broader aesthetic trend called gigantomania 

(Phillips 2000; Fitzpatrick 2000). Gigantomania was the Soviets’ love for everything big in 

size in their attempts to prove the efficacy of the communist system. Although it pervaded all 

spheres of Soviet life, it was especially evident in architecture, sculpture and visual arts more 

generally whereby the supremacy of the Soviet system was meant to be conveyed by the 

creation of gigantic monuments, farms and the huge images of the communist leaders in 

paintings. Within such gigantomaniac aesthetics, the big stood for the good and beautiful and 

everything small in size was deemed deficient. Sakha cattle with their 110 to 127 centimetres 

at withers, compared to the Simmentals which stood between 150 and 165, suffered greatly 

from this aesthetic. Thus, Galina Dmitrievna, who was 91 at the time of my field research, 

remembered the first Simmental cattle brought to their collective in 1934 very vividly:  

“People were awed by their novelty and size. They called them boruoda [adapted from 

Russian poroda - ‘breed’] cattle. My grandmother used to say their new-born calves 

(niireider) were the size of our two-year-old ones (tyhaghastar)!” 

As I discussed in the previous section, at this very time, the Soviet nationalities ideology 

elevated Russians and Russian-Sakha human hybrids as better sorts of people than full Sakha. 

This was both a source and a result of the simultaneous idealisation of the physical traits 

characteristic of Russians or other Slavs and the denigration of those typical of Sakha, which 

prodded many Sakha to simulate Russians. One can still sometimes hear Sakha use a self-

deprecating phrase kyra-khara (lit. ‘small-black’) meaning ‘unattractive’ in relation to 

themselves or Sakha in general. I suppose phrases of this kind are to a large extent a legacy of 

the Soviet period. The disparagement of native cattle as falling short of the splendour of 

foreign cattle, whom Sakha termed as ‘Russian’, thus closely paralleled Sakha’s own racial 

and ethnic deprecation by the Soviet pro-Russian standard.  
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In another contemptuous echo to Sakha themselves, native cattle were also labelled a 

‘primitive’ breed (primitivnaia poroda) by the Soviet agricultural reformers and then also by 

the rest of the public. As Galina Dmitrievna said above, when large imported cattle were first 

introduced to the republic they were admiringly referred to as boruoda which is an adapted 

shortening of the Russian kul’turnaia poroda, i.e., ‘cultured’ breed. By calling them as such, 

people highlighted their longer history of specialised selective breeding and simultaneously 

contrasted them to Sakha cattle which supposedly did not have such a history, even though 

the Sakha had undoubtedly had their own techniques of animal selection. 

 

Therefore, the tropes which accompanied the substitution of native cattle by those of foreign 

origin bore striking similarities with the Sakha’s own racial humiliation by the Soviet 

ideology which considered them and other indigenous minorities to be inferior to ethnic 

Russians and encouraged them to ‘draw near’ them. In her paper on the Marind people of the 

West Papua (2018), Sophie Chao explores how several wild animals, including a cassowary, 

find refuge in Marind villages following the razing of the forest to make way for monocrop 

oil palm plantations. According to her, the salvaged animals provoke sadness and pity among 

the Marind because they offer ‘a too faithful reflection’ of the Marind’s own experiences of 

political oppression by the Indonesian state. Chao argues that these animals and the humans 

who pity them form shared ‘communities of fate’ in ways that transcend their differences as 

species (2018: 4). Sakha cattle and humans can also be said to have formed such a 

multispecies ‘community of fate’ in the Soviet period. It was not only Sakha humans whose 

worth was diminished during this period, but also that of their cattle. This sharing of each 

other’s experience transcended interspecies boundaries that existed between them and turned 

them into a single community of suffering.  

 

Like other pastoral peoples (Hutchinson 1996; Vitebsky 2005; Fijn 2011), Sakha had always 

shared their subjectivity with their animals (see Chapter 5). However, their intersubjectivity 

was largely a personal one, taking place between an individual human caregiver and his or her 

herd of animals. What the Soviet reformers did was to lift this intersubjectivity to a collective 

level. By bringing ‘Russian’ cattle alongside Russian humans and placing both of these 

species above their Sakha counterparts, the Soviets added a new collective scope to Sakha’s 

conception of human-animal oneness. Moreover, by placing Russian people hierarchically 

above Sakha and ‘Russian’ cattle above native cattle, the Soviets put these interethnic and 

interbreed asymmetrical relationships in an analogy: imported ‘Russian’ cattle were claimed 
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superior to native cattle in the same way as Russian humans were better than Sakha humans. 

They placed the two sets of relationships in a relation of homology (Levi-Strauss 1964). In 

Chapter 7, I shall show that it is this interbreed and interethnic homology that is being 

reproduced by Sakha ethnonationalists in the revival of native cattle. Back in the Soviet years, 

Sakha may not have been (openly) critical of this homology and many of them actively 

contributed to it. However, this does not mean that they cannot denounce it retrospectively: 

ideologies change fast and so do peoples’ likes and dislikes. We can therefore say that it is the 

Soviets’ advancement of Sakha’s human-cattle intersubjectivity in the Soviet period that laid 

the groundwork for what we have today - a comparable shared experience of Sakha humans 

and their bovines. Today’s dynamic, however, is not only that of co-suffering but also that of 

shared attempts at empowerment.  

 

 

The life of the Sakha and the evolution of Sakha ethnonationalism in the post-Soviet 

years 

The Soviet attempts to Russianise Sakha humans were far less successful than their livestock 

improvement reform. Indeed, as Balzer and Vinokurova pointed in the middle of the 1990s, 

essentially everything that the Soviets tried to do in the domain of nationality relations led to 

heightened, not repressed, ethnic consciousness among Sakha and to an explosion of their 

ethnonationalist sentiments after its breakup (1996: 114)5. More than twenty years have 

passed since these scholars carried out their research. Over this time, the discourse of Sakha 

ethnonationalists has undergone significant changes, reflecting key moments in Sakha social, 

political and economic life. In this section, I shall chart these transformations and point to 

those particular moments in their life which, I believe, might have brought them about.  

 

In 1990, the chaotic and liberalised years of perestroika (re-structuring) culminated in the 

Kremlin’s granting of governmental 'sovereignty' to a number of ethnonational territories, 

including the Sakha Republic. Although Tatiana Argounova-Low argues that Sakha 

 
5 According to Rogers Brubaker, Soviet attempts to transcend ethnic distinctions proved counterproductive 

because, ‘although antinationalist, they were anything but anti- national’, pervasively institutionalising territorial 
nationhood and ethnic nationality as fundamental cognitive and social forms. Thus, the regime divided the 

citizenry into a set of exhaustive and mutually exclusive ethnic nationalities, like that of ‘Russian’, ‘Sakha’, and 

‘Eveny’. These ethnic nationalities were assigned by the state at birth on the basis of descent. They were 

registered in personal identity documents. They were recorded in almost all bureaucratic encounters and official 

transactions. And they were to control access to higher education and to certain desirable jobs, restricting the 

opportunities of some nationalities, and promoting others through preferential treatment policies for so-called 

"titular" nationalities in "their own" republics (Brubaker 1996: 18; see also Kaplonski 1998; Sneath 2018). 
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sovereignty had the attributes more of a symbolic, rather than genuine, statehood, embodied 

in ‘a President, a flag, an emblem, and an airline’ (Argounova-Low 2004: 257), I believe that 

it did result in a perceptible independence of the republic from the federal government in 

managing its own life. Thus, with the exception of defence and foreign affairs, all other 

spheres of social and political life in the republic were handed to the local government. And 

even some external affairs, as John Tichotsky shows, were no longer a monopoly of the 

Kremlin (2001: 142). The republic established its own Foreign Ministry and even had a 

corporation called ‘Sakhavneshstroy’ (lit. ‘Sakha external construction’) which dealt with the 

republic’s relations with foreign countries and companies in the economic sphere. After more 

than three hundred years of vain petitions first to the Russian and then the Soviet state for 

more autonomy, to the Sakha ethnonationalist elites these political shifts meant a huge victory 

(cf. Argounova-Low 2007; 2012). And even ordinary Sakha masses, it appears, did not stand 

by. Balzer and Vinokurova, who witnessed those days, tell us that the sovereignty 'symbolised 

for many residents of the republic a new pride…When it was passed, people poured into the 

streets of the capital, Yakutsk, cheering, celebrating and even hugging strangers’ (1996: 103).  

 

Sakha’s early post-Soviet success story did not end there, for in March 1992 the Governments 

of the Russian Federation and of the Sakha Republic signed an Agreement on their economic 

relationship. According to this agreement, the federal authorities in Moscow conceded that 20 

per cent of the revenues from the diamond mining industry– the fulcrum of Russia’s interest 

in the republic - were to remain in the republic (Tichotsky 2001). Alongside a greater degree 

of political autonomy, the Sakha were therefore also given more freedom to administer their 

resources as they pleased.  

 

These major events of the early post-Soviet years set the mood of Sakha ethnonationalism of 

the time. It was, I suggest, a triumphant nationalism which celebrated the newly acquired 

economic and political liberties. Native leaders believed that Sakha people had triumphed 

over the oppressive Soviet system and were entering a new and a better phase in their history. 

Their rhetoric teemed with optimism and hope for an even brighter life than the one they were 

granted in those years. It comes as little wonder then that the horse, as an ethnocultural 

symbol of Sakha, was at its height during this period. In 1992, a petroglyph representing a 

horse rider and discovered near the estuary of the Lena river was made the state emblem for 

the newly formed sovereign republic (Fig. 5). In those days, horses could be found virtually 

everywhere, from countryside meadows to the banners in the centre of Yakutsk advertising 
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rissoles and the on-board magazine of ‘Yakutia’ airline. One of the most charismatic species, 

celebrated universally a symbol of victory and locally for its independence from human care, 

it conveyed Sakha’s sense of triumph and independence like nothing else.  

 

Figure 5. The emblem of the republic. 

 

One of the major trends of this early triumphant phase of Sakha post-Soviet ethnonationalism 

was the nationalists’ attempts to define Sakha as a community distinct from Russia. As Balzer 

and Vinokurova argue, 'instead of displaying chauvinist or ethnocentric brands of 

nationalism’, Sakha political and cultural leaders of the time were ‘responding to new post-

Soviet opportunities by trying to expand their horizons, orienting themselves in different 

directions’ (ibid: 112). Of these orientations the most salient was to other Turkic peoples, 

most of whom now lived outside Russia’s borders. The Sakha intelligentsia were enthusiastic 

to be part of a much larger and older entity of the Turkic peoples (tyurki) and their rhetoric 

was saturated with the evocations of the glorious Turkic past, even if only imagined. This 

pan-Turkic sentiment gave rise to what has perhaps been the most pervasive and extravagant 

of all Sakha ethnonationalist enterprises – the discourse and project on their genofond (‘gene 

stock’). This multi-million project was launched and funded by the first President of the 

republic in the middle of the 1990s and was aimed at exploring the origin of Sakha people. To 

this end, several laboratories and centres of genomic medicine were established in Yakutsk. 

As a staff member of one of these laboratories told me, their task was not just to study the 
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origin of Sakha but to use hard science to prove their Turkic origin6. Although originally 

started as a research project, the tropes of genofond were quickly absorbed into popular 

discourses about Sakha culture and ethnicity, or what Bob Simpson, following Anderson 

(1983), cogently termed as ‘genetic imaginations’ (2000: 6). As we shall see recurrently in 

this thesis, Sakha ethnonationalism still has a very palpable geneticist twist.  

 

The triumphant sentiment and rhetoric of Sakha nationalists began to sour with the change of 

the Russian government in 1999. This was the first time when the ethnic republics in Russia 

sensed a cooling in the political climate since the liberal perestroika period. In the case of the 

Sakha, this cooling had an immediate effect on their control of diamonds. Thus, at the 

beginning of the 2000s, Yakutia’s share of the diamond revenues was substantially cut and 

the head office of ALROSA, the major diamond mining company, was relocated from the 

town of Mirny in southern Yakutia to Moscow. To top this off, in 2009, President Putin’s 

government revoked the sovereignty of the Sakha Republic. Although the flag and other 

paraphernalia were retained, the republic’s President was very tellingly renamed a Governor 

and was no longer elected by the republic's citizens but appointed by the federal authorities in 

Moscow.  

 

These major shifts in the relationships between the local and the federal government were 

accompanied by equally significant transformations in the life of the ordinary Sakha masses. 

The major developments have been the decline of the status of men in Sakha society and the 

simultaneous influx of Muslim migrant men from Central Asia and the North Caucasus. In the 

Soviet days, the majority of Sakha men worked as drivers, mechanics and herders at the 

collectives and state farms. When the farms dissolved following the breakup of the Soviet 

Union, they were left jobless and without stable income. This significantly shattered men’s 

gender identity and self-esteem traditionally tied to their breadwinner role, as described 

earlier, causing high levels of alcoholism, depression and early death among them 

(Vinokurova & Boiakova 2009; Vinokurova 2010). On the face of it, Sakha men may appear 

to have shared the fate of millions of other men across the former Soviet Union where the 

liquidation or bankruptcy of many enterprises led to the so-called ‘masculinity crisis’ 

(Zdravomyslova & Temkina 2003; Ashwin 2000; Stépanoff 2004 on ethnic Tuvans). But the 

 
6 There is burgeoning field of research on how biomedical innovations, including DNA testing, are used and 

abused by post-colonial communities as a means to overcome their past humiliation and current socio-political 

marginalisation (see Ong 2010; Egorova 2013. 2014). 
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case with the Sakha men has had its own, perhaps aggravating, peculiarities predicated by the 

economic politics in the region. Although Yakutia is a region rich in a vast range of mineral 

resources, including diamonds, the ordinary Sakha have never been able to reap many of the 

benefits of this wealth. This is because this sector, from a rotation worker in a mine to a high-

standing manager, has been an almost exclusive prerogative of Slavic peoples (Tichotsky 

2001; Balzer & Vinokurova 1996). Sakha people, by contrast, were traditionally engaged in 

animal husbandry and thus concentrated until recently in rural areas. This economic division 

has been so salient that the adjectives ‘industrial’ (promyshlennye) and ‘agricultural’ 

(sel’skokhozyaistvennye) when used in relation to Yakutian settlements also connote their 

ethnic composition (Argounova-Low 2012: 87). Thus, when the economic revival in Russia 

in the 2000s resuscitated its industrial sector, it offered men elsewhere an opportunity to 

regain their employment and with it also to rehabilitate their gender identity. Meanwhile, 

Sakha men have not had such an opportunity thus far, since, unlike the mining and other 

industries, animal husbandry has been in a continuous depression since the fall of the Soviet 

Union. As it will become important later, I would like to dwell on this in more detail.  

 

Unlike in Mongolia (Sneath 2018) or Tuva (Stépanoff 2012), the downturn of animal 

husbandry in Yakutia has not been due to the underfinancing of the sector, which is said to 

receive eight to twelve billion rubles annually from both the federal and the regional budgets 

(Ponomarev 2017: 4). Rather, it seems to stem from the extreme bureaucracy of the sector and 

its inefficient management of the funds. Thus, farmers ubiquitously complained to me that the 

lion’s share of these allocations never reach them but stays in Yakutsk to provide for 

numerous offices and the office workers of the Ministry of agriculture and animal husbandry 

(henceforth: MAAH) all whom are urban youth who ‘barely saw cattle in their lives’. Indeed, 

I was surprised to learn in the course of my fieldwork that the MAAH of the republic with the 

population of just one million people has as many as thirty various subdivisions, units and 

departments. But what is even more striking is that many of them appear to perform similar 

functions. For instance, at the time of my fieldwork, two large institutions were in charge of 

native cattle which barely numbered 2000 head in total: ‘Yakutsky skot’ (Yakut cattle) which, 

I was told, carried out their selective breeding and ‘Sakhaplemobiedinenie’ (Sakha-breed-

unification) which was accountable for their artificial insemination.  

 

Cattle have been affected more adversely than any other pastoral animals by this crisis. The 

inflated prices on fuel, combined feed and machinery, all of which could easily be accessed in 
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the collectives, made the labour and time intensive cattle herding no longer an efficient way 

of making a living for many Sakha. As a result, an increasing number of people have been 

switching from both cattle and horse herding to horse herding alone. For example, several 

interlocutors pointed out to me that, with the meagre profits they were making raising cattle, 

they would rather keep only horses who demanded far less labour and resource investments 

but paid off almost the same. For example, beef and colt meat both cost around 450 rubles per 

kg (both as cost to the customer and pay for a farmer), but to slaughter a calf a herder needs to 

raise and invest in it for at least two years, while colts are slaughtered six months after their 

birth. This is why the number of bovine stock is shrinking at a very high speed in Yakutia, 

while that of horses has been steadily clinging to its late Soviet figures. Thus, in 1990, when 

the total number of cattle in the republic stood at 409,201 head, horses counted only 199,537, 

but already in 2019, their numbers had equalled, with cattle dropping to 183,351 and horses 

counting 183,923 (Appendix 3) (Turantaev 2017: 16).  

 

It appears that men have had different strategies to cope with their unemployment, depending 

on their age and marital status. Middle-aged and elderly men with settled family life stayed in 

villages and took over the bulk of cow tending chores in their households. Thus, in Tastakh, I 

observed that it was men who did the most repetitive parts of this job, such as cleaning the 

khoton out of manure, while women milked cows before and after their major job 

responsibilities (i.e. salaried elsewhere, for example as school teachers or canteen workers). 

This leads us to another peculiarity of the Sakha male crisis. While in other regions men and 

women are claimed to have borne the brunt of the collapse of the Soviet economy more or 

less evenly, with ‘female’ industries, such as textiles and garment manufacturing, being 

devastated as much as those of ‘male’ (Kiblitskaya 2000: 95), this was not the case among 

Sakha. Here, women were far less affected by the closure of the farms since, unlike men, the 

majority of them were employed at schools, libraries and health posts in the Soviet years and 

thus were able to retain their jobs after the breakup of the union.  

 

Men of younger generations, however, found a different solution to the depression of the rural 

economy. They massively flocked from their home villages to Yakutsk in a process that 

began as early as the 1970s but has rapidly escalated since the 1990s (Vitebsky 2000; 

Argounova-Low 2007)7. But Yakutsk could hardly live up to their hopes for a better life since 

 
7 The population of Yakutsk is said to have rocketed from just 198,000 in 1992 to 350,000 in 2017 (Bochkareva 
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it, too, had and still has little to offer them. The white-collar jobs in the government and 

private sector are almost inaccessible for those who do not have connections or blat (cf. 

Ledeneva 1998; Humphrey 2002). The mining industry, as mentioned, has never been a 

sphere of occupation for the Sakha. The only way to go for men has therefore been 

entrepreneurship which seems a viable option now that the consumerist culture is rapidly 

burgeoning in the capital. But setting up a business is still a hard endeavour in Russia which 

is only developing leverages to support it, and this sector is heavily infiltrated by mafias. 

Moreover, this sector, too, has been increasingly dominated by non-Sakha, who, however, are 

no longer Russians but different kinds of Others. 

 

After the breakup of the Soviet Union a significant mass of ethnic Russians fled Yakutia for 

European parts of Russia, clearing urban space not only for rural Sakha, but also for labour 

migrants from Central Asia and the North Causasus. Triggered by the economic revival in 

Russia, the immigration of a large number of people from these states and republics to 

Moscow, Saint Petersburg and the peripheries with a positive gross territorial product is a 

relatively new phenomenon in this country which began in the early 2000s (Abashin 2014: 

12). While some anthropological research on this new mobility pattern elsewhere in Russia 

has been carried out (cf. Reeves 2015; Laruelle 2017; Oparin 2017; Sokolov 2017), no such 

work has been done in Yakutia. The only resources available to me were therefore official 

reports and my own ethnographic observations. According to the republic’s migration service, 

Yakutia receives approximately 30,000 labour immigrants annually (Yakutia24). The 

majority of these come from the independent republics of Tajikistan, Kyrgyzstan and 

Uzbekistan. Although almost all of them settle in Yakutsk, some have recently made their 

way into the administrative centres of central uluses where the population is almost 

exclusively Sakha. The immigrants are male and normally come on their own, remitting the 

lion’s share of their earnings to their homes. This, however, does not mean that they lead 

lonely lives in Yakutsk. As it is often the case with immigrant communities, they form tightly 

knit diaspora networks based on mutual aid: old members share their experience with new 

ones and assist them in obtaining necessary documents, accommodation and a job and, in 

return, expect them to do other favours when necessary (cf. Oparin 2017: 9). Owing to such 

nepotism as well as cheap labour and the rejection of alcohol, migrants have become powerful 

competitors to Sakha men in the job market, virtually barring them from the most lucrative 

 
2017: 11). This is despite the continuing out-migration of ethnic Russians from the republic since the fall of the 

Soviet Union (Ignatieva 2000). 
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niches of entrepreneurship, such as construction and renovation, taxi services, catering and 

grocery trade. For example, to have their dacha (countryside summer house) built or an 

apartment refurbished, Sakha and non-Sakha people equally tend to hire brigades of migrant 

men rather than those of Sakha. The most common reason they state for this is the 

unreliability of Sakha workers associated with their alcoholism. Thus, an interlocutor, himself 

a Sakha man, once told me: 

“Perhaps, Sakha are no worse and even better builders than migrants, but once they 

receive part of their pay, they go binge drinking and vanish, leaving the work half-

done. Migrant workers, by contrast, rarely drink and normally finish their work on 

time”.  

In Chapter 6, I shall show that it is not only in the job market but also –much more 

intimately– in the marriage market that Sakha men perceive themselves to be threatened by 

migrants.  

 

The decline of Sakha men and the simultaneous influx of Other men came as a final and 

decisive pressure on Sakha ethnonationalist sentiment. These coincidental events have given 

it a very palpable masculinist twist, as I show in Chapter 6. But more importantly, having 

overlain the Kremlin’s strengthening of its grip on the republic and its mineral resources, 

these events have overturned the rhetoric and symbolism of Sakha ethnonationalism. Already 

writing in 2011, Balzer sensed that Sakha leaders, ‘having tasted degrees of sovereign control 

over their resources, were alarmed that they have been forced yet again into dependency 

positions’ (2011: 225-226, my emphasis). In agreement with her and based on my own 

ethnographic observations from 2017 and 2018, I can confirm that the current discourse of 

Sakha nationalists is no longer triumphant as it was in the 1990s, but alarmist. It is a 

discourse of a people who feel threatened rather than empowered. Instead of horses, today’s 

Sakha nationalists associate themselves with native cattle as endangered animals in need of 

rescue. This thesis is a story of this association. 
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CHAPTER 2. Intellectuals and their project on the revival of native cattle 

Teryut Baai 

“They are just letting our cattle die out and soon they will make us extinct, too!” – exclaimed 

Pavel. He complained about the government of the republic, which, he believed, did not care 

well enough about a native Sakha breed of cattle that he and his colleagues sitting at the table 

have been working hard to revive for almost a decade. This was one of their informal 

gatherings in which, over snacks and drinks, they praised these animals’ ability to resist cold 

and other qualities, joyfully noted the positive results of their endeavour and discussed how 

they could take it further. By then I had already known Pavel and a couple of other people, 

but I had not yet met the hosts of the meeting, which made me feel somewhat out of place. 

They were the Chomchoevs’- a married couple who are well known in Sakha elite circles. 

The wife, Diana, is an animal geneticist who, in the 1990s, was one of the pioneers of the 

project for the revival of native cattle. Anatoly, her husband, was proudly introduced by Pavel 

as a retired Colonel who commanded staff for the liquidation of the Chernobyl disaster. Long 

retired, they had a peaceful life in a suburb of Yakutsk where they kept dogs, chicken, goats 

and, of course, cattle of the native breed.    

 

In Chapter 1, I noted that a few head of these cattle were left unassimilated in the Soviet years 

in the remote northern Eveno-Bytantaisky ulus (henceforth: Eveno-Bytantay) where the 

livestock improvement reforms never reached them. Soon after the union collapsed, a small 

group of Sakha zoologists became gripped by the idea of bringing some of these native 

animals to central Yakutia (the Sakha ethnic heartland) and eventually spreading them all 

across their ‘home alaases’. Diana, who was then a senior researcher at the Institute of 

Agriculture in Yakutsk, told me: “They were amazing [animals] and they were ours! So, we 

thought why should they be kept secluded so far away? We wanted to bring them back and let 

them pasture in their homeland (tereebyut doidutugar)”8. This timed well with the explosion 

 
8 It is interesting to note here a parallel with the import of indigenous breeds of livestock (mostly sheep and 

cattle) to Buryatia from Mongolia (S. Namsaraeva, pers.comm.). There is, however, an important difference 

between the two cases. The Sakha activists who lead this project on native cattle believe that they are returning 

native cattle to their home place. According to them, it is central Yakutia that is home to these animals and a 

place where they once were abundant, and not Eveno-Bytantay, a district which they largely associate with the 

Eveny people and their reindeer. Although never overtly claimed, there is this sense of contestation between 

Eveno-Bytantay’s and central Yakutian rights over native cattle in the discourse of Sakha activists which does 
not seem to be characteristic of the Buryat discourse despite the fact that it takes place across a transnational 

border.  
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of ethnic revivalist moods in Yakutia as well as with a wider, post-socialist trend which 

replaced the concern with the ‘improvement’ of indigenous livestock with the desire to 

preserve them (cf. Cassidy 2009; Fijn 2011; White 2016). After a couple of years of 

negotiating with high-standing officials in the regional government, Diana and her colleagues 

from the Institute received guarantees of their logistical and financial support in 1994. 

However, the animals which they called 'native' could not be brought anywhere in this part of 

Yakutia since it had had long been home to other, non-Sakha breeds. This would not only put 

their intention to breed native cattle as a distinct aboriginal breed at risk by exposing them to 

mating with foreign cattle, but, most importantly, spark ambiguous reaction among local 

herders, the overwhelming majority of whom did not even know at the time that there was an 

indigenous Sakha breed of cattle. With this in mind, it was decided to home the first batch of 

cattle brought from the north in an abandoned village of Uluu Syhyy, which was then 

populated only by one old lady, who took care of an old Orthodox church, and a family of 

cattle and horse herders. The Ministry subsequently hired the family to look after the native 

cattle and the zoologists from the city visited them from time to time to check the animals’ 

health, carry out blood sampling and bring necessary breeding equipment.  

 

This lasted for about ten years and could be characterised as the early stage in the evolution of 

the project and discourse on native cattle. At this stage, it did not have as much public 

attention as it came to gain later: few people except the zoologists knew about these animals 

and the allocations from the budget towards them were limited. However, around the late 

2000s, the discourse on native cattle visibly intensified. The zoologists were gradually joined 

by writers, journalists, retired schoolteachers, university lecturers and their post-graduate 

students. With the shared endeavour to revive and expand native cattle, they formed a non-

profit community with the very expressive name Teryut Baai which in Sakha means ‘native 

wealth’. It is this expanded group with whom I worked and whom I shall refer to collectively 

as "intellectuals."  

 

Although all of these intellectuals have roots in rural cattle herding families, apart from the 

mentioned Chomchoevs' family and Aisen, a part-time university lecturer who commutes to 

Yakutsk from a nearby village, they do not breed cattle themselves. Rather, they engage with 

them ideologically. By this I mean that what they engage with are not actual cattle that eat, 

breathe and need a certain amount and quality of fodder in order to yield a desirable yield of 

milk (or even to stay alive), but ideas and fantasies about these animals (cf. Stammler 2010: 
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230; Baranovitch 2015). They draw these ideas from multiple sources: from the observation 

of the outer morphological characteristics of these animals, from the scant academic literature 

published on them in the Soviet period (Korotov 1966; Romanov 1984) and from their own 

imaginations. They hardly ground these ideas on the actual economy of breeding these cattle 

on the ground. It is these ideas that they use as raw material in their crafting of native cattle as 

symbols of Sakhaness and the most valuable Sakha ethnic heritage. As we shall see 

recurrently, the ‘decontextualised’ nature of these symbols (Babadzan 2000: 138) is the 

reason why the intellectuals’ understandings of these animals often clash with those of the 

herders who live off these animals and to whom they are more a material than a discursive 

resource.  

 

Nonetheless, this detachment from the reality of breeding cattle does not prevent the 

intellectuals from being confident that their knowledge of these animals is the most accurate. 

It is this belief that allows them to see their major mission as ‘raising public awareness’ (djon 

eiyun syrdataary) about these cattle, including their advantages over other breeds of cattle, 

through the means of mass media. I shall dwell on how precisely they carry out this mission 

later in the chapter. For now, let me give more detailed biographies of Pavel and Denis 

Ivanovich, who were my two key informants from Teryut Baai and whom you will encounter 

frequently in this thesis (their names have been changed). 

 

Pavel is a 54-year-old zootechnician at one of the divisions within the republic’s MAAH 

which coordinates the work of conservation farms where the majority of native cattle are bred 

today. He is also an affiliated researcher at Yakutsk Research Institute of Agriculture. He is 

one of the leading members of Teryut Baai and is perhaps the most zealous enthusiast of the 

native breed in that he is staunchly against even the slightest crossbreeding of them with other 

breeds. For this uncompromising insistence on keeping these cattle pure-bred he is much 

feared by herders who look after these animals in conservation farms and who, as we shall see 

in the following chapter, cannot always guarantee that they do not accidentally mix with other 

breeds. Yet the only cattle Pavel ever kept himself were those of his parents in his home 

village some forty years ago. Born and raised in a village in central Yakutia, he moved to 

Yakutsk at the age of nineteen to study at a university and never returned home. Instead, he 

embarked on a post-graduate programme at the institute to which he is now affiliated. He later 

married a city-born woman who, as he said, ‘had never lived in a village or had any ties with 

it’ and with whom they have two children. When talking about his children and 
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communicating me their ways Pavel, who hardly put a single Russian word in his speech, 

switched to near-native Russian with little if at all trace of a Sakha accent. As such, Pavel can 

be seen a classic example of those urban Sakha intellectuals who advocate ‘traditional’ ways 

of being Sakha, such as breeding (native) cattle and living in villages, but who themselves 

have long been detached from these ways. Living in a village and making their living from 

herding animals is no longer their lived world but the one which they cherish as their hazy 

childhood memories. More importantly, it is a repository of Sakha ‘traditions’ from which 

they draw both inspiration and material for their ethnonationalist enterprises in the classic 

Gellnerian sense (Gellner 1983; Babadzan 2000; Smith 2009).  

 

Denis Ivanovich is an 80-year-old retired schoolmaster. He is one of the most active ‘public 

correspondents’ to ‘Kyym’, the readers of which admire his articles for covering some of the 

most acute issues of animal husbandry. He has also written a large proportion of newspaper 

articles on Sakha cattle. However, unlike Pavel and other enthusiasts of this breed, he has 

lived and worked for his entire life in a village where he has close friends among both large- 

and small-scale horse and cattle herders. He therefore has a much closer understanding of 

rural life, including the perils of cattle keeping, than most of them. Denis Ivanovich also 

belongs to that quickly vanishing generation of elderly Sakha who remember native cattle 

prior to their assimilation with the breeds brought by the Soviets - a lengthy and spotty 

process, which began in the late 1920s but was not complete until the early 1950s. Unlike his 

younger colleagues, Denis Ivanovich therefore has a more personal attachment to this breed 

through his memories. Thus, he told me that he wrote his articles partly in order to pay tribute 

to Eruesteekh and Alakyys, the two cows of his grandparents who saved him and his siblings 

during the famine of the 1940s that struck his home district and the neighboring areas after a 

prolonged drought and claimed thousands of lives: 

“Each day we would eat suorat [Sakha-style yogurt]. For breakfast, lunch and dinner. 

Sometimes there was meat. Then we would eat the bones up for several days. You 

never threw them away in those days but re-boiled them a few times and made the fat 

come out”.   

 

After having spent some time with Denis Ivanovich, I sensed, however, that there was another 

reason why he devoted so much of his time to writing. He is an impeccably well-read person 

who has a passion for lengthy and animated debates. However, his eagerness to talk was not 

usually met with the same enthusiasm by his elder son and his family with whom Denis 
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Ivanovich had moved after his wife passed away some ten years ago. He therefore 

compensated for this lack of communication by producing newspaper articles. For example, 

sometimes he attached his phone number to his articles, inviting readers to call him and share 

their thoughts about what he wrote. He told me that people from all over the republic phoned 

him and some even repeated their calls on a regular basis.  

 

Apart from Denis Ivanovich, who lived in a village and hardly travelled to the city, the 

members of Teryut Baai maintain close friendly relationships with each other. They have a 

group chat on WhatsApp messenger and every now and then hold the informal ‘tea and 

biscuit’ gatherings with which I opened this chapter. However, as closely knit as these 

intellectuals are with each other, they have little if any actual contact with herders who take 

care of native cattle on the ground. In a comparable research on the political underpinnings of 

camel conservation in Inner Mongolia, Thomas White tells us that it is similarly led by a 

group of local elites – retired government cadres and intellectuals – who run an NGO called 

the Alasha Camel Protection Society (2016). However, throughout the text of his research the 

boundaries between the elite and non-elite groups remain obscure and seem to be highly 

permeable. Thus, although White never states explicitly whether these elites are themselves 

camel herders, it frequently appears to be the case. For example, when talking about his key 

informant and a member of the society, he writes: “Recently Ünimönh has also introduced 

automatic watering troughs. When I met up with him in the summer of 2015, he had just 

bought one of these systems and was about to try it out” (2016: 185).  

 

This is different among my Sakha informants. Here, the relationships of the intellectuals from 

Teryut Baai with herders who breed native cattle on the ground are more distant and 

mediated. Their interaction with them is limited to rare and normally very quick visits which 

Pavel and his colleagues from MAAH pay to the conservation farms. Even during these visits, 

they normally interact only with the brigadiers (head herders or gangmasters) of the farm and 

never exchange a word with milkmaids or ordinary herders. Outside of these visits, their 

connection with the wider pastoral society is mediated by mass media (on which I focus later 

in this chapter) and the leaders or heads of the villages.  

 

“A lot depends on [village] heads (glavalartan elbekh tutuluktaakh). They are the ones who 

have power over the population. We need to work more closely with them. Perhaps, we can 

offer them courses and educate them about the advantages of these cattle,” – suggested Pavel 
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at one of the meetings. Indeed, the intellectuals saw village heads as points of influence on 

wider rural cattle herding population. And of course, everyone out in the village needed to be 

"educated". Partly, this was how they managed to move native cattle from Uluu Syhyy to 

Tastakh, one of my field sites discussed in Chapter 3. Towards the middle of the 2000s, the 

lack of road connection with Uluu Syhyy grew to become an inconvenience for the city 

intellectuals who had to drive about ninety miles to the nearest village of Tastakh and then 

walk another ten miles to the farm. At some point, they thought that it would be nice to move 

the animals to Tastakh and skip the long and heavy walk on a mud-locked trail. However, 

unlike abandoned Uluu Syhyy, Tastakh was a village with about three hundred inhabitants 

most of whom kept cattle at the time. And these cattle were not Sakha, but of the more 

productive Kholmogory breed. How were the intellectuals to persuade the villagers to switch 

to a new breed of which they knew nothing and which also gave so little milk and meat? 

 

Throughout those years of visiting Uluu Syhyy, Pavel and his allies often stopped for tea and 

rest at the house of late Egor Argounov, or ‘Gosha,’ as he was known in Tastakh. Having 

soon become friends with Gosha, they shared their idea of relocating native cattle to Tastakh. 

Although Gosha was not the head of Tastakh, based on the villagers’ recollections of him, I 

had an impression that he was its unofficial gatekeeper. Here is what a villager Aleksandra 

told about him: 

“He enjoyed much authority (pol’zovalsya bol’shim avtoritetom) among people. He 

would take children to hunt and to ice fishing (munkha). He also organised munkha 

competitions for men. In his last years he also took the entire village to munkha and 

then divided the catch equally between everyone, including those who could not join 

the munkha, the elderly. He gave more to families with many children. Now when 

people go to munkha they always remember him”. 

Gosha passed the intellectuals’ suggestion to the villagers who decided to hold a village 

assembly to discuss the relocation of native cattle to their village and put it to a vote. 

However, a day before the assembly, Gosha ‘ran about’ (probezhalsya) the households to 

prod them into voting positively at the assembly. I shall return to the details of the assembly 

and what Gosha had told the villagers the night before it in Chapter 4. Here it is sufficient to 

say that, in March 2007 the people of Tastakh unanimously agreed for native cattle to be 

brought from Uluu Syhyy to Tastakh, thus becoming the first and so far the only village to 

undergo a wholesale backcrossing (obratnoye skreschivanie) to the native cattle breed. In 

accordance with this decision, private farmers in the village are not allowed to keep their own 
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breeding bulls and every new-born private bull must be castrated by a local vet. Nor are they 

allowed to import bulls from elsewhere, and if they do, they must have it castrated, too. All 

cows in the village must be served by the bulls from the native herd. 

 

On the face of it, the intellectuals’ success in persuading the herders of Tastakh to switch to 

the native breed fits perfectly with the Gramscian idea of cultural hegemony (1971; Bates 

2000). The intellectuals extended their ideology to the mass base of non-intellectuals who, in 

this case, were rural cattle herders. Themselves non-breeding people, they made the herders, 

who lived off cattle breeding, switch from an economic breed to a breed which was less so but 

which they favoured for its Sakhaness. They achieved this not by force, but by ‘free’ consent: 

owing to their supposed admiration of the intellectuals and aspiration to be like them, the 

herders voluntarily agreed to substitute their milky and meaty cows for the cows that give 

little produce. And Gosha can be seen as that charismatic, ‘local-level’ leader whom Gramsci 

demarcates as a mediator between the ‘social mass of the country people’ and the ‘rulers’ 

(Gramsci 1971: 14). However, such a reading of the herders’ decision to Sakhaise their cattle 

would be a very superficial one, lacking the agency and voice of the herders themselves. As I 

shall show in Chapter 4, the reason why they chose to do so had little to do with their high 

esteem of the city zoologists. 

 

 

Cattle demographics: native cattle as a minority breed 

After the crash of the Soviet system, herders in Mongolia and Inner Mongolia are said to have 

chosen to return to their native breeds of livestock (cattle, sheep and camels) on the grounds 

that they were more suitable to the local breeding conditions (Fijn 2011; White 2016)9. Thus, 

Natasha Fijn writes about the rural Mongols: 

“From 1924, the Mongolian government began introducing new breeds of livestock 

from the USSR into the state-owned collectives. Throughout the Soviet herding 

programme, these animals were crossbred with local animals. However, with the 

collapse of the USSR, Mongolians rejected cross-bred varieties of livestock for the 

indigenous breeds of animals which were better adapted to the Mongolian 

 
9 Since 2012, the Buddhist Traditional Sangha of Russia with the support of the Russian federal government has 

been allotting to rural families in Buryatia the sheep of the Buryat indigenous breed within the project titled 

“The Social Flock” (Sotsial’naya otara) (Buddistskaia 2013). 
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environment and demanded less fodder (2011: 31, my emphasis)”. 

Curiously, this was not the case in Yakutia. Here herders did not switch back to the native 

breed of cattle with the fall of the Soviet Union. Instead, they continued to breed the big 

commercial breeds of animals brought by the Soviet reformers. The Simmental breed is still 

the overwhelming majority of the bovine stock in the republic, making up around 70 per cent 

of it (Appendix 2). Another breed imported here in the Soviet days, Kholmogory cattle, 

constitute 21 per cent. The remaining tiny percentage of the cattle population is represented 

primarily by Hereford, Holstein Friesian, Red Steppe (Kalmyk) and the Russian Black Pied 

breeds, most of which were brought to the republic in the post-Soviet period. My informants 

hardly ever distinguished these animals by their breeds, referring to them collectively as either 

'Russian' (nuuccha), or 'foreign' (omuk), or 'newcoming' (kelii) cattle. In the rest of this thesis, 

I shall do the same. 

 

By contrast to these foreign breeds, Sakha cattle are presently the least-numbered breed of 

cattle in the republic, even though their population has been steadily growing over the past 

years. Today, they still count as few as 1,681 animals, thereby making up less than one 

percent of the overall bovine stock (Appendix 2). It is this marginalised status of the native 

breed which the intellectuals believe to be the major issue with these animals. According to 

them, a breed that counts less than a thousand dams is considered to be in danger of extinction 

(syuten erer). The Sakha breed with its 666 cows, they argue, is on the brink of extinction 

from which it urgently needs to be saved. “We need to take [native cattle] from the danger of 

extinction (ester kuttaltan). There’s no other agenda (atyn tuokh da turbat),” – Pavel told me 

repeatedly. Indeed, increasing the number of native cattle (akhsaanyn elbetii) and rescuing 

them from their endangered status is what these intellectuals see as their major mission. In the 

latter sections of this chapter I shall illustrate in detail how they go about accomplishing it. 

 

For now, it is worth asking why native cattle are such a minority in the republic. Why, unlike 

Mongols and others, did Sakha herders continue to breed foreign cattle? The intellectuals tend 

to explain this by the herders’ lack of knowledge of the native breed and its qualities that are 

allegedly all-round superior to those of foreign cattle: 

“People just don’t know (bilbetter) [about native cattle]. We have been working on 

this for the past five-six years now, and finally it has borne some fruit. There are some 

herders now who seem to have understood [the advantages of native cattle],” – Pavel 

told me.  
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But the major blame for this they lay with local government officials, who, according to them, 

import dozens of hundreds of foreign cattle every year without taking into account their 

adaptability to the local environment. This is an utterly wrong approach, for what must be 

taken into account first and foremost in importing foreign animals to a place like Yakutia is 

their breeding record (plemennoi uchet), i.e. their breed specificities and ability to withstand 

local breeding conditions. Yakutia, with its short growing season and long winters during 

which temperatures range between 40 – 60 degrees Celsius below zero is no place for breeds 

that were designed to graze in the 'mild foothills of the Alps'. However, the officials ignore 

this important factor in their relentless ‘chase for milk and meat figures’. As a result, foreign 

cattle can poorly, if at all, adapt to the harshness of the local breeding conditions, falling ill 

soon after being imported and eventually turning into 'unproductive waste’ 

(neproizvoditel’nyi otkhod).  “Over the past 3-4 years, over 3,000 cattle were brought into the 

republic. Of them half [have turned into] unproductive waste”, - a colleague of Pavel from 

MAAH called Andrei informed me.  

 

It is worth reminding ourselves that the Simmentals, which make up the lion’s share of the 

existing bovine stock in the republic and which are of the Swiss origin, were brought to the 

republic in the 1930s and have been bred successfully here until today. But the enthusiasts for 

the native breed tend to ignore this fact. Instead, in order to support their argument, they 

repeatedly refer to an infamous case of Austrian cows which were brought to the republic in 

2007 and which did indeed pour many million rubles of the republic’s budget down the drain.  

Each of these cows was promised to give as much milk as five to seven thousand litres a year. 

Attracted by this yield, the Ministry of the republic bought two hundred of them from a farm 

in Frankfurt and allegedly transported them to Yakutsk on a non-stop flight in a cargo Boeing. 

Especially for these animals, too, a brand-new cowshed with plastic windows and automated 

milking equipment was constructed in a suburb of Yakutsk – the part of the story which my 

intellectual informants found the bitterest. But since both the supply and quality of the local 

fodder could not meet the demands of these ‘voracious’ (ayaghymsakh) cows, instead of the 

promised seven thousand litres they gave as little as three thousand, thereby making the costly 

project pointless. Furthermore, I was told, due to the recurrent breakdowns of the heating 

system in the new cowshed, many of the cows had their limbs frostbitten and had to 

eventually be culled. “In total, the government spent almost half a billion [on these cows]! 

And not a single government official was fired. I suspect that they were not even 

reprimanded”, - Denis Ivanovich wrote about this case in ‘Kyym’ (Ponomarev 2017: 4). 
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Indeed, implicit in the intellectuals’ rhetoric against the import of foreign cattle breeds is also 

their suspicion of government officials' corruption. Although they hardly ever openly claimed 

this, one could read between the lines that they believed the officials to be abusing the import 

of foreign cattle as a scheme for laundering public funds. Whether this was actually the case I 

could not possibly check. However, what I could examine was the correlation between the 

scarcity of native cattle and the herders’ supposed ignorance of the virtues of these animals 

and the government’s thoughtless import of foreign cattle breeds. Before I close this section, I 

would therefore like to stress that what I have outlined here is solely the intellectuals’ 

reasoning of the prevalence of foreign cattle in the republic. In Chapter 4, we shall see that the 

majority of herders, who live off cattle breeding, hold quite a different view on the relative 

virtues of foreign and native cattle, and that this may be a more accurate explanation as to 

why there are still very few of the latter despite all of the propaganda emanating from the 

intellectuals. 

 

 

Sakha cattle as ‘tragic icons’ for Sakha humans 

“We, the Sakha (bihigi, sakhalar), shouldn’t become extinct as our cattle have (ynakhpyt 

kurduk estie suokhtaakhpyt). This is why you should necessarily marry a Sakha [man], and 

not a foreigner, and give birth to many Sakha children,” – Pavel once warned me. Recently 

there has been an explosion of ethnographic accounts from various parts of the world that tell 

us of interethnic tensions in which non-human animals take centre stage and in which 

interspecies boundaries are thereby transcended (de Vidas 2002; Baranovitch 2016; White 

2016; Chao 2018). Thus, I have already alluded to Sophie Chao’s recent exploration of how a 

wild cassowary, which found refuge in a village in the West Papua as a result of the 

expansion of oil palm plantations, evokes to the indigenous Marind their own experiences of 

political oppression under the Indonesian state (2018). Talking about the endangered Bactrian 

camel in Inner Mongolia, Thomas White, too, argues that it functions partially as a proxy for 

the Alasha Mongol identity. “The threat to the camel mirrors the perceived threat to this 

identity, as more and more Mongol pastoralists move to Bayanhot, where they are subjected 

to the Sinicizing influences of Chinese urban life” (2016: 70). In a similar vein, to some of my 

Sakha interlocutors the plight of their native cattle mirrors their own perceived oppression - 

first by the Soviet government and now by Muslim migrants from Central Asia and the North 

Caucasus. I shall elaborate on this from a more analytical point of view in the final chapter of 

the thesis. Here I would like to demonstrate ethnographically how the intellectuals and the 
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herders prone to their influence co-narrativise the endangerment of native cattle with the 

danger of extinction of Sakha humans. To their minds, the Soviet ideology was as destructive 

to native cattle as it was to the Sakha themselves. For example, Denis Ivanovich writes the 

following in one of his articles:  

“Just as millions of some the best men of this country vanished as a result of 

murderous repressions by the communist party from the 1930s until the 1950s, so 

were our poor Sakha cattle persecuted (repressialammyt). For being small, for not 

giving enough milk and meat” (Ponomarev 2015: 11).  

In Chapter 1, I observed that the Soviet technocratic agricultural reform dismissed Sakha 

cattle not just for their small yields of milk and meat, but also for their ‘primitiveness’ and 

small size - a trait which it equated with ugliness. These tropes were analogous and ran in 

exact parallel to the idioms of the racial humiliation to which Sakha humans themselves were 

exposed by the Soviet ideology which considered them and other non-Russian minorities to 

be primitive and encouraged them to ‘draw near’ ethnic Russians as their civilised elder 

brothers. In my conversations with the proponents of native cattle I could clearly sense that 

they were well aware and bitter about these parallels, even though they never openly talked 

about them.  

 

Sakha rarely criticise the Soviet ideology today, except for a handful of people like Denis 

Ivanovich. And even these people tend to soften or depersonalise their denunciations, as in the 

above example in which, instead of comparing the lot of native cattle with the killings of 

‘some of the best’ Sakha people, such as the Confederalists10, a historian Denis Ivanovich 

chose to compare it with the purges of the more generalised entity of ‘some of the best men of 

this country’. In his book on the multiple and creative ‘performative shifts’ of authoritarian 

discourse which displaced the socialist system, Alexei Yurchak argues that these stemmed 

from the fear that overt criticism of the state's hegemonic power could entail punishment, 

such as an official reprimand, loss of a job, or something more serious (2005). In his later 

paper on Saint Petersburg’s art scene of the 2000s, he shows how people in this milieu no 

longer see Soviet life as hostile and repressive. Furthermore, he contends, countering the 

dominant representation of Soviet socialism as the operation of totalitarian power, they think 

of it in terms of sincerity that inhered in that life and that disappeared with its collapse (2008):  

 
10 The Confederalists were one of the major opposition groups in Sakha history, led in the 1920s by young and 

very well-educated people who challenged the Bolsheviks by demanding greater autonomy of the region, 

especially in the matters of land use (cf. Argounova-Low 2012). 
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“Today, when Soviet past is sufficiently distant […], it is perhaps easier than before to 

contemplate Soviet socialism in more complex ways […]. It is also easier to discuss 

ethical commitments and idealist dreams associated with socialist life without 

necessarily linking them to the oppression, alienation, or boredom that were also part 

of that life,” – Yurchak reasons (ibid: 262). 

 

For whatever reason, this is not the same among my Sakha interlocutors. Although the Soviet 

Union is long gone here, too, to them, its authoritarian ideology persists to this day, making 

them fearful to voice any audacious condemnations of it. I believe it was for this fear that they 

often blurred the distinction between themselves and native cattle in their evocations of these 

animals’ Soviet-period assimilation by referring to them simply as ‘Sakha’ (sakhalar). For 

example, I was initially taken somewhat aback when a herder blurted out: “Russians 

purposefully destroyed the Sakha (spetsial’no sakhalary espitter)”. It was not quite clear 

whom he was talking about until he continued after a short pause: “…therefore, we, as a 

nation, must preserve them”. Such blurrings, or ‘transgressions’ of distinctions between 

ethnicity and breed (cf. Irvine 2014; Baranovitch 2015), were multiple in my conversations 

with my interlocutors and will come up repeatedly in this thesis. I believe that they, and the 

associations which they created, were not the accidental outcomes of omissions, but 

purposeful stylistic means by which my Sakha interlocutors revealed their perceptions of not 

so much the plight of the native cattle breed under the Soviet regime as of that of their own. 

As Rebecca Cassidy has argued, “in making statements about animals, we reveal something 

of ourselves” (2002; Smith 1999). These blurrings are one of the ways in which the discourse 

on native cattle enables Sakha ethnonationalists to criticise their own perceived oppression 

without a risk of retaliation. What cannot be told about Sakha people, can be boldly and safely 

declared about Sakha cattle who share much of their sufferings and are now recovering from 

them in the fashion in which the Sakha would want to recover themselves as a human group. 

 

As Pavel’s warning against my marrying a foreigner suggests, the temporalities of the 

extinction of native cattle and that of Sakha people’s own doom diverge when it comes to the 

perceived subjugation of the Sakha by their new Others, i.e. migrants from Central Asia and 

the Caucasus. Here, Sakha humans are better-off than their cattle: while the latter are on the 

brink of extinction, the former are not yet. However, the continued influx of these migrants 

poses a real danger of such an extinction to the Sakha and, if they take no preventive 

measures, these foreigners will swallow them up, just as foreign cattle had once assimilated 
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native. The most important of these measures is for Sakha females not to marry and reproduce 

with these migrants. This is a narrative that is classic to nationalist ideologies (Billé 2016; 

Yuval-Davis 1997) and I shall develop it further in Chapter 6.  

 

Alongside women, the burden of responsibility for the survival of Sakha lies with the 

government, which, the intellectuals believe, grant too many ‘liberties’ (kengyul) to migrants, 

such as an easy entrance to the republic and access to its workplaces. In these narratives, they 

often compare these ‘liberties’ to the privileges which the officials have historically given to 

imported cattle. For example, Nadezhda Egorovna, whom I shall introduce in the next 

chapter, once expressed her indignation at the emergence of migrant merchants at the market 

of the village of Nam:  

“If [the authorities] keep giving them permission, foreigners will soon assimilate us, 

indigenous people. Likewise, they are coddling imported cattle, and not our own. For 

these cattle they build mechanised barns, while our cattle do not have a single barn of 

their own11”.  

 

To these Sakha, native cattle therefore constitute ‘tragic icons’ (Comaroff & Comaroff 1991: 

55). They evoke to them their dark collective past and also forebode the bleak future to which 

they are doomed by the invasion of foreign peoples whom they imagine to be more plentiful 

and more powerful than they themselves are. In the latter sense, they serve them as reminders 

that Sakha ought to keep alert in order not to repeat the tragic destiny of these animals.  

 

 

The morality of the cattle discourse 

We now know that native cattle are a minority breed in the republic and that the intellectuals 

see their major task in multiplying these animals and taking them out of their endangered 

status. It is now time to show how they go about accomplishing this task. Like most identity-

centred movements (Anderson 1983; Brubaker 1996), the project on native cattle operates 

largely through mass media and especially the printed press (Fig. 6). I would not be 

 
11 At the time of my fieldwork, the native cattle from the conservation farm in Tastakh did not, indeed, have 

their own cowshed. Initially kept in an old kolkhoz barn, they were moved to one of the sheds which belonged to 
a private farmer when the old barn was demolished in 2017. This was the subject of much resentment on the part 

of the proponents of native cattle who pointed to it as an epitome of the authorities’ dismissive attitude to these 

animals. 
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exaggerating to say that, since the early 2010s, the intellectuals from Teryut Baai have 

hijacked ‘Kyym’ and ‘Tuimaada’. At the time of my fieldwork, at least every other issue of 

‘Kyym’ contained a piece of varying size on Sakha cattle.  

 

Figure 6. Newspaper articles on native cattle. The author can be seen on middle right.  

 

It is by publishing these articles that these non-herding intellectuals are hoping to increase the 

number of native cattle in the republic. Thus, when I asked a sociologist and a member of 

Teryut Baai what their major activity was, she told me: “[We] help the public form their 

opinion (podgotovka obschetvennogo mneniya) about these cattle”. Writing about the alleged 

virtues of native cattle in these articles, they seek to make the wider public look favourably at 

these animals. Their target are obviously rural cattle herders, who make their living from 

breeding cattle and on whose favour the survival of native cattle is in direct dependence. 

However, alongside and if not more than herders, the intellectuals also address local 

government officials in their articles. It may seem odd that government officials, none of 

whom keeps cattle, should be a priority target for the intellectuals seeking to popularise a 

native cattle breed. However, it will become clear later that the chances for these animals to 

survive and expand hinge chiefly, albeit indirectly, on the support of these officials.  
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After having read many of these articles, I distinguished three major techniques which the 

intellectuals employ in shaping public ‘opinion’ about native cattle: the use of moral pressure 

whereby they point the readers to all the ‘good service’ that native cattle have done to the 

Sakha in the past; the emphasis on the resilience and alleged cost-effectiveness of these 

animals as opposed to the fragility of foreign breeds discussed earlier in the chapter; and the 

commendation of the quality of the produce of native cattle and its supposed benefits to the 

health of the Sakha people. 

 

The intellectuals’ exercise of moral pressure on their readers centres on their 

conceptualisation of native cattle as the primary ethnic heritage of Sakha people. In these 

narratives, they routinely represent these animals as the ‘animals which made Sakha people 

who they are today’ (sakhany sakha onorbut) and the ‘animals which are left to the Sakha 

from their ancestors’ (ebugelerbititten khaalbyt). Andrei once even told me that the death of 

native cattle would mean the ‘death of the Sakha people, too’. “The basic value of our culture 

is not a dance or a song. These cattle are our main value,” - he told me. Therefore, he 

continued, breathing a second life into these animals and saving them from disappearance is 

crucial for the survival of the Sakha themselves. 

 

It is difficult not to notice how such elevation of native cattle contrasts with how cattle 

figured in Sakha symbolism until very recently. In Chapter 1, I explained that, politically and 

culturally, Sakha identified themselves exclusively as horse breeders. Cattle, by contrast, 

either did not feature in their public life, or if they did, they did so only as negative characters. 

Today, however, the proponents of native cattle are challenging the privileged position of 

horses in Sakha culture and are calling on the Sakha to pay more attention to native cattle. 

Thus, in 2016 Pavel and his colleagues from Teryut Baai made the exhibition of native cattle 

part of the Yhyakh celebration in Yakutsk. As far as I can remember, it was the first time that 

cattle were ever involved in any form of Sakha public culture. Since then, the exhibition of 

these animals at Yhyakh has become a tradition, attracting crowds of spectators each year 

(Fig. 7).  
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Figure 7. A girl and a Sakha bull at the exhibition of native cattle during Yhyakh. Yakutsk, June 2017. 

 

The intellectuals justify the rehabilitation of the place of cattle in Sakha culture by claiming 

that, in the past, they had a more vital significance to the Sakha than horses. Back then, they 

argue, very few Sakha kept horses and those few did so mainly to ride them. By contrast, 

every family, regardless of their economic standing, had some cows. This was so because, 

unlike horses, cows supplied Sakha with a wide range of dairy produce. When Sakha ran out 

of meat, which still frequently happens between late spring and early winter when animals are 

slaughtered, they lived off this dairy produce.  

 

Therefore, native cattle essentially saved Sakha from hunger, and what have they done for 

these animals in return? They substituted them with other breeds! Indeed, the intellectuals try 

in their articles to arouse their readers’ sense of guilt for their treatment of native cattle in the 

Soviet days. This part of the moral pressure is especially targeted at government officials 

whom my interlocutors accuse more than anyone else for the near-extermination of these 

animals. As I noted in Chapter 1, in order to increase the milk output of Sakha cows, from the 

1930s onwards the Soviets began their mass-scale crossbreeding with commercial breeds 

under a reform known as ‘improvement of aboriginal breeds of animals’. Today’s Sakha 

intellectuals heavily denounce this reform as irrational and non-scientific since the imported 

breeds never yielded the promised tons of milk because of their poor adaptation to local 

conditions. In order to get more milk yields from Sakha cows, the officials of the time should 
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have improved their living and feeding conditions. However, instead of doing this, they chose 

to limitlessly crossbreed native cattle with foreign breeds just for the ideological sake of 

exterminating the former. According to the intellectuals, far from being an ‘improvement’ 

reform it was the ‘politics of extermination’ (eher beliitike). Moreover, they believe that this 

politics never ended, being continued by today’s government officials who are perpetuating 

the gross mistake of their Soviet predecessors in their preference of imported breeds. Thus, in 

an article titled “Aren’t you, the rulers, ashamed? (of making the Sakha breed of cattle 

extinct)” Denis Ivanovich claims that, ‘instead of being thankful to these animals for what 

they have done, the officials continue their extirpation (makhtanyakh onnugar estiler) in a 

relentless chase for more milk and meat’ (Ponomarev 2015: 11). 

 

What goes hand-in-hand with this evocation of guilt is a call for its atonement. My 

interlocutors pointed out that the Sakha were lucky to have a handful of native cattle left 

unassimilated in the Soviet years. Unlike them, Buryats, Kyrghyz and Kazakh people, for 

example, have lost their indigenous cattle breeds irreversibly. Therefore, today’s Sakha are 

obliged to multiply these animals and repay them for all of the good service in the past. 

“Considering that these cattle have saved us from hunger and cold, we must actually hold 

them as sacred animals (sibetiei buoluokhtaakh ete djiginen),” – a member of Teryut Baai 

notes bitterly in an article in ‘Kyym’ (Stepanov 2013: 2). And Pavel told me that it was a 

‘moral duty of everyone who considered themselves a Sakha to breed at least one Sakha cow’.  

 

As part of this moral pressure, too, the intellectuals publish multiple stories about non-Sakha 

people who breed Sakha cattle. Thus, there are multiple articles about a Russian woman from 

Leningrad region who supposedly keeps a Sakha cow in her farm. According to the author of 

one of these articles, she is fascinated by the cow and calls it ‘the cow of her dream’ 

(Stepanov 2016: 4). Another story features Yuri Luzhkov, an ex-mayor of Moscow, who 

supposedly bought a couple of Sakha cows from a Sakha farmer (Ponomarev 2017b: 12). The 

message of these stories is clear: while even non-Sakha people, and oligarchs amongst them, 

prefer Sakha cattle and their meat and milk, many of the Sakha themselves still dismiss these 

animals. “How about ourselves? ‘Sakha cattle is an old breed. It has no future’ – we say. This 

is utterly disappointing!” – Denis Ivanovich reproduced what a local government official had 

allegedly said about native cattle in his article on Luzhkov (ibid). 
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Conversely, those few Sakha who do breed native cattle, are extolled and brought up by the 

intellectuals as moral exemplars. Thus, the intellectuals often praise Eveno-Bytantay for 

preserving native cattle during the Soviet period, even though this was thanks not so much to 

the people as to the distance of this place from Yakutsk. “We are ought to be thankful to the 

people of Eveno-Bytantay who have brought these animals to this day for us and who 

continue breeding them despite the lack of governmental support,” – said Pavel at a seminar 

on pedigree livestock farming. In these commendations, they often single out Eveno-Bytantay 

among other districts of the republic as the only place where these cattle survived the Soviet 

reforms, thereby underscoring the uniqueness of this place. “In the 1960-1970s, when the 

entire republic was infatuated with bringing various cattle breeds from the west, Sakha cattle 

were saved only in Eveno-Bytantay, in the midst of the rocky mountains of Verkhoyansk,” – 

goes an article in a municipal newspaper (Gorokhov 2016: 4). Likewise, the intellectuals from 

Teryut Baai glorify the people of Tastakh as true Sakha patriots for their decision to switch to 

the native breed from their foreign Kholmogory cattle. One such eulogy goes: 

“It really pleases us to see that there are still some patriots amongst ourselves who 

deserve to be bearing the names of our ancestors (ebyugebit tuiyaghyn khatarar). May 

they live long and prosper!” (Stepanov 2013: 2).  

In these articles, the intellectuals tend to interpret the decision of the herders in Tastakh to 

Sakhaise their private cattle as a purely patriotic act (Zarovnyaev 2017: 4). However, as I 

shall show in Chapter 4, these herders had their own interests in switching to the native breed 

which had nothing to do with their patriotic sentiments.  

 

Like herders, government officials are also praised or disgraced depending on their level of 

support of native cattle. Here, the more budget resources the officials inject towards these 

animals, the more they are applauded. For example, Vyacheslav Shtyrov, who was the 

President of the republic from 2002-2010, is amongst their favorites. Under his term in 2004 

two institutions fully funded by the regional budget were established for the management of 

the breeding of native cattle, one in Eveno-Bytantay and the other in Yakutsk. Incidentally, 

Shtyrov was the first and so far the only ethnic Russian leader of the republic. By contrast, his 

successor, Yegor Borisov, who is ethnic Sakha, is frequently denounced for not having 

enough regard for native cattle and spending budget money on foreign breeds. “He hates our 

cattle,” – I heard every now and then from the activists.  
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In these moralised narratives, the intellectuals enact the native breed as a source of moral 

capital and prestige. These animals had a crucial role in the survival of the Sakha and 

therefore those few villages and individuals who have chosen these cattle over other breeds, 

as well as government officials who support these animals, are good. They deserve to be 

singled out publicly as morally outstanding people. By contrast, those vast numbers of Sakha 

who disregard these animals ought to be shamed for not recognising the importance of these 

native animals and not appreciating their eminent role in the past of the Sakha. The 

intellectuals use this moral elevation and shaming as a technique for incentivising more Sakha 

people, herders and government officials alike, to look more favourably on native cattle. Later 

in the thesis, I shall demonstrate that, by doing so, they also enact native cattle as a source of 

multiple other privileges for these actors.  

 

 

The resilience and efficiency of native cattle 

“Some years ago, in September three Sakha cows went for pasture and did not come back. 

Time passed and their owner thought they were long dead when suddenly the cows 

returned in mid-December when the temperature outside was below 40 degrees Celsius. 

As it turned out, the cows walked to the other side of a river while grazing and could not 

ford back when the autumn rains made the river overflow. They waited there until the 

river was covered with ice in winter. All this time they fended for themselves, eating 

twigs and bark and digging in the snow for old grass. How smart and resilient native cattle 

are!” 

Thus went the story which several of my interlocutors told me and which was also covered in 

‘Kyym’ and some rural newspapers. Each version of the story differed from the other, with 

cows returning either in the middle of November or in January. Yet its message remained the 

same: native cattle were the cattle that could endure extreme cold and hunger that no other 

cattle breed could. Everyone seemed amazed by the supernatural ability of native cows to 

overwinter on their own in the wilderness. After all, they were cows, and not horses or wild 

animals! Yet no one, except herders themselves, expressed a tiny bit of skepticism. Instead, 

the public was overwhelmed with pride for these native animals, sharing the story widely on 

WhatsApp messenger. 

 

Earlier, I argued that the intellectuals object to the import of foreign cattle breeds on the 

grounds that these breeds are unfit for local conditions. This ‘fragility’ of foreign breeds they 
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routinely counterpose to the resilience of native cattle. Thus, they claim the Sakha breed to be 

the only breed in the world (edinstvennaia poroda v mire) that can withstand the ‘harsh 

breeding conditions’ (zhestkie usloviya) of the north, including poor feed and extremely low 

temperatures. According to them, due to its subcutaneous fat and the thick pelage that it 

develops in wintertime, this breed can endure the temperatures as low as -40 and even -60 

degrees Celsius without any adverse impact on its health. Furthermore, they say, these cattle 

have intestinal tracts that are much longer than those of other breeds which allows them to 

digest very poor-quality hardened grass and even such coarse forage as tree twigs and bark 

(Stepanov 2013: 2; Abramov et al 2018: 12).  

 

But what is more interesting is that Pavel and his allies from Teryut Baai are convinced that 

native cattle not only can but ought to be deliberately kept in harsh conditions. In articles and 

radio talks they stress that these animals should be kept in cowsheds only during the three 

coldest months of December, January and February. And even during these months, they 

insist, they should stay inside cowsheds only at nighttime, spending the day in an open snow-

covered corral. In my conversations with them they disapproved of herders who moved their 

cattle to cowshed for overwintering with the onset of the first frosts in August or September. 

According to them, by penning their cattle this ‘early’, the herders facilitate the loss of this 

breed’s most valuable and unique ability to resist cold. “This is utterly wrong. By doing so we 

are losing their most valuable, adaptive qualities (saamay syannay, adaptivnay 

khaachystybalaryn syuterebit),” – Pavel told me.  

 

Some also told me that native cattle should be ‘fed poorly’ (skudnoe kormlenie). By this they 

meant that they must be fed only hay and should not be given any supplementary feed, such 

as silage or combined feed (kombikorm).  

“What makes a Sakha cow Sakha (pochemu sakha ynagha sakhanyi)? Because it’s 

bred without kombikorm (potomu chto ona bez kobmikorma soderzhitsya). It can 

retain its qualities only provided that it is fed poorly. If we fatten it up, it will have 

meat of a different quality, with different taste and flavour,” – Aisen told me.  

 

Writing about discourses of endangerment in Hong Kong, Tim Choy holds that the politics of 

endangerment operates through two gestures: threat and specification (2011). By specification 

he means the uniqueness of the threatened life form. As he argues, it is not a certain form of 

life as such that matters in these discourses, but their uniqueness. As one of his examples, he 
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brings the case of a rare pink dolphin which was found in the vicinity of Hong Kong in the 

1990s and which quickly became an object of urgent conservation. According to him, the 

dolphin was considered valuable not so much because it was threatened as because it was not 

the same as dolphins in other places (ibid: 29-30).  

 

His argument feeds into the Sakha intellectuals’ call for herders to keep native cattle hungry 

and cold12. The supposed ability of these cattle to resist extreme temperatures and poor feed is 

what makes them distinct from other breeds. It is the uniquely Sakha characteristics of these 

cattle unrepeated in other animals. And this specificity or Sakhaness is what they, as non-

herding people, value them for. Hence, they want to save these cattle only insofar as they 

maintain these qualities. For without them they would become like any other cattle and 

therefore unworthy of their efforts to revive and multiply them. In subsequent chapters I will 

show how such enactment of native cattle as a unique Sakha breed by the intellectuals 

conflicts with the view of the herders who make their living on these animals and value them, 

first and foremost, for the amount of bovine produce and subsidy which they yield in return 

for their labour.  

 

But the intellectuals are well aware that herders raise these animals with the intention to yield 

as much economic profit as possible. This is why, alongside the resilience of these cattle, they 

also stress their cost-efficiency. In fact, they present these as two sides of the same coin. Thus, 

they claim that, because native cattle can thrive on even very meagre feed, they do not require 

such supplements as kombikorm which is very costly and which foreign breeds need in 

plentiful amounts. Moreover, the ability of these cattle to withstand cold allows them to graze 

 
12 It is worth noting here that cold in general has become a recurrent trope in Sakha ethnonationalist discourses. 

If previously Sakha regarded it largely as their tough luck, which they either had to endure or escape, nowadays 

many tend to see it as an advantage. In search for defense mechanisms against not only foreign animals, but also 

humans – a theme which I explore in Chapter 6 - they are re-examining cold as their natural shield against these 

intruders. Thus, I often heard that it was due to the extreme cold of their habitat that the Sakha were still not 

assimilated by others. “Both in tsarist times and under the Soviet rule, Russians that arrived from the south 

mainly spread across the Chinese border and along the Pacific Ocean, fearing the climate of these lands,” – goes 

an article headed “How Can We Multiply Sakha?” (Sur 2017: 10). A prominent Sakha Doctor of Biology and a 

staunch opponent of the 2016 ‘Law of one hectare’ (zakon odnogo gektara), according to which every Russian 

citizen could get one hectare of land in the Far East for free, even had a scientific explanation against the inflow 

of foreigners to Yakutia. He claimed that the permafrost could not be overpopulated if only because of 

ecological reasons: “There is such a notion as ecological capacity (ekologicheskaia yomkost’). Where there is 
permafrost only one to two persons can live in every square kilometre. There should be sparse population. 

Otherwise, an ecological catastrophe can happen.” Yet it is these people, too, who see the major problem of the 

Sakha people in their insufficient number and who push Sakha women to giving birth to many Sakha children, as 

I also show in Chapter 6.  
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outside until late in winter, which means that they consume much less hay than foreign 

breeds, too. More precisely, the intellectuals stress, compared to an adult cow with a calf of a 

foreign breed, which require three tons of hay to overwinter, those of the native breed need as 

little as 1,500 kg, i.e. half as much (Barashkov 2015: 4). “Instead of roughly a hundred and 

ninety thousand of these voracious [foreign] cattle that we have now we could have had as 

many as three hundred thousand of our own!” – Denis Ivanovich told me after having 

calculated how many of the native cattle the local hay supplies would have afforded the 

republic to have.  

 

By counterposing native cattle to foreign as resilient to extreme temperatures and poor 

feeding, the intellectuals enact them as a specific breed different from other breeds and by 

claiming that this resilience makes them also more economic than foreign cattle - as farm 

animals. In their accounts, the specificity of native cattle to withstand cold and hunger thus 

coalesces very harmoniously with their economic efficiency as farm animals. However, in 

Chapter 4 herders will show us how this combination is only imagined to be seamless.  

 

 

The superiority of the produce of native cattle 

Alongside the resilience and cost efficiency of native cattle, the intellectuals also praise their 

beef and milk. According to them, the meat and milk of these animals is another unique trait. 

In particular, they claim that these cattle have ‘marbled’ meat (mramornoe myaso) 

comparable to, if not better than, the Japanese Kobe beef. “In terms of their meat, these 

animals are just special (ohuobaidar). No other beef can compare to theirs!” – Pavel repeated 

unremittingly. A Sakha man with whom I had a chat at one of the annual exhibitions of native 

cattle at the Yhyakh festival in Yakutsk told me that their beef also gave a very thick (khoiuu) 

and fat (emis) soup. ‘Compared to the beef of native cattle, the meat of Simmentals is like 

doshirak [a brand of Chinese instant noodles popular in Russia]’ – he drew an expressive 

contrast. The colleagues of my interlocutors who specialised in human nutrition added some 

scientific grounding to these claims. For example, a renowned Professor Abramov from the 

Research Institute of Agriculture told me: “For example, the beef of Kalmyk cattle is widely 

believed to be the best. However, the fiber of their meat is four times as thick as that of Sakha 

cattle. For this reason, it is harder to digest their beef.” He also noted that the Sakha beef has 

less ‘saturated fatty acids’ (nasyschennye zhirnye kisloty) than that of foreign breeds. 
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The milk of Sakha cows is widely known for having a higher fat content than that of Russian 

cows; on this fact both non-herding intellectuals and rural herders seem to converge. 

However, the intellectuals also claim the milk of native cows to have some extraordinary 

qualities, such as the ability to cure a number of serious diseases. Their most commonplace 

narrative is that the milk of Sakha cows is rich in iron and OMEGA 3 which helps fight 

cancer cells. To back this claim, Pavel and his colleagues from Teryut Baai enjoy bringing the 

case of Professor Darbasov who battled with severe cancer for several years. According to 

them, the professor travelled to South Korea13 for three years in a row and spent a lot of 

money on expensive treatment there. However, during his last visit, the Korean doctors 

refused to continue his treatment because of the ‘spread of metastases’. In despair, the 

professor came back to Yakutia where he visited the Chomchoevs who are his old friends. 

After tasting the milk of their Sakha cows, he began drinking it regularly and soon recovered 

from his deadly disease. Colonel Chomchoev himself has a way of saying that he, too, was 

alive only thanks to the milk of native cows. While liquidating the consequences of the 

disaster in Chernobyl, he was exposed to a large amount of radiation. Like Professor 

Darbasov, he underwent various treatments and only the milk of native cows helped him to 

get rid of his radiation.  

 

These claims bear a striking resemblance to narratives about the extraordinary powers of the 

produce of indigenous animals elsewhere in the world, such as India and Inner Mongolia 

(White 2016; Govindrajan 2018). For example, Radhika Govindrajan tells us how her 

interlocutors in Uttarakhand believe that ‘even asthma could be cured by breathing in the air 

released from the mouth of a pahari [indigenous] cow’ (2018: 76). Recently, The Times also 

reported an Indian nationalist hardliner who coats his mobile phone with the dung of Indian 

cows and says: “It works, believe me. … If cow dung can treat cancer, why can’t it save us 

from phone microwaves?” (Times 2019) 

 

But my Sakha interlocutors go even further than their Indian or Mongol counterparts by 

adding a specific genetic cast to this rhetoric. Several of my informants told me that Sakha 

people are genetically predisposed to consume only the produce of native cattle because this 

 
13 Over the past decade, Yakutia has seen an explosion of medical tourism to South Korea. Although the cost of 

medical treatment there is said to be quite high, this does not seem to constrain people, who have grown very 

skeptical about the quality of the domestic medical care. These trips are especially popular among patients with 

cancer and those who have difficulties conceiving children. I shall return to the latter patients in Chapter 6. 
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is the only food which their ancestors consumed. Thus, Roman once related to me a story of a 

Sakha woman who suffered from a stomach-ache which she got rid of as soon as she drank 

the milk of a native cow. “This is a genetic programme (gennaia programma). Her organism 

received what it was supposed to receive (to chto emu prednaznacheno),” – he explained. 

Andrei even called the meat and milk of a native cow the Sakha people’s ‘indigenous anti-

virus’ (teryut antivirusput buolar): 

“There are ancient genes (bylyrgy gennar) in our organism. There are also ancient 

genes in the meat, milk of a Sakha cow. When we consume them, our organism 

absorbs them better and they correct and heal our sore сells (meltekh kletkalary 

kenneren, empteen bierer). They are therefore out indigenous anti-virus. When we 

have them, our health gets better and our nation has a future’.  

 

Indeed, the produce of native cattle is often said to be key to the survival (Sakhany 

byyhyagha) and flourishing (keskilin tyutueghe) of the Sakha as a nation in a very literal, 

biological sense. Professor Abramov, for example, saw a clear link between the consumption 

of this produce by Sakha ancestors and their alleged extraordinarily long lifespan. “In the 

past, Sakha lived longer because they lived off the milk and meat of native cattle,” – he said. 

Prompted by this belief, several of my interlocutors mentioned that it would be good if the 

local government included dairy products made from the milk of native cattle into food served 

to children in kindergartens and schools.  

 

By contrast to the milk and beef of native cattle, the produce of foreign breeds, as well as 

imported meat and food in general, is claimed to be detrimental to the health of Sakha people. 

Professor Abramov contended that the consumption of this food was the reason why the 

Sakha lifespan has shrunk significantly over the past century. “Who knows what this food 

was made of and what chemicals were added in it?” – he asked with suspicion. Intriguingly, 

Pavel once even said that this imported food contained special substances that decreased the 

‘sexual activity’ (ogho ongoror kyakhtaryn) of Sakha men: “They deliberately send us 

(spetsialno yytallar) food with such substances. From China and other foreign countries. In 

order to make us few, to assimilate us (bihigini aghyiataary, simeliteeri)14.” According to 

 
14 In a way, Pavel’s words resonate with how the Zulu of South Africa distinguish ‘chickens of Zuluness’ from 

‘chickens of Whiteness’. They believe the latter to be a major cause of erectile dysfunction in humans. By 

contrast, chickens of Zuluness, in their view, have ‘hot’ blood that excites desire (White 2011: 110). 
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him, these countries are determined to interfere with Sakha people’s reproduction and do so 

by feeding Sakha men with substances that reduce their sexual prowess. Both the 

conspiratorial tinge of these latter claims and especially the allegedly weakened sexuality of 

Sakha males and its possible knock-on effects on the number of the Sakha are worth noting 

here as they will become important later in the thesis.  

 

In his ethnography of the politics of camel husbandry in Inner Mongolia, White observes how 

his interlocutors see ‘the solution to the camel’s endangerment’ in its ‘commodification’ 

(2016: 60). Sakha intellectuals are engaged in a similar process. By claiming extraordinary 

taste and nutritional qualities for the produce of native cattle they enact these animals as a 

commodity. In subsequent chapters, I shall demonstrate how this was one of the major 

mechanisms through which they made some herders side with them in this cattle project and 

thereby ensure the continued existence of these animals in the highly competitive bovine 

landscape of contemporary Yakutia.  
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CHAPTER 3. The power of the intellectuals and the virtues of native cattle 

The intellectuals and government officials  

On February 1, 2018 the Yakutian Parliament held a hearing (parlamentsky chas) in order to 

discuss the ‘state, issues and plans on the breeding of Sakha cattle’ (Fig. 8). As all hearings, it 

was a closed event to which only those professionally and/or ideologically engaged with 

native cattle were invited. I attended the event by sheer luck: Olga Andreevna, the brigadier 

of the conservation farm in Tastakh, had just had her leg operated and kindly gave up her 

invitation to me. Upon my arrival at the hall, I spotted Pavel, Diana, Alla and other people 

from Teryut Baai, who had seated themselves at the front of the hall, closer to the lectern. 

Although the hearing was supposed to have the form of a discussion, the lion’s share of its 

time was taken up by the report of the republic’s Minister of Agriculture and Animal 

Husbandry followed by a very brief Q&A session. Aware of the presence of those who wrote 

the numerous articles which criticised the officials for the ‘negligence’ of native cattle, the 

Minister tried hard to make it clear that the local government was doing its best to support 

these animals. “There is no such item of expenditure in the federal budget. Hence, we are 

allocating as much money as we can from the regional budget,” – he reported, looking rather 

nervous. 

 

 
Figure 8. The Minister delivering his report at the far right end of the Parliament’s hall. 
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In the previous chapter, I argued that the intellectuals exercise a heavy moral pressure on the 

local government officials in their attempts to stop them from importing foreign breeds and 

make them look more favourably at native cattle instead. This campaign has borne much fruit. 

Indeed, the officials, as the Minister pointed out, have been doing their best to support these 

animals. Thus, in 2001, the Parliament of the republic adopted a law “On the protection and 

use of the gene pool (genofond) of Sakha cattle” (Zakon 2001). According to Finnish animal 

geneticists, this made Sakha cattle the only cattle breed in the world whose conservation is 

stipulated by law (Granberg et al 2009: 16). This law defines native cattle (yakutskii skot) as 

‘aboriginal cattle adapted to the extreme conditions of the Sakha Republic (Yakutia) as a 

result of long-term folk selection’ (Zakon Republiki Sakha (Yakutia) 2001: 2). More 

importantly, it assigns the regional government the responsibility to ‘protect, use and develop’ 

the gene pool (genofond) of native cattle.  

 

Although the intellectuals admit that this law was timely and saved native cattle from total 

extinction at a time when they were even scarcer, they now argue that it requires some 

important changes that would reflect current concerns. The most important of these 

amendments should be an addition to the old law of a new clause that would guarantee not 

only the conservation of the gene pool of these cattle, but also ‘the support of their breeding 

in farms of different forms of ownership’. They believe that this would elicit more subsidies 

from the government towards a greater spread of these animals in the republic through 

financially incentivising various kinds of cattle owners to switch to these cattle from their 

foreign breeds. At the time of my field research, Pavel with his colleagues form Teryut Baai 

were drafting these propositions and were to submit them to the Parliament for approval once 

they were ready. 

 

Since the 2000s, the government of the republic has also been directing steadily growing 

amounts of money from the local budget to breeding native cattle. From just 9 million rubles 

in 2010 these allocations soared to 65 million in 2018 and have evolved into a large-scale 

institution operated by several organisations and numerous people employed by them. Thus, a 

large portion of these resources has been injected into the day-to-day breeding of native cattle 

in conservation farms (genofondyi pitomnik). There are the farms where native cattle are 

actually kept. As of today, there are twelve conservation farms in the republic. Seven of these, 

including the ones in Tastakh and Sakkyryr, my two major field locations, are owned by the 

republic. In each of these state farms, there are at least three permanent staff members who 
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take care of the cattle on a daily basis: a brigadier, a milkmaid and a herder. The funds 

disbursed into these farms are therefore expended on their technical maintenance, such as the 

payment of electricity and other bills, the purchase of hay and other provisions necessary to 

support the life of the animals, and the renumeration of the farm’s employees. 

 

The remaining five farms are semi-private farms (bazovoe khozyaistvo) which are owned by 

individual farmers who receive substantial organisational and financial support from the 

Ministry. These farmers are given their initial livestock for free and are entitled to fifteen 

thousand rubles for an animal per year as a subsidy. Over 2016 and 2017, the Ministry 

granted 214 cattle of the native breed altogether to these farms, each of which received from 

twenty to sixty animals. These are more recent establishments which began to emerge in 2016 

as part of the government’s attempts at multiplying native cattle by financially incentivising 

private farmers to breed them. 

 

The functioning of these farms, both state-owned and semi-private, is coordinated by two 

divisions within the MAAH of the republic: ‘Yakutsky skot’ and ‘Bytantay’. While the latter 

is only in charge of the conservation farm in Sakkyryr, the former manages the work of 

eleven farms dispersed across central Yakutia. As such, it is a large institution in its own right 

which has a dozen staff members, including Pavel. Unlike milkmaids or herders who work in 

the farms, these people are office workers who deal more with the paperwork aspect of cattle 

breeding, rather than its day-to-day concerns. 

 

On top of these regular allocations to the maintenance of the farms, since 2018, the regional 

budget has also been disbursing separate funds into the construction of new cowsheds for the 

farms that belong to the republic. The majority of these farms are housed in the cowsheds of 

old collective farms (kolkhoz), which are for the most part wooden and have been worn by 

time. In view of this, a brand-new cowshed for the local conservation animals was built in 

Sakkyryr at the time of my fieldwork in February 2018 (Fig. 9). The shed, which is made of 

concrete and has a mechanised manure collector and tap water at each animal stand, was said 

to have cost more than forty-five million rubles. At the moment, a new shed that can house 

200 animals is also being built for the conservation farm in Tastakh. The contractor forecasts 

the works to finish in autumn 2020 and to come at around 45 million rubles, too. The director 

of ‘Yakutsky skot’ says that in the near future they are planning to build similar cowsheds for 

the rest of the state farms in the villages of Magaras, Kustur and Ongkhoy.  
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Figure 9. The villagers of Sakkyryr testing the new cowshed.  

 

 

The intellectuals and the herders 

“We bought our first ten head [of Sakha cattle] in 2012. They [the intellectuals] wrote 

how good they were and how undemanding they were in terms of breeding. The 

articles by Denis Ivanovich were especially interesting. He really is a prominent 

intelligentsia (aldjarkhai intelligentsia buollagha)! And even though I did only ten 

years of school myself I still subscribe to my newspapers and read them avidly.” 

This was what a herder Nikolay from the village of Syrdakh in central Yakutia told me. When 

I met him, Nikolay was sixty-four and had 27 head of cattle of which 19 were pure-bred 

Sakha. But this was not always the case. Like all cattle herders in Yakutia, he and his wife 

had kept Simmental cows until the articles began to appear in the local press praising the cost-

effectiveness and other qualities of native cattle. Enchanted by these articles, they bought a 

few Sakha cows and a bull and subsequently partly switched their herd to the native breed - a 

decision which they did not seem to regret in the slightest bit. 

 

Nikolay’s case demonstrates that the intense media campaign of the intellectuals has seen 

some success not only in securing the government’s legislative and financial support, but also 

in persuading some herders to turn from their Russian breeds to native cattle even without 
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this. By ‘some herders’ here I mean those of them who do not receive direct financial 

incentives by the government to breed native cattle like the herders of Tastakh to whom I 

shall turn in the following chapter or the semi-private conservation farms which I mentioned 

earlier. During my fieldwork, I heard of very few such herders. Normally, they were elderly 

farmers whose grown-up children were independent of their monetary help. They kept a few 

head of cows and calves primarily for consumption within their own extended families and 

rarely for sale. In other words, they were those herders who could afford to prioritise the 

social reputation of being patriotic over maximising their profits. Thus, in May 2018, 

‘Tuimaada’ published an article about Nikolay and his native cattle (Fig. 10). The article took 

an entire page and showed a photograph of him holding a new-born Sakha calf. Like other 

herders and villages who bred these animals, Nikolay was strongly celebrated for breeding 

native animals that were ‘on the brink of extinction’: 

“The Sakha breed of cattle is in danger of extinction now. As there is not much help 

from the government, only the strong will of individual enthusiasts, like Nikolay, can 

save them. Their determination and hard work make us happy and hopeful that Sakha 

cattle will not perish.” (Myuru 2018: 12). 

Nikolay never told me about this article but when I mentioned it to him, he could hardly 

conceal his delight. 

 
Figure 10. A fragment of the newspaper article about Nikolay and his native cattle.  
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Nikolay’s opposition of himself, an ordinary farmer with ‘ten years of school,’ to Denis 

Ivanovich, to whom he admiringly referred as ‘prominent intelligentsia’, suggests that it is the 

authority that intellectuals embody to these herders which lures them to native cattle. Indeed, 

unlike the more cynical younger generations of Sakha, some Soviet-raised elders still hold 

unwavering faith in the native intelligentsia whom they regard as a better sort of people from 

whom they have much to learn. This accords with Antonio Gramsci and other theorists of 

‘soft power’ (Bourdieu 1984, 2010; Foucault 1982), for whom intellectuals are a dominant 

class or category of people who are able to maintain their position owing to the reverence that 

the ordinary masses have for them. As they have argued, the ordinary masses aspire to 

improve their social standing and become one of those intellectuals. In this aspiration, they 

unquestionably adopt everything that pertains to the world of those intellectuals.  

 

In Tastakh, there were a couple of such people who admired and aspired to be closer to the 

urban intellectual circles. The most dedicated of these was Nadezhda Egorovna. Every free 

minute of her life Nadezhda Egorovna spent composing poetry under the pseudonym Alaas 

Khotuna (lit. ‘Mistress of the Meadow’). She often travelled to Yakutsk to attend ‘poetry 

evenings’ (vecher poezii) and other social events which involved the urban cultural elite. 

Upon coming back, she would tell me and other villagers who dropped in for tea about the 

people with whom she had mingled and the places in which she had dined with them. She 

called these people her ‘friends’ and often excitedly reminded us of her friendship with them 

when they appeared on the local television.  

 

Nadezhda Egorovna was very proud of being part of the village acclaimed for undergoing an 

all-village backcrossing to the native cattle breed. I suspect that she even used this moral 

capital of Tastakh in order to get access to and solidify her position among the intellectuals in 

Yakutsk. She had several poems about native cattle, one of which I quote below along with 

my English translation. It is worth noting how closely Nadezhda Egorovna reproduces the 

moral language and tropes the city intellectuals employ in their discourse on native cattle: 

 

Таастаахха сахам ына5а                      My Sakha cow in Tastakh 

                

с саханы тэниппит,                              My native Sakha cattle, 

с үйэ5э аатырпыт.                                My beloved Sakha cow 

Кыhал5алаах олохтон.                           It is you, who begot three Sakha, 

Таhаарбыт,                                              Who glorified us for three generations, 
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Кэнэ5эски ыччакка.                                Who saved us  

Тиийбит.                                                   In difficult times  

Сахам төрүт cүөhүтэ,                              And whom we will  

Сахам маанылаах ына5а.                        Save for our young. 

Быакалдьыйбыт кылгас                          My native Sakha cattle, 

Атахтардаах,                                            My beloved Sakha cow 

Бээгэлдьийбит уьун                                With crooked 

Систээх,                                                    Short legs, 

Суптугур сытыы                                     With bulging 

Муостаах,                                                 Long loin, 

Саадьа5ай дьуhуннээх.                           With curved  

Сахам төрүт cүөhүтэ                               Sharp horns, 

Сахам маанылаах ына5а.                        With a spotted coat. 

Эмис сыалаах этинэн                              My native Sakha cattle, 

Эмсэхтэнэн аатырпыт,                            My beloved Sakha cow 

Сөлөгөй хойуу үүттүнэн                         Whose glorious fatty meat 

Сылааны таhаарбыт,                                We eat, 

Сахам төрүт cүөhүтэ,                               Whose thick cream 

Сахам маанылаах ына5а.                         Drives away our fatigue. 

Таастаахтан тэнийэн                                Expanded from Tastakh, 

ргөлөөхтөн ууhаан                                 Stretched from Ergeleekh, 

Сахам сиригэр тэнийдэ,                           You are now spread widely 

Сахам сиригэр тар5анна.                         In my Sakha land. 

 

Keeping native cattle pure-bred 

In the winter of 2017, we had the first cow to calve just a couple of days before New Year’s 

Eve. With a chain of calving following it, by spring we already had a penful of newborn 

calves. Expecting fifty new calves altogether that year, the brigadier of the farm Olga 

Andreevna was already puzzled by how she was going to fit all of the animals in the cowshed 

the following autumn. “They can hardly fit in now. By autumn, last year’s calves will grow 

up and the new calves will add on to them!” – she lamented.  

 

The work at the farm intensifies by leaps and bounds at this period and the joy over the first 

newborn calves soon gives way to the feeling of extreme weariness and sleep deprivation. 

Unsurprisingly, it was not until then that my help was most needed in the farm. My duty was 

to feed the newborn calves by taking them, one by one, out of their pen, which milkmaid Liza 

and I jokingly called a ‘kindergarten’, and then steering them to their dams. With every calf I 
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had to ask Liza which cow’s it was, for if by this time I knew most of the cows by their 

names, I could not yet tell the newborn calves which all looked identical to me. They all had 

white spots against reddish brown skin which would turn black as they grew up – a 

characteristic trait of the Sakha breed, as the intellectuals in Yakutsk had told me.  

 

Once, however, I spotted a calf, which stood out against the rest by its rosy muzzle with tiny 

dark spots on it. From my conversations with the intellectuals, I knew that an all-black 

muzzle was one of the key criteria by which the purity of the breed of native cattle was 

determined and that any deviation from it was a marker of an animal being half-bred. 

However, when I asked Liza whether these cattle could really be kept pure-bred in this farm, 

her answer was firm:  

“Of course, they are all pure-bred (chistaydar) here! How can they mix with others? 

There aren’t other bulls here and they can’t walk as far as Iskra [a neighbouring 

village some eighteen miles away]”.  

But then, my ethnographic curiosity winning over my reluctance to put Liza in an awkward 

position, I pointed to the ‘unusual’ calf. At this point, she gave me a guilty smile and said:  

“There are two half-breds this year. But don’t tell Pavel. I could tell they were 

different (atyngyraa – lit. ‘find alien’) right away. They’ve probably been made by 

Zamaratsky’s bull. They say he hadn’t castrated his bull”.  

  

This was in a conservation farm in Tastakh, a village the population of which has been cross-

breeding their Kholmogory cattle with the native Sakha breed since 2007. As I pointed in the 

previous chapter, in accordance with the assembly at which the villagers agreed to Sakhaise 

their animals, private farmers here are not allowed to keep their own stud bulls and all cows 

ought to be served by bulls from the conservation farm described above, which keeps, or at 

least is supposed to keep, only pure-bred Sakha males. Since bulls require more feed than 

steers and cows, keeping them is expensive, and sensible herders normally call a vet to get 

them castrated as early as possible anyway. However, and as it is always the case with 

regularities, there are some exceptions like young and careless Valery Zamaratsky, whose 

uncastrated bull Liza blamed for the half-bred calves. Raised in a family that had never bred 

cattle, he kept his only cow at his friend’s shed, which he barely visited except for slaughter. 

Thus, when his cow calved, he did not bother to castrate the calf in a timely manner, i.e., 

before the animal reached puberty. “Ah, he knows nothing about these animals. He probably 

doesn’t even know how much that bull costs him!” – Liza told me.  
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For the proponents of native cattle, crossbreeding non-Sakha cows with Sakha bulls was 

good, but not the other way around. The law on the protection of these animals stipulates 

pedigree breeding as the only method of breeding native cattle. This includes private farmers 

and excludes only those farms where ‘research work is carried out’ (Zakon 2001: 6). In 

accordance with this stipulation, private farmers who wish to receive free livestock in order 

to set up a conservation farm have to demonstrate that they own a territory on which they can 

breed native cattle in isolation from other breeds. At the Ministry, I was told that this 

isolation must not be shorter than fifteen miles. With the exception of Tastakh, all of the 

conservation farms were therefore located in remote uninhabited settlements like Uluu 

Syhyy, where the first band of these animals brought from the north was kept before being 

moved to Tastakh.  

 

Liza told me that they would slaughter the poor red-nosed calves the following year, i.e. 

before they reached puberty and could mate with cows and as soon as they were grown-up 

enough to be slaughtered for meat. And although this law and the project on native cattle 

belonged to the city intelligentsia, it was people on the ground like Liza who were in charge 

of preventing their mixture with foreign cattle in state farms. Hence is Liza's initial claim that 

the animals in the farm were all pure-bred and her later admission that there were, indeed, a 

couple of calves that might have been not entirely Sakha. Her response was permeated with a 

sense of guilt because it might not make Pavel, who was her boss in Yakutsk, particularly 

happy. And she was right in assuming this since, as I mentioned earlier, Pavel is one of those 

emergent Sakha who are convinced that Sakha cattle, like Sakha humans, must reproduce 

without any admixture of non-Sakha blood. In one of my very first conversations with him he 

made this clear to me:  

“There are baahynai [half-bred] calves like you. Although it looks like you're more 

Sakhaised baahynai, with more or less cumulative effect (pogloschenie barbyt) 

[towards Sakha blood]. But our [cattle] must be pure-bred (bihiene chistay 

buoluokhtaakh)”.   

 

From anthropological literature we know that humans have a tendency to attribute to animals 

traits and notions commonly applied to humans (Cassidy 2002; Haraway 2008). In this 

regard, my Sakha interlocutors were no exception, routinely applying notions pertaining to 

human blood and its qualities to cattle and thereby making, yet again, the distinction between 
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the two species highly permeable. This was especially true for the concept of ‘baahynai’, 

which, as I elaborated in Chapter 1, normally denotes a Sakha human of mixed Sakha and 

non-Sakha, predominantly Russian, origin. Throughout my fieldwork, I often heard this term 

being used in relation to a bovine animal of a mixed breed, just as Pavel did in my dialogue 

with him15. But Pavel went even further than others by employing ‘pogloschenie’, a highly 

specialised zoological term denoting the cumulative effect of repetitive crossbreeding of one 

breed with another, to describe how the degree of Sakha blood prevailed in me over that of 

non-Sakha. He thereby reversed the usual transference of human categories to the animal 

domain, making it bidirectional. 

 

For people like Pavel, the purity of breed of native cattle seemed to even take precedence 

over their inbreeding depression, i.e. the adverse effects that inbreeding can have on the 

health of animals. To prevent it, he and his colleagues rotated stud bulls around the 

conservation farms every three years. However, a number of other zoologists were highly 

skeptical about this method. They told me that, due to the insufficiency of the number of 

these animals, it could hardly be effective. There were simply not enough breeding bulls to 

avoid their mating with their own offspring. Thus, Varvara and Grigory Machakhtyrovs, a 

family of Biology Professors at Yakutsk Academy of Agriculture, who had recently visited 

the farm in Tastakh, expressed their concern to me: “The calves were so small. They were 

very weak. They were probably undergoing an inbreeding depression. There are just too few 

bulls now”. According to them, the best way to tackle the inbreeding among native cattle 

would have been to switch from mating to artificial insemination (AI). But there were a 

couple of major obstacles to practising AI in native cattle. Although multiple doses of the 

sperm of the native bulls were stored at the local Bank of animal sperm, they were taken from 

just seven bulls in the 1980s. Furthermore, AI in animal husbandry, just as this sector more 

generally, had been in a prolonged decline in the republic. Because the emolument of 

inseminators was just a little over 800 rubles per cow, there was a severe shortage in these 

cadres. 

 

Notwithstanding these difficulties with AI, the proponents of native cattle believed that it had 

a huge potential, not so much in preventing the inbreeding of these animals as in increasing 

their numbers much faster than it is possible with mating. “An inseminator can impregnate up 

 
15 Interestingly, there is an analogous term siencher which is applied to crossbred horses only. 
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to two hundred cows with just one sperm dose, while a bull can cover only a couple of dozen 

in one heat,” – I was told. To these ends, the management of the conservation farms was to 

launch a new retrieval of the sperm from native bulls. Thus, at the annual meeting of 

selection breeders, Pavel threatened those herders who received subsidies from the 

government: “Sakha cattle must spread all over the republic. Implement artificial 

insemination. Each farm has to introduce artificial insemination. Otherwise, we have the right 

to cut your subsidies”.   

 

With AI thus unavailable at the time, the Machakhtyrovs believed that the alternative way to 

counteract inbreeding was to slightly interbreed native cattle with other breeds. Although 

they are both full-time academics, they also run a large cattle and sheep farm on the outskirts 

of Yakutsk. In it, they have been crossbreeding their Sakha cows with a Scottish Galloway 

bull whom they brought from a farm in Buryatia several years ago. More than happy with the 

resulting offspring, they told me: 

“They shouldn’t keep them [native cattle] in isolation if they want to preserve the 

breed. Why are Sakha still alive as a nation (pochemu yakuty do sikh por sokhranilis’ 

kak natsia)? Because they have mixed with other ethnicities (potomu chto oni 

smechivalis’ s drugimi etnosami), they had admixture. In isolation no population can 

survive. After some time, it degenerates (vyrozhdaetsya).”  

 

But Pavel and other intellectuals from Teryut Baai firmly object to this position and criticise 

those who hold it for ‘deteriorating’ (buortu gynallar) the blood of native cattle. “Pavel 

accuses us in deteriorating the blood of Sakha cattle by admixing it with the blood of 

strangers (chuzhaki). Every time we meet up with him, we argue furiously!” – Varvara 

complained. It is worth noting the reversal of the Soviet cattle improvement paradigm in 

Pavel’s commitment to keeping native cattle ‘pure’ from the blood of foreign cattle: it is now 

the native breed that is the ‘improver’ rather than the foreign cattle. This is so because the 

Soviet-imagined inferiorities of Sakha cattle are now their superiorities over other breeds. 

The profit-maximising Soviets substituted these cattle with cultured 'Russian' breeds because 

of their supposed primitiveness and insufficient yields of milk and meat. However, by 

discovering in these disadvantages the uniquely Sakha characteristics of these cattle, the 

intellectuals like Pavel have transformed them into advantages. Thus, they hold the small size 

of this breed to be key to their unique resistance to the harsh conditions of the north, with 

their short legs preventing their blood from cooling down by shortening its circulation around 
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their body. “It’s the same as any other heating system: the closer the stove and the shorter the 

tubes, the longer is the cooldown time,” – Pavel explained to me in layman’s terms. 

Likewise, they argue that the scant productivity of these cattle is not the ‘fault’ of their breed, 

but their natural reaction to the extreme environment in which they expend most of their 

energy intake on resisting the cold and sustaining basic life functions, such as procreation, 

rather than on the generation of produce. And even the ‘primitiveness’ of Sakha cattle, as 

opposed to the ‘culturedness’ of foreign cattle, has played out in favour of them. According 

to my interlocutors, it is precisely due to the lack of (excess) human intervention in the 

selection of native cattle that they are less susceptible to such plagues as tuberculosis, 

brucellosis and leukosis which are allegedly so commonplace among their more cultured 

peers16.  

 

This was the reason why Pavel and his allies from Teryut Baai were so much against 

crossbreeding native cattle with foreign breeds even if it meant exposing these animals to a 

risk of inbreeding. In the previous chapter, I quoted Tim Choy who has claimed that 

discourses of endangerment bemoan the loss not of any form of life, but of a specific and 

meaningful life (2011). The fact that Sakha intellectuals risk the well-being of native cattle in 

order to retain their supposed uniqueness as a breed suggests that the preoccupation with the 

specificity in these discourses may in some cases loom so large as to go against their very 

intent – the rescuing of that specific life form from endangerment. In their blind chase of 

specificity, these discourses may not save this life from the danger of extinction but expose it 

to this danger even more – a thread which I will develop further in Chapter 5.  

 

In the previous chapter, I mentioned Aisen as one of those few intellectuals within Teryut 

Baai who actually breed native cattle. Before I close this section, I would like to illustrate the 

pains which he went through in order to find a pure-bred Sakha bull for his cow in the spring 

of 2018. Since there were no native bulls in his village, he arranged to cover his cow with 

Mossoottuur, a bull from the Baishev’s family farm which lay some twelve miles away from 

Aisen’s home, the closest place where he could find a native male. Although the stud was 

 
16 Human intervention is considered to have negative effects on the resilience of wild salmon in Norway, too. In 

her ethnography of salmon industry, Marianne Lien shows how biodiversity institutions make a clear distinction 

between wild and farmed salmon there, despite the fact that the latter are a progeny of the former removed from 

the Norwegian rivers some eight or nine generations earlier. According to her, this division stems from their 

belief in the risks that farmed salmon, which often escape from their cages and pens, pose to the wild 
populations by mating with them and giving offspring that are poorly adapted to the natural conditions (2015: 

148-153). 
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widely known in the republic not only for being Sakha but also for his spectacular look, 

Aisen decided to double check whether he was, indeed, pure-bred. To do so, he asked the 

Baishevs to send him a photograph of the bull which he then forwarded to an old lady who 

had worked as a selection breeder at a local kolkhoz all her days. Only after she confirmed 

that Mossoottuur was a pure-bred Sakha stud did Aisen drive his cow to the Baishevs’ farm. 

However, when Aisen and his cow arrived there, the cow would not allow Mossoottuur to 

mount her. It turned out that in the process of checking the purity of the bull’s breed Aisen 

missed his cow’s estrous cycle. He therefore had to take his cow back and wait for her next 

heat. In Chapter 6, I will show how closely this case with the native cow resonates with the 

attempts of some Sakha ethnonationalists to control the reproduction of native Sakha women. 

 

 

Hypermasculine bulls   

October 15th, 2017 was a cloudy but bright day and the ground was covered with a thin layer 

of the first snow. It was my second visit to the Baishevs’ family farm. The farm, which 

counted dozens of cattle and more than a hundred horses, was based on the pastureland of an 

old kolkhoz between the villages of Tungulu and Bedime across the river Lena from Yakutsk. 

Unwilling to play more poker that afternoon, I left my hosts and went outside to observe the 

social life of their cattle herd. It was at this farm that I saw a bull of the Sakha breed for the 

very first time in my life.  

 

You could spot Mossoottuur among the rest of the animals from afar. To an untrained eye 

like mine, he seemed a truly extraordinary animal (Fig. 11). He had a rare Dalmatian coat on 

which the darker and whiter bits were not clearly distinct but seemed to be melted in each 

other, with one or the other colour dominating in different parts of the animal’s body. As he 

walked, his coat glided down his shoulders and hips in such an enchanting way that I could 

watch it for hours. Together with an impressively wide neck and massive horns this made 

Mossottuur appear like some of kind of an unknown wild beast captured by humans.  

 

His behaviour in the herd was no less spectacular. The only stud bull surrounded by around 

twenty Russian cows and a few Russian steers, Mossoottuur behaved as if everything there – 

cows and hay – belonged to him. He was never alone but always in the company of two or 

three cows and enjoyed the largest stacks of hay in the centre of the field which served as an 

unfenced corral. The Russian steers mingled either alone or with each other, but always on 
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the outskirts of the field. When a few of them made a bold attempt to approach the cows or 

the haystack on which Mossoottuur was feasting, they were fiercely attacked by the latter: 

Mossoottuur certainly knew what his massive horns were for. The jealous bulls sprang off 

and ran back to a safe distance.  

 

 

Figure 11. Mossoottuur with his favourite Russian cow.  

 

Although native bulls are generally shorter than bulls of a foreign breed, aesthetically, they 

certainly appeal more to Sakha people and especially to Sakha men. They do so not just 

because they are Sakha, but also because of their particular bodily properties. Scholars have 

recently argued for seeing nonhuman charisma as a manifestation of the agency of these 

animals (Lorimer 2007; Barua 2016; White 2016). They define charisma as ‘aesthetic 

properties of a species' appearance and behaviour, which trigger particular emotional 

responses’ in those humans it encounters (Lorimer 2007: 921). According to them, this 

charisma is not simply a meaning that humans inscribe on to these animals, but also what 

these nonhumans afford to humans (Barua 2016: 7). Thus, talking of the conservationists’ 

deployment of the image of Asian elephants in raising funds, Maan Barua persuasively 

contends that this opportunity is in part enabled by the animal’s ethological and bodily 

charisma. Big like humans, ‘elephants establish strong social bonds, have a highly developed 
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cognitive capacity, express emotions and mourn their dead’ (2016: 10). These characteristics 

evoke certain sentiments in the public which conservationists harness to achieve their 

material ends. In keeping with these scholars, I suggest that my Sakha interlocutors find 

native bulls more captivating partly because of the charisma of these animals and particularly 

their masculinity, which is corporeally more pronounced in them than in non-Sakha bulls.  

 

Bovine animals in general demonstrate a greater sexual dimorphism than most other species, 

such as horses. Thus, horse herders in Mongolia leave the mane of their stallions to grow 

long specifically in order to be able to tell them from mares and geldings (Fijn 2011: 67). 

Moreover, zoologists claim that morphological difference between male and female bovines 

is marked even more strongly in indigenous breeds. According to them, this is related to the 

lesser degree of genetic modification in their breeding (Polák & Frynta 2010; Porter 2007; 

Morgan & Doyle). My ethnographic material supports this claim: bulls of the Sakha breed 

are, indeed, starkly different from their females. This difference is manifested most vividly in 

the large testicles of native bulls which hang from their bodies like punchballs and which can 

be identified from afar (Fig. 12). Testicles are widely known to be prime symbols of male 

potency. In his ethnography of bullfighting in Andalusia, Garry Marvin tells us that having 

testicles (‘cojones’) is the most important criterion sought in the fighting bull (1988). He 

holds that they are the first and major body part that veterinarians check in the bull when it is 

selected to be raised as a fighting bull and every time before it enters an arena to fight with a 

torero. The reason for this is that the corrida people believe that it is the possession of fully 

formed testicles that makes the fighting bull the creature that it is – unpredictable, difficult 

and dangerous to manage. According to Marvin, the connection between the performance of 

the fighting bull and its testicles is so strong that any deformations of the latter can be 

advanced as a possible explanation of why the bull does not perform well.  

 

The testicles of native bulls are a source of much attention among my Sakha interlocutors, 

too. This is especially true for men who are fascinated by the unusually large size of the 

testes of these animals. Thus, during the Yhyakh of 2018, Timur, a member of one of the 

men's groups which I shall talk about in Chapter 6, shot a video with a young Sakha bull that 

was brought there from Tastakh for the exhibition of native cattle. The bull was tied to one of 

the posts of the corral and seemed rather annoyed by his forced constraint, furiously digging 

the ground under the fence and pausing every now and then to utter a heartfelt bellow. Every 

time he turned to digging the ground his large testicles swung back and forth attracting the 
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eyes of the people around. Timur then posted this video on the Instagram account of the 

men’s group which garnered a great deal of praise and marvelled commentaries from the 

public (Fig.13). One man referred to the bull admiringly as ‘a true Sakha’ (djingneekh sakha). 

Others lamented that he was the ‘last of Sakha bulls’ (byutehik sakha oghuha). But the most 

notable of the reactions read ‘now this is the stud that can say it has a ‘tool’ 

(khozyaistvolaakhpyn)!’ and was followed with an emoji showing a muscle arm. 

  

 
Figure 12. A Sakha bull from the conservation farm in Tastakh during summer pasture. Courtesy of Vasily 

Gerasimov. 

 

 
Figure 13. A screenshot of the video with the native bull posted on the Instagram account of a male group. 
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Another bodily property which makes native bulls stand out against other animals are their 

horns. They are much larger than those of native females or bulls of modern cattle breeds, 

many of whom have actually been genetically selected as hornless for safety reasons (Morgan 

& Doyle 2015: 28). But the horns of Sakha bulls are sharp and are often pointed outwards 

like swords. Like testicles, horns and antlers are widely known to symbolise virility, not least 

because of their obvious phallic associations, but also because of the potential danger they 

pose to humans and other animals (Beidelman 1966; Marvin 1988; Vitebsky 2005). Thus, in 

his account of the corrida, Marvin devotes a great deal of attention to the horns of the fighting 

bulls, which are their key fighting means. He contends that they are ‘the emotional focus of 

the whole event, for it is where the whole danger for the man resides’ (ibid: 94). Together 

with testicles, horns are literally and symbolically seen by the Andalusians as the source of 

the bulls’ maleness and ferocity with which it tests and may defeat the masculinity of its 

human opponent. Along similar lines, Thomas Beidelman has claimed that the Nuer 

associated the bull’s sexuality with its bellicosity which, they believed, resided in their horns. 

According to him, the Nuer took pride in the violence of their bulls and did not discourage 

them from fighting. “They scrape their horns with the shell of a giant land snail so that they 

will be sharp for fighting, for it is 'manly' for a bull to fight,” - he writes (1966: 460-461). 

 

Likewise, it is the aggressive masculinity embodied in the massive horns of native Sakha 

bulls that entices much of the delight of their owners and observers. “Just look at those 

spectacular horns (muohun keryui). They can kill (kihini elereghuyun sep),” – people often 

told me with unabashed awe. At the exhibition of Sakha cattle during Yhyakh in Yakutsk, it is 

not cows or calves cheerfully running about the corral that garner most of the spectators’ 

attention and commentary, but a stud bull who usually calmly and stately lies in a remote 

shadowed corner. Thus, from the 2017 exhibition, I recall a middle-aged man exclaiming:  

“Attaboy (uol oghoto)! A Sakha bull is usually more persistent than a Simmental or 

Kholmogory. They never give up (olokh berimmetter) to Simmentals, and often tear 

up their bellies with their horns (muostarynan isterin khaia tardallar)”.  

 

Both the large testicles and horns of native bulls enchant my predominantly male 

interlocutors because to them they epitomise not just masculinity, but the most intense and 

violent kind of it. To them, the spectacular size of these body parts of native bulls exemplify 

a masculinity that asserts itself through power and domination. Later in the thesis, I shall 

argue that this masculinity is what Sakha men nowadays desire most of all for themselves. 
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Here I would like to stress that the hypermasculinity of native bulls is not simply a meaning 

which my interlocutors inscribe on these bulls and that exists externally to them. Rather, it is 

a ‘relational diagnostic’ (Barua 2016: 7) which emerges from the encounter of my human 

interlocutors with these bulls. The bodies of these animals play a pivotal role in these 

encounters, for it is these bodies that trigger their emotional ambience.  

 

 

Courageous bulls, demure cows and cohesive herds 

As I was observing the Baishevs’ herd, I was joined by Nikita Ivanovich, a close friend of my 

hosts and a retired tractor driver at the local kolkhoz. Looking at Mossoottuur, he remarked: 

“[he] easily outfights even very big Simmental stud bulls in the village”. Knowing that 

Simmentals are much larger than native cattle, I wondered how. “It’s because of his temper 

(maygyta syttagha dji). A Sakha is unyielding [ehes], and his bull is even more so,”- he 

replied, adapting a Sakha saying which goes ‘a Sakha is unyielding, and his child is even 

more so’. 

 

In my subsequent encounters with both the intellectuals in the city and rural farmers who 

shared their views, I would hear multiple observations on native cattle of this kind. People 

loved remarking on the character of these animals and their particular ways of relating to 

their human caretakers and to each other. More often than not, these remarks juxtaposed the 

native breed to foreign cattle and claimed their superiority in certain behavioural traits. A few 

months into my fieldwork I also began to notice that these characterisations were not 

disparate and inconsistent but had a certain regularity, depending on whether they concerned 

a male or a female animal or a herd of bovines. Thus, the remarks on native bulls were almost 

exclusively about their courage and greater physical and sexual prowess compared to non-

Sakha bulls. Conversely, comments pertaining to native cows stressed their notable sexual 

chastity as opposed to the alleged ‘promiscuity’ of Russian cows, as well as their favour of 

bulls of their own breed. Finally, a herd of native cattle was often marked out for their sense 

of solidarity, which was claimed to be non-existent among foreign cattle. In the rest of this 

chapter, I examine these observations more closely, beginning with what I was told about the 

behavior of native bulls.  
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The ethological quality which my interlocutors pointed out in native bulls more frequently 

than anything else was their lack of fear of bigger Simmental bulls and even their drive to 

fight with them. For instance, Nikolay from Syrdakh told me: 

“…a Sakha bull does not fear (kuttammat ebit). He needs to fight by all means 

(khaiaan da kiissien naada). Even with big Simmentals he jumps into a fight with no 

fear (ulakhan simmetal igin oghustary keren turan kiisser dii). It [the will to fight] is 

probably in his genes (genygar baar byhylaakh)”.  

It is interesting that this supposedly inherent aggressiveness of Sakha bulls does not seem to 

be characteristic of other breeds of the Turano-Mongolian group of cattle. For example, 

writing about indigenous Mongolian cattle, Natasha Fijn describes them as more ‘placid’ in 

comparison with European breeds (2011: 71).  

 

Alongside courage and bellicosity, my interlocutors also noted the extraordinary sexual 

prowess of the males of the Sakha breed. Thus, during an informal meeting of Teryut Baai, 

Alla, a post-graduate student at Yakutsk University and the youngest member of the 

community, put in laughingly:  

“A Sakha bull matures so early (erde baghaiy saidar)! Already at the age of one they 

pester all cows in village. They only appear to be small, but actually are very mighty 

in that sense (ol chaahygar aldjarkhai kyuesteekhter)”.  

Pavel also told me that native bulls are able to cover as many as a hundred cows per rutting 

season, while others could ‘only work twenty to thirty females at the most’. When I arrived at 

the Baishevs’ farm for the first time, my hosts invited me to have lunch with them after 

which the first thing which Nikolay, the owner of the farm and the patriarch of the family, did 

was to call me outside to showcase his Mossoottuur. Leading the bull with a rope, he took 

him out of the shed like some sort of a gem and proudly said:  'He is a fine stud (yuchugey 

oghus) with calves in the entire district'. Interestingly, the sperm of native bulls was said to be 

as active as these animals themselves. For example, a female head of the republic’s Bank of 

Animal Sperm, who is also a staunch advocate of selective mating in both Sakha cattle and 

humans, once told me: “There are 70,000 doses of sperm of Sakha bulls in our bank. Their 

quality is very good. They are very thick [khoiuu] and more motile than those of others”.  

 

Lastly, native bulls were also praised for being remarkably protective of their herds and 

especially cows against bulls of other breeds and predators. For instance, Pavel’s colleague 
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who was curating the exhibition of Sakha cattle at Yhyakh, told the observers gathered around 

the corral where these animals were enclosed:  

“Sakha bulls do not let other breeds approach their herd and especially their cows. 

They can cover Simmentals or Kholmogory, but they would not let other bulls mate 

with their cows (beielere simmentallary, kholmogordary sabytalyakhtaryn sep, tol’ko 

atyn oghustary beilerin uerderiger chugahappattar)”. 

In the village of Tastakh, I was told the following story in confirmation: 

“Once a bear became a real nightmare for the cattle in the village. Many of the 

animals that went out to graze returned wounded and some never came back. But one 

day a stud bull from the Sakha herd brought the bear to the village on his back. He 

killed the bear. He killed it in a violent fight: the bull was scratched all over and was 

bleeding heavily, his left eye was missing. But he defeated the attacker and saved his 

herd!” 

Although I found this story of a bear-killer bull hard to believe, I was never able to verify its 

accuracy. Perhaps, this is even unimportant. What is important is that it weds the courage and 

bellicosity of native bulls with their role of dominating, protective patriarchs. When the bear 

pestered the herd, the bull did not ignore the predator or avoid crossing its path for fear of 

being mauled. Rather, he sought out the bear in order to fight it and stop its attacks on the 

herd.  

 

In contrast to bulls, Sakha cows were praised for their extraordinary sexual modesty, which 

was often opposed to the looseness of their Russian counterparts. For example, at an informal 

‘biscuit and tea’ meeting with other members of Terut Baai, Aisen noted that native cows had 

‘a silent heat’ (tikhaia okhota) and that they ‘never mounted other animals in the herd when 

in season’17. “But Russians are different,” – he went on. “They are softer (symnaghastar) to 

men and always chase after them (beilere ekkirete syldjallar)”. Nikolay from Syrdakh also 

informed me that ‘it was bulls themselves that ran after (oghustar beielere ekkireter) Sakha 

cows’ and not the other way around.  

 

Despite this supposed lack of interest in sex, Sakha cows were also contrasted to non-Sakha 

for being more fertile. “In the past, cows in Tastakh went barren very often, but now most 

 
17 Interestingly, animal health specialists believe silent heats to be an abnormal behaviour of the animal which 

may signal health issues (Morgan & Doyle 2015).  
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cows there calve every year,” – Pavel told me proudly, meaning that prior to their 

crossbreeding with the native breed, cows in the village were less fecund. On top of this, 

native cows were also marked as being sturdier than their foreign counterparts in that they 

were less troublesome in labour and had less instances of miscarriage. For example, Diana 

Chomchoeva described her cows as follows:  

“[Sakha cows] are so easy at calving. You just come in the cowshed in the morning 

and see a newborn calf running about. And they say that with Kholmogory [cows] it 

is such a nightmare! You have to monitor them all-night long to ensure that a calf 

comes out easily and that they don’t trample them”.  

 

Notwithstanding this remarkable fertility of native cows, the zoologists from the management 

of conservation farms told me that, once they took native cattle out of their endangered status, 

they would undertake a thorough selection of their females based on what they called a 

‘coefficient of reproductive power’ (koeffitsient vosproizvoditelnoi sposobnosti). This means 

that each selected female would have to have never miscarried and/or run farrow in her 

lifetime in order to be raised as a dam. 

 

Unlike Russian cows, too, the cows of the Sakha breed were often praised for being 

particularly ‘child-loving’ (oghomsokh). After delivery, I was told, they would not stop 

licking their newborn calves and would not let their human owners milk them until they had 

fed their calves. “The same cow may feed several calves if their own mothers cannot. They 

don’t treat other calves like strangers (atyn niireideri tuorappattar). Russians aren’t like that. 

They sometimes refuse to feed even their own calves,” – I recall Olga Andreevna’s words.  

 

What I found most intriguing, however, was that Sakha cows were claimed to be loyal to 

their own breed in that they never gave birth to a Simmental calf. Thus, Pavel told me a story 

of the village of Odjulun in central Yakutia which had recently boycotted native cattle. This 

is the second largest village in its district and the majority of people there are engaged in the 

herding of horses and cattle of the Simmental breed. In 2012, a conservation farm for native 

cattle was established eight miles off the village. The bulls of this farm allegedly frequented 

Odjulun in order to mate with its Russian cows. For this reason, the village herders eventually 

demanded that the Sakha cattle be relocated to a different place, further away from their 

farms. I shall explain why precisely they did so in the following chapter. Here it is suffice to 

say that, although Pavel was indignant at the herders for their unpatriotic behavior, he 
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recounted this story to me in order to demonstrate the allegiance of native cows to their own 

breed. “I’ve never heard of a Simmental being born to a Sakha cow. Our bulls easily cover 

their females [which is why native cattle were banished from the area], but I never heard of a 

Simmental covering a Sakha cow,” – he told me laughingly.  

 

The case study with two half-bred calves born at a conservation farm in Tastakh which I 

described earlier in this chapter clearly contradicts these claims. Herders of native cows did 

occasionally get crossbred calves in their private herds. However, unlike Pavel and his 

colleagues, they lived off these animals and could not afford slaughtering their half-bred 

calves. Instead, they claimed that the blood of Sakha cattle was so ‘strong’ (kyusteekh) that it 

‘prevailed over’ (bahyiar) that of foreign breeds in such crossbreeds. In their mind, even if 

their Sakha cow mated with a bull of a different breed, she would still produce offspring that 

looked more Sakha than foreign. Here is what a lady, who used to sell beef for the herders 

from Tastakh at the market in the district centre, told me after complaining that there was no 

beef coming from them anymore: 

“Sakha cattle don’t let their blood lose (khaanyn bahyitarbat). When they mate with 

other breeds, their blood outdoes [that of the other animal]. A few years ago, a Sakha 

bull came to our village Appany and covered our [Kholmogory] cows. And today 

many of our cows are half Sakha and their Sakha blood has prevailed – they look just 

like Sakha!” 

Nikolay from Syrdakh had similar observations: “[Sakha cattle] don’t give (bierbet) their 

blood. However nice and Russian (tehe da yuchyugey nuucha) is the cow you are mating a 

Sakha bull with, [calves] are born Sakha anyway”. And Pavel also said in a recent interview 

to ‘Kyym’: “When mated with foreign breeds, the Sakhaness (sakhata) [of crossbreeds] 

significantly prevails (bahyiar) [over their foreign-ness], both in the first and second 

generation” (Stepanov 2020). It is interesting to see how these claims for the strength of the 

blood of Sakha cattle contrast with Sakha people's concerns about the degree of Sakhaness of 

the human generations born in their own mixed-race unions, especially those which trace 

back to the Soviet period of extensive Sakha-Russian marriages, to which I shall return in 

Chapter 6. 

 

Finally, as a herd, native cattle were praised for their sense of solidarity (splochennaidar) 

with each other. For example, a number of my interlocutors noted that they never ‘disjoined’ 
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(yhyllan khaalbattar) from their herds even in the face of danger. Here is what Diana told me 

about her herd: 

“Sakha [cattle] always keep together (sakhalar bary biirge syldjallar). For example, 

when a dog attacks them, they all pounce on it. But when Simmentals see such a dog 

they just disperse (bary yhyllan khaalallar). And the Simmentals from the 

neighbouring households never approach them. Well, they [native cattle] wouldn’t let 

them come close to themselves.” 

 

Indeed, native cattle were said not only to steer away from other breeds but also to be hostile 

to them. Thus, the Machakhtyrovs told me that, when they brought their newly bought 

Scottish Galloway calf to their farm, an adult Sakha cow fell on it. The hostility, or rather the 

‘breed-ism,’ of the native cattle towards other breeds was also brought up at one of my 

meetings with Terut Baai. Alla, who had been living with the Chomchoevs in their farm 

during her summer break, told us a story of how these animals responded to a recent visit by 

Simmentals from a neighbouring farm. “They kept so close to each other and didn’t let the 

Simmentals join them. So interesting. They tend to have their own racism here (u nikh est’ 

svoi rasizm)!” – she laughed and continued: “Even from each other they can be quite distant 

at the beginning. But they mix up very soon. They know they are all of the same breed (bary 

biir porodalaakhtaryn bileller)”.  

 

To conclude this section, I would like to argue that it is hard to determine whether these 

claims about the behavior of native cattle were purely the projections of my human 

informants. Unlike their bodily properties, these traits of native cattle were not immediately 

observable to me. While some of these claims, such as the alleged preference of native cows 

to mate only with native bulls run counter to their actual behavior and hence can be 

understood as primarily ideological fantasies, others might be less so. However, there is one 

thing which unites these claims and which is borne out by my ethnographic material. All of 

these behavioral qualities which my interlocutors attribute to native cattle – the bulls’ 

protection of their herds from other breeds, the devotion of cows to their own breeds, and the 

cohesiveness of native herds –  are precisely the qualities which Sakha ethnonationalists 

believe Sakha humans to be short of. Why do native cattle possess what these nationalists 

hold as their own social and moral ideals? What is the logic that underlies Sakha humans’ 

perceived lack of but a strong desire for these ideals, and the existence of these ideals among 

native cattle? I explore these questions in the final chapter of this thesis.  
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CHAPTER 4. Cattle herding as a shameful burden in Tastakh 

Tastakh: a profile of the place  

In June 2018 the most socially active parts of Yakutsk were consumed with the shooting of 

‘Tygyn Darkhan’, an epic film about a Sakha national hero of the pre-Russian period who 

began the process of the unification of clan-based Sakha but was thwarted by the incoming 

Cossacks. Putting aside their errands, people of all ages, from preschoolers to retired 

pensioners, rushed to volunteer in the making of the film’s crowd scenes in Yus Khatyng, a 

suburban area of Yakutsk, which turned into a tent town, where horses and suede costumes 

carefully reconstructed by local ethnographers replaced cars and casual clothing. Native 

cattle did not stand by, either: at the suggestion of the intellectuals, the director of the film 

thought that, since there were no Russian cattle at that period, the film had to necessarily 

feature the native breed. Olga Andreevna was instructed to select a stud bull, a few cows and 

a number of calves of ‘the most magnificent’ look from the farm in Tastakh and then, 

together with other farm workers, to accompany them during the film shootings.  

 

The farm workers were happy to audition the cattle, but leaving home for several days did not 

seem feasible to them. “Pavel says let Liza and Kuzma do that. But how could they possibly 

leave home for five days when they have thirty head of their own cattle, plus pigs, hens, a 

goat, quails, dogs and horses? Who would they leave them all to?!” – complained Olga 

Andreevna to me and continued:  

“As for me, I have just had my leg operated and can’t walk much. But Pavel and 

others do not understand (eideebetter) [it] at all. They are only good at saying things 

(tylynan ere berter), but when it comes to actually doing things (kogda delo dokhodit 

do real’nykh deistvii) they aren’t there. Raising these cattle is tremendous toil 

(ogromnyi trud) but for them they [native cattle] seem so good (nahaa yuchugey 

kurduk kester). Of course, they do not breed these cattle, they have no headache. They 

just sit at their computer desks. And why don't they escort these cattle then?! And, for 

that matter, we don’t care what the film is about, be it Tygyn Darkhan, or Dygyn 

Darkhan!” 

 

A couple of days after my conversation with Olga Andreevna I saw Pavel on the film set. As 

it turned out, Olga Andreevna had stood her ground and he had no choice but to accompany 

the cattle himself. Looking rather exhausted, he recounted his own version of the situation to 

me:  
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“For these four days and nights I have been here with these cattle, and I am extremely 

worn. This is a big, big minus to Tastakh people. They don’t care (kyhallybattar) at 

all! They should have come and worked here because these are our own, native cattle 

(beiebit, teryut ynakhpyt). But no! They don’t have such a notion (onnuk ponyatie 

kinilerge suokh). They are ashamed (kybystallar) [of accompanying these cattle], 

that’s why they don’t come. Such nasty (meltekh) people they are!” 

 

When I arrived in Tastakh at the beginning of November 2017 to continue my fieldwork 

among rural people, including herders, who actually bred native cattle, I had a hard time 

trying to find traces of what I had explored in the city. From my very first days there I could 

sense that the discourse on native cattle, so pervasive among the intellectuals in Yakutsk, did 

not match how people in this village bred these animals and how they talked about them. The 

argument between Pavel, a city-based enthusiast of the native cattle breed, and Olga 

Andreevna, as a representative of farmers who look after these cattle on the ground, 

epitomises this incongruity very succinctly. Before I delve more into it, it might be useful to 

give a very brief outline of what Tastakh is. 

 

Tastakh is a tiny village in central Yakutia with just under three hundred people almost all of 

whom are ethnic Sakha. Every household here keeps horses and about a third have cattle – a 

situation which, I was told, is completely opposite to how it used to be about a decade ago 

and linked to the general decline of cattle herding. A conservation farm with native cattle was 

established here in 2007. Since then all families in the village who have their own private 

cattle have been crossbreeding their cows with native bulls from this farm. Thus far, it is the 

only populated village in the republic that is undergoing an all-village switch-over to the 

native cattle breed.  

 

Tastakh is also nontypical in that it boasts some of the major conveniences of which many 

other villages in Yakutia can only dream. The most important of these is centralised gas 

heating18 to which the village was connected amongst the first in 2000 by the virtue of it 

lying right alongside the gas pipeline running from Vilyui district, a major Yakutian gas 

province, to Yakutsk. Interestingly, a number of the villagers pointed out to me that the 

 
18 It is ironical that as much as eighty percent of rural settlements in gas-rich Yakutia still have no access to gas 

heating and have to warm their homes by burning wood and/or coal.  
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introduction of gas heating was one of the reasons why they had got rid of their cattle. “We 

all used to have them, but then the old harsh times were gone. Gas came (gaz prishel) and 

there was no need to stay home all day and take care of cattle,” - Valentina, a Russian 

language teacher at the local school told me. In Chapter 1, I noted that cattle breeding 

significantly restricts people’s mobility. My interlocutors in Tastakh suffered a lot from this, 

often comparing cattle keeping to ‘prison without bars’ (kyuryuete suokh khaaiyy). However, 

prior to the introduction of gas, it was also the need to constantly burn the stove in order to 

not freeze their homes that limited their mobility. Cattle care and stove burning thus formed 

the two shackles that tied the villagers to their homes and when one of these shackles was 

released it prompted some of them to get rid of the other one, too.  

 

Another advantage of Tastakh compared to other villages is that, located on the same 

riverbank with Yakutsk, it is not cut off from it during ice-drifting and ice formation months, 

which is a problem for villagers on the east bank, who avoid travelling to Yakutsk during 

these periods or are forced to access it in costly helicopter or aircushion vessels. Finally, the 

village is located just ninety miles to the northwest of Yakutsk which, together with a decent 

gravel road laid in the 2010s, make this drive just around an hour and a half long. Hence, it is 

not uncommon for villagers to run their errands in Yakutsk or the district centre halfway to 

the capital on a daily basis. Many own a flat in either or both of these places, where their 

grown-up children generally live. About half of the village’s schoolchildren, too, study in the 

district centre where they reside with their extended families. Their parents believe that they 

will receive a better education there, which will increase their chances to enter a university in 

Yakutsk later in their lives. Except for a handful of young couples, the village is therefore 

largely composed of upper middle age people who live as nuclear families. Most of them are 

retired but continue to earn additional income: women doing what they did in the Soviet 

days, i.e., working in the local library, medical point and a few other state institutions, and 

men looking after household animals.  

 

What I found curious about my interlocutors in Tastakh was that almost of all them were of 

roughly the same age, ranging from 50 to 60, and did not have extended family members in 

the village. As I learnt, this is linked to the history of Tastakh. In the 1960s, Tastakh, just like 

other small villages across the country, fell under the Soviet amalgamation scheme as 

neperspektivnyi (‘with no future’), for its remoteness from the district centre and the absence 

of water resources in its vicinity. Those who had lived here were forced to move to the 
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villages of Partizan and Khomustakh which together comprised the central unit of the local 

state farm (sovkhoz) Namsky. Only a group of horse herders who worked at the local horse-

herding brigade of the farm stayed behind. However, in about three decades, a new policy 

aimed at the reconstruction of abandoned settlements was launched and the horse brigade was 

transformed into a separate sovkhoz ‘Tastakhsky’. This invited some of those who had left 

Tastakh as young children to gradually return to their home village. These were my 

interlocutors who had arrived in their twenties and early thirties as either single individuals or 

young couples with toddlers in tow. Together, they built the village anew.  

 

 

Farmers with ‘their own interests’ 

All or any of these characteristics of Tastakh may underlie the ways local people perceive 

and construe their relationships with cattle. As I noted at the beginning, the morally fraught 

discourse on Sakha cattle as native was absent here. Just as Pavel put it very sharply, people 

in Tastakh ‘didn’t have a notion’ of these cattle as ‘native’ - or rather, it was not as important 

to them as it was to him and other city intellectuals from Teryut Baai. People here did not talk 

of these animals as ‘native’ or ‘their own’, nor did they talk of their ‘duty as a nation’ to 

preserve them. And although local cattle herders had been Sakhaising their animals for 

eleven years at the time of my fieldwork, they never referred to them as ‘Sakha’, except in 

particular contexts on which I shall dwell shortly. This is not to mean that farmers in Tastakh 

were not engaged in the discourse on native cattle in any way, or that their lives were 

unaffected by it. After all, they are the ones who actually raise these animals. However, they 

raise them not because of their patriotic appreciation of these cattle as ‘native’, as the city 

intellectuals tend to interpret it.  

 

In the previous chapter, I showed how the proponents of native cattle in Yakutsk extol the 

people of Tastakh for their decision to switch back to the native cattle in the name of saving 

them from extinction. As I arrived in Tastakh and reconstructed the history of the assembly at 

which the villagers made a decision to Sakhaise their cattle, quite a different picture built up.  

As I noted earlier, prior to the assembly, the village’s gatekeeper Gosha, who played the 

intermediary role between the villagers and the city activists in this endeavor, ‘ran about’ the 

cattle-keeping households. According to my interlocutors, he told them that the arrival of 

state-owned cattle would be a huge advantage to the ‘development of the village’ (nehilienne 

saydyytygar eiebyulleekh buoluo). In particular, he pointed out, it would create new jobs with 
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guaranteed state-paid salaries (gos. khamnastaakh yule). In addition, he said, it would make 

their tiny village, of which hardly anyone outside had heard, ‘famous’ (respublikagha 

billiekhpit).  

 

Likewise, the minutes of the assembly say that the intellectuals from Yakutsk and the 

officials from the district centre gave promises of economic benefits to the villagers. Thus, 

aside from the opening of new job vacancies, they also promised them to increase their ‘milk 

price’ and even to pay five thousand rubles for each dam if they chose to Sakhaise their 

bovines. I will return to this in more detail shortly. For now, it is enough to say that the 

intellectuals’ claim that local herders switched to the native breed out of their patriotism is 

nothing but their mere technique for encouraging more Sakha farmers elsewhere to change 

back to native cattle without financial inducement. As the villagers told me, they ‘had their 

own interests’ in bringing native cattle to Tastakh, which had nothing to do with their 

patriotic commitment to these animals. 

 

At the time of my fieldwork they were still pursuing these interests. Thus, five villagers, 

including Olga Andreevna, worked full-time at the conservation farm. Since the farm is a 

state institution, they were consistently paid their salaries and were also entitled to all the 

benefits available at such institutions, such as paid holiday and sick leave, a free return trip to 

any place in Russia every two years and full pension coverage. Furthermore, in 2017, the 

monthly salary of the farm employees was raised from 20.000 to 40.000 rubles, or twice the 

amount of the minimum wage in Yakutia at the time. This seemed to be of immense 

importance to the villagers since it helped to counterbalance unemployment and economic 

precarity in their tiny settlement with no employment opportunities except a handful of 

organisations where professional training was required, such as the school or the village 

administration.  

 

Equally important for the local cattle herders are the special benefits which they have in 

selling their milk and which herders in other villages do not. In the Soviet period, the state 

had a highly ordered procurement system which supplied urban and non-cattle-keeping 

consumers with relatively cheap pastoral produce and provided pastoralists with guaranteed 

markets for their products (Vitebsky 2000, 2005; Ssorin-Chaikov 2003; Sneath 2018). Twice 

a day, after milking their cows, herders would leave aside some of their freshly drawn milk 

for their own consumption and take the surplus to a local branch of ‘Myasomolprom’, a 
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massive state organisation which managed the entire dairy and meat industry in the country 

and bought their milk at a set price. In some post-socialist countries, such as Mongolia, these 

enterprises dissolved together with the collectives (Sneath 2018: 70). In Russia, however, 

they exist to this day, albeit in a somewhat modified form.  

 

Today, they function as ‘agricultural cooperatives’ (sel’skokhozyaistvennyi kooperativ).  

In addition to being wide-range agricultural producers themselves, these cooperatives 

purchase milk from private smallholders to process it into various dairy products - mostly 

butter - and then sell these under their brand. For this, they have milk reception points, or 

‘milk factories’ (yut sobuota) as herders call them (Fig. 14 & 15), in some but not all of the 

rural settlements. In Yakutia, for example, there are no milk factories in northern districts 

with which transport connection is poor and expensive. Although these cooperatives are 

owned by private stakeholders, to buy milk from herders they are partly subsidised by both 

the state and the regional Ministries of Agriculture and Animal Husbandry. As such, ‘milk 

money’ (yut kharchyta), i.e. the price at which the cooperatives purchase a litre of milk from 

herders, may vary depending on a particular region. In Yakutia, it currently stands at 45 

rubles of which 30 are the subsidy and the remaining 15 the cooperatives’ own share.  

 

In most villages, farmers are thus paid 45 rubles for a litre of milk in which the fat content of 

their milk is accounted to be the standard of 3.4%. For example, if they sell 10 litres of milk 

with higher or lower fat content than the standard they are still paid 450 rubles. But Tastakh 

is an exception. Their cow keepers are paid extra money for the extra fat of their milk which, 

due to their cows’ Sakhaness, ranges between 4.5%-5.5%. I was told that an average 

household with three or four cows earns about thirty thousand rubles a month just by selling 

their milk. And those few who keep seven to eight cows can make up to eighty thousand 

rubles which is nearly twice the amount of the average monthly salary in the republic. “Milk 

is very important here (yukke elbekh bolghomtony uurallar). Because most people live off 

their milk,” – a local cattle herder informed me. Indeed, although the factories operate only 

from May to November, selling milk constitutes a substantial share of the income of most 

cattle breeders in Tastakh and, according to themselves, is the reason why they still keep their 

cattle instead of getting rid of them as many of their co-villagers have done.  
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Figure 14. Herders have brought canisters with freshly drawn evening milk to the local milk factory. Nastya, the 

milk factory operator, is measuring the fat content.  

 

 

 

Figure 15. Inside the milk factory Nastya is discharging a bucket of milk into a common tank from whence it is 

directed into a machine to be churned into butter.  
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Another important thing which sustains the interest of herders in Tastakh in the native breed 

is their beef. In Chapter 2, I illustrated how the intellectuals praise the extraordinary taste and 

health benefits of the produce of native cattle, in particular, how the beef of Sakha cattle is 

‘marbled’ and tastes even better than the renowned Kobe beef. By way of background 

information, Kobe beef is considered to be the most abundantly marbled beef in the world, 

coming from a single Japanese prefecture where it is raised to strict standards. With the supply 

of Kobe beef being very low, it is also one of the most expensive varieties of beef in the world 

(Batter 2018). Hence, the consumers of the Kobe beef are the so-called “privileged 

consumers” (Lawrence & Vanclay 1994: 95) who can afford to spend large sums of money on 

quality food. By praising the beef of native cattle, the Sakha intellectuals have created a 

comparable demand in it among small but affluent circles of high-level Sakha government 

officials, businessmen, managerial staff of the diamond mining industry and university 

professors. Thus, shortly after the 2018 slaughter season, Nadezhda Egorovna told me that, 

because there was such a huge demand in their beef, they had not set aside anything for Fedot 

Tumusov, a former Vice-President of the republic and a present member of State Duma who 

was their regular customer. “Well, he always comes late and this year we needed money as 

soon as possible and decided not to wait until he comes back from Moscow,” – she 

complained. Once, while helping a local filmmaker to raise funds for his new project, I also 

happened to talk to the Minister for the Development of Civil Rights of Yakutia. Upon 

hearing that my research concerned native cattle, she exclaimed: “Ah, I tasted their beef for 

the first time this year. It’s so delicious! Very different from other [kinds of beef]. I eat it 

every day now.” Having had this beef myself, I could hardly agree with her that it had an 

‘unusual’ taste. However, the pride with which she talked about it left me certain that to her, 

and I imagine for other consumers of this beef too, what mattered was not so much its taste as 

its ability to signal their elite status. 

 

Because most of this demand comes from Yakutsk, the intellectuals have done an especially 

good job for the farmers in Tastakh who are closer to Yakutsk than any other vendors of this 

beef. According to my interlocutors from Tastakh, the arrival of Sakha cattle significantly 

increased the demand in their meat. “They [the consumers] start pestering us on the phone as 

early as in the spring,” – the villagers told me. Such rise in demand also made their sale of 

beef easier and much cheaper than before. Customers normally contact the farmers 
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themselves, buy whole carcasses on pre-payment and self-collect them once the animals are 

slaughtered19. Here is what a local cattle herder Nina told me: 

“Before, it [selling meat] was more troublesome. We used to take it to the district 

centre, expending our own petrol, and either stayed there ourselves until the meat was 

sold out or paid ten percent of the proceeds to the local saleswoman to have it sold. 

Now some customers even slaughter animals themselves!” (Fig. 16). 

 

 

Figure 16. After slaughter. The quarters of beef ready to be collected by customers.  

 

Earlier, I said that people in Tastakh do not conceive of their cattle as native or Sakha and do 

not call them such. But the sale of beef is an exception. When potential customers phone the 

farmers and ask whether their cattle are, indeed, of the native breed, they usually respond: 

“Of course, they are Sakha! We don’t keep other cattle in this village”. In doing so, the 

herders do not enact their cattle as ‘native’ or ‘Sakha’, as the city activists do. Rather, they 

enact them as a commodity and a source of maximising their economic profits from herding 

their cattle. Such instrumentalist approach of the herders in Tastakh to the Sakhaness of their 

 
19 This is very different from the situation in Sakkyryr and other remote settlements of the far North where there 

are no roads, and meat has to be sent to the city hundreds of miles away by air, or trucks bumping along frozen 

winter rivers. 
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beef sums up well how they engage with the project on native cattle. The indigeneity of these 

animals is not important for them as an ideology. Pavel was right when he said that the farm 

workers ‘didn’t care’ about native cattle when they refused to accompany them in the film 

shootings. What herders do care about is to make their living from the Sakhaness of these 

cattle and this project with as much profit as possible. Rather than enacting these animals as 

ethnic heritage, they enact them a source of subsidies and income. This was how in 2007 they 

enacted these animals when they chose to back-cross their foreign livestock with them, being 

lured by higher milk subsidies, high salaries at the conservation farm and higher demand in 

beef that these cattle would bring to them. And this is how they still enact them today. 

 

     

Native cattle as a subsidised breed 

“Sakha cattle are useless (tuhata suokh). They have teeny-tiny milk, teeny-tiny meat 

(byykayik yutteekh, byykayik etteekh). They are subsidised animals (dotatsionnay sehyu). 

They will live only so long as there are people like Pavel,” – Oleg, a large commercial cattle 

herder from Syrdakh told me. Although Oleg was not the only one who expressed such 

skepticism towards native cattle from an economic point of view, I did not pay much 

attention to these claims initially, being heavily brainwashed by the city intellectuals. 

However, as I interacted more widely with herders of various sorts from Tastakh and 

numerous other rural settlements, I eventually learnt that this breed, indeed, had a number of 

serious economic drawbacks compared to non-Sakha cattle.  

 

Firstly, it has very low yields of meat. Thus, according to Galina Dmitrievna, a 91-year-old 

Honoured livestock (zasluzhennyi zootekhnik) specialist, Sakha cattle have a ‘steep and lean 

rear’ (svislyi bednyi zad)’ which results in their meagre meat output. The Machakhtyrovs, 

who were cross-breeding their Sakha cattle with Scottish Galloway breed at the time, also 

told me: “An adult six-year-old cow of the Sakha breed weighs as much as a year-old Sakha-

Galloway crossbred. What profit can we speak about then?!” Perplexed by these negative 

features of native cattle, which I had never heard from the city intellectuals, I decided to 

mention them to Pavel and see what he says. And even he told me that a Sakha cow ‘weighs 

about 380-400 kg while that of the Simmental breed from 600 to 700 kg’. “But!” – he was 

quick to continue. “The beef of native cattle is marbled, juicier and has multiple health 

benefits…”. 
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Because Sakha cattle have much smaller yields of meat, herders told me, they can bring profit 

equivalent to that of foreign cattle only if their beef is sold at 700 rubles per kg. With the 

average price for a kilogram of ordinary beef being 450 rubles, very few people can afford to 

buy the beef at such a price. As I said, those few who can – businessmen and high-level 

government officials - all purchase it from the farmers in Tastakh. This demand is just too 

limited to be able to meet the supply of all cattle herders in the republic.  

 

In addition to meagre meat yields, the Sakha breed also proved to give very little milk. “A 

Holstein-Friesian cow gives 28 tons of milk per lactation period, while that of a Sakha breed 

gives only 600 to 800 kg,” – I was told at the local Institute of Agriculture. I guess it was this 

huge disparity in milk production of these two breeds what Innokenty, a head of the animal 

farming department in Sakkyryr whom I will introduce in the following chapter, meant when 

he compared them: “A Sakha cow is an old bicycle (starenkyi velosiped) but a Holstein is a 

jeep (djip20). The scant milk productivity of Sakha cattle was the major reason why the Soviet 

agricultural reformers substituted them with foreign breeds. The collectives had to produce 

enormous quantities of milk and other dairies to provide for the numerous citizens of the 

union. They would not have been able to even remotely approach these quantities had they 

not replaced Sakha cows with more milky breeds. 

 

In Chapter 2, I showed how smoothly the intellectuals tied the resilience of native cattle in 

with their economic efficiency, arguing that they make do solely with hay which they require 

in very modest amounts due to their ability to graze outside year long. However, both the 

resilience of these cattle and their resulting cost-effectiveness proved to be significantly 

exaggerated. The herders in Tastakh penned their cattle as early as the middle of September 

or early October at the latest and during all the winter months fed their animals with hay. 

Moreover, many of them topped hay with some supplementary feed, such as kombikorm. For 

example, Sargylana Petrovna, whom I shall introduce shortly, fed her pregnant cows and 

calves daily with porridge made of combined feed and vegetables such as cabbage. 

 

If Sakha cattle could, indeed, graze outside and fend for themselves why did my interlocutors 

not let them do so and economise on their expenses? Why was there such an inconsistency 

 
20 In Russia, people use djip to refer to any kind of a luxury sports utility vehicle (SUV) rather than to just the 

brand of ‘Jeep’ from which the word derives.  
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between what I heard in Yakutsk and what I saw in Tastakh and other villages? I suggest that 

it stemmed from the tension that inheres between enacting Sakha cattle as a uniquely resilient 

breed and raising them as subsistence animals – a tension of which the intellectuals are 

unaware or do not care about. In claiming that these animals can withstand cold and meagre 

feed and are therefore cost-effective, the intellectuals make the two enactments of these cattle 

fit in very well with each other. However, what these activists engage with are not living 

animals, but ideas and fantasies about them. In these ideas, Sakha cattle appear as a unique 

breed which can withstand cold and hunger - the qualities that supposedly make them 

superior to other breeds and that the intellectuals, as non-herding people, value most of 

anything in them. 

 

But the herders interact with real cattle whom they feed, water and clean day after day with 

the expectation of getting some tangible returns. All of them with whom have I talked agreed 

that, in order to yield enough produce from cattle, a herder had to take good care of these 

animals, i.e. feed them well and avoid any risk of them falling ill or injuring themselves. The 

former, according to them, was directly dependent on the latter. Hence, rather than exposing 

their animals to cold and hunger, herders did their best to keep them in the most favourable 

conditions they could provide. What Varvara Machakhtyrova told me illustrates this very 

well: 

“True, it [a Sakha cow] can withstand poor feed better than others: they probably 

won’t die or will fall ill less frequently. But it is still a cow (no vse zhe ona ved tozhe 

korova) and the better are the conditions in which you keep it the better the results 

you get (i chem luchshe ty ee soderzhish, tem luchshe rezultaty ona daiot). There is a 

saying ‘the cow’s milk is in its tongue’ (ynakh yute tylygar). That’s why only when 

you feed and keep your cow well can you get a nice [i.e. highly productive] cow”. 

 

In short, the better you feed and take care of cattle, the more produce you get from them. This 

could be seen as the herders’ logic of cattle and cattle breeding, which actually conforms with 

that of the worlds’ top consultants of dairy industries who claim that the productivity of cows 

is closely tied to their welfare (Morgan & Doyle 2015: 1). This logic outrightly contradicts 

the intellectuals’ enactment of native cattle as a specific breed that not only is capable of 

enduring cold and hunger, but ought to be exposed to these conditions. 
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It is this economic inefficiency that is the actual explanation of the scarcity of Sakha cattle in 

the republic: the majority of herders find them unprofitable to raise. This was why the 

conservation farm with native cattle was banished from the vicinity of the Odjulun village to 

which I referred in the previous chapter, as the bulls from the farm frequented Odjulun where 

they mated with the Simmental cows of local herders. The herders whose cows subsequently 

gave birth to small Sakhaised calves grew concerned about the future loss of profits. Thus, 

the head of the district who coordinated the removal of the conservation farm to a different 

place told me:  

“A head of a farming cooperative on behalf of other farmers demanded this at a 

village meeting. He said their cattle have grown smaller in size (syuhyubut kychaan 

khaalla). And I couldn't do anything. This is how they earn their living (onon oloror 

buollakhtara di kiniler), you know”. 

 

A cogent and somewhat ironic case study to bring here would be that of the Machakhtyrovs. I 

already mentioned that they are a couple of professors who also run a large farm with cattle 

and sheep. In the early 2000s, they were amongst the first farmers to breed forty head of 

pure-bred Sakha cattle. In tandem with other intellectuals, they were convinced that ‘since 

they were themselves Sakha, they ought to breed these cattle’. However, their patriotic 

sentiment dwindled year by year and at the time of my fieldwork they had only four Sakha 

cows whom they were mating with the bull of the Scottish Galloway breed. The reason for 

their disenchantment with native cattle was their scant productivity. “Sakha cattle have very 

scant outputs of meat and milk”, - they kept repeating to me. By contrast, the cross-bred 

Sakha-Galloway calves, they said, grew much faster and gave more meat yield. The desire of 

the couple to have profits from their farm has therefore proved stronger than their patriotism 

– the reason for which they were condemned by their colleague Pavel as I showed in Chapter 

3.  

 

This brings me back to Oleg who claimed that native cattle have chances for survival only 

insofar as there are still such committed activists like Pavel. Like my interlocutors from 

Tastakh, the majority of those few herders who raise native cattle are financially incentivised 

to do so. And it is, indeed, these activists who procure subsidies for them from the 

government officials. It is they who submit proposals on the amendment of the law on native 

cattle, it is they who attend the parliamentary hearings on these cattle, and it is they who 

publicly denounce those officials who are reluctant to support these animals, and praise those 
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who do. They engage in all of this in order to ensure that herders continue to have their 

subsidies: they know that without them the herders would not breed uneconomic cattle.  

 

 

The stigma of cattle breeding 

Cattle are everywhere in Tastakh. Just as in the Viliui Sakha villages described by Susan 

Crate, ‘in temperate months they freely roam the streets, exercising their right of way over a 

milieu of motorcycles…, pedestrians, …cars and bicycles’ (2008: 116). Similarly, too: 

‘where there is not a cow, there are cow signs – the ever-growing piles of dung that 

line the snow-covered streets in winter, the khotons with their corrals that consume 

half of each cow-keeping household’s yard, the cow paths that wind through the 

scraggly spruce, fir, larch, and birch lining the village lanes’ (ibid).  

However, as much as cattle are present visually, they are absent from people’s daily 

discourses and chats. This is almost to a point that a blind observer would hardly guess that 

these people earn their living from herding these animals. In their daily lives, villagers talk 

and gossip about a range of things, such as the people who are to drive down to Yakutsk and 

can give their children a lift, or the merchants that occasionally visit the village and the goods 

they sell, or how much of her pension Liza the milkmaid has spent on her last binge drinking. 

But cattle never feature in these conversations.  

 

The villagers clearly did not enjoy talking about cows with me, either. Thus, every time I 

asked or said anything about these animals in a hope of igniting a conversation, they either 

ignored it, pretending to be watching television, or gave a reply which both in its content and 

tone did not welcome a counter-response. For example, when I asked Marianna, a village 

librarian, about what she thought of native cattle, she put on an indifferent air and said she 

‘did not think of them at all’. When I did manage to lure people into a dialogue about cattle, 

they would unanimously declare how they ‘disliked’ and even ‘hated’ breeding them and 

carried on with it only ‘out of necessity’ (kyhalghattan, vynuzhdenno). By ‘necessity’ they 

meant economic profits which cattle herding brought to them and enabled them to afford 

their lives.  

 

Most cattle herding households in Tastakh have two pensions and one full-time salary which 

taken together do not exceed thirty to forty thousand rubles a month. The additional money 

which they earn from selling their milk and beef can therefore amount to at least a half of that 
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income, depending on the size of their herd. Furthermore, and not least importantly, keeping 

cows saves these families and their children from expending their money on beef. Relative to 

people’s income, beef is not cheap in Yakutia, costing, as I mentioned, 450 rubles per kg in 

average. By way of comparison, I was told that in Moscow one could find it for 300 and even 

250 rubles in some supermarkets. But unlike Muscovites, Sakha are people who ‘can’t do 

without beef’ (ete suokh satammat). An interlocutor told me that they must eat it at least once 

and ideally twice a day: ‘as a soup for lunch and casserole (sokkuoi) for dinner’. This makes 

having to buy beef a major expense.  

 

It was for these economic reasons that the majority of herders in Tastakh still keep their cattle 

– regardless of the breed of these animals. Here is what a villager Domna told me about her 

life as a cattle herder:  

“I hate barn work. I scream when get in and I scream when I get out. I find it too 

heavy and do it only out of necessity (kyhalghattan ere iitebin). I dislike cows a lot 

(olokh sebyuleebeppin ynakhtary). We keep them only because it’s food for children 

and grandchildren (ogholorgo, sinnerge as)”. 

She and her husband Petr have five cows. Both of them are pensioners and have part-time 

jobs in the communal services. They have four children, including three daughters and a son, 

aged between thirty-one and twenty-four. Although their children have families of their own 

and live in Yakutsk, Domna and Petr supply all four of them and their families with beef. 

Every slaughter season they put aside at least two carcasses of beef for them. And so do all 

other cattle herding households in Tastakh. “Oh! Beef is too expensive. Especially for the 

young people, who are only coming into their own (atakhtarygar sana turan erdekhtere dji),” 

– they used to say. 

 

Even Nadezhda Egorovna, whose poems on native cattle I quoted in Chapter 3, told me: 

“We keep cows only for money (kharchy ere tuhugar tutabyt). If we had more money, 

we would have got rid of them long ago. All families keep them out of necessity here. 

In order to help their children (ogholorbutun iiteeri). This is a survival method. 

Whew! If we had money, we wouldn’t toil this much”. 

 

Often over a cup of tea Nadezhda Egorovna would also tell me that it was her husband 

Stepan and not she who looked after their cattle. Likewise, when I asked Marianna about her 

cows, waving dismissively, she replied that she ‘didn’t come close’ (chugahaabappyn) to 
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them and that it was her husband who did all of the cattle tending chores. Pointing out that it 

was their husbands, and not themselves, who dealt with cattle was a commonplace response 

from women in Tastakh. However, when I mentioned this to Domna, she debunked it as a 

‘lie’ (symyia), claiming that all women nevertheless participated in cow tending in one or 

another way. “They all work in pairs (ikkie buolan) anyway,” – she said.  

 

Indeed, as I came to know the families closer, I could see that, although men did the heaviest 

and dirtiest bits of cow tending, such as feeding and watering them and shovelling the barn, 

women’s contribution was no less substantial. They milked cows, washed milk vessels and 

made a range of dairy products from that milk. In addition, they were in charge of all the 

communications regarding the sale of the household’s bovine produce. It was they who 

talked to beef customers and made a deal which they considered the best for the family and 

who also recovered debts from the milk factory.  

 

Why then were these women trying to give the impression that they had nothing to do with 

cattle? Although it took me a while to see the logic behind this apparent estrangement of 

women from cows, putting them in the wider context of animal husbandry in the republic and 

the negative social connotations which it has growingly acquired helped me understand their 

anxieties better. Herders occupy the lowest levels of the socio-economic ladder in Yakutia. 

This is not a recent development but one that dates back at least to Soviet days. However, 

because the Soviet state put a lot of effort into ideologically and economically incentivising 

farm workers with medals and titles (cf. Vitebsky 2005: 235-7), their prestige was not 

significantly lower than that of other workers. ‘They even used to say that ‘Moscow was 

closer to the khoton’,’ – Denis Ivanovich laughed, recalling how milkmaids and herders had 

priority over others in obtaining free trips to holiday resorts in the Soviet Union. Due to such 

promotion, it was quite common for school graduates to go straight to a collective instead of 

continuing their education at a university. 

As I outlined in Chapter 1, since the collapse of the union this sector has been in a continuous 

recession. As elsewhere in the socialist bloc, pastoralists gained livestock but lost their 

salaries and assets needed to successfully breed animals as private holders. Without stable 

income, not to mention other privileges, many people were reduced to poverty. At the same 

time, Yakutsk and other towns in the southern industrial province of Yakutia boomed, 

feeding largely on the lucrative extractive industry (chiefly coal, gold and diamonds) and the 
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consumerist culture it was forging. This created a palpable chasm, or at least an illusion of it, 

between life in the city and in the village, which became stigmatised as a zone of poverty and 

backwardness. Keeping livestock came to be associated with poor and low-status people. 

Although the breeding of all three species found in the region (cattle, horses and reindeer) is 

considered as such, herding of cattle has suffered from this stigma most heavily. It is widely 

regarded as a physically hard, dirty, smelly and yet poorly paid way of making one’s living. 

People assume that cattle herders are forced to do this job by their circumstances but never 

choose to do it. It is seen as a last resort of people who have failed to get an education and 

access to a cleaner and a more ‘dignified’ way of making their living, such as an office job in 

Yakutsk or at least in the village administration. Although policy makers admit this stigma, 

or ‘image’ (imidj) of cattle herders, as they put it, to be a serious problem spearheading the 

death of cattle husbandry in the region and expound on the need to ‘uplift this image’ 

(povysit’ imidj skotovodstva), so far this does not look feasible. 

 

So Pavel was not too far from the truth when he said that Olga Andreevna and other farm 

workers were ‘ashamed’ of cattle. But this is not because they are of the Sakha breed - as I 

argued, they do not conceive of them as such. Rather, they are ashamed of being cattle 

herders, regardless of the breed they raise. They are not ashamed of cattle unrelatedly to 

themselves, but as animals on which they subsist. In telling me that they ‘stayed away’ from 

cows these women were communicating their desired but not actual lifestyle. They were 

imagining their ideal lifestyle in a similar way to hunters in northeast Siberia who represent 

their ‘ideal hunt’ in discourses about ‘non-violent’ hunting (Willerslev et al 2014). In this 

desired life they did not breed cattle. They did not have to get out to khoton to milk their 

cows and then smell with cow dung for the rest of their day. They made their living from a 

cleaner and a more ‘prestigious’ job that was free of this filth and of public stigma. But just 

as the ideal hunt described by hunters stands in contrast to the course of things during the 

actual hunting (ibid: 8), these desires contradict the actual life of the village women which is 

bound with cattle – a circumstance, which they scorn but of which they cannot get rid 

anywhere except in their ideal lifeworld.  

 

It was to reconcile this discrepancy between their desired and actual lives that women 

avoided talking about their cattle and claimed that it was their husbands and not themselves 

who tended them. I believe it is also the reason why they never step into their khotons unless 
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for work which they do very briskly. As a rule, it is men who go out first to feed the animals 

and shovel the barn, after which they call in women, who milk the cows and go away straight 

after the last bucketful of milk is drained into the vessel. Then men come back to fetch the 

vessel to the milk factory or the house porch, depending on the season. And vainly did I 

attempt to learn how to milk a cow in this village. At the best, my interlocutors interrupted 

me halfway and then did the rest of the milking themselves, unable to bear with my speed. 

But more often they just insisted on me keeping away from cows which, according to them, 

were ‘mean’ (kuturder) and ‘aggressive’ (agressivnaidar) and could gore or kick me. ‘Don’t 

come close to them, they will kick’, ‘be careful, it will butt’, ‘it is mean, so you better stay 

away’ they told me whenever they saw me approaching their cattle.  

 

Unsurprisingly, the locals do not speak to their cows, either. “[I] don’t talk to them at all 

(olokh kepseppeppin). I head to my barn with a sigh (yuehe tyyna-tyyna khotommor 

takhsabyn) and when I milk my only thought is to be done with it as soon as possible,”- 

Domna told me. This seemed to be true of men, too. Thus, when I asked Vasily whether he 

ever talked to his cows, he chuckled and said: “No, I don’t”. He was even amused by my 

question, which, I assume, was because talking to cattle did not fit into the locals’ 

understanding of human-animal relationships.  

 

The post-humanist scholarship on human-animal relations has tended to foreground practices 

of intimacy between humans and pastoral animals (Knight 2005, 2012; Stammler 2010; Fijn 

2011; Govindrajan 2018). Although none of these scholars gives a clear and nuanced 

definition of ‘intimacy’, it appears that what they mean are the relationships of mutual respect 

and fondness driven by some positive emotion, such as affection. Thus, in his introduction to 

an edited volume on human-animal intimacies, John Knight defines human-animal intimacy 

as a ‘two-way relationship, implying a degree of affective mutuality’ (2005: 1). Similarly, 

writing about circumpolar pastoralists, Florian Stammler defines their relationships with 

livestock as ‘a daily-enacted closeness between humans and animals’ (2010: 216). Criticising 

Tim Ingold’s (2000) and Susan Crate’s (2008) arguments that human-animal relationships 

among them are characterised by domination, he contends that they ‘clearly have social and 

individual emotional properties that go well beyond domination and control’ (2010: 237, my 

emphasis). 
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Thomas White has recently shown how such definition of pastoralism as a kind of intimacy 

does not fit neatly into camel husbandry in Alasha region of Inner Mongolia. As he shows, 

the encounters between herders and camels are often quite violent there, with humans chasing 

their animals on motorbikes and tying them down with ropes in order to shear them (2016). 

He argues that this is due to the decreased physical contact between herders and their camels: 

as camels are no longer used as pack animals and are rarely milked, they have become semi-

wild, grazing independently from their human caretakers.  

 

The pattern of human-cattle relationships that I have encountered in Tastakh is clearly more 

in tune with what White has observed in Inner Mongolia. In an important addition, however, 

it demonstrates that there may equally be no intimacy between herders and animals whose 

interaction with each other is regular and intense. For herders in Tastakh, cattle constitute a 

great deal of their daily routine: they start their days with feeding these animals and end them 

with cleaning their sheds. Yet, the intensity of the physical contact between the herders and 

their cattle does not seem to feed into their affective attachment. Anthropologists have long 

challenged the view on domesticates as animal ‘objects’ that are exploited by humans as 

sources of food, draught power and so on (Evans-Pritchard 1978; Knight 2005; 

Theodossopoulos 2005). However, the tie which connects my interlocutors in Tastakh with 

their cattle seems to be no more than utilitarian. “They have a purely utilitarian (chisto 

potrebitelskoe otnoshenie) attitude to their cattle. For them, they are like cash machines (dlya 

nikh oni kak bankomat) which generate their profits,” – Zhenya, a former head of Tastakh, 

once told me about his co-villagers. Indeed, herders here do not perceive their cattle as 

volitional subjects with whom they could enter into affective relationships but as mere 

subsistence animals from which they extract milk and meat in return for their labour. They 

limit the agency of cattle to these basic utilitarian functions. This is the reason why they do 

not talk to them and otherwise enact intimacy with them in the way described by Stammler 

and other anthropologists. They treat their cattle in accordance with their understanding of 

them: they provide as much care for their cattle as is enough for these animals to keep well 

and continue yielding them produce.  

 

I believe that it is in part due to their perception of cattle as a source of shame that herders in 

Tastakh try to minimise their interaction with them as much as possible. Anthropologists 

working on Mongolia tell us that, for urban Mongols, the countryside constitutes an 

ambivalent object, which is both praised as a site of cultural authenticity, and is despised for 
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being dirty and uncultured (Billé 2016; White 2016; Sneath 2018). As I have shown here, 

village life and cattle herding associated with it are also permeated with such ambivalence in 

today’s Sakha society: they are both stigmatised as a marker of a low status and venerated as 

a foundation of Sakhaness. However, the crucial point is that this stigma and veneration 

characterise different classes of people, as illustrated in the argument between Pavel and Olga 

Andreevna during the filming at the start of this chapter. It is urban intellectuals like Pavel, 

who hardly interact with living cattle, who glorify cattle and cattle herding as an essence of 

Sakha culture in their political projects (Gellner 1983; Babadzan 2000). But this is not the 

case for the herders in Tastakh who live that ‘culture’ but dream of getting rid of it.  

 

An interesting case study here is that of Nadezhda Egorovna who is exceptional in managing 

to combine both an outsider and insider perspective on cattle. She and her husband keep one 

of the largest private herds in Tastakh. But, as I showed in Chapter 3, apart from being a 

cattle herder, Nadezhda Egorovna is also a poet. Of her two personae, she obviously prefers 

being a poet. It is her ‘ideal lifeway’ since in it she spends most of her time in Yakutsk where 

she attends the ‘poetry evenings’ with urban cultural elites. More importantly, as a poet she 

relates to cattle in the same physically remote way as these elites. But because the lion’s 

share of her family’s income comes from breeding cattle, she has no choice but to combine 

the two standpoints on these animals: they are both the living reality of her life which she 

despises, and inanimate symbols of Sakha ‘culture’ which she venerates. This is the reason 

why, on the one hand, she claims that she would have slaughtered her cattle long ago had she 

got more money, and on the other, creates poems about native cattle, praising them for 

‘begetting Sakha’. Indeed, despite being ashamed of breeding their cattle, the herders in 

Tastakh still breed them, for otherwise they would have to live very frugally. The utilitarian 

needs to yield beef and milk from cattle force them to carry on keeping these animals. But 

this only intensifies their dislike of cattle and cattle herding. It makes them feel cattle tending 

more as a burden rather than an enjoyable partnership fraught with affection.  

 

 

The last generation of cattle herders 

After finishing her master’s degree in December 2017 Nadezhda Egorovna’s middle daughter 

Aiyyna spent most of the spring in Tastakh while waiting for a job vacancy to open in 

Yakutsk. Although Aiyyna took over some of her mother’s household chores, such as 

cooking and washing up, she never joined her parents in their khoton. As it turned out, she 
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did not know how to milk a cow or what was its daily norm of hay. Unlike her parents, she 

did not have a separate outfit - a pair of rubber boots, trousers and a jacket- to wear 

specifically for the barn work. Unlike her parents, too, she always smelled nice with a 

mixture of fruity shampoo and fresh laundry. In a cattle herding household, she was not a 

herder. She was different and was meant to have a different life, where there was no room for 

cattle. It was a life which she, and perhaps even more so, her parents had wanted for her. 

 

Because of the stigma of cattle breeding most parents in Tastakh had never taught their 

children how to tend cattle: 

“Because I dislike barn work, I deliberately kept my children away 

(chugahappataghym) from the khoton. This is why my three daughters can’t milk a 

cow. My son sometimes cleans it when he comes over from Yakutsk,”- Domna told to 

me. 

According to Sargylana Petrovna, whom I shall introduce shortly, this was how herders 

‘protected’ (beregut) their children ‘from the heavy and dirty work of cattle herding’. They 

did not want their children to follow their footsteps and inherit their toil and stigma as cattle 

herders. Instead, they wanted their children to break with this stigmatised lifeway by 

choosing a different path. They wanted them to obtain a higher education and make their 

living from a cleaner and a better-paid job in a ‘bigger place’ (kien sir), that is, in Yakutsk. In 

other words, they wanted their children to live that ‘ideal life’ free of cattle herding which 

they fantasised but could not actualise for themselves. 

 

In her introduction to a volume on new social mobilities in the Arctic, Laruelle writes that 

‘for many Arctic residents, only urban centers offer decent living conditions, even if it means, 

for indigenous people, cutting ties with some of their traditional ways of life” (2017: 1, my 

emphasis). The case of Tastakh shows that, in certain contexts, people flee their rural homes 

not despite but in order to cut ties with their traditional livelihoods. Indeed, many parents in 

Tastakh were so desperate in encouraging their offspring to have a different life, that today 

they often ask other people to help them take care of their cattle even when their own 

children are around. The latter simply do not know how to handle these animals. Often the 

person whom the herders ask for assistance is Nastya, an operator at the milk factory, who 

complained to me: 

“Akulina and others never had their children work in the khoton. And now when their 

father goes binge drinking and Akulina needs to travel down [to the district centre or 
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Yakutsk] they ask me to take care of their cows and milk them. And this is despite the 

fact that their own children are in the village in the summer!” 

Mira, a village nurse, whose two daughters lived in Yakutsk, once touched on this, too:  

“Cows bind your hands and feet. When we need to go to Yakutsk to visit our girls, we 

ask Garik, Soma’s worker21, [to look after them]. And although our sons are here, we 

haven’t taught them how to tend a cow, that’s why they don’t go [to the khoton].”  

 

What amazed me even more was that I did not quite hear any sense of regret in parents’ 

stories of their children not being able to help. Instead, some of them were even proud of this. 

“My girls can’t even tell their cows (keren da bilbetter),” - Nadezhda Egorovna used to tell 

me with the mixture of content, pride and irony in her voice. When Aiyyna was around, she 

would also teasingly ask her whether she knew the names of their cows, to which her 

daughter responded negatively.  

In her ethnography of Sakha cattle herders of the early post-Soviet period, Crate writes that, 

as elders age and can no longer perform cow tending duties, their children assume these tasks 

and supply them with bovine products (2003: 524). The material I have presented here 

indicates that this is no longer the case. An abrupt generational detachment from cattle 

breeding is obviously underway among them. In Tastakh, Nadezhda Egorovna, Domna, Mira 

and others are the last generation of cattle herders. And it appears to be more or less the same 

all across central Yakutia (cf. Mészáros 2012: 27), even though this is the Sakha heartland 

and the centre of the cattle economy.  

 

 

The power and vulnerability of a cattle herder: the ‘extraordinary’ case of Sargylana 

Petrovna  

Not all people in Tastakh perceive cattle as a shameful burden: there are a few exceptions 

who have distinctly different relationships with their animals. One of these is Sargylana 

Petrovna, a retired teacher of Russian (Fig. 17). A single divorcee, whose two adult sons live 

 
21 Some Sakha families, who have large herds of cattle, seek additional labour from unrelated people. As a rule, 

these are socially and economically disadvantaged individuals or couples who have nowhere to live.  Although 

livestock-owners’ relationships with these people may vary, in the cases I have observed they resembled nothing 

but slavery. These workers did the hardest and dirtiest bits of cattle tending but all they received for their work 
was shelter, food and a little pocket money for cigarettes. Comparable socio-economic arrangements seem quite 

usual among pastoralists worldwide (cf. Galaty & Bonte 1991: 8; Fijn 2011: 13). 
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in faraway towns, she lives alone and breeds her ten head of cattle all by herself. This might 

explain why, unlike others, Sargylana Petrovna rarely showed up at the village administration 

or the store unless for a good reason. When she did, she usually left immediately after buying 

her groceries or putting her signature in, for instance, a list of the farmers who requested 

additional hay from a local supplier. And I would probably have never talked to her had not 

other villagers kept referring me to her whenever it came down to human-cattle relationships 

in our conversations. In yet another attempt to dissociate themselves from cattle herding, they 

counterposed her to themselves as an ‘exceptionally cattle-loving person’ (suehuge systygas 

djon tuspa). They suggested that it was Sargylana Petrovna with whom I should talk about 

cattle and not them. “…people like her love (taptaan) cattle and treat them as if they were 

living humans (tyynnaakh kihiekhe kurduk syhyannahallar). While for us they are mere 

animals (meene kyyl kurduk kerebyut),” - Marianna the librarian told me.  

 

This supports the argument I have made earlier: most farmers here see a chasm between their 

cattle as animals and themselves as humans who merely subsist on them. Coming from this 

perspective, they rightly view Sargylana Petrovna as an exception among themselves. To 

them, she does not see as much difference between a herself and her cows as they do. They 

assumed that this was the reason why she invested what for them was too much care in these 

animals. Thus, in an ambiguous tone of admiration and sarcasm, they often recounted to me 

how meticulously, in their mind, Sargylana Petrovna took care of her cattle. “[She] picks her 

hay clean of moss and twigs before giving it to her cattle and even makes flat cakes 

(leppieske) for them. She is a fanatic (fanat),” - Domna told me. 

 

Indeed, when I met Sargylana Petrovna I was quick to see a stark difference in how she 

communicated with her cattle. Not only did she talk amply about them but she was also 

convinced that they had far more agency than just producing milk and meat. To her, cattle 

could ‘understand’ and ‘feel’ what their human minders told them or how they felt, and could 

respond accordingly: 

“People think cows don’t understand anything (lyudi dumayut chto korovy sovsem 

nichego ne ponimayut). But they understand everything very well (no oni vse 

prekrasno ponimayut). And then they feel everything (potom oni vse chuvstvyut). 

When I am unwell with fever, they understand everything and stand quietly and lick 

me (tikho stoiat i oblizyvaiut)”.  
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And since she believed her cows to have so many of these human-like attributes, she treated 

them like humans, too. As the villagers pointed out, she never gave her cattle poor-quality 

hay, such as hay decayed by water, which is commonplace in Yakutia due to frequent 

flooding of grasslands. She often massaged the spinal column of her cows in order to 

facilitate their production of milk. When milking them, she spoke and even sang to them 

because they ‘liked’ it: “They like it when I sing to them (lyubyat kogda ya poyu). They 

stand there listening to me and just bliss out (stoyat i slushaiut i baldeiut). They know I am in 

a good mood. Even their ears twitch (ushki shevelyatsya).” 

 

Figure 17. Sargylana Petrovna at the front of her homestead.  
 

Interestingly, one of the major traits which Sargylana Petrovna emphasised in her cows was 

their dislike of men: 

“[they] don’t love men at all, they are afraid of them (muzhchin voobsche ne lyubyat, 

boyatsya). When my son comes over and starts cleaning the barn, they jump aside 

from him. But women they treat well (k zhenschiman normalno otnosyatsya).” 

Intrigued as I was by the interspecies misandry of her cows, I could not help but correlate it 

with Sargylana Petrovna’s own traumatic marriage of which I had heard from other villagers. 

Originally a teacher in the district centre, she moved to Tastakh with her two young sons in 
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the late 1980s as an escapee from an abusive husband whom she had divorced. However, 

shortly after they had arrived, her ex-husband sneaked into the village and stole one of their 

sons and did not let Sargylana Petrovna see him until the boy grew up and re-united with his 

mother himself.  

Indeed, as I got to know Sargylana Petrovna closer, I became increasingly convinced that she 

herself did not like men. For example, when telling me about how much responsibility cattle 

tending required, she inserted: “Men probably skip it. Men are especially bad at taking care 

of cattle (muzhchiny osobenno plokho smotryat)”. And once she just told me that she ‘didn’t 

like husbands and men’ (ne lyublyu muzhei i muzhchin). As it turned out, she had developed 

this dislike of men much earlier than her marriage which only intensified it. Here is the story 

she recounted to me:  

“When I was a child, I had a stepfather who was a nasty man (plokhoi chelovek) with 

a bad temper (s durnym kharakterom). My own father drowned when I was little. This 

was why I didn’t like men since I was a child and avoided them in my teens. And I 

got married late, well after my thirties. And even then, I thought I would at least have 

children and could easily divorce if anything went wrong, but it proved to be far from 

being that easy (no ne tut to bylo).” 

 

At this point, it became clear to me that, by claiming that her cows ‘didn’t love men’, 

Sargylana Petrovna was projecting her own misandry on to them. Considering that she 

looked after her cows alone, they might spring away from her son just as they might do from 

any other stranger, including women, who would turn up one day and start fumbling with a 

rake under their legs. But she preferred her cows to dislike exclusively males. In doing so, 

she made her cows sympathise with her feelings against men: she was not alone in her 

bitterness toward them – her cows were with her in it. I believe this gave her an opportunity 

to pay her male offenders back for all the trouble they had caused in her life and restore, even 

if in hindsight, a little bit of justice in her relationships with them.  

 

As it will become important later, let me bring another case in which my interlocutor 

transferred a part of her own self on to cattle as a way of empowering herself against another 

person. Venera is a Sakha woman in her late sixties who worked all her days as a milkmaid in 

a nearby village. She and her husband Spartak moved to Tastakh in the early November 2017 

to work at a large private cattle farm. Since all of the houses for rent had already been 

occupied, they were lodged at their employer’s place. This turned out to be an unlucky 
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arrangement: the employer, known for frequent drunkenness and aggressive behaviour when 

drunk, often harassed Venera and Spartak who eventually found it unbearable and left the 

village as soon as late December. 

 

Although Venera thus stayed in Tastakh very briefly, I spent much time with her during this 

period. Like Sargylana Petrovna, she was convinced that cattle were sentient beings 

(aldjarkhai eideekhter) and could feel human feelings. One day when I came to see Venera in 

the farm I found her very frustrated. As she sat in front of me in a small room adjacent to the 

barn and used as a resting and smoking area, she told me that Marina, who worked with them 

at the farm, had stolen the money that she and Spartak had been saving from their salaries 

and left the village the previous night. “What a nasty woman! Now it turns out I have worked 

for the entire month just for her sake,” – she complained, smoking cigarette after cigarette. A 

few days passed and I thought that Venera, who seemed to get over things quickly, had 

forgotten about the incident. However, during our regular conversation about cows, she 

suddenly mentioned Marina:  

“They [cattle] know who loves and takes care of them. For example, they never let 

that woman [Marina] come close (chugahappat etiler) to themselves. They knew she 

was a bad woman (kuhaghanyn bileller). But they like me and do everything I say 

(miigin isteller)”.  

 

Like Sargylana Petrovna who extended her own misandry on her cows, Venera was 

transferring her own indignation at Marina on to the cattle in the farm. She had been unfairly 

treated by Marina but could not do anything about it. She could not get her money back since 

Marina had left Tastakh and ‘must have drunk all her money, anyway’. Neither could she 

report Marina to the police because she happened to be her distant relative. “They will all 

blame me for reporting her,” – she said, referring hopelessly to their shared kinsfolk. From 

this lack of any other way to retaliate against her offender Venera made the cattle, whom she 

and Marina had minded together, side with her in her anger. Marina may have fooled her 

with the money, but Venera was still better than her because the animals in the farm loved 

her more than they did Marina. I suppose this offered her a tiny bit of comfort and control 

over the injustice which she could not redress otherwise.  

 

In her ethnography of the Nuer, Sharon Hutchinson describes of their intersubjectivity with 

cattle as a 'potent equation' (1996: 61). According to her, something was gained by Nuer 
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communities through it: 

“It was because cattle and people were in some sense ‘one’ that individuals were able 

to transcend some of the profoundest of human frailties and thereby achieve a greater 

sense of mastery over their world: death became surmountable, infertility reversible, 

and illness something that could be actively defined and cured. This equation gave 

life, as it were, a second chance. For example, if a Nuer man died without heirs, his 

relatives were […] obliged to collect cattle and marry a ‘ghost wife’ in the name of 

the deceased to bear children for him” (ibid, my emphasis). 

This ‘potency’ is precisely what characterises Sargylana Petrovna’s and Venera’s projective 

identification with cattle. They perceived themselves as victimised by others but there was 

little or nothing they could do about it. Making cattle sympathetic with their hostility towards 

their victimisers was the only and the most readily available way they could bolster their 

position against these victimisers and thereby attain a sense of comfort over how they had 

been treated. I shall return to this compensatory capacity of human-animal identification in 

Chapter 7. 

 

As much as empowering, however, human-animal intersubjectivity can also be 

disempowering. Thus, Sargylana Petrovna once told me that she was afraid of ever having to 

dissolve her herd: “Many of those who get rid of their cows immediately wither away and 

even die (srazu slabeuyt i dazhe umirayut). Hence, I am scared (poetomu ya boyus’)”. In 

saying this she did not mean that she would lose them as a means of subsistence: in fact, she 

noted, her pension alone would have been enough for her to survive, even though she would 

not have been able to provide her sons with beef and assist them financially. Rather, she 

meant that her very life consisted in the continuous care of her cows. It is what fills every 

single day of her life with a mission - to keep her cattle alive and healthy. It is in order to 

accomplish this mission, i.e. to feed and milk her cows and clean their shed, that she wakes 

up at dawn and continues her day until the evening. Day after day, this routine became so 

deeply entrenched in her life that she can no longer live otherwise. “What would I do without 

them?” – she used to ask me rhetorically.  

 

And even though Sargylana Petrovna admitted that cattle breeding was a hard and tedious 

work, these qualities seemed to also be the very gist of it for her. “They [cows] keep me alert 

(derzhat v tonuse),” – she said. Taking care of cows demands her to be physically active 

every day. Unlike knitting or any other available activity in which she could have engaged, 
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she cannot not skip it, lest her animals die. Thus, however unwilling, lazy or ill she feels, she 

has no choice but to force herself to get out to the khoton and do the job. According to her, it 

is this constant physical work that still keeps her firmly on her feet, despite serious health 

problems such as a high blood pressure, which sometimes jumps up to nearly 200. 

 

This demonstrates that it is not only animals who depend on the constant care of their human 

owners, but owners themselves can be equally dependent on the performance of this care. 

What is more, Sargylana Petrovna’s’s fear of ever having to get rid of her cows suggests that 

humans may sympathise with their animals’ dependence in a very literal sense. If one day 

they cease to perform this care, they will cause the death not only of their cattle but of 

themselves, too. They would follow their animals and not because they would be deprived of 

them as a source of food but of the activity which makes up their lives and keeps them fit.  

This prompts us to add to Hutchinson’s argument on the empowering quality of human-

animal relationships. These relationships can also create a vulnerability, insofar as the daily 

enactment of care and intimacy tie the human life to the life of the animals in what 

Govindrajan cogently terms as ‘knots of relatedness’ (2018: 3). When such knots are tied, the 

life of the human does not unfold independently from that of the animals. Rather, the two 

become yoked to each other and whatever direction one of these lives takes, the other will tag 

along. This resonates with the notion of the ‘nagual’ animal doubles of humans in Central 

America (Pitt-Rivers 1970), where any harm inflicted on the animal directly impacts on, and 

even kills, its human double; or the Eveny reindeer herders of northern Yakutia, who keep a 

‘kujjai’, a reindeer double which by a different variant of this logic stands in front when its 

owner is threatened by danger and offers itself as a sacrifice to die in its owner's stead 

(Vitebsky 2005). 

 

I suppose this is the reason why there are many very elderly cattle herders in Yakutia. They 

keep their bovines until as late in their lives as they can despite having little if any profit from 

them - too frail to cut hay themselves, they use their pensions to buy it. Like Sargylana 

Petrovna, they may think that their own existence might cease along with that of their 

animals.  
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CHAPTER 5. Human-cattle partnership in Sakkyryr 

Sakkyryr: a ‘melting pot’ of Eveny and Sakha cultures 

In this chapter, I am moving to my third field location, a village of Sakkyryr, known also as 

Batagay-Alyta, in a remote northern Eveno-Bytantaisky ulus (here: Eveno-Bytantay) of 

Yakutia. Like other uluses in the north, it covers an immense territory of 20,000 square miles 

where as few as 2,800 people live. Of these, 1,800 live in Sakkyryr, which is the 

administrative centre of the ulus, and the rest reside in the other two villages of Kustur and 

Djargalakh. Located above the Polar Circle in the midst of the Verkhoyansk Mountains, the 

ulus is considered to be one the least accessible in the republic. Thus, although the actual 

distance between Yakutsk and Sakkyryr is five hundred miles, the mountains double the 

distance of the overland route, making it stretch for as long as 1,035 miles. It is a heavy and 

highly dangerous dirt road which alternates with cliffy passes and cuts across multiple lakes 

and rivers some of which never freeze. It is therefore used only in wintertime and only by 

very tough lorries which ship goods and produce from Yakutsk and back. People can reach 

Sakkyryr only by air. A local carrier makes biweekly flights from Yakutsk. The average 

return passenger ticket costs around forty thousand rubles while a kilogram of shipment 

varies between 250 to 5,000 rubles, depending on the dimensions of the freight. For most 

people, whose monthly salaries range between thirty to forty thousand, going to Yakutsk is 

therefore a very rarely affordable luxury.  

 

The remoteness from Yakutsk and the costliness of the connection with it, has significant 

knock-on effects on the quality of life in Sakkyryr, as elsewhere in northern Yakutia. Unlike 

Tastakh, Sakkyryr does not have access to gas heating. About one third of the village warm 

their homes individually by burning wood, while the rest are heated by a centralised boiler 

which runs on expensive oil. Because the boiler has not been renewed since the Soviet days, 

it frequently goes out of order, leaving people without heating at temperatures well below 

zero. In such cases, the locals, who seem used to such breakdowns, calmly resort to their old 

hearths which they have not dismantled but which no longer warm their houses well enough 

because of the additional tube connecting the radiators in their homes to the centralised 

boiler. 

 

Since most consumables have to be shipped to Sakkyryr, everything, save meat and dairy 

produce, is twice and sometimes three times as expensive here as it is in Yakutsk and central 

Yakutia. For example, a kilogram of potatoes which costs around eighty rubles in mainland 
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Yakutia is sold at two hundred in Sakkyryr. Petrol comes at seventy-five per a litre as 

opposed to forty-five in Yakutsk. This contrasts unfavorably with the meagre incomes of the 

majority of local people. At the time of my fieldwork, the minimum monthly wage was set at 

27,000 rubles here, although I met several people who received much less. For instance, the 

workers at the local conservation farm were paid 15,000 a month until 2019, which was far 

less than the salary of the farm workers in Tastakh at the time. As a result of such 

discrepancy between their incomes and the cost of living, most villagers are forced to commit 

to several jobs in order to make their ends meet. For example, Nina Vasilievna, a milkmaid at 

the conservation farm, also took night shifts as a guard at the kindergarten. Likewise, before 

her retirement, my hostess Svetlana worked as a zootechnician at the same farm and as a 

stoker at the boiler station – all in addition to taking care of her livestock. 

 

Originally, these lands were populated by nomadic reindeer herding Eveny people (cf. 

Vitebsky 2005; Stammler 2010; Takakura 2015) (Fig. 18). From the 17th century onwards, 

they were joined by Sakha who were escaping the tsarist fur-tax (yasak) and who settled the 

flatlands along the Batagay and Sakkyryr rivers suitable for the pasture of their cattle. Since 

then, the Eveny and Sakha mixed intensively through intermarriage and economic exchanges 

and today Eveno-Bytantay represents a unique blend of Eveny reindeer herding and Sakha 

horse- and cattle breeding cultures. A phrase that a local friend once told me captures it very 

succinctly: “we are like America here – all mixed like in a melting pot”. 

 

The diversity of pastoral animals – reindeer, horses and cattle - in Eveno-Bytantay is perhaps 

the most important manifestation of how Sakha and Eveny lifeways have interpenetrated and 

enriched each other here. It is this that makes their community resilient to many economic 

and social challenges. For example, Stammler reports that local reindeer herders use horses to 

ride to the village during snow-free seasons when reindeer cannot pull sledges. As for the 

Sakha, they cannot imagine the winter hunt for snow sheep (lat. ovis nivicola)22 without 

reindeer. As Stammler’s interlocutor told him, they tried using horses for this purpose but 

without success, as the snow sheep were scared away (2010: 231-232). Based on my own 

comparative ethnography, the greater species diversification also spares the locals from the 

seasonal shortage of meat which herders in central districts of Yakutia often experience. As 

 
22 The snow sheep is the most popular game animal in Eveno-Bytantay. Its significance for the locals is 

reflected in the emblem of the district which depicts a snow sheep leaping over mountains.  
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noted earlier, the staple source of protein of cattle and horse herders in these districts is beef. 

Because their cattle herds do not normally exceed three to four dams, they cannot slaughter 

more than three to four calves a year if they wish to allow their herds to reproduce to the 

same size. Otherwise, they are forced to continue shrinking their herds until they have no 

animals left in it or raise a new dam and reduce their slaughter calves twofold the following 

slaughter season. For this reason, my interlocutors in Tastakh run out of beef half-way 

through to the next slaughter season after which they live off pork imported from 

Novosibirsk and tushenka, stewed beef which comes in cans and is popular in Russia as a 

cheap alternative for fresh beef. 

 

 

Figure 18. Reindeer brigade # 2 of Eveno-Bytantay. 

 

In Eveno-Bytantay, however, the kind of meat without which people cannot live a day is 

reindeer meat and not beef. This is true even for those Sakha cattle herders who do not have 

close relatives in reindeer brigades to provide them with reindeer meat for free or in exchange 

for something else. My hostess in Sakkyryr, Svetlana, was one of such herders. Despite 

raising no animals other than cattle, she and her son Uibaanchyk have reindeer meat on a 
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daily basis, occasionally supplementing it with beef, colt and game meat. There is a sound 

reason for this. Because the herds of reindeer are usually much larger than those of cattle, 

counting from a couple of hundred to more than a thousand animals, the principle of 

‘accumulation as a condition for perpetuation of a herd’ (Ingold 1980: 219) is followed less 

strictly in them. Thus, whenever a herder runs out of meat, they can slaughter a reindeer 

without the danger of significantly shrinking the size of their herd. Hence, reindeer meat is 

less difficult to obtain than beef. As for Svetlana, in addition to her own cows, she looks after 

the three cows of Daria, an Eveny woman, who owns the largest reindeer stock in the district 

and remunerates Svetlana with plenty of reindeer meat. 

 

Writing about the Nuer and the Dinka of the Upper Nile region, Douglas Johnson has 

observed that their economic viability depends on their participation in a ‘common 

economy’, based not on exclusive occupation of resources but on the maintenance of ‘regular 

access to alternate resources’ (1991: 15; see also Dahl & Hjort 1979). This observation can 

equally apply to cattle-, horse- and reindeer herders of Eveno-Bytantay. They, too, form a 

common economy based on mutual adoption of each other’s resources and practices which 

enables them to overcome the limitations of their ‘traditional’ livelihoods. One can say that 

each of the groups has picked up an advantage of the other group to make itself more adapted 

to the local conditions. In what follows I shall demonstrate that such cultural hybridity also 

makes local herders more resilient to the negative social consequences of the decline in 

animal breeding which, as we have seen, is causing a generational rupture from cattle herding 

in Tastakh. 

 

 

Debunking ethnic distinctions and bovine myths 

What I encountered in Sakkyryr was similar to Tastakh in some respects and starkly different 

from it in other important ways. Like their colleagues in Tastakh, herders here do not 

conceive of their cattle as a distinct Sakha breed. They, too, never call them 'Sakha' in their 

routine conversations. For them, they are just ‘cattle’ (suehu) or 'cows' (ynakh) or animals 

with individual names, such as Sibekki (‘Flower’) or Maaya (‘May’). A dialogue I once had 

with Lida, who hosted me during my second visit to Sakkyryr, illustrates this well. Coming 

from the most prominent dynasty of Eveny reindeer herders in the area, she loved telling me 

about her ancestors and childhood spent herding reindeer: “In the past, our grandmothers and 

grandfathers used to have a lot of reindeer, cows and horses (bihigi ebyugelerbit taba, ynakh, 
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sylgy beghetyun iiter etiler). Back then, all this livestock was abundant. My grandpa had a 

large herd of cattle in Kustur …” 

- “Sakha?” – I interrupted her almost mechanically. 

- “Ah?” – she responded as if she had not understood what I meant. 

- “Were they Sakha cattle?” – I repeated. 

- “Aaah…,” – Lida stretched in confirmation of my question and went on reminiscing 

about her grandfather’s herd. 

That Lida did not immediately catch my question suggests that this is not how they think and 

talk about cattle. For the locals, delineating their cattle as ‘Sakha’ made even less sense than 

to people in Tastakh. As I mentioned earlier, Eveno-Bytantay is the only place in Yakutia 

where non-Sakha cattle breeds were never introduced by the Soviet reformers. It is from here 

that all the native cattle in conservation farms elsewhere in the republic, including Tastakh, 

trace their roots. The first batch of them was exported from Sakkyryr to the abandoned 

settlement of Uluu Syhyy in 1994 from whence they were moved to Tastakh in 2007. In the 

following years, a few other groups of animals were additionally taken to different uluses of 

central Yakutia which, together with Tastakh, formed their local stockpile. Herders in 

Sakkyryr have thus never kept cattle breeds other than of the Sakha breed. For them, the 

word ‘cattle’ implies only this breed. They simply do not have enough breed diversity of 

these animals to delineate them as ‘Sakha’ or ‘native’.  

 

But Lida’s story also points to an important feature which holds Sakkyryr apart from both 

Tastakh and Yakutsk. From Africa to Mongolia, pastoral societies consider pastoralism to be 

the foundation of their culture as opposed to non-pastoralism (Galaty & Bonte 1991; 

Comaroff & Comaroff 1991; Fijn 2011; White 2016). In mainland Yakutia, Sakha 

ethnonationalists tend to go even further by tying Sakhaness to some pastoral animals and not 

others. They believe that Sakha people ought to breed cattle and horses only and not reindeer 

which, according to them, are the métier of the northern ‘Tungus’ peoples. For example, an 

official from the MAAH in Yakutsk told me:  

“An ethnicity isn’t defined by the language23. It is defined by the livelihood (omuk 

byytyttan tutuluktaakh). A Sakha who doesn’t breed cattle and horses cannot be Sakha 

 
23 I should add here that each ethnonationalist group prioritises what they hold to be the most vital marker of 

Sakha identity and these often vary. There is a large group of Sakha philologists, writers, journalists and 

government officials whose primary concern is the fight for the increase of the proportion of Sakha speakers as 
well as secondary schools in which Sakha is taught as a major alongside Russian (Argounova & Vasilieva 2000; 

Gerasimova 2018). 
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(sakha buolbat). A Sakha who breeds reindeer can no longer be Sakha (tabany iiter 

sakha uzhe sakha buolbat).” 

Similarly, a herder at a private farm in Tastakh, who had earlier worked at a reindeer camp in 

the north, said: “As long as I am Sakha (sakha buolan baran), I wouldn’t like to herd 

reindeer. They are very different animals”.  

 

What accompanies such a rigid dissociation of Sakha identity from reindeer herding by these 

ethnonationalists is their perception of it as inferior to horse and cattle husbandry. This 

perception seems to be informed by the greater nomadism of reindeer herding compared to 

horse and cattle breeding – as they are practised in Yakutia. Today, the majority of Sakha 

pastoralists live permanently in villages and very few still move between the so-called 

‘summer’ and ‘winter’ residencies (cf. Takakura 2015). Meanwhile, most reindeer herders 

migrate huge distances with their herds from camp to camp all year round. Hence, Sakha 

ethnonationalists rightly view reindeer herding as inseparable from nomadism. Not at all 

rightly, however, they imagine that, as such, reindeer herders do not really have a ‘home’ in 

the sense of a settled living with its many comforts, such as an access to warm hearth 

whenever one needs it. As such, they assume their lives to be extremely hard and 

challenging, and, in tune with the Soviet social evolutionist take on nomadism, also backward 

and primitive (cf. Khazanov 1984; Slezkine 1994).  

 

Anything that has to do with ‘digging the land’ (sir khahyyta), i.e. cultivation, they also 

consider to be ‘non-Sakha’ but a domain of ethnic Russians. Although cultivation is less 

tinged with the assumption of being inferior to horse and cattle husbandry, it is still 

discriminated as alien to Sakha.  

“Wherever a Russian has worked tends to be very green. This is called national 

mindset (natsionalnai mentalitet). Why can’t we be as good as them at it? That’s 

because it’s not our thing (iti bihigi khobbibyn buolbatakh). Our thing are cattle and 

horses (bihiene syehyu),” – Denis Ivanovich explained to me.  

In his mind, there is nothing wrong about Sakha not being as good as Russians at cultivation. 

For each people ought to have their own traditional means of livelihood which they have 

mastered over millennia, passing down the generations. Like a language or a religion, it is 

what defines a people and makes them distinct from Others. Thus, Sakha may be bad at 

planting, but they are good at herding, and not just herding of any animals but of horses and 

cattle. It is what makes them ‘Sakha’, i.e. a collectivity distinctly different from Russians, 
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Eveny and so forth. 

 

While doing my research I also heard from multiple people that Sakha are genetically 

predisposed (geneticheski zalozheno) to herd cattle. For example, at one of the meetings of 

Terut Baai, Alla told us about her experience of spending a month at the Chomchoevs’ cattle 

farm. An urban-born and raised daughter of renowned Sakha lawyers and a post-graduate 

student in Philosophy at the time, she was delighted with how easily she got on with their 

cattle. She believed that the explanation for this lay in her blood: “My parents and 

grandparents don’t have cows, but I know how to do that [to tend cows]. It is in the blood of 

every Sakha”. In his ethnography of Scottish sheep breeders (2000), John Gray observes a 

comparable genetic discourse in farmers’ understandings of what makes ‘a good sheep 

farmer’. As he shows, sheep breeders believe their aptitude for farming to be transmitted to 

them from their parents, with farms being usually inherited, too – an essential factor in the 

way his interlocutors think about their farm and their family. According to Alla, the Sakha do 

not even need cattle herding parents to be good at herding cattle. It is enough for them to be 

Sakha since every Sakha is born with skills to handle these animals. Rather than being 

conceived of as being transmitted intergenerationally, the Sakha people’s aptitude for cattle 

herding is believed to be passed down and shared intraethnically.  

 

Lida’s recollections of her reindeer-, cow-, and horse herding grandparents suggest that the 

discrimination of livestock into ‘Sakha’ and ‘non-Sakha’ does not exist in Sakkyryr. “There 

is no such assumption here (net takogo ponyatia) that, if you are Sakha, you must only breed 

cattle,” – Innokenty confirmed. Indeed, there are many Eveny people among those who raise 

cattle in Sakkyryr, just as there are Sakha men among reindeer herders, even though the 

majority of the latter are still ethnic Eveny. For example, one of the youngest cattle herders in 

the village is an Eveny woman Gutya. Although at the time of my fieldwork she and her 

Sakha husband raised eighteen head of cattle and thus had one of the largest private herds in 

Sakkyryr, when they had their first cow and a calf in 2012, she had to learn how to take care 

of these animals from scratch. 

“Until the ninth grade [during school breaks] I always went to the [reindeer] camp 

(naar stadogha syldjar etim). That’s why at the beginning I was really scared of my 

cow. I milked her only after tying her legs. And I milked her from faraway, stretching 

out my one hand as if she was a reindeer (tabany kurduk yyr etim) [laughs]. I 

hindsight, I think I was so ridiculous,” – she reminisced. 
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I assume that people here do not discriminate reindeer and cattle as ‘Eveny’ and ‘Sakha’ 

animals because they do not discriminate themselves as such in the first place. Indeed, upon 

coming here for the first time in the early 2018, I was quick to notice that ethnic distinctions 

which were very important in Yakutsk and its rural neighborhoods were much more muted 

here. People certainly did not speculate about these ethnic distinctions and hardly mentioned 

ethnic labels in their routine conversations. This might be due to the extensive Eveny-Sakha 

intermarriage in Eveno-Bytantay as a result of which most locals have both Eveny and Sakha 

ancestry. For example, Gutya is ‘Eveny’: it is how she identifies herself in her documents. 

However, her grandmother on the father’s side was Sakha. Likewise, her children are of 

mixed Eveny and Sakha origin since her husband is Sakha. And the same is true for virtually 

everyone in the village. As such, it makes little sense for the local population to identify 

themselves as either Sakha or Eveny, except in documents in which they tend to claim to be 

Eveny in order to have access to the state benefits to which ethnic Eveny are entitled as an 

indigenous ‘small-numbered’ people (korennoi malocheslennyi narod). 

 

At the beginning of this chapter I argued that, like their colleagues in Tastakh, herders in 

Sakkyryr do not conceive of their cattle as native. Another important thing on which they 

agree with the herders in Tastakh is that their understandings and practices of cattle herding 

contradict the intellectuals’ claims about the resilience of these animals to meagre feed and 

low temperatures just as much. In this northern ulus, herders pen their cattle even earlier due 

to the earlier onset of the first frosts. My hostess Svetlana moved her cattle to a shed as soon 

as she returned from haymaking, i.e. in late August (Fig. 19). Needless to say, herders feed 

their cattle very well, too. For example, Svetlana had an agreement with the local 

kindergarten to supply them with milk in return for children’s leftovers which she used as 

supplementary feed for her cattle. Every morning she fetched large buckets with oat porridge, 

bread pieces and stewed fruit from the kindergarten to her front porch where she poured in 

some kombikorm feed before giving the resulting mixture to her animals. Another herder 

Spiridon said that he bought at least fifteen sacks of kombikorm a year for his cattle. 

Considering that the price of one such sack, which costs 2,500 rubles in Yakutsk, triples 

when it is shipped to Sakkyryr I found his commitment to the well-being of his herd more 

than admirable.  
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Figure 19. Svetlana making pirozhki for us in between her cow tending chores.  

 

In Sakkyryr, one of my major interlocutors was Innokenty, who was then the head of the 

municipal farming department. In the 1990s, he studied for a PhD in Zoology and 

subsequently held several senior positions within the MAAH in Yakutsk. Unlike ordinary 

herders, he therefore was well familiar with the intellectuals in Yakutsk and the discourse on 

native cattle which they produced. However, having lived for most of his life in this village 

and worked in close cooperation with herders, he was deeply skeptical about them and how 

they promoted native cattle. He argued that what they claimed about these cattle, i.e., that 

they should be kept in the cold, was ‘nonsense’ (albyn). He told me an emotional story of his 

own encounter with this (mis)conception: 

“In 1995, as a Director of Sakhaplemob'edinenie24, I made a visit to Uluu Syhyy. 

Imagine what I saw there?! Out of seventy-five head [of Sakha cattle imported there 

from Eveno-Bytantay] they killed seven animals by keeping them outside in 

November! “These cattle are the cattle that are kept outside”, - they explained. “Are 

you out of your mind (ofigeli)?!” - I said. “These are the cattle which Sakha in the 

past kept in their houses (djie ihiger iippit)”, - I said. “They basically slept together 

(khoonnyularygar sytyaran) with these animals, and you banish them outside,” - I 

 
24 One of the divisions of the MAAH which is in charge of the pedigree breeding and artificial insemination of 

domestic animals.  
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said. When cattle shiver with cold they can lose five to six kilograms in just two days, 

which they gain in a month… Haha! And they say ‘let’s throw these cattle outside and 

keep them there’! They had probably seen them only in paintings before 

(khartyynagha kerbyuttere buoluo)!” 

 

This made me think about the prodigal cows from the story I quoted in Chapter 2. What 

happened to them at the end? How harmed they were by their winter vagrancy? Were they 

still alive? This part of the story was omitted since everyone was, and indeed was expected to 

be, amazed by their ability to endure the extreme cold. According to Innokenty, native cattle 

may, indeed, come through the actual torture of being kept outside in winter months, but will 

then have very little chances to survive its consequences by either developing pneumonia, or 

losing significantly on their productivity in terms of both calving and the generation of milk, 

in which case herders will slaughter them anyway.  

 

Anthropologists have recently observed a conflict in how pastoral animals are conceived of 

by such powerful constituencies as international and local conservation groups, and herders 

who tend them on the ground (Cassidy 2009; see also Heatherington 2008; White 2016). 

Their argument is that while these organisations are concerned to preserve these animals as 

distinct endangered breeds, herders do not necessarily perceive them as such. Thus, in her 

paper on the Kyrgyz horse, Cassidy refers to a director of a Paris-based NGO aimed at the 

rehabilitation of this horse and shows how her conceptualisation of this breed as a limited 

stock of endangered ‘genetic’ resource conflicts with the ways in Kyrgyz people conceive of 

their horses. According to her, local practices of raising these horses have little regard to 

morphology of these animals, let alone their genetic make-up (2009: 15). My Sakha 

interlocutors, both in Tastakh and Sakkyryr, share much with the (horse, sheep and camel) 

herders with whom these anthropologists have worked. As the above case study as well as 

those I have brought about earlier show, the notions of ‘resilience’ and ‘adaptability’ and 

‘endurance’ which are so prominent in the discourses of the city intelligentsia give way to the 

notions of ‘productivity’, ‘weight gain’ and ‘weight loss’ among them. This, too, is due to the 

different perspectives from which the Sakha intellectuals and rural herders cast their views on 

Sakha cattle, as I have argued earlier. As Innokenty deftly put it, for herders, ‘a cow is not a 

sportsman who wants to prove that the capacities of her organism are infinite (korova zhe ne 

sportsmen kotoraia khochet dokazat’ cho sposobnosti ee organizma bezgranichny)’. What 

they value in cattle are not their unique, record-setting qualities but, first and foremost, the 
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produce which they give them back for their tremendous toil. Hence, rather than testing the 

endurance of these animals by exposing them to cold and hunger, herders keep them in the 

most favourable conditions they can provide. 

 

What Innokenty’s story adds to this argument is the lengths to which the conservationists’ 

preoccupation with the specificity of a threatened life form (Choy 2011) can go. That the 

intellectuals killed seven animals by keeping them outside in November in the belief that they 

can and should withstand cold shows that their obsession with the specificity of this life can 

lead to the destruction of that very life and with it also its specificity. In their efforts to 

conserve these cattle as cattle different from other breeds by their ability to endure extreme 

cold the intellectuals thus went against the basic logic of conservation. Instead of boosting the 

number of these cattle, they reduced it. Ironically, therefore, specification, as a mechanism 

through which the discourses of endangerment operate, may subvert the very attempts of 

these discourses to preserve a specific life form.  

 

 

The priority of being the Soviet reserve of native cattle 

What I have outlined above does not mean that the people of Sakkyryr do not engage at all 

with the discourse of the city intellectuals. Just like their colleagues in Tastakh, they make it 

serve their own social and economic interests. In Chapter 2, I showed how the intellectuals 

praise Eveno-Bytantay for being the Soviet-period reserve of native cattle and how they 

single it out among other places in Yakutia in this regard. The locals actively contribute to 

this discourse by taking a great pride in having preserved these cattle in the Soviet years, 

conveniently not drawing attention to the fact that the cattle improvement reforms spared 

them only because of their remoteness. This was especially evident in how ostentatiously 

cattle herders were uninterested in having other breeds of cattle even though they knew that 

they were more profitable. Thus, I once asked Spiridon whether he ever thought of replacing 

his cattle with those of a foreign breed. Stressing that ‘they didn’t even know other breeds 

there’, he forthrightly replied: “By no means will I take another breed (atyn boruodany olokh 

ylbappyn). [I] keep only Sakha (sakhany ere kerebyn). By no means will I switch to another 

[breed]”.  

 

What the locals cherish even more is that they are the only community to have saved native 

cattle during the Soviet period of their mass extirpation. Thus, they refer to it as their ‘priority 
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of a reserve’ (prerogativa rezervata) which attests clearly to how important it is for them to be 

unique and unparalleled in this merit. Their very reference to it as their ‘priority’ signals their 

advantage over other places and communities. They kept these animals while people 

everywhere else switched to foreign breeds and therefore they are better than these people. 

Implicitly, it also lays their claims to special benefits – they deserve to be treated better than 

others. Indeed, I will show shortly how the moral advantage of Eveno-Bytantay as the Soviet-

period reserve of native cattle often translates into their more tangible economic and social 

privileges over other places.  

 

That the local population puts value in being the only Soviet-time reserve of these cattle can 

also be demonstrated by the following case. Several years ago, a herder from the village of 

Djargalakh started raising several Kholmogory cows whom he brought from the 

neighbouring Verkhoyansky ulus. This caused much discontent among the population of 

Eveno-Bytantay who eventually put the head of the ulus and Innokenty up to going from 

Sakkyryr to Djargalakh and persuading the herder to slaughter his cows. “People are proud of 

having preserved Sakha cattle. They were afraid of losing this prerogative (boialis’ chto 

poteriayut etu prerogativu),” – Innokenty reasoned. Had the herder carried on breeding his 

Kholmogory cows Eveno-Bytantay would have still been named as the Soviet-time reserve of 

native cattle. However, their moral priority over other communities would have been 

subverted. They would have been placed on par with these communities who started raising 

foreign cattle in the Soviet years. The difference of Eveno-Bytantay from these places would 

have lain only in the timing of their introduction of non-Sakha cattle.  

 

Some villagers also expressed their discontent over the post-Soviet spread of native cattle 

from Eveno-Bytantay to other parts of Yakutia. Thus, Spiridon once told me:  

“The people in daidy [mainland Yakutia] hadn’t even known there was Sakha breed 

of cattle before the zoologists took them there in the 1990s. If they hadn’t done so, 

they wouldn’t have gone anywhere from here (mantan khanna da barya suogha ete). 

Only we would have them now (bihiekhe ere baar buoluo ete).” 

Indeed, had not native cattle spread to other places in Yakutia, Eveno-Bytantay would have 

been the only reserve of these animals until now. They would not share the moral prestige of 

‘patriots’ of Sakha culture with other communities, such as Tastakh, and with it also all the 

material benefits that come with it.  
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Therefore, the herders in Sakkyryr do not stand aside from the discourse of the intellectuals. 

They actively participate in it. Together with the intellectuals, they enact native cattle as a 

source of (their) moral prestige. Furthermore, by competing over native cattle with other 

communities they enact them as a valuable source of prestige. However, they do so not 

because they value these animals as symbols of Sakhaness as the intellectuals do. As I 

argued, being Sakha is not even important for the local population of humans due to the 

extensive hybridisation of Sakha with the Eveny here. Rather, they participate in this 

discourse because it enables them to reap social and economic benefits from it.  

 

There are large conservation farms for native cattle both in Sakkyryr and Kustur. Like the 

farm in Tastakh, these are one of the major employers in these villages. At the time of my 

fieldwork, seven villagers worked on a full-time basis at the farm in Sakkyryr. Although the 

wages which the farms pay to their employees are meagre relative to the local cost of living, 

as state institutions, they offer them a free round trip to any place in Russia every other year. 

For many people in this northern ulus which is tucked so far away from Yakutsk, not to 

mention Moscow, it is a benefit valuable enough to make them seek employment at these 

farms.  

 

 
Figure 20. The Minister and the director of the conservation farm at the opening of the new cowshed.  
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Furthermore, the priority of Eveno-Bytantay as a Soviet-time reserve of native cattle also 

makes them a priority among other places where these cattle are bred today when it comes to 

the allocation of government funds. Thus, it was due to this merit that the MAAH began the 

construction of new cowsheds for the conservation farms from the farm in Sakkyryr. A 

Minister of agriculture and animal husbandry attended the opening ceremony of the new shed 

in person. When giving a speech at the ceremony he granted the village administration a 

voucher for a new tractor with a baler and a fork loader (Fig. 20). The rumour also went that 

he promised the director of the farm to settle the farm’s debt of four million rubles to the 

additional labour force which the farm had attracted seasonally for haymaking and to the 

local establishments which provided it with machinery and fuel for transporting hay. 

 

Not least important for the villagers seemed to be the renown which the discourse on native 

cattle had brought to them. Before all this bustle with native cattle began, people in mainland 

Yakutia hardly knew anything about this remote place. All they knew about Eveno-Bytantay 

was that it lay in the middle of nowhere and that probably Eveny people lived there, the latter 

being guesswork from the location and name of the place rather than factual knowledge. But 

the launching of this discourse has changed everything. From a marginalised province they 

turned into a staple of the national television and press as a Soviet-time reserve of Sakha 

cattle and, by implication, of the foundation of Sakha culture. This wide social acclaim of 

Eveno-Bytantay as a place is not only what every local can potentially use as social capital 

but also what attracts foreign researchers to them. Thus, it was from ‘Kyym’ that I first learnt 

about native cattle being originally imported from Eveno-Bytantay. This subsequently 

informed my decision to carry out part of my fieldwork there. I assume the same is true for 

other anthropologists, animal geneticists and artists from Finland, France and Japan who all 

conduct their research on Sakha cattle regularly in this ulus (Granberg et al 2009; Stammler 

2010; Osva 2010). Just as herders are valuable assets to these researchers, so are the 

researchers for these herders. As a rule, researchers possess sufficient funds to pay herders 

generously for their collaboration in their projects. To the local population, this constitutes 

additional source of income and one for which they do not have to do much except expending 

some of their time. Furthermore, it is not infrequent that members of the local community 

become life-long friends with foreign researchers. This, too, can be rewarding in a number of 

ways. In this part of the world, as perhaps in many other places, most people tend to view a 

foreigner, let alone a foreign intellectual, as an alien visiting from a different universe. They 

are normally quite guarded towards such a person and feel too timid to start a conversation 
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with him or her. As such, being friends with a foreign researcher speaks to one’s boldness in 

the sense of the lack of such timidity and has a potential to elevate one’s regard in the 

community. In addition, such friendships may sometimes pay off with more tangible 

advantages, such as free travel abroad which very few people can afford in Eveno-Bytantay 

due to its remoteness. For instance, it was thanks to their friendship with Florian Stammler, a 

Professor at the University of Rovaniemi, that several reindeer and cattle herders from 

Sakkyryr, including Svetlana, had a chance to spend a week in Finnish Lapland right at the 

Christmas time in 2018 and participate at an international conference there (Fig. 21). For 

many of them, it was the first trip abroad in their entire life.  

 

 
Figure 21. Svetlana and other people from Sakkyryr with Finnish researchers at the residence of Santa Claus in 

Lapland.  
 

 

‘Mean’ and ‘soft’ animals 

In mid-April of 2018 I helped Pavel and his colleagues from MAAH to load several bulls 

from the conservation farm in Tastakh onto a lorry. Disturbed from their midday outing, the 

bulls were recalcitrant and swung their horns menacingly every time they were forced to get 
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on a wooden ramp connecting the ground with the rear entrance to the lorry. Fortunately, the 

warmth of the spring weather allowed us to make a few unsuccessful attempts and eventually 

we had the bulls inside the lorry. As part of the triennial rotation of bulls around conservation 

farms to prevent the inbreeding of their stock, the lorry was to take the animals as far away as 

Sakkyryr. When I came to Sakkyryr the following autumn I learnt that Gutya, who had been 

breeding her herd with the same stud for several years, was looking to exchange it for one of 

the newcomers from Tastakh. She told about her desire to the director of the local 

conservation farm who invited her to come and select a bull she liked. But when Gutya went 

to the farm to see the bulls, she changed her mind. “They were so mean (kyutur) that they 

scared me (kihi kuttanyakh). I thought that my own soft (symnaghas) bull was much better,” 

– she told me. 

 

That Gutya found the bulls from Tastakh too ‘mean’ and did not swap for her bull for one of 

them captures what is perhaps the most intriguing difference that I observed between Tastakh 

and this remote northern village: the behavior of cattle. As an anthropologist who interacted 

primarily with humans, I drew these observations largely from the behavior of herders in 

expectation of a particular behavior on part of their cattle. The way herders handled their 

cows when milking them, how closely they could physically approach their cattle, how safe 

or cautious they felt in close proximity with them – all of these ethnographic details laid most 

of the ground for these observations. Doing so was reasonable not only due to my 

commitment to study animals as they figured in human lives, but also in light of the argument 

made recently by anthropologists according to whom, in each herding system, humans act 

according to their expectations and hypotheses relating to animal behaviour (Stépanoff 2012: 

289; Dwyer & Istomin 2008; Istomin & Dwyer 2010).  

 

In Tastakh, the majority of the herders tie the hind legs of their cows with a rope before 

milking them. “[They are] very apt to butt and are quite stubborn. They have a bad temper 

(kuhaghan maigylaakhtar). I tie them all (barylaryn kyahylyybyn). I fear them (kuttaspyn) 

because they kick,” - Domna told me about her dams. The herders use this rope because they 

are afraid of their cows’ potential aggression. The fear of their cows’ aggressive behavior was 

also part of the reason why the herders discouraged me from coming close and milking them, 

as I detailed in Chapter 4. They do not trust their cattle to be friendly towards themselves, let 

alone a stranger whom these animals have not encountered before. The fear of cattle in 

Tastakh was even profounder among cattle tenders in the conservation farm. The milkmaid 
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Liza never approached the cattle closer than a meter unless their ability to move was 

restricted by either their horns being tied to the poles by their stands, or by their back legs 

being tied together. She had a meter-long wooden stick which she kept in the shed and used 

in order to poke the cattle from a safe distance when shepherding them. But what I found 

even more interesting was that, although Liza’s primary duty at the farm was milking the 

cows and doing anything related to it, she never tied the legs of the dams herself. Instead, she 

had Kuzma, her husband and a calf tender at the farm, do it for her. “Get Tatyiaana ready 

(Tatyiaanany belemnee)!” –  she would shout out to him from the other end of the shed as she 

was finishing milking a cow and was ready to turn to the next. At this point Kuzma, who 

would normally be fetching buckets of water from the water tank to the calves, left what he 

was doing and ran towards the named cow in order to bind her hind legs.  

 

Tying the hind legs of a cow can be a risky enterprise: one has to come to a very close 

proximity to the animal and bend by its backside – one of the most hazardous parts of its 

body. According to biologists, cattle have flexible legs that can kick hard and accurately, with 

unfortunate cases often leading to the serious injuries and even death of a human handler (cf. 

Morgan & Doyle 2015). I believe that coming close to a cow was even more of a venture for 

Liza who had already been kicked by these animals and was tremendously scared of them. 

This was why she had Kuzma tie their legs instead of her. This does not mean that Kuzma or 

other men in the village are unafraid of cows. However, the local gender ideology expects 

them to be physically and socially tougher than women. And they conform to this 

expectation: instead of avoiding cows they handle them with the use of advance or counter 

violence. Thus, when a cow did not let Kuzma tie her legs by twitching them or moving 

aside, he usually hit and swore at her loudly, in which case a cow would stand still for a 

moment.  

 

White rightly points out that, in its focus on human-animal intersubjectivity, the literature on 

human-animal relationships has not paid due attention to material objects that mediate these 

relations (2016). Among those few who have attempted to fill in this gap is Charles Stépanoff 

who has argued that ropes help Tozhu reindeer herders to maintain the relationship of 

intimacy with their reindeer (2012). When reindeer visit the campsite in the morning, herders 

tie up the leading animals and some does with a rope to a post. They keep the animals thus 

tied all day, feeding them occasionally with salt and releasing them only in the evening. As 

Stépanoff argues, by attaching their reindeer, Tozhu herders keep them ‘accustomed to 
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human smells, voice, and contact’ and hence ‘attached’, in a figurative sense, to humans 

(ibid: 299). Among the herders in Tastakh, ropes and sticks serve a different purpose. They 

use them in a more Ingoldian sense, i.e., as ‘instruments of coercion’ (2000: 307). The 

herders tie their cattle’s legs with a rope and prod them with a stick, but not as a means of 

teaching them to be human-friendly. As I have shown, their technique of milking is purely 

mechanical and devoid of any other physical or verbal contact with cows. Rather, they deploy 

these instruments in order to force the animals to stand still or walk in a particular direction 

and to protect themselves from their potential resistance while doing so. Hence, instead of 

supporting intimacy between herders and cattle, these objects can be said to facilitate their 

relationship of dominance and subjection on which I have dwelled in the previous chapter 

and to which I shall return in the following section. 

 

There is a reason to why the farmers in Tastakh fear and avoid physical proximity with their 

livestock. And the reason is that these animals are afraid of humans, too. I doubt that I have 

ever touched a bovine animal that was not tethered during my entire time in this village. As I 

observed at the beginning of Chapter 4, I could see a lot of cattle roaming freely about the 

streets there. This was especially the case in summertime when they grazed twenty-four 

hours a day. However, I could see them only from the distance since whenever I approached 

a cow or a calf, they would run away from me like squirrels in a Cambridge park. And if I 

chased them, they would turn back, aggressively swinging their heads as if they were about to 

run at me. After a few such cases, I gave up on these attempts, assuming that, perhaps, these 

animals did not contact humans unless forced to do so. 

 

But coming to Sakkyryr significantly broadened my understanding of human-cattle 

relationships. Although at the beginning I was quite cautious of Svetlana’s cows, I quickly 

learned to feel safe around them. I believe that it was due to both Svetlana’s lack of fear of 

her cattle and the animals’ own behaviour in this village. Thus, when Svetlana and I went to 

her khoton on the day of my arrival I could not help but notice how at ease she felt around 

them. A tiny woman, she could pet, milk and push her cows when sweeping their shed, 

without tying their legs. And even though there was one cow in her herd whom she described 

as ‘mean’ for being prone to butting her own calves, Svetlana never bound her legs, either. 

Instead, she disciplined the cow by telling her off: “It is your child (ogho), silly, how can you 

butt it?!”  
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Svetlana never told me to be cautious of her cows and when one day I ventured to ask 

whether I could milk a cow she just stood up and gave her bucket to me. “Go ahead (che ya)” 

– she said without even tying the cow’s legs. It was an undeniably courageous start to what 

was going to be my successful acquisition of the long-desired skill of cow milking. Indeed, it 

was here, in Sakkyryr, and with Svetlana’s cows, that I finally learnt how to properly milk a 

cow, after almost half a year of futile attempts in Tastakh (Fig. 22). I think this is very telling 

of people's relationships with their cows in these two places. Unlike the farmers in Tastakh, 

Svetlana knew that her cattle would not kick her or other humans. Hence, she could easily 

handle her cows without using a rope or a stick as a means of protecting herself from them 

and hence is also why she so fearlessly let me approach her animals.  

 

 
Figure 22. The author milking Svetlana’s Sibekki.  
 

Even at the local conservation farm, the milkmaid Nina Vasilievna tied together the legs of 

only those cows who had sore udders. “I don’t bind most of them, they don’t normally kick 

about too much…The cows at the farm are very soft,” – she told me. Indeed, not a single 

bovine ever ran away from me in Sakkyryr. Instead, they remained where they lay or stood 

and sometimes even stretched their necks forward for me when I approached them randomly 

on a street to stroke their foreheads. The younger animals seemed to enjoy the company of 

humans even more. Whenever they spotted me, they ran up to me to suck my hands or jacket 
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edges. As herders explained, they liked their salty taste. What was behind this stark 

difference in the behaviour of cattle in my two field locations? Why were cattle and their 

herders in Tastakh so afraid of each other, while those in Sakkyryr were not? I shall explore 

these questions in the following section. 

 

 

Cattle breeding as therapy 

In the previous chapter, I showed how the herders in Tastakh find Sargylana Petrovna’s 

treatment of her cows as ‘living humans’ extraordinary. Here I shall demonstrate that what is 

an exception in Tastakh, is a norm in Sakkyryr. It is general knowledge here that cattle are 

able to understand and feel humans, as well as experience a whole spectrum of emotions 

which are ‘normally’ ascribed to humans, such as stress and longing for loved ones. 

Svetlana’s neighbour Nikolay once told me how his cow became ‘stressed’ (stresstyyr) after 

her herd moved to another village. Together with their son and his spouse, he and his wife 

had kept a large herd of cattle until the younger couple decided to move to Djargalakh and 

take the animals with them. However, one dam from the herd happened to calve much earlier 

than expected that year and right at the time when the young couple were to move their 

house. Fearing that a long and heavy road might harm the newly calved cow, the couple left 

her and her calf in Sakkyryr. As it turned out, staying behind her family was no less stressful 

to the cow: 

“[The cow] anguished over losing her herd so much (ueryun kerdeen sorommuta  

akhan). She wouldn’t go grazing but stayed in the enclosure and mooed for her 

sisters. A cow’s soul is very fragile (ynakh duuhata charaas). Like a human, she can 

long for her friends and family (kihi kurduk dogottorun, semyatyn saiyhar). Why have 

you messed with a man so early, we used to tease her [laughs].” 

 

Nikolay’s story of his cow shows that herders also talk to their cattle here. As I subsequently 

learnt, the locals believe that speaking to a bovine is key to making it friendly and 

cooperative with a human and hence to having a mutually understanding and trustful 

relationship. Before buying their two cows in 2013, a 38-year-old Nurguiaana and her Eveny 

husband Spartak had had no experience of cattle breeding. Although Nurguiaana said that 

they had initially faced certain difficulties in handling their cattle, she stressed how the 

following advice from older cattle herders made their interaction with them easier: 
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“At the beginning I used to leave the khoton as soon as I finished milking. But then 

people said that this was not how it was done (khaidakh buollun diir etiler). You 

should talk to them (kepsetiekkhin). You should talk to them all the time, they said 

(postoyanno kepsete syldyakhtaakkhyn diebittere). After that I began to talk to them. 

How was your pasture? My children want to have some milk, I said to them25. And 

they have, indeed, become somewhat softer and could understand me better 

(symnaabyt, kihini eiduur kurduk buolbuttara).” 

Unlike in Tastakh, where talking with a cow is almost totally neglected and even somewhat 

ridiculed, here it is rather a kind of know-how which elderly and more experienced farmers 

share with their younger colleagues and encourage them to practice. 

 

In addition to practicing speaking with cows as a basic principle for breeding a cooperative 

animal, locals also value it as a form of emotional therapy for themselves. At least to some of 

them, cattle appear to be the most intimate partners in life to whom they can unveil their most 

deep-seated and disturbing anxieties. Stammler supposes that humans’ close partnership with 

cows is enabled by their humanisation of these animals but the latter’s lack of verbal 

language (2010). “…cows may have a similar function to dogs for some lonely city people, 

where the animal is ‘over-humanized’ by the human partner because the latter needs this 

humanization…,” – he writes (ibid: 227, my emphasis). I believe that it is precisely the 

fundamental difference between cows and humans epitomised in the cows’ lack of verbal 

speech combined with their ability to still understand and respond to them that makes them so 

close to their human partners. As an example, let me bring a life story that impressed me 

most in Sakkyryr and which I will only partly disclose here. This life story belongs to a 60-

year-old Nina Vasilievna who worked as a milkmaid at the conservation farm at the time of 

my fieldwork. During the destitute years of perestroika, Nina Vasilievna raised her three sons 

on her own. In order to provide for them, she did several jobs which were poorly paid but 

took up all her time. As the boys grew up, they mixed with drunken gangs which culminated 

in her youngest son freezing to death in the early 2000s. When I met Nina Vasilievna in 

2018, she was living with her two remaining sons, both of whom hit the bottle frequently. 

Here is what she told me: 

 
25 This seems to be very different from how Mongolian herders talk to their animals. According to Natasha Fijn, 

they do not talk to them as if they were humans. Instead, they speak to them in a specific manner which consists 

of the mixture of the sounds that animal itself makes and sounds from Mongolian as a language (2011: 123). 
. 
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 “I talk to cows when I am left alone. I tell them how tired I am. When my boys are 

drunk, I say I am so tired, I haven’t slept a wink the past night and ask what I should 

do. I cry. And it feels like they listen to me (onu ister kurduktar). I feel so easy right 

away (srazu chepcheen khaalabyn). They sigh very heavily as if replying ‘poor you’ 

(Ere baghaiy tyynallar, oodje diebit kurduk eppiettiiller). When I enter the cowshed, 

they look at me as if saying ‘what’s up with you again’?” 

 

In this part of the world people do not normally reveal their inner emotional states to other 

human beings, not even to their close family members or friends (friendship itself is a 

complicated category). There is simply no such culture of sharing one’s inner turmoil with 

other people. Or rather, there is a culture of not sharing it with others. Indeed, as 

anthropologists have suggested in relation to other Siberian peoples, 'the scarcity of verbal 

interaction among them is not an 'absence' but rather a specific way of being and a cultural 

form of communication' (Vallikivi 2011: 150; cf. Kwon 1993; Ssorin-Chaikov 2003; 

Vitebsky 2005; Willerslev 2007). Although it is hard to pin down where this culture comes 

from, I guess that it may be linked to the great care with which people in Yakutia and 

elsewhere in Siberia traditionally treat uttered words, as evinced in a range of ideas about the 

power and agency of curses and prayers.  

 

Talking of his non-Christian Nenets interlocutors, Laur Vallikivi demonstrates how they 

believe their words not only to be representational, but also to act as powerful agents by 

influencing others (2011; see also High 2008 on Mongolian Halh). Quite similarly, Sakha and 

other indigenous groups in Yakutia believe words to have a power to influence a person (kihi 

tyla kyusteekh), either the one who is being spoken about, or the speaker, or the recipient of 

the speech (cf. Balzer 2011: 80, 215). Thus, when someone is told about another person’s 

immoral or unlawful behaviour, that person would be careful not to jump into hurried and 

strong condemnation of that person. For it is believed that whatever you say about others has 

a danger of materialising not only in the lives of those people, but also in that of the speaker. 

Therefore, both the tellers and the recipients of any delicate information treat their verbal 

reaction to it with great care.  

 

Some especially cautious people tend not to communicate such information to others 

altogether, especially if it concerns their close family members. This is the case with Nina 

Vasilievna. In order to protect her sons from dangerous human speech, she does not talk 
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about her distress triggered by their drunkenness to other humans. Instead, she relates it to the 

cows she milks. Unlike the species of her own kind, these animals do not have the ability to 

speak verbally and thus cannot inflict any harm on her sons. But, like humans, they can listen 

and respond to her sympathetically through specific movements and glances, i.e., what 

Govindrajan describes as ‘the embodied touchy-feely language of recognition and response’ 

(2018: 20-21; see also Despret 2013 and Lien 2015 on ‘embodied communication’).  

 

I believe that it is this ambiguous combination of difference and similarity to humans in cows 

which enables their intimate partnership with humans. And their difference from humans in 

this partnership is attributed as much (if not more) significance as their humanness since it 

reassures humans that they will be sympathised without the risk of being harmed. This not 

only backs up the idea that interspecies mutuality does not imply an erasure of difference 

between these species (Haraway 1991; Govindrajan 2018). It also takes this argument further 

by showing that sometimes it is the difference of non-human animals from humans that 

actually makes humans feel closer to them than to their fellow humans. The factor that is 

necessary for this configuration to come about is the idea that communication with other 

humans can be dangerous. 

 

Communicating anxieties to cows probably provides my interlocutors from Sakkyryr with the 

most intense relief of emotional tension. However, a number of them pointed out to me that 

any kind of interaction with these animals, including shed work more generally, was to them 

a distraction from home routine and thus also a means to prevent and reduce stress. For 

example, when I asked Svetlana what cattle meant to her, she replied that, firstly, they were 

her source of income. “Secondly, that’s how I entertain myself (araldjyiabyn). When I am in 

the khoton I rest from home,” – she added. Nurguiaana, who had two children at primary 

school and a breastfed infant at the time, said that the work in the khoton entertained her, too: 

“If not for the children, I would spend a whole day there”. Absorbed in the care of her 

children at home, she finds temporary relief from it in her cow-tending chores which, in turn, 

give her necessary emotional balance to continue her childcare routine healthy and 

unexhausted. It would be hard or impossible to find these sentiments in Tastakh. 

 

The fact that it was in Sakkyryr where I finally learnt how to milk a cow also attests to the 

way local herders luxuriate in taking care of their cattle, as opposed to their colleagues in 

Tastakh who dislike it and always do it in haste. Svetlana spent at least half of her day in her 
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khoton and the other half in anticipation of the next round of cattle care. She designated two 

cows to me to milk on my own. While I milked them, she patiently waited until I finished, 

usually giving her shed an additional sweep. When I was done with milking, she always 

checked if there was any milk left in the cows’ udders and then assessed my progress with a 

mark.  

 

It may have become clear by now that the stark difference between the behaviour of cattle in 

Tastakh and Sakkyryr is a result of how they are treated by herders. According to Nikolay, 

cattle in Tastakh have gone ‘wild’ (kyyltyiar) and it is their human owners who let them go as 

such: 

“They have made their cattle go wild by their own attitude to them (beielere 

syhyannarynan kyyltyain keestekhtere dji sehyulerin). Here we always come close to 

our cattle, fondle (emeriebit-tomoruiabyt) and talk to them and they are very soft. 

Cattle are very cooperative (istigenner). You just need to talk to them as if they were 

humans (kihi kurduk kepsetiekkhe naada) and treat them like humans (kihilii 

syhyannahekkha naada). But you have to do it soon as they are born. A newborn calf 

is usually afraid of humans (kihitten sirgener buolar), but [it] knows [not to fear 

them] if you teach. Then [it] becomes affable (alamaghay) like a human.” 

 

Cattle in Tastakh are of course not wild animals26. But they behave like wild animals because 

of their fear of humans. This is because their herders have failed to breed them as trustful of 

themselves and of other humans in the manner detailed by Nikolay. As Nikolay points out, 

calves are born with fear of humans which they can subsequently shed if they are treated 

well. His knowledge is supported by that of herders elsewhere (cf. Stépanoff 2012; Dwyer & 

Minnegal 2005) as well as cattle ethologists who presume that the temperament of cattle is 

influenced by how they are handled as calves and who advise farmers to condition their 

animals to gentle handling from their early age in order to have a placid herd (Morgan & 

Doyle 2015: 56-57; Klindworth et al. 2003). As I showed in Chapter 4, the majority of 

herders in Tastakh do not treat cattle as humans but as subsistence animals. They invest in 

them only as much time and effort as is needed for their cows to continue calving and give 

 
26 Well aware of all the complexity and porosity of the distinction between ‘wild’ and ‘domesticated’ animals 

(Cassidy 2007; Stépanoff 2017), following John Knight (2017), here I am using this distinction in the most 
conventional sense. “Domesticated” animal denotes an animal that has been tamed to a degree that makes 

possible its controlled breeding (ibid: 343), while a “wild” animal is one that has not undergone such taming.  
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milk. As a result, they have cattle that do not cooperate with them unless they are forced to 

do so with the use of violence –a rope or wooden stick. In their turn, the animals respond to 

human violence with counter violence: they kick and butt their human handlers, as Domna 

complained of her cows. By reciprocating violence, cattle make humans fearful of 

themselves, too. Therefore, the herders’ fear of their cattle is, too, a result of their own failure 

to teach these animals to trust and be friendly towards humans. 

 

According to Nikolay and from what I have described in this section, this is one of the two 

possibilities of how human-cattle relationships can develop27. Its alternative is the kind of a 

relationship which herders in Sakkyryr have with their cattle. Unlike their colleagues in 

Tastakh, herders here attribute to cattle most of their own experience. Using Nikolay’s words, 

they ‘fondle and talk to them’ ever since they are born. As a result, they have cattle that are 

cooperative with them not because they are forced to be so but because they trust humans.  

As a result of it, too, they are not afraid of their animals, feeling safe enough to contact them 

without the use of a rope or a stick.  

 

The comparative ethnography of human-cattle relationships in Tastakh and Sakkyryr that I 

have set out in these chapters prompts us to reconsider Tim Ingold's argument that 

pastoralism is the domination of humans over their livestock, as opposed to hunting where, 

according to him, hunters’ relationships with prey animals are based on trust (2000). By 

‘domination’ Ingold meant that the cooperation of pastoral animals with humans is achieved 

not by reciprocity but by the subjugation of their autonomy by means of a whip, a harness, or 

a hobble. His argument sparked a lively debate among anthropologists, many of whom 

criticised Ingold by claiming that what characterises pastoralism is rather human-animal co-

sociality, wherein ‘animals have shed their fear of humans as predators’ (Knight 2012: 343; 

Stammler 2010; Fijn 2011; Lien 2015; Willerslev et al 2015).   

 

In my fieldwork I have found a confirmation of Ingold's argument in one village, and a 

refutation in another. The kind of human-cattle relationship which I encountered in Tastakh is 

exactly how Ingold defined pastoralism. Here, cattle have not shed their fear of humans and 

 
27 Stépanoff makes a comparable argument in his account of Tozhu reindeer whose behaviour, according to him, 

should not be considered as a ‘natural given’ but as largely contingent on what he calls ‘local herding 

technologies’. Although he does not elaborate on these behavioural and herding differences, he claims that 
‘Tozhu reindeer behavior is as far from tundra reindeer behavior as their herders’ techniques are from those of 

tundra herders’ (2012: 308). 
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are forced to cooperate with them by means of a rope or a stick as instruments of coercion 

rather than teaching. But a few hundred miles from these herders are their colleagues in 

Sakkyryr whose relationships with cattle are permeated with affection and reciprocity rather 

than force and fear. This reveals that neither of the above arguments is uniquely right in 

claiming that pastoralism is based either on domination or on reciprocity. The problem with 

each of these arguments is that, although it starts off with a particular herding society in 

mind, it then elevates the pastoralism it finds in it to a general level, claiming it to be 

paradigmatic for all other livestock-keeping societies. My ethnographic material suggests that 

such generalisations are unhelpful. It indicates that the question of whether human-animal 

relationships in pastoralism are characterised more by domination or reciprocity should be 

examined with reference to a specific community. For in any given society, pastoralism may 

be based more on domination, and in another more on reciprocity, and sometimes these 

societies need not be too distant from each other, both geographically and culturally.  

  

 

The ethic of keriestebil  

The first thing which cattle herders in Sakkyryr told me about their animals was from whom 

they had inherited them. Here is how Gutya began her conversation on cattle with me: 

“We got our first cow with a calf from my auntie (edjiibit belekhteebite) in 2012. She 

gave her to us as a present when we had our daughter (bastaky kyyspyt tereebyutuger 

bierbite). Our auntie from Kustur. She gave us the cow so that we have milk and meat 

(yut-et baar buoluo dien). Sour milk costs a thousand rubles per kilo here. Too 

expensive to buy”.  

And each cattle-herding story which I heard in this village began with a similar detour to the 

past. Spiridon and his wife inherited their first two cows in the 1990s from Spiridon's ageing 

mother. Similarly, Svetlana mentioned repeatedly to me that her cows were the ‘offspring of 

her mother’s herd’ (iem sehyuleritten khaalbyt ynakhtar) which she had left to her alongside 

the house where she was living. “There is still one cow [that has survived] from my mother’s 

time. The oldest one, Maaia. Back then she was just a calf,” – she told me. To her as well as 

to other herders it seemed important that they had received their cattle as a heritage from their 

older relatives. Since I had not heard of such conception of cattle before, I found it very 

interesting and decided to enquire more about it.  
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As I learnt, this is a way of conceiving of cattle as heritage or keriestebil. Keriestebil is a 

traditionally Eveny notion of heritage which entails a moral ethic of preserving and 

cherishing what your ancestors left to you in honour of them and of the toil which they 

invested in it. According to this idea, heirs must not waste the wealth of their forebearers but 

augment it and pass it down the following generations. An old Sakha village vet Mikhail 

Semyonovich, whom the communist party sent to Sakkyryr in the 1950s to work at the local 

collective, told me: “From olden times Eveny people say this (bylyr-bylyrgattan ebeenner 

inne diiller). That you must not destroy but save the reindeer which your parents and 

ancestors have raised”.  

 

Keriestebil was thus originally used in relation to reindeer. However, as Eveny and incoming 

Sakha intermarried and exchanged their animals, it penetrated into horse and cattle herding. 

Today, local herders widely consider their bovines to be their keriestebil. As an example, let 

me bring Akulina. Akulina is an Eveny-Sakha woman who keeps six cows whom she 

inherited as keriestebil from her Sakha father and Eveny mother. She believes that in her turn 

she will leave her herd to her own children. In expectation of this, she had all of her three 

children actively engaged in the family’s cattle tending chores since they were young. 

“We taught our children how to look after cattle when they were small kids 

(ogholorbutun kyra erdekhteritten khoton yuletiger ereppippit). We will leave these 

cattle to them anyway, so they must know how to tend them (sin biir kinilerge 

khaalar sehyu bo, onon ereniekhterin naada). Our task is to raise these animals for 

them and then it is all up to them. For example, we also inherited our cattle from our 

parents, and we have kept them to these days without eliminating them, you know. 

And they will get them as keriestebil, too,” – she explained to me. 

Akulina told me that she enjoyed spending time at a reindeer camp where most of her family 

from her mother’s side worked and lived. “I can stay there for months if I want,” – she told 

me. When she leaves the village, she never questions who would take care of her cattle while 

she is away since all of her three children are reliable cow tenders. Indeed, unlike cattle 

farmers in Tastakh, herders here do not deliberately keep their children away from cattle care. 

All of them tend their cattle jointly with their children. At the time of my fieldwork there was 

one family where a son allegedly refused to help his cattle-keeping parents do work around 

the khoton. I heard about this case because the villagers often talked about it disapprovingly. I 

found this quite amazing: young people here are frowned upon for what their counterparts are 

encouraged to do in Tastakh.  
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This does not mean that the stigma of being a cattle herder is non-existent in Sakkyryr. 

However, it is certainly less absolute here. As an ideal life scenario, local parents still prefer 

their children to receive a professional education and then find a job in Yakutsk. But it is not 

an exclusive lifepath which they deem appropriate for their children. And the young people 

themselves appear not to mind husbanding cattle as an alternative way of making their living. 

Thus, none of the youth in cattle-keeping households was intending to get rid of their bovine 

stock once they inherited them from their parents - the sentiment quite commonplace among 

younger generations in mainland Yakutia. “I’ll keep the cattle. I’m not going to give up on 

them (khanna da gymmappyn),” – Akulina’s son replied to me firmly when I asked whether 

he wanted to continue his parents’ cattle breeding.  

 

In the households with larger herds, such as that of Svetlana or Afanasy which counted as 

many as many forty head of cattle, heirs were planning to reduce the number of their animals 

and only because of the labour intensity required for keeping a large herd. Since the non-

grazing period is even longer here than in central Yakutia, herders need to procure more hay 

in a tighter timeline. Moreover, because local meadows are effectively gullied marshlands, 

they can cut hay only manually. Thus, while most farmers in central Yakutia cut grass with a 

tractor and then rake and stack it manually, here every step of haymaking is done by hand. 

Locals cut grass with a scythe or a strimmer at best, wading in cold water up to their knees or 

hips, depending on the intensity of precipitation that year. Then they collect the cut grass 

from the water into a tub and fetch it to a higher place by the foothills where they normally 

camp, and then let the grass dry before gathering it into stacks. This makes haymaking for a 

large herd an intense work which herders cannot undertake without hiring additional labour 

outside their households. 

 

Furthermore, there are a number of young independent herders in the village. One of them is 

Gutya (Fig. 23). At the time of my fieldwork Gutya was thirty-two. During my last 

conversation with her, she was keen on applying for a grant from the MAAH to extend her 

cattle herd further. If she did not succeed in obtaining the grant, she said, she would reduce 

the number of her dams from the current eleven heads to just two or three since they would 

no longer be able to afford additional labour for haymaking. When I asked Gutya whether 

they ever thought of doing away with cattle herding, she seemed surprised: “No, we will not 

eliminate the entire herd. This would be too annyy (an’yyta da bert)!” ‘Annyy’ is an 

exclamation which Sakha speakers use when they are told about something pertaining to 
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unethical behaviour as a way of expressing their dread of the (possibly supernatural) 

retribution that it might entail. As such, Gutya’s use of this word as a reaction to my question 

came to me as a stark contrast to how nonchalantly the herders in Tastakh voiced their desire 

to abolish their herds if they had enough means to do so. I suppose her response reflected 

how important her cows were to her as keriestebil. As I said, their herd derives from a cow 

whom Gutya’s aunt gave them as a present when they had their daughter. The elderly relative 

spared the cow from her own herd so that the young couple could have milk and meat aplenty 

for their growing family. The ethic of keriestebil compelled Gutya to appreciate her herd as 

such a gift: liquidating her herd would mean that she attached little importance to the good 

will and life-long toil of her aunt. 

 

 
Figure 23. Gutya and her newborn calf. Local herders keep their calves inside their homes during the first 
couple of days after their birth. They do this in order to allow their skin to dry since they believe that their wet 

skin combined with a chilly khoton can make them ill.  

 

People in Sakkyryr are therefore more optimistic with regards to the future of their cattle 

breeding. As Innokenty once said, 'there is hope'. I reckon that keriestebil, as a moral 

imperative not to waste parental animal wealth, is one of the local peculiarities which offsets 

the depression of cattle herding here. At the beginning of this chapter I showed how the 

greater diversity of pastoral animals as a manifestation of cultural hybridity of the local 
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population saves them from the seasonal shortage of meat to which cattle pastoralists in 

mainland Yakutia are usually prone. What I have described in this section suggests that the 

greater cultural diversity also makes the people of Eveno-Bytantay more resilient to the 

negative effects that the economic decline of animal husbandry has had on cattle breeding, 

such as its stigmatisation, which, as I have illustrated in the previous chapter, is causing a 

very palpable and fast-paced generational estrangement from cattle rearing in Tastakh where 

Sakha pastoralists have had no cultural contact with Eveny reindeer herders.  
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CHAPTER 6. The shortage of manliness and of Sakha kind: anxieties over Sakha ethnic 

endangerment  

The threat of globalizatsia 

“…At the beginning Odunu feasted. Thanks to his sharp horns he outfought the 

foreign bulls and overtook the ‘power’ (‘bylaahy’ ylbyt). He was therefore able to 

cover few cows. They said the calves born from him were starkly different, very 

nimble and strong, leaping around like snow sheep. But, sadly, the ‘power’ of Odunu 

did not last long. The foreign bulls mobbed him, making him stay away from their 

herd. This was why the poor stud stood there at the edge of the fence, contemplating 

the spruce cattle as if being jealous of them eating kombikorm and calculating his 

chances to approach at least one cow. This made me feel sad and sorry for Odunu. His 

eyes were deeply sorrowful, and it felt as if tears were on the verge of bursting from 

them28. Watching Odunu losing (kyaitaran) to foreign bulls and being humiliated 

(ataghastanan) and oppressed (utuekh-bataakh) by them in his very own homeland 

has sparked various thoughts in me... 

 

To start from afar, in the seventeenth century, Russians actually incorporated Sakha 

by force (kyuus ettyunen kholbootokhtoro). Hence, the claim that the ‘locals joined 

Russia on their own will and without any opposition’ may clearly not be correct. 

Nonetheless, we ought to be thankful for it not to have cost much bloodshed and 

victims. Other peoples (Japanese, Chinese or Koreans) would have come and taken 

the power over us anyway. In this case, it is difficult to imagine what would have 

happened to Sakha. As the great Eksekyuleekh Eleksei29 once warned, had ‘a swarm 

of Chinese’ come instead we would have probably vanished altogether (teryut 

daghany simeliibit buolo etibit). 

 

The inflow of foreign peoples poses a danger (kelii omuk elbeehine kuttaly esketer) to 

any nation’s survival with its own language and culture. For instance, we all heard 

about the recent inrush of millions of African refugees to the countries of Western 

Europe which has created a complex situation there. Can a similar situation happen 

 
28 It is interesting to note the similarity of this piece with the emotive language in which the image of Alasha 

Bactrian camels is swaddled, as discussed by White. He says that these animals, too, are often portrayed as 

‘weeping’ in the Chinese and local press and social media (2016: 72). 
29 A Sakha adaptation of Aleksey Kulakovsky, a Sakha writer and poet of the early 20th century considered to be 

one of the founders of Sakha literature. 
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here? No one knows for sure. A whole Chinese market has emerged in our Yakutsk. 

Peoples from the Caucasus are intensively sneaking into the exploration of our land’s 

riches as well as large construction projects. And it is mainly peoples from Central 

Asia who are supplying the Lower Bestyakh town and hence also the entire east bank 

and northern uluses with grocery. They would have monopolised other sectors, too, 

had not the fine Sakha lad and businessman Ruslan Fedotov shut their way. I do not 

mean that other peoples should not come and work here. However, the growth of their 

numbers may lead to our defeat to them in a similar way as it happened to the Sakha 

stud Odunu and turn us to their mere servants (iti Sakha atyyr oghuha Odunu kurduk 

kyaitaran kinilerge kamnachyt kurduk buolan khaalekhpytyn sep)…” (Ponomarev 

2017a: 4, my translation). 

 

This is an excerpt from a newspaper article published in ‘Kyym’ and headed “Sakha atyyr 

oghuhuttan saghyllybyt sanaalar” [Thoughts provoked by a Sakha stud bull]. The article 

begins with a description of an agricultural cooperative established in the village of 

Khayakhsyt in 2011 to raise the Polled (hornless) Hereford breed of beef cattle. Originally, 

the cooperative contained a hundred Hereford cows and six bulls of the same breed. Later, 

these animals were joined by a native Sakha bull called Odunu who was brought here from 

the dissolved conservation farm in Yurekh Kuere. The author of the article depicts the 

relationships between these animals as an opening to his speculation on the Sakha people and 

the danger that other ethnic groups pose to them. Like numerous other narratives which I 

encountered during my fieldwork, his story co-narrativises the plight of Sakha cattle with that 

of Sakha people in a way which I detailed in Chapter 2. The author uses the defeat of the 

native bull Odunu to a group of Hereford cattle as a metaphor for both the historical 

colonisation of Sakha by the Russian state and for their bleak future if the immigration of 

foreigners (kelii omuktar) to the republic continues to increase. I, in turn, would like to use 

his skillful story of interspecies suffering as a prologue to my own account of Sakha people’s 

perception of themselves in relation to their ethnic Others.  

 

In anthropological literature, ethnic politics in Russia has traditionally been configured as a 

binary opposition of ethnic minority groups, such as Tatars, Chechens and so forth, and 

Russians as their single hegemonic Other. It was not until very recently that ethnographers 

have started to report a greater multiplicity of parties involved in contemporary Russian 

ethnopolitics (Laruelle 2017; Sokolov 2017; Oparin 2017). Dmitriy Oparin has shown how 
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the recent wave of Kyrgyz, Kalmyk, Karachay and Nogai migrant workers to the northern 

Yamal Peninsula has transformed the lives of both indigenous Nenets and the local Russian 

and Tatar population (2017). Distinguishing these workers from the non-indigenous groups 

of older migratory waves, he calls them ‘new migrants’ (ibid: 5). Examining these new 

mobility patterns within the wider Russian Arctic and sub-Arctic, Laruelle observes that they 

have brought about ‘the birth of a more multicultural urban environment’ there (2017): 

“Russia’s Arctic and sub-Arctic cities have always displayed a certain level of multi-

ethnicity, reflecting the national diversity of the Soviet Union. People from all the 

republics, mostly the Slavic ones, were engaged on these pioneer fronts to build 

Soviet infrastructure and embody socialism… Over the last 25 years, diversity has 

increased. While Soviet-era urbanization was mostly carried out by Russian or Slavic 

people, in the post-Soviet era urban migration has been driven partly by labour 

migrants. Many young people travel to the Arctic to find work on extraction sites and 

industrial firms, often coming from regions in deep socioeconomic crisis, such as the 

North Caucasus and Central Asia.” (ibid: 10, my emphasis). 

 

However, while ethnographic research on these new dynamics in some Russian regions is 

thus being incipiently carried out, no comparable studies have been conducted on similar 

processes in Yakutia. Here, ethnic identity politics is still viewed through the lens of a dyadic 

relationship between Sakha and the federal government in Moscow or less frequently Slavic 

peoples who have traditionally been referred to collectively as ‘Russians’ (Balzer & 

Vinokurova 1996; Argounova-Low 2007, 2012; Petrova & Myarikyanova 2000). This binary 

might have been relevant to Yakutia of the Soviet and the early post-Soviet period but does 

not map neatly on to the current dynamics of ethnic processes there. This chapter fills in this 

gap by demonstrating that today’s Sakha ethnonationalism is targeted in different ways at 

multiple non-Sakha Others. Furthermore, it shows that, in its current incarnation, it does not 

see Russians or the Russian state as its major antagonists.  

 

Today’s Sakha ethnonationalists – from university professors to taxi drivers – believe that 

they are living in the era of globalizatsia (‘globalisation’), a period which, they imagine, has 

turned the world into a battleground on which different nations strive to defeat each other in 

order to survive and empower themselves. What they imply, however, is not a literal war 

between nation-states, but a more subtle politics of assimilation (assimilyatsia) which nations 

carry out by settling other nations with their own people and ideologies. At a very 
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fundamental level, they therefore see their relations with ethnic Others within this 

globalizatsia as a struggle for survival against assimilation. As a Sakha sociologist explained 

to me: 

“There is competition for survival (konkurentsia za vyzhivanie) with other nations. 

There is a pressure from the newcomers (ot priezhikh). Hence, there is the awareness 

of danger (osoznanie opasnosti) and people are trying to find the mechanisms for 

consolidation (mechanizmy konsolidatsii).”  

According to them, small peoples like Sakha are especially vulnerable in this battle for 

survival owing to the scarcity of their number. Thus, a university professor once told me: 

“There will always be oppression of smaller peoples (pritesnenie vsegda budet nad 

malymi naordnostyami) by bigger ones. Today they [the Russian state] have adopted 

the [law on one] hectare and tomorrow they will strip us of our republic (otnimut u 

nas respubliku). Therefore, we have to defend ourselves (my dolzhny sokhranyat’ 

sebya), not through military actions, but in a more civilised way.” 

 

My interlocutors believe that Sakha people’s most immediate threat of assimilation in this 

struggle consists in the inflow of labour migrants from the Northern Caucasus and especially 

Central Asia. Considering the pan-Turkic sentiments of the early post-Soviet Sakha 

ethnonationalism, which I mentioned in Chapter 1, it might seem odd that migrants from 

these regions, most of whom speak Turkic languages, are the ones whom today’s Sakha 

nationalists fear more than anyone else. However, the Sakha’s evocations of their Turkic 

roots in the 1990s were largely grounded on their fantasies of the common past with other 

Turks rather than their actual knowledge of them. If we look at how much actual connections 

they had with these southern Turks, their current antagonism towards the latter may not seem 

as surprising. The history of the Sakha, which cannot even unambiguously specify when and 

whence they came to where they now live, does not have any traces of such connections. 

Even during the Soviet period of mass peoples’ relocations Sakha hardly crossed paths with 

these other Turks. As Laruelle writes, while in the Soviet period the republics of Central Asia 

received millions of Russians, Ukrainians and Byelorussians, its own indigenous groups were 

rather unreceptive to the logic of territorial mobility (2013: 7-8). The same can be said of the 

Soviet Sakha who virtually knew no other foreigners except the Slavic peoples. Disregarding 

a brief period of largely cultural and diplomatic exchanges in the 1990s, the Sakha had 

therefore been largely unfamiliar with these peoples before their labour migrants began to 

flock to the boom economy of Yakutsk, as I detailed in Chapter 1.  
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In his recent work on Sinophobia in Mongolia, Franck Billé argues that it is the Mongols’ 

profound lack of knowledge of China that facilitates their anti-Chinese sentiments (2016: 

193). From what I have said above it follows that the Sakha situation follows the opposite 

logic: the Sakha’s antagonism towards immigrants from Central Asia and the Caucasus 

occurred precisely as they got to know them better. As long as these peoples were remote and 

largely unknown to Sakha, Sakha considered them their cousins. However, when they 

escalated their connections with Sakha from the occasional exchange of diplomatic gestures 

to the actual immigration of hordes of their male workers, they transgressed the boundaries 

necessary for retaining ‘amicable’ relationships with the Sakha. They approached Sakha 

close enough for the latter to grow fearful of them and to realise how different these Other 

Turks are actually from them. The largest chasm the Sakha ethnonationalists see between 

them and these migrants is, of course, Islam, with the Sakha being one of the few Turkic 

peoples who had never been exposed to it. In this chapter, we shall see that the Sakha’s 

phobia of immigrants is for the most part a phobia of Islam. 

 

Expanding on his argument, Billé claims that the Mongols’ Sinophobia has a profoundly 

imaginary and fuzzy nature. Thus, he argues, the term ‘Chinese’ employed in the nationalist 

discourses often extends beyond the Chinese, acting as a catchall category for other Asian 

groups, such as the Koreans and the Japanese (2016: 10). The specific face of the threat 

which Sakha nationalists believe globalizatsia to pose to them is just as elusive and hard to 

pin down. In their anti-immigrant sentiments, they do not seem to associate their instigators 

with a particular state or republic in Central Asia or the Northern Caucasus, such as 

Uzbekistan, Kyrgyzstan or Dagestan. Instead, they refer to them indiscriminately as khara 

omuk (‘black’ peoples) and imagine them to be the representatives of a tremendously large, 

powerful and swiftly expanding community of ‘Muslims’ (musulmannar). This is especially 

manifest in how the nationalists consider the supposed attacks of these peoples on Sakha to 

be the local manifestation of a much larger threat which they credit to all other non-Muslim 

communities. Sakha nationalists see this immigration as part of the global wave of Muslim 

‘invasion’, whereby they imagine Muslims as an extremely homogenous single entity of 

people bound with a common plot to assimilate the non-Muslim world through migration.  

This is implied in the allusion that the author of the above-given article piece makes to the 

‘inrush of millions of African refugees to the countries of the Western Europe’. I also 

remember Timur, a young man from Yakutsk, asking me with a tint of sarcasm:  
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“These Muslims are coming here and taking over (manna kelen bahyain ereller) us. 

How about England? How many of the English are left there (beielere khastaryi)? 

Aren’t Muslims also prevailing over them now (Islam iteghelleekhter emie bahyian 

ereller buotakh duo)?” 

 

This may appear to place Sakha anti-immigrant sentiments very close to the infamous white 

far-right ‘great replacement’ theory. However, Sakha’s phobia of Muslim migrants is in fact 

very different from Islamophobic discourses dominant in the countries of Euro-America or 

even in Moscow and St Petersburg. For while in these societies racism towards Muslims is 

largely composed of fear and repulsion (Gingrich & Banks 2006; Demintseva 2013; Kempf 

2020), Sakha people’s anxieties concerning Muslim migrants, as we shall repeatedly see in 

this chapter, are composed of an ambivalent combination of fear and admiration. Sakha 

nationalists are both afraid of and look up to migrants. And the reason for this is that they 

imagine these migrants to be extremely powerful. Here is what Timur told me after his 

queries about the situation with Muslims in England: 

“…This is because they [Muslims] are powerful (iti kiniler kyusteekh), and all have 

one religion (bary biir iteghellekh bolannar) that they are coming to dominate the 

world (aan doidunu bahyian ereller). And it costs nothing to them to assimilate those 

who don’t have any religion.” 

 

Sakha nationalists believe that the power of migrants resides with their religion. In their 

minds, it is because of their strong religiosity that they possess everything that Sakha (and 

other non-religious communities) supposedly lack. Thus, my interlocutors never tired of 

complaining about how divided (arakhsyy) and unsupportive of each other (beie-beieni 

siehin) Sakha were. They believe this segregation to be one of the major weak points of 

Sakha which makes them especially prone to assimilation by migrants who, unlike Sakha, 

have a very strong sense of unity with each other. According to them, the migrants’ solidarity 

stems from their adherence to one religion. Consider the following example. During a small 

gathering, an interlocutor told a story of how ‘crowds of Sakha youth’ saw a Sakha elder 

being run into by a migrant driver and supposedly none of them interfered in the accident. 

The story caused much disapproval with another man following up:  

“That shows how we, Sakha, lack solidarity with each other (splochennaia 

suokhputun kerderer). This is all due to our lack of faith (iti iteghele suokhpututtan 
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baryta). I did [military] service in Khasavyurt30 for several years and I know. Don’t 

you dare to hurt their women or their elders – they immediately become one (srazu 

biir buola tyuheller). Of course, people who pray five times a day are very religious.” 

 

According to Sakha ethnonationalists, it is because of their strong faith, too, that migrants 

‘reject alcohol’ and therefore have stable jobs and income. Likewise, it is due to their religion 

that they ‘never divorce’ and, by implication, have happier personal lives. Finally, in their 

eyes, it is this overall social and economic prosperity of Muslims linked to their strong 

religious affiliation that makes them so attractive to outsiders, including Sakha’s ‘own 

people’. Using the words of Artyom, a 23-year-old youth leader from Yakutsk, ‘Sakha men, 

not to mention women, are already joining Islam’, and if this continues, ‘the Sakha will have 

undergone Islamisation in some thirty to fifty years’. “My three friends are in Islam (Islamna 

baallar). They were trying to convert me, too. But I said, ‘don’t even tell me about it,’” – he 

told me. 

 

Billé argues that Mongols’ Sinophobia hinges on the belief that China is plotting to destroy 

the Mongols - a belief which expresses itself in a range of stories and rumours, from poisoned 

food to reproduction with Mongolian females (2008; 2016). This prompted him to define the 

anti-Chinese discourse as ‘paranoid’. It might have become clear by now to the reader that 

Sakha nationalist and anti-migrant sentiments share much of the paranoid twist of the 

Mongolian discourse. Sakha nationalists are convinced in that migrants have made their way 

to Sakha not owing to social and economic pressures, but with some evil intent. “They do it 

[come here] deliberately (soruian gynallar). Who would leave their homeland?” – a leader of 

one of the male groups on which I shall dwell shortly said. According to them, migrants flock 

to the republic in order to assimilate Sakha not only through converting them to Islam, but 

also through deliberate reproduction with Sakha women. Thus, one particularly shrewd 

informant suggested that migrants were massively marrying Sakha women because it was the 

‘policy’ (gosudarstvennaia politika) which their states assigned them to carry out in order to 

boost their own populations. This narrative is especially resonant with that of the Mongols 

who told Billé that the Chinese state had programs encouraging their men to go to Mongolia 

and have sex with Mongolian women in order to produce Chinese babies (2016: 25). Of all 

anti-immigrant narratives, this one is the most bitter and widespread among the Sakha and I 

 
30 A town in Dagestan, a republic in the Northern Caucasus. 
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shall discuss it in more detail later in the chapter. 

 

In order to counteract this assimilation and protect themselves from the fate of Odunu, the 

bull oppressed by foreign studs ‘in his very own homeland’, some Sakha ethnic leaders have 

been engaged in various nationalist projects. The most far-reaching of these is carried out by 

a number of officially registered organisations which have a pool of well-established 

members and activities which bring these members together. Although these organisations 

function independently from each other, they all pursue a common goal – to empower Sakha 

men. The other project is more diffuse being promoted not so much by formal organisations 

as by multiple discourses which urge Sakha women to boost the number of the Sakha by 

mating only with Sakha men and having more Sakha children. Before delving more deeply 

into these projects, which Sakha ethnonationalists perceive to be their ‘self-defence 

movements’ (byyhanar khamsanyy) (Sur 2018: 5), I would like to clarify that, although they 

are led mostly by men, they have many female supporters on the sidelines, as it is frequently 

the case with nationalist ideologies (Yuval-Davis 1997; Scheck 2004; Billé 2016). 

 

 

Male ohuokay and the decline of men 

On April 27, 2018, Lenin Square and its adjoining districts in Yakutsk were cloaked in the 

sounds of drumbeats and the bellowing of a horn. With eyes closed, one could imagine being 

caught in a war field of some medieval period – a scene comparable to those that are familiar 

to us from Hollywood-made epic war films, such as Mel Gibson’s ‘Braveheart’. But it was 

2018 and a part of the celebration of Republic Day in Yakutsk. Right where the father of 

Soviet communism was pointing, hundreds of people were performing ohuokay, a traditional 

Sakha circle dance in which participants – who can be both male and female - move around 

holding each other’s hands and stepping back and forth to a rhythm set by a lead singer with 

whom they sing along (cf. Illarionov 2011; Peers & Kolodeznikov 2015). However, this 

ohuokay was clearly a non-traditional one, in that it was composed exclusively of men (Fig. 

24). Men in black leather and synthetic jackets were dancing in concentric rings of decreasing 

size, one inside the other. Inside the smallest circle several men were walking around holding 

large Sakha and Russian flags31. On a makeshift stage overlooking the ohuokay circles, a 

 
31 I was told that Russian flags had not featured in the ohuokays of the previous two years and were included in 
this one only because the authorities in the administration of Yakutsk refused to permit the organisers to hold it 

without them. 
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famous Sakha ethno-rock musician with a particularly virile stage image was performing the 

role of the lead singer. Over a casual black rollneck, he was wearing a Sakha traditional male 

belt on to which a knife, a prime symbol of masculinity in Sakha culture (Bochorukov & 

Yakovleva 2015), was hanging. Swinging back and forth, he shouted ferociously into the 

microphone: 

Sakha er berdere                                             “Sakha men!   

Tyumsuleekh, kyusteekh buoluoghun,              Let us stay together and strong, 

Uusstuktartan samnybakka                              Let us not bend under challenges, 

Djommutun,                                                      Let us have a thick shield  

Noruopputun kemyuskur                                  To protect our people, 

Khlayng kuiakhtaakh buoluokkha                    Our nation, 

Ohuo-ohuo                                                        Ohuo-Ohuo 

Ohuokaay.                                                         Ohuokaay, 

Ehie-ehie.                                                          Ehie-ehie 

Ehikeey                                                              Ehiekeey32!” (my translation) 

 

 

Figure 24. Male ohuokay in Lenin Square.  

 

 
32 A traditional ohuokay chorus which has no clear meaning. 
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As I later learnt, it was a special type of ohuokay called syur ohuokaya or ‘male ohuokay’ (er 

djon ohuokaya), as people usually called it. Its purpose was to strengthen the spirit (syur) of 

Sakha men. Although the organisers claimed this ohuokay to be as old as the ‘traditional’ one 

composed of both men and women, it was clearly a new invention. Thus, in an interview for 

‘Kyym’, a prominent Sakha folklorist and a father of ohuokay studies Vasily Illarionov 

described it disapprovingly as a ‘show’ which did not exist in the past (Bagynanova 2018: 

31). Nonetheless, the popularity of male ohuokay had quickly soared since it was set up for 

the first time in 2016. By the time of my fieldwork, it seemed to have become the major 

highlight of the Republic Day festivities. I will probably not exaggerate to suppose that the 

majority of the crowd that gathered on the square that day had not attended the earlier parts of 

the celebration. They came to the square from their homes specifically for the male ohuokay: 

men to take part in it and women to watch it. The dance, with all the beating of the drums and 

its exclusive maleness, created an extremely belligerent ambience and people, regardless of 

their gender, were mesmerised by it.  

 

The genealogy of ohuokay shows that its meaning has kept constantly changing, depending 

on the socio-political agenda of the time. Thus, the accounts of political exiles and local 

ethnographers tell us that pre-revolutionary ohuokays were collective rituals of appeasing 

deities (Seroshevsky 1993; Illarionov 2011). The ohuokays that ensued in the Soviet period 

became more secular and took on a profoundly political, agitational flavor (Vasiliev 1973). 

For example, a local folklorist Svetlana Mukhopleva quotes an ohuokay gramophone 

recorded in the 1930s (2012, my translation): 

“Poterpel krakh                                  It appears the old regime                                   

Kazhetsya staryi rezhim.                   Has collapsed. 

Molodye devitsy,                               Young women, 

Ne robeite pered muzhyami.             Do not quail before your husbands. 

Davaite, objedinivshis, skazhem:      Let us get together and say: 

“Nashe proshloe,                               “Our past 

Kazhetsya, kanulo v vechnost.”       Seems to have sunk into oblivion.”  

 

This excerpt from an ohuokay of the Soviet period is vivid evidence of how the Soviet regime 

harnessed this cultural form to inculcate its gender ideology which purported to liberate 

women from their domestic ‘slavery’ (cf. Slezkine 1994; Vladimirova & Habeck 2018). The 

exclusive maleness of contemporary ohuokay, which comes as such a striking antipode to its 
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Soviet predecessor, is, too, a reflection and a product of concerns of its own time. As Eric 

Hobsbawm would put it, it is an adaptation or renovation of an ‘old model' for a 'new 

purpose' (1983: 4-5). In Chapter 1, I established that Sakha men have been experiencing a 

prolonged insecurity of masculinity since the collapse of the Soviet Union. My interlocutors 

were acutely aware of this, referring to it as a ‘decline of men’ (er kihi suolata tyuste). They 

see this decline to be rooted primarily in rampant unemployment and alcoholism among men. 

Thus, a leader of one of men’s groups, to which I shall return later, told me:  

“During perestroika the status of men decreased (er kihi statuha tyuspyute). The 

wages of teachers went up, but male professions – tractor drivers, stokers – 

disappeared. Out of despair many men took up drinking (iher buobuttara) and many 

died.” 

 

But perhaps more than alcoholism it is the supposed effeminisation of Sakha men that seems 

to trouble Sakha ethnonationalists. By ‘femininity’ of men (djakhtar kurduk) they appear to 

mean their lack of toughness understood as the demonstration of aggressive physical strength 

and courage. Thus, a leader of another male group once complained to me: 

“The upbringing of boys just got out of hand (ahara nai barda). Now parents are too 

protecting of their children (nahaa serekhteekhtik ogholorun iiteller) and fuss over 

their slightest scratch. As a result, we have men who are too cowardly (kuttas) and 

even gay”. 

According to him, boys should get into trouble: they should fight on the streets, break their 

noses and have their lips bleed. This is how they become ‘true’ men. Interestingly, this 

narrative of the ‘manly’ upbringing of boys seems to have also penetrated into rural areas 

where some families, for the fear of raising effeminate men, are deliberately exposing their 

sons to harsh living conditions and even physical abuse. They make them overwork around 

the household, endure cold nights outside during hunting and do supposedly more 'masculine' 

sports, such as boxing or kettlebell lifting. The words of Alyona, a 38-year-old mother of a 

teenage boy Timur from the village of Syrdakh, express this particularly cogently: 

“Now boys are like girls (biligin uolattar nahaa kyys kurduktar). This is why when 

Oleg [her husband] raps on Timur's knuckles I do not interfere, even though I dislike 

it. This is why we try to make him work all the time (yulelete satyybyt). And he does 

sports. And now he’s more confident. He used to be quite weak when he was a kid” 
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In his recent paper on different kinds of Sakha masculinities (2018), Aimar Ventsel argues 

that the new consumption-oriented environment in Yakutsk coupled with a substantial 

number of urban-born Sakha youth, have crafted in the 2010s a new, ‘softer’ version of 

Sakha masculinity. Unlike the pre-existing kind of masculinity performed through excessive 

alcohol consumption and rowdy behavior and one which he terms as ‘aggressive,’ he argues 

that this masculinity is marked by self-discipline, modest alcohol consumption and 

fashionable attire. As an example, he recalls encountering in Yakutsk a man in his early 

twenties dressed as Michael Jackson: 

“Such an outfit would have been impossible ten years ago. The young man with 

heavy make-up and a feminine look, would previously have had a hard time walking 

the streets, running the risk of being beaten up for being gay,” – he writes (ibid: 207). 

I assume that the anxieties of my interlocutors about the increased femininity of Sakha 

manhood are triggered precisely by men like this impersonator of Michael Jackson. However, 

my ethnographic material indicates that there is another important condition which informs 

and exacerbates these anxieties. This condition is the presence of Other men, i.e. migrants 

from Central Asia and the North Caucasus, whom, as I argued, Sakha imagine to be very 

strong. Indeed, unlike male nationalists elsewhere (Billé 2015), my interlocutors –men and 

women equally – seem to believe in a lack of competitiveness among their own males against 

these Other men. In their eyes, the chief advantage of these migrants over Sakha men lies 

with their lack of alcoholism (which in turn they associate with the migrants’ religiosity). A 

30-year-old Zhenya, who himself had been treated from alcohol addiction, told me:  

“I actually understand Sakha women. Because ninety per cent of our men are 

drunkards (alkogoliktar) and losers (chmoshniktar). Of course, they will marry 

Muslims. Those don’t drink (oni to ne p’yut)”.  

 

Another thing which, according to some Sakha men, attracts local women to migrants, is their 

hypermasculinity, as opposed to the above-described effeminisation of Sakha’s own males. 

Thus, a male informant once suggested that it was probably the manliness of migrants 

expressed in their toughness towards women that was the secret for their success with 

women. Otherwise, he questioned, how can we explain that more and more Sakha women are 

liaising with them and their own women never leave them? But what I found even more 

revealing about Sakha nationalists’ anxieties concerning the greater masculinity of migrant 

men was an article written by an anonymous author for the section ‘Love Puzzle’ of ‘Kyym’ 

(Boppuok 2017: 19). In it, the author condemns Sakha women who liaise with migrant 
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workers and who allegedly say amongst themselves:  

“Sakha idiots can’t even love women in bed (sataan oronno taptaabattar daghany). 

They just start doing their things as soon as they lie on the bed. And they are so small 

and unattractive (kyralara-kharalara) and are bloody alcoholics.” 

According to the author, these kinds of sayings are ‘utterly offensive to anyone who 

considers himself Sakha’. “In fact, in any nation there are those who are good in bed (oronno 

berter),” – he objects to the hypothetical women in defense of Sakha males. Towards the end 

of his piece, his attention suddenly diverts to a vodka with a brand name ‘Russky razmer’ 

(‘Russian size’): 

“They definitely did not mean the size of a boot or a sundress. I guess […], it is a 

seduction of women who are not satisfied by their partners (kihitten astymmakka 

sydjar) and who see the meaning of life only in sex. Not all that is big brings great 

happiness (ulakhan ere baryta uluu djolu aghalbat). Only true love speaks for 

happiness (ibid).” 

 

I think the anger of this person at Sakha women, who allegedly prefer foreign men as their 

sexual partners and mock the sexual ineptitude of Sakha males, tell us more about his own 

perception of Sakha men’s sexuality. These women and foreign men are a reflection of his 

own fantasies. By publicly engaging in these fantasies, he speaks out his own insecurities 

which consist in his assumption that Sakha men may, indeed, lack the sexual prowess that 

these foreign men possess. Their sexual skills or sex organs may not be good or large enough 

to prevent Sakha women from leaving them for these foreigners. This suggests that Sakha 

men, at least some of them, are also profoundly insecure about their sexuality. They are 

anxious that, just like their ability to resist alcohol, the sexual prowess of Sakha males is 

weaker than that of migrant men.  

 

Exhibiting less aggression towards women but talking along similar lines, another informant 

said that Sakha men were probably ‘inert’ (elen khaalbyttar) because of their lack of 

testosterone (testosterona ne khvataet). Going further and perhaps inspired by the imagined 

virility of migrant men, he suggested that ‘it is a good idea’ to start injecting testosterone into 

men. “It’s actually very easy to add testosterone artificially,” – he said in complete earnest. 

The politicisation of testosterone is not unique to the Sakha male crisis but is currently on the 

rise among alt-right groups across the globe. These groups have been pushing the pro-

testosterone thinking in opposition to the liberal ideology and its male-feminist 'soy boys'. 
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According to the Guardian, the attempts of these groups have seen much success, with the 

NHS prescriptions for testosterone having increased by 20 per cent in the UK over the past 

years (Guardian 2019). 

 

According to Ventsel, there is little if any conflict between different Sakha masculinities, 

each of which ‘exists in its almost separate social space’ (2018: 210). However, the 

ethnographic evidence I have brought above suggests the opposite. If there is no open public 

confrontation between Sakha gays or other ‘effeminate’ men and men of a more macho 

demeanour, it does not mean that there is no tension between them. As Eduardo Archetti 

argued, ‘images of men need images of women as well as of ‘other’ men’ (1999: 190). Sakha 

heteronormative discourses on manhood are fuelled by the ‘softer’ versions of Sakha 

masculinities, on the one hand, and on the presence of hypermasculine male Others, on the 

other. The latter image of tough and highly virile migrant men makes the deviance of 

effeminate Sakha men severer. In the eyes of nationalists, this interface of weakened Sakha 

masculinity and powerful foreign manhood has dreadful implications that go beyond 

manhood. Moreover, I will show in the following section that, in response to such power 

imbalance between Sakha and migrant masculinities, Sakha nationalists have forged yet 

another kind of masculinity which differs from both the ‘soft’ and ‘aggressive’ versions of it 

defined by Ventsel.  

 

 

The masculinist twist of Sakha ethnonationalism and the forging of a new warrior 

masculinity 

The anxieties I have described above give current Sakha ethnonationalism a profoundly 

masculinist twist. Ethnic leaders believe that the weakness of Sakha men coupled with the 

power of migrant men is the major problem which Sakha face today and one which makes 

them especially vulnerable to assimilation by these migrants. Like Odunu, the bull robbed of 

his cows and hay by foreign studs, they feel themselves to be losing to these migrants their 

most important life resources: their land, workplaces and women. Of these resources, perhaps 

nothing garners as much public discontent as the danger of losing women. Concerns about 

local women liaising with migrant men now dominate not only private kitchen talk but also 

the local press and television media. Thus, in January 2019, a special issue of a daily 

programme on the major Sakha television channel ‘Yakutia24’ was dedicated to this theme 

(Talban 2019). A table was displayed there showing a rise in the number of Sakha women 
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married to the nationals of Tajikistan, Uzbekistan and others. The participants of the 

programme – a presenter, a sociologist, a politician and a renowned public figure – set this 

trend as an acute societal problem, opening the debate with the questions: “How have [we] 

ended up in this situation? And how can we get out of it?”  

 

On the face of it, this makes Sakha nationalism identical to nationalist discourses elsewhere 

which envisage women as ‘bearers of the collective’ and burden them with the responsibility 

for its survival (Yuval-Davies 1997; Kandiyoti 1994; Billé 2016). Although such a take on 

women is relevant to Sakha nationalism (see next section), I would like to argue that it does 

not put the blame for the Sakha’s threat of extinction solely on the shoulders of women. 

Several of my interlocutors implied that men were complicit in it, too, albeit indirectly. Their 

contribution to it, according to them, consists in their weakness compared with foreigners 

which prompts women to choose the latter over them and thereby spearhead the death of the 

Sakha people. Hence, the root of the problem is essentially not women but men’s weakness.  

In the eyes of nationalists, the weakness of men therefore puts in jeopardy not only men 

themselves but all Sakha people and is a matter of the utmost urgency.  

 

Although I have never heard of testosterone actually being injected into Sakha men, some 

ethnically conscious male activists have been engaged in a number of projects in an attempt 

to empower Sakha men and by extension all Sakha people. Male ohuokay is one such joint 

project. Just like the Soviet ohuokay which strove to emancipate women, the new all-male 

version of it seeks to empower men. I already noted that what impressed me most about this 

ohuokay was its warlike ambience. This ambience was conveyed not only by the sounds of a 

horn and drums but also by its calling upon men to ‘have a thick shield’ (khalyng kuiakh) in 

order to ‘protect their people and nation’. The ohuokay metamorphosed men into warriors. 

Indeed, as one of its organisers later informed me, in the past Sakha men danced it ‘before 

entering a war with other peoples and before hunting’ (which is highly unlikely to be true as 

an actual event in the past but is nonetheless valuable as a claim now). By depicting men as 

warriors, and supposedly ancient ones at that, the ohuokay encouraged men to be powerful 

and militant in the face of such evil forces as foreign migrants, alcoholism, and 

unemployment.  

 

This warrior-like image of a man, I argue, is what these men's empowerment projects within 

the current incarnation of Sakha nationalism are fashioning (Fig. 25). It is a new kind of 
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masculinity which they construct in response to the perceived weaknesses of Sakha men, on 

the one hand, and the power of migrant men, on the other. This masculinity envisages an 

ideal of a man to be a defender (turuulas) of his wife, his children and his people. As such, 

the qualities stressed as the most valuable in men within the rhetoric and imagery of this 

masculinity are bravery and physical strength while the one that is the most deplored is 

cowardice. “If something happens, a man must be ready to protect his own people 

(kemyuskurge belem buolokhtaakhpyt). He must not be frightened and hide from anything 

(my emphasis),” – an interlocutor said.  

 

 

Figure 25. Sakha boys dressed as warriors and posing for a camera after a dance they had performed at the 

opening of the competition of blacksmiths. Courtesy of Vasily Gerasimov.  

 

The key feature of this warrior masculinity is a sense of an impending outside threat. A man 

should be courageous in order to stand up for his people and fight back when an agent(s) 

which poses this threat moves to real action. This imagination of an external antagonist is 

what makes this masculinity different from both the ‘soft’ Sakha manhood and a tougher 

version of it which was dominant in the 1990s and which, although often directed its drunken 

aggression towards non-Sakha (Ventsel 2018: 205), did not articulate this aggression in the 

idioms of a threat and defense.  

 

During my fieldwork, I saw this warrior masculinity taking shape in the rocketing popularity 

of sport competitions, especially those that are thought to be traditionally Sakha: wrestling, 
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long-distance jumping and lifting a heavy stone. For example, the Games of Dygyn, a sports 

competition held as part of Yhyakh in Yakutsk, undoubtedly gathered most of the festival’s 

attendees in 2018. While ethnic singers were performing to an almost empty audience in a 

nearby stage, the stadium on which the Games were taking place was overflowing with 

people. The crowd was so thick that I was not able to actually see the event and the 

contestants, and had to rely on the broadcaster through the loudspeakers to follow the 

competition. When working the tournament, the broadcaster frequently referred to sportsmen 

as ‘warriors’ (booturdar) or ‘the best of Sakha warriors’ (Sakha chuluu booturdara). This 

prompted me to liken these sportsmen to the main protagonist of the Sakha oral epic olonkho: 

Nyurgun Bootur, the brave warrior of humankind with ‘stone-hard muscles’ and a lifelong 

mission to defend his tribe (Fig. 26) (cf. Oyunsky 2013). On the site of Yhyakh, I also noticed 

that some young men were wearing identical t-shirts with an inscription ‘bootur’ in bold 

capital letters. Bootur stands for a ‘warrior’ in Sakha. As I later learnt, these were the brand t-

shirts of a sports gym which bore the same name and was owned by a former repeat winner 

of the Games of Dygyn.  

 

The warrior masculinity is also heavily promoted by Uraankhay, one of the so-called male 

groups (er djon tuymsyulere) functioning in Yakutsk and some of the nearby villages. These 

male groups were formed independently within the span of 2007 and 2017 and are voluntary 

initiatives which receive no regular public funding. Although each of these groups has its 

distinct emphasis, they all share a common overarching goal to empower men33. Uraankhay 

is officially a sports-patriotic club (sportivno-patriotichesky klub) which provides young 

Sakha men with free physical training classes with a focus on mix-fighting. The leader of the 

club Turgun believes that the ancestors of Sakha were a caste of warriors (voiny) of Ghengis 

Khan called Uraankhay. He seeks to revive the courage of these ancestor warriors in the 

members of his club and Sakha men more generally.  

 

The members of the club call themselves ‘Uraankhay warriors’ (Uraankhay booturdara). 

Although at the time of my fieldwork they counted around seventy men, the club was also 

frequented by non-warriors wishing to become one. For them, the club holds a special 

initiation ceremony annually in late June where they are tested for physical strength and 

 
33 At the time of my fieldwork, there were three such groups: ‘Uraankhay’, ‘Yus’ and ‘Il Syube’. I worked with 

the first two but did not have time to familiarise myself with the last.  
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stamina. Although I never attended such a ceremony, I was allowed to glimpse at a video of it 

which consisted of running over broken terrain, doing push-ups and mix fighting. The last bit 

of the test looked very violent with the warrior-to-be-men having to defend themselves from 

and counter the ruthless beating by an already initiated member of the club. According to 

Turgun, not all of the candidates successfully pass the test and are subsequently granted the 

title of the Uraankhay warrior: usually just one or two out of six or seven. Moreover, those 

who do, are not immune from being deprived of it later and the major reason for this is 

cowardice. “For example, when, in fear, he does not defend his friend in a street fight,” – 

Turgun told me.  

 

Another male group called “Yus” puts its emphasis on faith (iteghel) as a mechanism for 

empowering men. Distinguishing themselves from Uraankhay, they claim that, in order to be 

strong, a man needs to train not only his muscles but, first and foremost, his mind and spirit 

(ei-sanaa). According to them, nothing can do this better than religion. If a man has a 

religion, he is able to better understand the meaning of life and thus make a better way 

through it, withstanding the temptation of such destructive forces as alcohol. In order to equip 

men with such life-guiding force, Yus are uniting them around Aar Aiyy, a supposedly 

indigenous Sakha religiosity which was invented in the 1990s by the early wave of Sakha 

cultural revivalists (cf. Kondakov 2011; Balzer 2011) and which has since waned somewhat. 

 

Yus is much larger than Uraankhay, counting slightly under two thousand people. Of these a 

couple of dozen are lead members and about a hundred attend algys on a regular basis. Algys 

is an all-male purification ritual and a core activity around which Yus structure themselves as 

a community. It is held weekly and consists of a collective prayer, after which a neoshaman 

feeds the fire, murmuring blessings, while other men stand encircling him (Fig. 27). 

Sometimes after algys men dance a male ohuokay but more often they just sit around and 

talk. Often these talks revolve around migrants and their supposed disrespect for Sakha 

people. Thus, during one such talk, a man stood up to express his outrage over an accident he 

had witnessed the day before and in which a migrant driver, ‘most likely an Uzbek’, had 

allegedly ran into an old Sakha man. “And he had a cheek to offer him five hundred rubles! 

There were so many Sakha youths around, but no one stood up for the old man except 

myself. This is all because we do not have faith,’ – he recounted emotionally. Another 

participant picked up on him suggesting that they needed more 'order' in Aar Aiyy: 
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“I just came back from Turkey a few days ago. They pray all day there. A people with 

faith does not assimilate (iteghelleekh djon simelibet), and therefore we have to be 

united and religious. Their religion is a religion that was ordered long ago. There is a 

notion that a person learns by emulating another person (kihi kihitten yutukten 

yuerener dien eidebyul baar). We should aspire for more order (saahylyyrga) in our 

religion: it should have its own basic canons, its own prayer house (my emphasis).” 

 

 

Figure 26. A popular image of an epic warrior Nyurgun Bootur defeating an evil abaahy creature of the 

underworld. The leaders of Yus often use this image in their Instagram announcements of upcoming algys 

rituals. What or whom might the evil abaahy personify in this image? Alcohol? Or perhaps migrant men? Or 

both? The image is downloaded from NewsYkt (https://www2.news.ykt.ru/article/28823, accessed 12 July 

2020). 
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Figure 27. Collective praying during algys. 

 

 

What this ethnographic vignette illustrates particularly cogently is that Sakha 

ethnonationalism, including male empowerment projects, conceive of Muslim Others not 

only as an impending threat but also as exemplars of male and collective power, 

paradoxically to be emulated as well as disliked and feared. In their enchantment with faith 

and its potency, the men from Yus in particular seem to draw their inspiration from (their 

fantasies about) Muslim migrants. As I wrote earlier, Sakha nationalists imagine the power of 

these migrants to lie in their religiosity. According to them, religion is what disciplines these 

men and makes them more competitive than Sakha males in many aspects of life. Hence, they 

believe, religion is what Sakha need, too, in order to be as strong as these migrants and avert 

assimilation by them and other peoples, all whom they consider to be hostile by default in the 

cruel era of globalizatsia. We can therefore infer that Sakha ethnonationalists construe their 

self-defense mechanisms on the model of those from whom they are defending themselves.  

This raises important questions concerning migration and its implications for religion and 

gender in the post-Soviet space. I shall reserve them for my future research and, meanwhile, 

move on to the discussion of the pressure that Sakha nationalists exercise on women to bear 

more Sakha children as another way of protecting themselves from the threat of assimilation. 
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Too few to counter the threat 

In her monograph on “Gender and Nation” (1997) Nira Yuval-Davis distinguishes three 

major discourses of a nationalist kind: ‘people as power’ discourse which sees the future of 

the nation to depend on its growth and which calls upon women to have more children, the 

eugenicist discourse and the Malthusian discourse. The first two are both characteristic of 

Sakha ethnonationalism and I shall begin with the first one.  

 

The most crucial thing in the fragment about Odunu the bull is that he is one of the Sakha 

breed confronting a gang of non-Sakha cattle. This is the reason why he was defeated by 

foreign bulls and let them seize his fodder and cows. The author uses his grim example to 

remind the readers of their own small number and the dangerous position in which it puts 

them amid the inflow of ethnic Others. He as well as other nationalists consider Sakha, who 

currently number around half a million, to be ‘a small nation’ (aghyiakh akhsaannaakh 

noruot)34 and, alongside men’s decline, believe it to be their major weak point. In a world in 

which each nation strives to defeat the other, they reckon, small nations like theirs are prone 

to especially fast assimilation. The need to boost the number of the Sakha population, 

therefore, has engaged the minds of these nationalists no less than the desire to empower 

men.  

 

This strain of the nationalist discourse can be easily traced in the local press where people 

from all over Yakutia, from Yakutsk to remote rural settlements, enter into heated debates 

over how to solve this problem. For example, Tarasova and Khlinovskaya Rockhill (2018) 

quote an anonymous correspondent of ‘Kyym’, who proposed to multiply the Sakha ‘at the 

cost’ of migrants, especially the Kyrgyz people, who, according to him, are ‘culturally and 

linguistically closer’ to the Sakha. In particular, he suggested to ‘Sakhaise’ (sakhatytan) them 

through intermarriage (2018: 192). This proposition sparked a hail of criticism from other 

people who argued that, despite some similarities, the Kyrgyz are ‘still foreigners’ and 

children born from them would not be ‘one hundred per cent Sakha’ (Yegorova 2017, quoted 

from Tarasova & Khlinovskaya Rockhill 2018). Furthermore, they continued, because the 

Kyrgyz are far more numerous than Sakha, to suggest increasing the number of Sakha 

 
34 This is despite the fact that their number has been steadily increasing since the mid-17th century, with two 
slight drops after the October Revolution and the World War II. The decade following the breakup of the Soviet 

Union saw the steepest increase from 365.000 to 419.000 people (Rakhleev 2017: 14). 
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through intermarriage with them is the same as to suggest ‘melting the Sakha in their masses’ 

(Sur 2018: 5).  

 

Reaching a million, i.e. doubling their current number, has been idée fixe for Sakha 

nationalists within this discourse. But the problem, according to them, is that Sakha women 

do not appear to be willing to have more than three children. Indeed, in an urge to increase 

the number of Sakha, the nationalists exercise a heavy pressure on women. Claiming that 

reproduction is not their personal life choice but an 'honourable debt' (ytyk es) each of them 

owes to her nation, they push them into having more children (Boppuok 2017: 19; Sur 2018: 

5). Being a single and a childless Sakha woman myself, I encountered this pressure 

throughout the course of my fieldwork. Thus, a prominent male university professor, whom I 

saw for the first time in my life, once asked me how many children I had. When I replied that 

I had none, he bluntly said: “Then you are not a patriot (znachit ty ne patriot)”.  

 

In this pressure on women, the nationalists call upon them and the wider public to take their 

cue, yet again, from Muslim nations and their women. For example, in his article titled 

“When will we, Sakha, become half a million, or have we already hit this number?” Roman 

the writer from Teryut Baai notes with obvious approval: 

“Egypt […] bolstered its population from just ten million in 199035 to as many as 

ninety-five in 2017. [This is because] they treat women like ‘machines for multiplying 

the nation,’ (noruotu elbeter massyyna). They say women do not need education and 

career but should instead stay home giving birth to children (teryu-teryu djetiger 

olorokhtaakh)” (Stepanov 2017: 4; see also Tarasova & Khlinovskaya Rockhill 

2018). 

Within Russia, the nationalists take as their role models the multi-million Tatar and the 

Chechen people, both Muslim (Rakhleev 2017: 14). For example, they have highly applauded 

the recent proposition of Ramzan Kadyrov, the president of Chechnya, to legalise polygamy 

among the Chechens and other Caucasian peoples as a measure to restore their populations 

after decades of war (cf. Writer 2018). Talk about introducing polygamy whirled around 

Sakha male and predominantly urban middle-class circles in the early 1990s (Balzer 2011: 

245; Tumusov et al 2001) and, according to my interlocutor, it was once even raised at the 

 
35 In fact, Egypt’s population stood at fifty-seven million in 1990, according to the World Bank (World Bank 

2020). 
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local parliament. After having forgotten about it for a short while, Sakha ethnonationalists are 

returning to it now, arguing that allowing better-off Sakha men to have two wives would 

significantly bolster Sakha population and increase their chances to survive as a nation. After 

all, they hold, polygamy is nothing new to Sakha who practised it in the past (Sur 2018: 5). 

 

The anxieties about the insufficiency of Sakha population add even more fervor and 

aggression to the talks about the allegedly widespread affairs of Sakha women with migrant 

men. Unlike their Mongolian counterparts who, according to Billé, generally pity and view 

women liaising with the Chinese men as victims of these foreigners (2016: 162), Sakha 

nationalists portray such ‘dissident’ females as a special sort of morally degraded women, 

indiscriminate in their choice of sexual partners. The most common trope is that they are 

mere ‘bed-faggots’ (taghyl tahaarar djakhtar) of migrant men who use them only to satisfy 

their sexual desires while away from their homes and spouses. Thus, a male interlocutor once 

complained to me: “Those foreigners say ‘your women are prostitutes’. And they are right: 

the majority of girls are”.  

 

The desire to bolster the number of the Sakha also prompts the nationalists to attempt to 

control the sexual life of females. In the private realm, these attempts take the form of the 

disapproval of women’s relationships with non-Sakha males by their close family members – 

often fathers or elder brothers. This disapproval can often be quite uncompromising, 

demanding that women choose between their parental families and a foreign partner and 

forcing them to cut ties with their families if their choice falls on the latter. Thus, Artyom told 

me that, if his own younger sister, who at the time was eleven, ever wanted to marry a 

foreigner, he would not let her do that. “If she objects, I will tell her to renounce her 

surname,” – he told me. Timur told a similar story about his elder sister with whom their 

father refused to talk for several years after her marriage with an Armenian man36. Only later, 

when the couple had their first child, did the woman’s father gradually relent towards her and 

her foreign husband.  

 

In the public sphere, the nationalists channel their efforts at various enterprises aimed at 

shaming of women who supposedly associate with migrants. Recently, I came across a video 

 
36 Although Armenians are Orthodox Christians, Sakha nationalists still see them as any other khara omuk from 

the Caucasus. 
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on YouTube which shows how a Kyrghyz nationalist vigilante group storms a karaoke club 

in Bishkek, the capital of Kyrgyzstan (Geyne 2014). According to the group, the club owned 

by a Chinese migrant serves as unofficial brothel for Kyrghyz prostitutes and their Chinese 

clients. Upon capturing the club, the nationalists, many of whom are wearing a Kyrghyz 

traditional cap, physically and verbally abuse both the Chinese men and the Kyrghyz women 

and film them on their cameras. I found this video surprisingly reminiscent of an incident 

which took place in Yakutsk in January 2019 and to which, ironically, the Kyrghyz nationals 

themselves might have fallen victim. Towards the end of the long New Year’s holiday, a 

group of Sakha men from the Yus group carried out what they called ‘raids’ (reidy) to 

nightclubs and bars of Yakutsk in which Sakha women were said to routinely mix with 

migrant men. There, they not only randomly harassed foreign men by telling them that they 

were ‘guests’ to Yakutia and ‘therefore should behave more modestly’ on its territory, but 

also filmed female customers of these bars to later spread these videos on WhatsApp 

messenger with the following comments: “This is a catastrophe (iedeen dii). With this 

behaviour, where will these women lead us (khanna terdeller)?” Like Aisen whom we saw in 

Chapter 3 being so desperate to mate his Sakha cow with a native bull, these nationalists are 

trying to confine the reproduction of Sakha women within their ethnic boundaries. However, 

their endeavor seems far more difficult than that of Aisen, for these women are not their 

captive cows. I shall discuss these human-animal analogies in more detail in Chapter 7.  

 

 

Blood and the new reproductive technologies 

The anxieties about the scarcity of Sakha population, as well as the concerns about Sakha 

women liaising with foreign men, almost always lead to an evocation of the concept of blood. 

Sakha nationalists push women to bear more children, but not any children. What they want 

are children of the ‘pure’ Sakha breed (chistay sakha).  

 

In chapter 1, I wrote that, in the deep past Sakha had elaborate genealogical knowledge. They 

produced this knowledge and passed it down from generation to generation in order to ensure 

the distance of their potential spouses and to protect their successive generations from the 

harmful effects which the marriage between close blood relatives could inflict. This was at a 

time when the Sakha conceived of blood more as an attribute of a clan, rather than of an 

imagined entity of the ‘Sakha people’. However, at least since the Soviet period, which 

ostensibly was very anti-nationalist but actually very conducive to nationalism, Sakha have 
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increasingly evoked blood more as a property that all Sakha share. Blood is nowadays more 

readily conceived of as ‘Sakha blood’ (sakha khaana) which endows all Sakha people with a 

common identity and simultaneously makes them different from other peoples.  

 

While doing my field research, I could see this shift in the meaning and use of the notion of 

blood in people’s explication of the old saying kyys ogho – omuk anala which I mentioned in 

Chapter 1. Literally, this saying translates as ‘a female child is destined for a foreign people’, 

whereby the word omuk means 'a foreign people'. Concerned with the growing number of 

Sakha females mingling with non-Sakha men, some ethnically conscious Sakha elders 

assume that these women might be misguided by this saying. To help these women 

understand the original meaning of this saying, they ubiquitously explicated that the word 

omuk in this saying stands for a people of a different Sakha clan, and not of a different 

ethnicity. And although there is a separate word for a 'clan' in Sakha language, they stress that 

the word omuk is used here for the sake of assonance with the word ogho – a stylistic 

technique widely used in Sakha poetic language (Boppuok 2017: 19).  The explication of this 

old saying demonstrates that, rather than protecting their blood from blood that is too close, 

today’s Sakha are more concerned about protecting it from its opposite – the one that is too 

distant or ‘alien’ (atyn) to it.  

 

The racism of these Sakha can be seen as a backlash against the Soviet nationalities ideology 

in the same way that Pavel’s insistence on pedigree breeding of native cattle is a reversal of 

the Soviet cattle improvement policy. In Chapter 1, I argued that, under the sway of the 

Soviet pro-Russian ideology, Sakha aspired to mate with Russians and that people of the 

hybrid Russian-Sakha origin (baahynai) were believed to be an ‘improved’ kind 

(uluchshennaia poroda) of Sakha for their possession of Russian blood. This is no longer the 

case: Sakha and Russian blood can be said to have swapped their positions in the hierarchy of 

this important substance. In a striking parallel to the inversion of power dynamics between 

the blood of native cattle and that of foreign breeds, Sakha nationalists believe that the blood 

of Russian humans does not ‘upgrade’ but actually deteriorates Sakha blood. Thus, a female 

head of the Livestock Insemination Department within MAAH once told me how her Russian 

friends suggested marrying their son with her daughter. Using zoological idioms, she said 

that she rejected their suggestion because: 

“Sakha blood is in high demand. The Sakha, like Sakha cattle, are very strong and 

resilient. That’s why people want to mate (sparivatsya) with Sakha. But we should be 
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selective (dolzhny zanimatsya selektsiey). We shouldn’t marry other peoples, in order 

to save ourselves (chtoby sokhranit svoiu natsiu)” (Tarasova & Khlinovskaya 

Rockhill 2018: 194). 

Talking of artificial insemination in native cattle, she noted that it had to be carried out 

among Sakha humans, too, ‘so that they could multiply’ (togda by yakuty uvelichilis’) (ibid). 

As I shall show below, her thoughts were being implemented precisely as she spoke. For 

reasons I cannot clearly specify, the blood of ‘new’ migrants is considered to be even more 

polluting than that of Russians. This might have to do with the social status of these men, 

most of whom are engaged in heavy manual work, and/or with the fact that the majority of 

children born from them are conceived out of wedlock. 

 

The racists heavily criticise those Sakha who believe that introgression of foreign blood 

yields better and stronger offspring, as detailed in Chapter 1. Despite the growing number of 

racists among today’s Sakha, there are still people for whom hybridity (of both humans and 

livestock) is a value. Sarcastically labelling these people as ‘blood improvers’ (khaan 

tupsaraachylar), the racists argue that it was thanks to like-minded people and their support 

of intermarriage with Russians that Sakha nearly came to the brink of extinction in the Soviet 

period. Together with reversing the hierarchy of Sakha and Russian blood, they are re-

evaluating these marriages, which were highly encouraged within the Soviet rhetoric of 

interethnic friendship, as a highway to the Sakha’s assimilation. Thus, in the middle of our 

talk about Soviet native party leaders, almost all of whom had Russian spouses, Artyom 

inserted:  

“Are their children and grandchildren Sakha now? No – they all have become Russian 

(bary nuuccha bolan buppyuttere). And it is the same now: a foreigner’s child will 

never be Sakha. Those girls [who reproduce with foreigners], therefore, only reduce 

the number of Sakha”.  

 

According to Mongolists, Mongols' anxiety over women liaising with Chinese men partly 

stems from their conceptualisation of ethnicity as being transmitted from father to children 

through the so-called 'bone' connection (Bulag 1998: 159; Park 2003: 158). This is part of the 

traditional distinction that Mongols make between paternal links metaphorically contained in 

the child's 'bone', and maternal ones passed down in the 'flesh', wherein 'bone' symbolises a 

more enduring connection than 'flesh' (Park 2003: 146-147). Stépanoff shows that the same is 

true for Tuvans in Southern Siberia (2004: 15). Unlike these peoples, Sakha ‘traditionally’ 
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never conceived of 'Sakhaness' to be an exclusive prerogative of patriliny, even though they 

also reckon their descent system patrilineally. They did not associate ethnicity with either a 

maternal or a paternal line. However, the upsurge of current anti-immigrant, male-centred 

ethnonationalism has given rise to a comparable narrative among them, too. For instance, the 

Director of the Institute of Genealogical Heritage, himself a Sakha male in his 60s, told me: 

“The child inherits its gene of ethnicity (etnicheskai gene) from the father (oghogho 

aghatyttan beriller). The child gets the ethnicity of its father (omugun aghatyn 

ettyunen ylar ogho). A woman is just a transmitter (peredatchik ere) while a man is a 

source (istochnik) of inherited genes. For example, if a Sakha girl marries a Kyrgyz 

man, her child will not be Sakha but Kyrghyz.” 

These talks seem to feed, in a rather distorted way, on the findings of local geneticists who 

have claimed that as many as seventy to ninety per cent of Sakha men share a common 

ancestor, and that, as opposed to them, Sakha female lines are more heterogenous (Fyodorova 

2009: 10; Ivanova 2013). As Bob Simpson has argued, genetic conceptions and terms that are 

routinely thrown into the wider society do not simply ‘bounce off a thick skin of ignorance 

and indifference’ but become woven into popular discourses about culture and ethnicity 

(2000: 3). The above-mentioned genetic ‘discovery’ has led many lay Sakha to assume that 

the ancestors of Sakha initially arrived to where they now live without women and only 

subsequently married local Eveny, Evenki and Yukaghir females. It is therefore men who 

carry the bulk of Sakhaness and in order to produce Sakha children women should 

necessarily mate with Sakha men.  

 

In recent years, the nationalists’ desire to bolster the population of ethnically ‘pure’ Sakha 

has been propped up by the availability of new reproductive technologies (NRTs) (cf. 

Tarasova & Khlinovskaya Rockhill 2018). I noted earlier that in the past Sakha were afraid of 

unknown genes which, in their minds, could potentially carry diseases and thus spoil their 

blood with its heredity. It was the reason why childless couples in those days preferred to 

adopt children from their kin, rather than from strangers. However, at the turn of this century 

the Sakha have experienced a rapid development of NRTs. Thus, apart from the study of the 

origin of Sakha, the multi-million project on genofond, launched by Sakha politicians and 

intellectuals in the 1990s, also included a significant cluster of research on Sakha 

reproduction. As part of this project, a Centre for Assistive Reproductive Technologies 

(hereafter: the Centre) was established in Yakutsk in the early 2000s. I was told that annually 

around five to six hundred couples undergo in-vitro fertilisation (IVF) treatment in this 
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Centre, in addition to a whole IVF ‘pilgrimage’ of Sakha couples to the clinics of St 

Petersburg, Moscow and Seoul37 (Tarasova & Khlinovskaya Rockhill 2018: 186).  

 

The availability of NRTs has taken the Sakha’s desire for intimacy with their children a 

significant step further. It enabled them to have ‘their own’ children who are not just their 

nieces or nephews, as in the older pattern of adoption by extended kin, but are related to them 

in the closest biological sense. For example, several of my interlocutors stressed the greater 

physical similarity with their children that IVF allowed them to have. “It is nice to look at 

him and see that he resembles you. That he has the same manner of walking as you do,” – a 

woman told me about her son whom she and her husband conceived with the help of IVF. 

Some couples even use a special Internet application which, based on the photographs of 

themselves and their child, calculated the degree of the child’s resemblance to either of the 

parents (Tarasova & Khlinovskaya Rockhill 2018: 194). Talking about thoroughbred 

breeders’ desire for yearlings to resemble their sires in Newmarket, Cassidy calls this a 

‘fetish for phenotypic resemblance’ (2002: 151). As she argues, this resemblance is desirable 

because, above all, it is taken as evidence of heredity itself. Sakha parents’ preoccupation 

with their offspring’s outward resemblance to themselves might as well stem from their 

perception of such similarity as a proof of their most intimate connection with their children. 

 

Apart from this important personal advantage of IVF as opposed to adoption, some Sakha 

couples also believe that it has an equally significant benefit for the Sakha as an ethnic 

collectivity. For example, a female interlocutor, who had recently had her first child with the 

help of IVF, said: 

“They always complain that there are very few of us (narodu malo) and that we will 

soon become extinct (skoro poidem na vymiranie), don’t they? In this sense, I think 

 
37 One woman even told me that, when she arrived in St Petersburg for her treatment, the owner of the 

apartment she rented in the neighborhood of the clinic told her: “There are so many of you, the Yakuts, here 

(kak vas mnogo yakutov)!” As for Seoul, a number of interlocutors told me that it was their priority destination 

not only because of its medical and technological advancement compared with Moscow or St Petersburg, but 

also because of the lack of ‘racism’ on the part of the staff of fertility clinics there. It is hard to define the socio-
economic profile of IVF patients. Although it is admittedly an expensive procedure which presumably only 

well-off people can afford, I have heard of many cases where a couple lacked their own financial means and 

took a bank loan or sold a property to be able to afford it. There is also a common trend among young people to 

be assisted by their elderly parents in funding their infertility treatment (Tarasova & Khlinovskaya Rockhill 

2018).  
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that IVF is the best solution. They should talk about it and promote it more on the 

governmental level” (Tarasova & Khlinovskaya-Rockhill 2018: 192).  

Another grateful IVF patient even said that ‘it was due to the availability of IVF that the 

number of the Sakha was increasing’. Writing about the cloning of extinct Sardinian wild 

mouflon, Tracey Heatherington holds that assisted reproduction is now viewed as one of a set 

of tools that can be used to save threatened animal populations (2008: 10). The Sakha case 

proves that it is equally valued as a tool to maintain adequate population of ‘endangered’ 

groups of humans.  

 

The importance that Sakha attach to racial and ethnic proximity with their offspring has also 

brought about the opening of the Bank of human sperm and oocytes (hereafter: Bank) in 

Yakutsk right at the time of my fieldwork in the summer of 2017 (cf. Tarasova & 

Khlinovskaya-Rockhill 2018). At the Bank, I was told that it was created specifically to meet 

the demands of those couples who require third-person genetic material to conceive a child 

but who want it specifically from a Sakha person. Knowing that there is an abundance of 

such banks in Moscow and St Petersburg, I once enquired an IVF mother why these couples 

would not use those banks instead. “But there the sperm isn’t Sakha. There they will most 

likely offer you Russian [sperm] (skoree vsego predlozhat russkogo),” – she told me. The 

Director of the Bank said the other category of their clients were single women ‘who, too, 

want to have [Sakha] children’. In other words, the bank is bringing to life what the head of 

Livestock Insemination Department quoted earlier dreams of: artificial insemination in Sakha 

humans which can potentially increase their ‘pure-bred’ stock.  

Although anthropologists have studied NRTs largely from the point of view of their 

implications for kinship, there have been some illuminating accounts on the exploitation of 

assisted reproduction in nationalist ideologies and policies (Carsten 2004; Kahn 2000; Inhorn 

1994). Thus, examining ovum donations in Tel Aviv (2000), Susan Kahn has shown how the 

Israeli state’s encouragement of the reproduction of Jews created a critical shortage of Jewish 

ova in the country. The demand for the Jewish eggs was so high relative to their supply that it 

eventually became the reason for the ministry of health to allow unmarried women access to 

fertility treatment which by law had been restricted to married couples. To enlarge the pool of 

available Jewish ova, unmarried women were allowed access to fertility treatment so that 

their unused eggs, harvested to solve their own infertility, could enter the ova marketplace. 

The Israeli government thus made ova donation available to more Jewish women in order to 
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extend its pro-Jewish natal policy. A comparable situation seems to be unfolding among the 

Sakha, even if it is not yet a government policy. The NRTs are enabling them to conceive not 

only their ‘own’ children in the narrowest biological sense, but also children of their own 

Sakha ethnicity – a category which seems to be no less important to them under the weight of 

the current heavily nationalistic ideology. 
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CHAPTER 7. The project of native cattle as an ideology and cooperation   

The endangerment of native cattle: crafting a new ethnonational symbol out of a 

formerly demonic animal 

Thus far the major themes I have explored in this thesis have been rather fragmented. 

Chapters 2 and 3 have told us about the urban intellectuals and how they launched and lead 

the discourse and the project on native cattle. Chapters 4 and 5 introduced us to the life of 

rural herders and their involvement in this project. And lastly, Chapter 6 gave us an idea of 

the nature of the societal anxieties in the context of which this project on native cattle is 

unfolding. This chapter brings together the threads which run through these themes. In 

Chapter 1, I wrote that until very recently Sakha attached much more cultural and symbolic 

significance to horses than to cattle. While the horse and its symbols were ubiquitous in 

Sakha public culture and ritual, cattle were either totally excluded from these spheres of life 

(cf. Maj 2009; Takakura 2015), or featured in mythology as the animals of demonic, anti-

human forces. However, this thesis shows how today’s Sakha ethnic activists are 

reconsidering the cultural value of their bovines. It is now time to provide a suggestion to 

why this might be happening.  

 

Social scientists have long argued that new cultural forms come into existence to reflect 

societal changes (Wagner 1972; Cohen 1979; Hobsbawm 1983). In his seminal volume, Eric 

Hobsbawm defines the invention of tradition as ‘a response to a novel situation’. According 

to him, this occurs more frequently ‘when a rapid transformation of a society weakens or 

destroys the social pattern for which 'old' traditions were designed’. When these old traditions 

prove unadaptable to the new pattern, new cultural forms are produced to match this pattern 

(1983: 1-4). What these scholars have thus emphasised as central to the study of cultural 

innovations is the social context in which they occur.  

 

I have shown that Sakha life has undergone significant transformations over the past two 

decades. In Chapter 1, I argued that the advent of Putin’s government at the beginning of the 

2000s rescinded much of the political and economic liberties granted to Sakha in the Yeltsin 

era. These negative shifts in the republic’s relationship with the federal government coincided 

with the masculinity crisis among ordinary Sakha masses which has persisted since the 

liquidation of the Soviet collectives. Finally, this chain of adversities was topped by the 

immigration to Yakutia of a large number of Muslim male workers from Central Asia and the 

Northern Caucasus. These new migrants occupied much of the space left by ‘old’ migrants, 
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i.e. Slavic peoples who came here from the European parts of Russia in Soviet years and 

most of whom moved back after the fall of the Soviet Union. For Sakha ethnonationalists, 

this was akin to the replacement of one evil by an even greater one, for while Russians had 

grown familiar to Sakha over the seventy years of the Soviet period of intense mingling and 

intermarriage, these newcomers were largely unknown to them. But what was even more 

unfortunate was that the arrival of these men coincided with the decline of Sakha’s own men, 

as I have elaborated in Chapter 6.  

 

I have also illustrated how these negative events in the life of the Sakha transformed their 

nationalist sentiment and rhetoric. Thus, at the beginning of the thesis, I traced how the 

triumph of Sakha ethnonationalism of the early post-Soviet period that celebrated the 

autonomies of the time was replaced by the first decade of the new millenium by an acute 

sense of an alarm. I developed this observation further in Chapter 6 where I argued that 

today’s Sakha ethnonationalists believe Sakha people to be profoundly weak and in danger of 

assimilation by ethnic Others. Although these Others are multiple, it is the new Muslim 

migrants whom they deem to pose the most imminent danger to Sakha. The crux of this 

endangerment consists in the power imbalance that allegedly exists between Sakha and these 

migrants in favour of the latter. While this rhetoric portrays Sakha to be totally powerless, it 

pictures the migrants to be totally powerful in their possession of everything that Sakha 

supposedly lack, including a vast population and robust masculinity.  

 

I suggest that the image of cattle in Sakha culture has been rehabilitated in the context of 

these transformations in Sakha life and the imprint they have had on how Sakha perceive 

themselves in relation to their Others. It is in response to this ‘novel situation’ that Sakha 

activists are reconsidering the cultural value of these animals. But this draws only the 

contextual background for my answer. It is still not clear why would Sakha intellectuals 

choose native cattle out of numerous other animals and objects as their new symbol of 

Sakhaness. Why would they not carry on with horses? What is it about these cattle that makes 

them an apter ethnonational symbol today than horses? 

 

To answer this question, I draw on the classic debate on the economic and structuralist 

approaches to animal symbolism. Although this debate has now significantly expanded, it 

gained much of its ground in the analyses of totemism that were prominent among the 

founders of contemporary socio-cultural anthropology, such as Tylor, Boas, Radcliffe-Brown 
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and Lévi-Strauss. One of the central questions which concerned these anthropologists was 

why any particular species is considered as symbolically and ritually significant, i.e. is 

selected as a totem, rather than another. Scholars representing different schools offered 

different answers to this question. Thus, British ‘functionalist’ anthropologists, such as 

Radcliffe-Brown (1952) and Malinowski (1948), argued that animals become totemic 

because they perform an important economic function. In his ground-breaking structuralist 

theory of totemism (1964), Lévi-Strauss opposed this materialist approach, arguing that the 

link between the totem animal and the human society was ‘indirect’, existing in the mind 

rather than the actual livelihood of people (ibid: 13). Instead of scrutinising the relationship 

between the totem and the human society, he proposed to look at ‘a homology between 

differential features existing, on the one hand, between animal totems, and on the other, 

between human societies’. In other words, what is important, he argued, is not that people use 

an animal as a metaphor for a social group, but that they use the differences between these 

animals as a metaphor for differentiation between human social units (ibid: 77). Previous 

analysts had focused on properties of animal a, properties of human group x, and possible 

reasons for linking animal a and human group x. Lévi-Strauss accorded primacy instead to 

the ‘...is to ...as ...is to ...’ relations of the elements, rather than the elements themselves 

(Stasch 2018: 65). Animals are chosen because their relations with other animals stand as a 

symbolic analogy to the relations between human groups. It is these relations between 

animals, and not the animals themselves, that provide a good means of thinking about human 

relations.  

 

Although Lévi-Strauss has been much criticised, his semiotic approach to animal symbolism 

and human-animal relationships more generally has been an immense contribution to the 

discipline and continues to run through much of the contemporary research on this topic. I, 

too, found his interpretation of the mechanism of totemism very helpful in coming to grips 

with the Sakha’s shift from horse to cattle. As I have explained, the native breed of cattle 

constitutes a tiny minority in the overall bovine stock of the republic. Because these cattle 

were almost totally assimilated by bigger imported breeds in the course of the Soviet period, 

only a couple of hundred of them were left in a remote northern corner of Yakutia by the 

1990s. Today, they count around 1,700 head and comprise less than one per cent of all bovine 

animals (Appendix 2). Unlike native cattle, Sakha horses were never substituted by foreign 

breeds. In the Soviet period, a large amount of Sakha horses was left intact all across the 

northern districts of the republic. Furthermore, although the agricultural reformists did 
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crossbreed native horses with foreign breeds in more central areas, they did so only to a 

certain extent and never to the point of dilution of the traits of the Sakha breed. As one of my 

horse-breeding interlocutors said, “the Soviets didn’t torture (sordoobotokhtoro) horses as 

much as they did Sakha cattle”. Due to this, horses of the native breed make up as much as 

63.9 per cent of all horses in Yakutia today and are ‘far from being in danger of extinction’ 

(Stepanov 2018: 16) (Appendix 1). 

 

In keeping with Lévi-Strauss, I believe that Sakha ethnonationalists have revised their 

cultural value because the endangerment of native cattle by other breeds offers them a 

particularly apt metaphor for the endangerment of Sakha humans by other humans. A horse 

was good to think about Sakha people during the triumphant period of their relations with 

Others, not least in the early 1990s. A species widely recognised as a symbol of conquest and 

locally praised for its independence from human care, it perfectly conveyed the nascent sense 

of the Sakha sovereignty. Its symbolic value was enhanced by the fact that its native breed 

not only survived but came out of the trying Soviet years as the most numerous, forming a 

good analogy for a people who, after the decades of an ideology and policies disturbingly 

similar to the ‘livestock improvement reform’, felt suddenly empowered in the context of the 

retreating Others, i.e. the Kremlin’s slackened control over the region and the mass exodus of 

ethnic Russians.  

 

However, as things began to worsen, horses were no longer suitable for thinking about the 

Sakha, thriving too well to symbolise the Sakha’s grimmer picture of themselves in relation 

to their ethnic Others. A species in a much bleaker situation was needed to match this 

weakened position, or ‘social pattern,’ to use Hobsbawm’s words. The emerging power 

imbalance between Sakha and non-Sakha humans needed an animal that would be in a 

homologous position. Native cattle offered a perfect match. Their past humiliation and on-

going ‘subordination’ to foreign breeds ‘on their very own homeland’ offered an excellent 

arena on which to reflect on Sakha people’s own critical position. I believe that it is to deploy 

this arena that Sakha nationalists are molding an ethnonational symbol out of the species 

which they previously considered to be human-averse (see the next section).  

 

Lévi-Strauss’s model fits the Sakha’s preoccupation with cattle very well in the sense 

described above. However, there are also points which make its applicability to the Sakha 

more difficult. Lévi-Strauss treats animal totems largely as timeless, static entities. His work 
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leaves an impression that, once animals are chosen to be totems in some indefinite period of 

the life of a human society, they remain as such for ever. However, more recent research on 

totemism indicates that totems can also be invented by humans under the pressure of social 

transformations. For example, Gregory Forth has shown how the Tamarind tree has emerged 

as a pan-Nage totem among the Nage of Eastern Indonesia who previously had only clan 

totems (2009). According to Forth, it is promulgated by one clan that was bestowed 

leadership by the Dutch colonial rulers and who use this new ‘super-totem’ to retain their 

position of authority in a post-colonial setting: 

“Contrary to outmoded notions of totemism as a survival of an especially primitive or 

ancient form of social and conceptual order, the example of the Tamarind shows how 

a totem can emerge in a colonial context or in similar conditions of radical social 

change.” (ibid: 276). 

The elevation of cattle as a foundation of Sakhaness is perhaps not a classic case of totemism. 

Nonetheless, their disenchantment with horses and enchantment with cattle shows that animal 

symbolism is, too, a dynamic process which changes under the impact of social events on 

collective identity. When external circumstances alter the way groups portray themselves and 

their Others, they also adjust the animals which serve as their mirror-images. In response to 

their new image of themselves, the groups pick up those animal species from their repository 

which matches this image better than other species. In this sense, human-animal associations, 

like other cultural forms, are subject to ‘continual metamorphosis’ (Wagner 1972: 6). 

 

This leads me to another wrinkle in the application of Lévi-Straus’s hypothesis to my 

ethnography. Anthropologists criticised Lévi-Strauss for reducing the meaning of animals to 

mere conceptual tools for social classification (Fox 1967; Tambiah 1969; Shanklin 1985). 

They argued that animals also occupy a prominent place in the actual lives of humans as a 

source of livelihood and contended that the economic and the conceptual value of the animals 

held as symbolically significant need not be mutually exclusive. The call for bridging the gap 

has been especially profound among anthropologists working on pastoral communities, 

where economic values of animals are inseparable from their metaphoric values (Galaty 

1989; Ferguson 1990; Archetti 1997). Thus, even Philippe Descola, who initially 

dichotomised the two perspectives, made a reservation that this dichotomy is less marked 

where animals, ‘without necessarily forming part of the set of totemic species,’ are used ‘as 

markers of social status and relations’ and brought the Nuer as an example: 
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“The Nuer […] besides having an entirely orthodox totemic system […] ‘tend to 

define all social processes and relationships in terms of cattle’ (Evans-Pritchard 

1940:19). This aspect is particularly emphasised in ritual life, for instance in male 

initiation ceremonies during which each young man takes his ‘ox-name’ which he 

will retain long after the particular ox from which the name is derived ceases to be in 

his possession (Evans-Pritchard 1956: 250–57). In the Nuer case, cattle is good to 

protect, it is good to think of as a marker of individual and collective identities, and it 

is good to socialise as a direct substitute for humans in the various spheres of 

exchange” (1996: 96). 

 

My Sakha ethnography complicates these arguments somewhat. It does so on two fronts: on 

the kinds of symbolic engagement with cattle, and on who does those particular kinds of 

engagement. As I noted in Chapter 1, Sakha, like Nuer, have a pastoral mentality: they 

describe their relationships with each other in terms of cattle (and horses). This is 

characteristic of all Sakha, albeit to a varying degree. In the chapter on Tastakh, for example, 

we saw how Sargylana Petrovna and Venera projected part of their own individual identities 

on to cattle in their conflict with other humans. Urban Sakha who do not keep cattle 

obviously would not have such an opportunity, but they do still tend to have a palpably 

eugenicist approach to matters of marriage and reproduction. In this sense, cattle are good to 

think with for all Sakha, both for those who do and do not live with cattle.  

 

But the focus of this thesis has been on something very different. Here, I have concerned 

myself primarily with the Sakha’s engagement with cattle as markers of collective identity. In 

this kind of highly political symbolic engagement with cattle, cattle are used to think not of 

one’s individual self and its relationship with another human(s), but, as I have argued above, 

of an imagined collective of Sakha people and their positioning towards their collective 

Others. And this use of cattle as bearers of the collective identity of Sakha people is engaged 

predominantly by those who hardly interact with living cattle, people who have long been 

detached from rural life and the day-to-day reality of cattle breeding. Yet it is for them that 

cattle are especially important as embodiments of collective identity and difference. 

 

In their ethnography of the Tshidi of South Africa, Comaroff and Comaroff show how the 

encounter with the colonial state and wage labour ‘ate way’ their cattle herds and with it also 

the Tshidi social fabric premised on them (1991: 58). Thus, by the time of their fieldwork in 
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1969, only twenty per cent of natives kept any cattle. However, the authors argue that, despite 

the actual detachment from cattle, many Tshidi continued to make a great deal of 

‘imaginative investment in livestock’ in their struggle against the colonial power and ‘the 

tyranny of money’ that it introduced (ibid). Although it is not entirely clear whether the 

Tshidi evoked cattle in the representations of their collective Tshidi selves, it appears to be 

the case, as the authors claim that cattle ‘have become the stuff of an idealized, bygone age’: 

“…for most Tshidi, cattle are, today, the tragic icon of a vanished world of self-

determination; a mythic society in which men were men, in which women did not 

struggle alone in the rural wastelands, in which the control of social vitality was 

ultimately ensured by the goodly beast” (ibid: 55). 

 

The Comaroffs’ analysis of Tshidi and my own ethnography of Sakha offer a parallel insight 

on ‘the conceptual versus the material debate’ in animal symbolism. They show how the 

capacity of animals to embody collective identities can grow inversely to their economic 

significance. As the material utility of animals diminishes, so grows their power to evoke 

collective sentiments. With some more ethnographic evidence from elsewhere, we may even 

be able to suppose that their ability to signify human groups stems from their actual absence 

in the lives of those who utilise them as such signifiers. This should not be understood in 

absolute terms: after all, there are a couple activists within Teryut Baai who do raise native 

cattle. Rather, what I mean is that animals as (ethno)nationalist symbols appear to be more 

typically deployed by those who do not breed them. Neither does this mean that those people 

whose lives abound in cattle do not use their animals as conceptual tools with which to make 

sense of their social world. As I stressed, however, their engagement with animal symbols 

may be of a different kind: rather than using cattle to think of larger and more politicised 

categories or agendas, they may use cattle to think of their own individual selves. Without 

drawing a contrast between these different kinds of engagements with animal symbols, I 

think their differentiation is important since it may have the potential to unveil the linkage 

between semiotic and the economic perspectives in the study of animals as symbols. Instead 

of lumping all conceptual engagement with animals in one broad category of ‘the symbolic’ 

or ‘the semiotic,’ it may prove more productive to disaggregate several different kinds of 

perceiving world in the idiom of animals.  
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Conservation of native cattle as a compensatory project  

Coming to grips with ‘symbolic compensation’: rituals of reversal, hidden transcripts and 

humans disguised as animals 

Lévi-Strauss’s model suggests that animals as symbols provide humans only with food for 

thought, limiting their function to offering conceptual support for social differentiation 

whereby humans represent animal life in terms of their own social relations (1964: 87, my 

emphasis). However, more recent literature on human-animal relationships (Bloch 1998; de 

Vidas 2002; Chao 2018) and my own ethnographic material show how animals as symbols 

enable humans to do much more than just think. They equip humans with a framework within 

which they can not only represent but also symbolically amend their relations with others. 

Indeed, much of this thesis has been not just about how Sakha ethnonationalists 

metaphorically express their endangerment using native cattle but also how they actively 

compensate for that endangerment, even if only symbolically.  

 

Compensation is most narrowly understood as money or another material award given to 

someone in return for their loss of something. Here, I shall use it in a broader sense, as 

discourses and practices that make up for the things that people highly desire but which they 

lack. Moreover, my interest here lies not with actual acts of compensation but with symbolic 

compensation, i.e. with how it operates in the imaginative rather than actual realm, even 

though it is sometimes difficult to locate the distinction between these two planes (Turner 

1969; Fernandez 1974).  

 

Symbolic compensation has long been taken as one of the functions of ritual, albeit rarely 

overtly. Put simply, anthropologists have argued that, by enacting societal values, rituals 

compensate for people’s lack of attention to and enactment of these values in their everyday 

life (Smith 1982; Kapferer 2006; Robbins 2015). There is, however, one class of rituals in the 

study of which compensation has a more prominent place. These are the so-called ‘rituals of 

reversal’ (Turner 1969; Richards 1982) or ‘rites of rebellion’ (Gluckman 1954) documented 

especially abundantly by Africanists, such as Max Gluckman, Audrey Richards and Victor 

Turner. These are highly elaborate calendrical rituals which often span several days and even 

weeks. But scholars found as most outstanding and invariable about them is that they invert 

the existing social hierarchy by giving ‘categories or groups of people who habitually occupy 

a low status position in the social structure’ an opportunity to ‘exercise ritual authority over 

their superiors’ (Turner 1969: 167). Richards’s analysis of chisungu, a female initiation 
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ceremony among the Bemba of Zambia (1982), offers a cogent example of such a ritual. 

Bemba are a matrilineal matrilocal society in which women enjoy much freedom and 

authority both within their homes and in public. This comes at a great disadvantage to men 

who are outsiders in their marital homes and ought to be ‘submissive and quiet, as befits a 

stranger’, especially in the first years of marriage (ibid: 158). Yet such a position of the 

bridegroom in daily life stands in a stark contrast to the role which he assumes in chisungu. 

In these rituals, he appears as a roaring lion, a lion-killer, a crocodile, a hunter, a warrior and 

a chief. Conversely, women in chisungu are ritually taught to be submissive to their husbands 

by doing their best to give them pleasure in sex and even not responding to their verbal and 

physical abuse. 

 

Anthropologists who studied these rituals argued that, by turning the hierarchy upside down, 

they compensate those who are at its lower ranks for their disadvantaged position. However, 

this compensation is of a more emotional and psychological quality and does not lead to the 

actual improvement of the status of subordinated groups (Gluckman 1954; Turner 1969). 

Their function is limited to giving to the subordinate a legitimate opportunity to air their 

resentment against powerholders. What is more, far from effectuating any perceptible change 

in the existing social hierarchy, the rituals of reversal serve to reinforce it. By letting them 

speak out, enact and eventually purge all the resentment they may have accumulated against 

their superiors, they help the subordinate carry on with their disadvantaged position. Thus, 

Richards suggests that chisungu resolves the tensions between men and their in-laws by 

giving great honour to bridegrooms and thereby allowing them to clear away the grudges 

they might have accrued against their in-laws. Having let their steam off, men were 

revitalised enough to continue performing their subordinated role in the profane world (1982: 

154-158). This may prompt the reader to draw a functional parallel between chisungu and the 

male ohuokay discussed in the previous chapter, which I would not deny. In all of its militant 

ambience and crowd power ohuokay may certainly give Sakha men a comparably fleeting yet 

emotionally significant sense of their importance.  

 

Such a take on the rituals of reversal was later criticised by James Scott in his theory of 

resistance (1985, 1990), in which resistance is not confined to mass political action or violent 

uprising but is found aplenty in everyday life in what he, in the book ‘Domination and the 

arts of resistance’ (1990), termed as ‘hidden transcripts’, i.e. various forms of dissent that 

subordinate groups enact outside the direct observation of their powerholders. Among these 
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hidden transcripts, he teases out a specific class that are expressed in the teeth of the 

oppressors, albeit in a disguised form. In this class of the ‘disguised’ or ‘veiled’ resistance he 

includes a vast cluster of the cultural repertoire of the subordinate, such as folktales, songs, 

symbolic inversions and rituals of reversal such as carnival (ibid: 138). Central to these veiled 

forms of resistance, he argues, is their ambiguity, i.e. their possession of two meanings, one 

of them innocuous and safe to articulate in public, like the stories of slaves in which Brer 

Rabbit defeats Brer Wolf and Brer Fox: 

“At one level these are nothing but innocent stories about animals; at another level 

they appear to celebrate the cunning wiles and vengeful spirit of the weak as they 

triumph over the strong.” (ibid: 19). 

In their form, Scott’s ‘hidden transcripts’ may not quite be the same as the seasonal rites of 

reversal alluded above, yet this specific genre of them thus comes very close to these rituals 

in that these stories, songs and carnivals, too, compensate the weak for their lack of power 

through symbolic inversion of their reality. However, Scott’s view of their potency is 

profoundly different from that of Gluckman and his colleagues. In particular, he denies the 

inability of these performances to bring about actual change in the social hierarchy and with 

it also these scholars’ reluctance to view them as resistance. He argues that, instead of seeing 

them as a substitute for real rebellion, providing emotional release, we should consider them 

as a condition for such a rebellion (ibid: 191). Bringing ample examples from history, he 

shows that the ambiguous settings of role reversal served subordinate groups as perfect 

venues for unfolding violent conflicts, and that aggressive play and fantasy can increase 

rather than decrease the likelihood of actual aggression (ibid: 186-187). He therefore suggests 

that these acts of symbolic resistance should not be separated from resistance proper but 

treated as another kind of it – a kind that is waged quietly and legitimately on a daily or 

regular basis and that is capable of facilitating the outbreak of what it disguises. ‘Resistance, 

like domination, fights a war on two fronts,’ - Scott infers (ibid: 188). 

 

More recently, symbolic compensation has also gained traction in ethnographic literature that 

explores ethnic and national politics as an interspecies project carried out by both humans 

and non-human animals (Bloch 1998; Smith 1999; de Vidas 2002; Franklin 2014). In this 

literature, communities marginalised by others (not necessarily ethnic), or those communities 

who perceive themselves to be at risk of such marginalisation, project part of their own selves 

and/or that of their others on to animals in order to compensate for their marginalisation or 

avert its danger. Take the wide-spread vilification of cats in Australia. These anti-cat 
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sentiments rest on the belief that these animals, originally introduced to Australia from 

elsewhere (ironically, by white settlers themselves), pose a danger to the livelihood of 

indigenous animals such as the dingo (Franklin 2014: 145). Thus, in the late 1990s, a 

Member of Parliament called for the eradication of all feral, stray and domestic cats in 

Australia by 2020 through biological control agents and the selective breeding of certain 

indigenous species as substitute pets (Smith 1999: 288). Anthropologists argue that, since 

there is no scientific evidence of cats having negative impact on native animals, this anti-

feline discourse is closely tied to the political work it performs. Like many other nation-

states, Australia has seen a rise in populism since the beginning of the millennium. This 

populism constructs its ideology on the image of Australia as a small nation that occupies a 

vast land – a circumstance which makes the ‘barely formed and still fragile’ Australian nation 

vulnerable to outsiders, such as Asian immigrants and asylum seekers (Franklin 2014: 142). 

In vilifying cats and protecting native species, Australian nationalists further their anti-

immigrant aspirations by projecting the immigrants on to the cat and themselves on to the 

dingo and other native species endangered by the cat (Smith 1999; Franklin 2014), claiming 

that ‘dingoes belong, feral cats do not’ (Smith 1999: 301). 

 

Such accounts have proliferated in the field of human-animal studies. In some respects, they 

are quite similar to both Scott’s veiled resistance and rituals of reversal more specifically. 

Like veiled forms of resistance, they, too, appear to be the disguised shadow of what is 

carried out openly. Thus, according to Smith, the Australian MP’s call for the extermination 

of cats came as a ‘metaphorical parallel to the anti-immigration nationalist diatribe of 

Pauline Hanson, an infamous founder and leader of the Australian right-wing populist party 

‘One Nation’’ (1999: 289, my emphasis). However, the animal-related discourses and 

practices and their undisguised versions of critique and empowerment are not similar, as 

seems to be the case with hidden transcripts and more open forms of resistance implied by 

Scott. They differ markedly in their audacity, i.e. their sense of limit of what can be said and 

done. The discourses and practices based on projective identification with animals make 

possible what cannot be possibly spoken out and enacted in an open, undisguised way. As 

such, we can think of them as uninhibited renditions of what can not be expressed and 

enacted openly. I suspect that the Australian MP’s call for the extermination of cats was his 

and other nationalists’ more veiled alternative of articulating their anti-immigrant sentiments. 

The most radical among them would perhaps not mind exterminating all immigrants, but are 

legally and ethically constrained to express and fulfill these fantasies in animal-related 
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discourses and policies, the ‘innocuous meaning’ of which, to use Scott’s phrase, makes them 

feel safe enough to be able to do so (1990: 157). The possibility of masking human identities 

in animals is, indeed, the condition that makes these discourses so enabling compared to 

more open forms of critique and resistance. These masks allow those who engage in them to 

break free from the constraints of their rule-governed lived worlds and create a whole new 

fantasised alternative, in which they are able to tackle their perceived weakness against their 

adversaries in such ways in which they can hardly do in their actual everyday lives. And it is 

primarily for this reason that call these discourses and practices ‘compensatory’. 

 

The Sakha discourse and project on conservation of native cattle is one example of such 

compensatory projects. In Chapter 4, we saw how Sargylana Petrovna and Venera projected 

their own anger on to cattle to compensate themselves for the damage that other humans had 

inflicted on them. The ideology behind the project on native cattle rests on the same 

mechanism of compensation through projective identification. However, there are three 

major differences between these case studies and the cattle conservation project. Firstly, both 

Sargylana Petrovna and Venera could not retaliate against their offenders by any other means 

except by extending parts of their own selves on to cattle. The project on native cattle, as I 

have shown, is one of the multiple other means with which Sakha ethnonationalists seek to 

empower themselves, albeit a disguised and hence also a more audacious one. Secondly, the 

human-animal identification in the project on native cattle is of a collective and a more 

symbolic character: what the activists and their adherents associate with their ideas about 

native cattle are their ideas about the entire Sakha people. Furthermore, the projection here 

occurs between two sets of interspecies relationships, and not between one group of humans 

and one breed of cattle. In Chapter 1, I have argued that, by exposing Sakha people to 

humiliation similar to that which they exercised in relation to native cattle, the Soviets made 

the asymmetric relationship between Sakha and Russian humans homologous to the 

superiority of Russian cattle over native cattle. The Sakha ethnonationalists are now recycling 

this homology by placing their understanding of the relationship between native and foreign 

cattle in an analogy to their imaginations of Sakha people in relation to their non-Sakha 

adversaries. I should note that ‘foreign’ or ‘Russian’ cattle here appear to be the collective 

embodiments of all those non-Sakha peoples whom the nationalists believe to pose the 

danger of assimilation to Sakha or to have posed such a danger in the past. These seem to be 

predominantly the new Muslim migrants, but also the federal Russian state and the Soviet 

regime, against which many of them hold a grudge. This supports Lévi-Strauss’s argument 
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that it is the relations between human groups that are metaphorically displaced on to the 

animals, and not the clans X, Y, or Z as such (1991; Stasch 2018). Likewise, what is 

important in the intellectuals’ discourse is not the precise identity of non-Sakha Others 

disguised in the image of foreign cattle, but their relation to the Sakha people which is 

perceived to be analogous to the relation of foreign cattle to native. Therefore, in the project 

on native cattle, the compensation takes place between two pairs of relationships: the 

imagined community of Sakha humans threatened by their ethnic Others, on the one hand, 

and the equally fantasised breed of native cattle endangered by foreign breeds. The latter pair 

compensates for the former.  

 

 

Native cattle as a safe idiom for expressing human anxieties 

This compensation functions in several ways. Firstly, the project on native cattle serves the 

intellectuals as a safe arena on which they can lament their own ethnic endangerment and on 

which they can articulate their most daring criticisms of those whom they deem responsible 

for it. As I pointed out in Chapter 2, although the Soviet regime is long gone, Sakha still do 

not dare to voice harsh criticisms of it. It feels as if everyone is bitter about it, but no one 

dares, or indeed, wants to dig up the uncomfortable past. Likewise, the nationalists are too 

cautious to openly demand a ban on the immigration of foreign workers into republic, even 

though they talk about it incessantly amongst themselves. As the historian of human-animal 

relationships Harriet Ritvo has argued, however, animal-related discourses have often offered 

people ‘a concealed forum for the expression of opinions and worries imported from the 

human cultural arena’ (Ritvo 1991: 70, my emphasis). Her insights have recently been 

demonstrated in multiple ethnographies which focus on such discourses (White 2016; Chao 

2018; Govindrajan 2018). Thus, in the mentioned paper on the Marind people of the West 

Papua, Chao (2018) shows how such transferal of human anxieties onto the animal realm 

occured when the cassowary found refuge in their village and subsequently became 

habituated to being around humans. Chao argues that, although people generally pitied the 

cassowary, they were reluctant to cultivate relations of care with it, lamenting its ‘loss of 

wildness’ and constantly encouraging it to return to its native habitat. They did so because the 

cassowary’s fate reminded the Marind of their own political captivity to the Indonesian state 

and their fraught relationship with ‘modernity’. Thus, while being an attempt to liberate the 

animal from human domination, Chao argues, the Marinds’ efforts to return the cassowary to 

the forest were also the hidden expression of their aspiration to emancipate themselves: 
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“These practices seek to reverse the troubling transformation of animals from 

autonomous agents to captive dependents and concomitantly express in a veiled 

medium Marinds’ own desire for long-denied political and cultural emancipation,” – 

she writes (ibid: 13; my emphasis).  

 

Like the Marind, Sakha nationalists use the discourse on the endangerment of native cattle by 

non-native breeds as a safe medium in which to voice their criticisms of their perceived 

ethnic endangerment without the risk being accused of separatism (still a very dangerous 

accusation, cf. Argounova-Low 2012) or xenophobia. If they find talking in human terms too 

sensitive and capable of entailing serious consequences, they know that cattle can be safe 

substitutes for these terms. Thus, in their denunciations of the Soviets for ‘the purposeful 

destruction of Sakha,’ to which I alluded in Chapter 2 and in which it is not always clear 

whether they refer to the human ethnicity or the animal breed, the intellectuals target not only 

the agricultural reformists who replaced native cattle by the commercial breeds. They also 

condemn the Soviets’ similar treatment of the Sakha people themselves. Disguising Sakha 

humans in native cattle, they criticise the regime’s ideological humiliation of themselves as 

inferior to Russians whom they were expected and taught to ‘draw near’ to, both culturally 

and physically. As I mentioned in Chapter 6, today’s nationalists regard these policies to have 

been a highway to Sakha’s assimilation. They believe that the pro-Russian Soviet regime was 

deliberately trying to wipe out the ‘small and weak’ (kyra-khara) Sakha by promoting their 

marriage and reproduction with ethnic Russians. This is a view which they share widely, but 

which they rarely declare explicitly.  

 

Similarly, in their fervent opposition to the import of foreign cattle, the activists also further 

their criticism of the immigration of foreign workers and their perceived overall prosperity in 

the republic. In blaming the government and the wider cattle herding community in their 

‘chase after more milk and meat yields’ in particular they are also decrying the women’s lure 

to the outward attractiveness of these men. Thus, in an article in ‘Kyym’, a member of Teryut 

Baai rants: “Until when are we going to chase out foreigners, themselves and their cattle 

(suehyulyuun-beieliin)?” (Stepanov 2013: 2). However appealing migrant men may seem to 

women, their appeal is as deceitful as the high productivity of foreign cattle. The milk and 

meat output of foreign cattle plunges as soon as they are imported in the local environment. 

The niceness of foreign men, too, is only temporary: these men are good to Sakha women 

only for the period of their work in Yakutia. As soon as they go back to their homes, where 
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they have ‘real’ wives and families, they forget about their local mistresses.  

 

In my encounters with nationalists, I heard these criticisms and condemnations abundantly. 

However, in the contexts beyond the discourse on native cattle, they were always either 

softened or anonymised. It was in this discourse on endangered native cattle that these 

criticisms emerged in their boldest forms and this was possible only due to the displacement 

of interethnic tensions on to the dynamics between native and foreign breeds of cattle. Like 

the anti-cat rhetoric in Australia, this discourse compensates Sakha activists for the speech 

which they have to suppress when talking about Sakha and their Others in an undisguised 

way.  

 

 

Swapping the roles with powerful Others: native cattle living up human ideals 

The next and the most important service that the discourse on native cattle does to Sakha 

nationalists is that it enables them to re-constitute Sakha as more powerful than their non-

Sakha adversaries through the inversion of the supposed power asymmetry. The key 

mechanism underlying this form of compensation is inversion combined with the same 

projective identification with cattle that I have discussed earlier. The inversion consists in the 

nationalists’ attribution to native cattle of their own social and moral ideals and their 

simultaneous transfer of what they perceive to be Sakha people’s own weaknesses on to 

foreign cattle. 

 

Inversions of reality, similar to those found in rituals of reversal, are frequently deployed in 

animal-related discourses and practices (Bloch 1998; de Vidas 2002). For example, in his 

essay intriguingly titled as “Why do Malagasy cows speak French?” Maurice Bloch (1998) 

shows how Malagasy cattle herders, who normally avoid speaking French for its linkages to 

the colonial past, switch to it whenever they interact with their cattle. In Bloch’s mind, they 

do so because it allows them to reverse the power asymmetry that obtains between them and 

their former colonisers: 

“Just as French is used for communication by totally powerful colonials […] to the 

totally powerless peasants, the totally powerful cattle owner addresses his totally 

powerless cattle in French using the analogous model of colonial relationship…As 

man is to beast, Government bureaucrat is to village cultivator” (ibid: 195).  

By speaking French to their cows, Malagasy peasants transpose their own weak and 
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colonised selves on to their cattle and simultaneously identify themselves with the colonists. 

Like other marginalised communities (de Vidas 2002), they can hardly experience such a 

status reversal in their actual life. However, the alternative worlds which they construct 

together with their animals within such compensatory projects provide them with such an 

opportunity. They put their real circumstances on hold and temporarily switch them to an 

alternative one where the Malagasy assume the colonisers’ envied position of privilege and 

redress the power disparities.  

 

The discourse on native cattle can also be seen as a very vast inversion of reality. In this 

thesis, I have argued that today’s Sakha ethnonationalists perceive Sakha to be profoundly 

weak compared to Muslim migrants to whom, in their eyes, it costs nothing to assimilate 

Sakha. It is to avert this assimilation that they have been driving various ‘self-defense 

movements’, such as the male groups aimed at strengthening Sakha men and the exercise of 

ideological pressure on women to reproduce only with Sakha men. These are the 

empowerment projects which the nationalists wage openly, without bovine disguise. 

Unfortunately for them, in the grand scheme of things, these projects have not had much 

success thus far. Women who have foreign partners usually continue living with them even if 

it costs them cutting off their ties with their parental homes. Neither could these attempts 

redress the growing of number of families and individuals who choose to have no more than 

two or three children at the most – a demographic trend which is observable in all of Russia 

(Bashkatova 2017). Likewise, despite the huge public discourse, not many men actually turn 

up to weekly prayer meetings and even fewer can join the Uraankhay warriors who are 

highly selective in their members. More importantly, although these male groups have a large 

number of supporters among those who do not officially belong to them, the circle of their 

critics is equally broad. Usually those who oppose them are well-educated liberal youth who 

dismiss these male movements as heaps of bumpkins and thugs. The Yus group who are 

inventing a new Sakha religiosity in particular are mocked by them and others as a ‘sect’ 

(sekta) of lunatics whom adequate people should avoid for their own good. In addition, there 

is a small but powerful and outspoken group of women who disapprove of these male groups. 

These are urban women who are widely known in the local milieu for their Instagram blogs 

on such popular social themes as domestic violence, fitness, diet, travel and the like. Every 

now and then, they write critically about these male groups accusing them of nationalism and 

racism, and their multi-thousand followers seem to be in sync with them. With these projects 

not having the effect they long for, how else can Sakha ethnonationalists resolve their 
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anxieties concerning the weakness of the Sakha? Like the Malagasy post-colonial subjects, 

they do so by transposing them on to a more easily manipulated domain of animals.  

 

In Chapter 3, I have shown how the narratives of the intellectuals about native cattle have a 

certain regularity. Thus, their claims pertaining to native bulls are almost exclusively about 

their aggressive masculinity epitomised in their will to fight and courage, as well as their 

sexual prowess exhibited in their ability to cover as many as a hundred cows per mating 

season. Very tellingly, they also admire native bulls for being very protective of their herds 

and especially their cows by not letting bulls of other breeds approach them. By contrast to 

bulls, native cows are praised for their sexual contentment, high fertility and the preference of 

bulls of their own breed. And finally, a herd of native cattle is applauded for its cohesion in 

the sense that the members of the herd always ‘keep together’. As I pointed, too, these 

commendations of native cattle never come alone but always in comparison to foreign cattle. 

Native cattle are never just good – they are better than foreign cattle. Thus, native bulls are 

not just virile – they are more virile than foreign bulls. Likewise, native cows are not just 

demure and prolific - they are so by contrast to foreign cows who somehow manage to be 

both ‘promiscuous’ and unfruitful. And a herd of native cattle is solidary unlike foreign cattle 

who ‘abandon their herd at the slightest threat’.  

 

It is more than a coincidence that all of these supposed virtues of native cattle are precisely 

those which Sakha nationalists believe Sakha humans to lack and their hostile Others to 

possess, as I detailed in Chapter 6. To the nationalists, these are the social and moral ideals 

which together make up a strong community. In their eyes, Sakha are weak because they fall 

short of these ideals. Conversely, Muslim migrants are strong because they embody them, 

making Sakha vulnerable to assimilation. In the alternative lifeworld which the intellectuals 

and their followers construe within the project on native cattle, they invert this power 

imbalance between Sakha and migrants. In praising the solidarity of Sakha herds, the sexual 

modesty of Sakha cows and the virility of Sakha bulls and negating these properties among 

foreign cattle, they strip migrants of their envied qualities and instead ascribe them to Sakha 

people. By attributing the advantages of migrants to Sakha and imposing Sakha’s own 

vulnerabilities to them, they make the power asymmetry between them tilt in the opposite 

direction. In the following subsection I show how this power inversion plays out in re-

constituting Sakha men as more powerful than their foreign rivals.  
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Of bulls and men 

Compensation through inversion of reality within the cattle project is especially vivid and 

interesting in the ‘men and bulls’ set of pairs, wherein the imbalance in manliness of Sakha 

men and Muslim migrants is reversed by the hypermasculinity of native bulls and the 

perceived lack of it in foreign bulls. In Chapter 6, I have argued that current Sakha 

ethnonationalism has a very perceptible masculinist twist which stems from the anxiety that 

Sakha men fall short of the migrants’ assertive masculinity and sexual prowess. To the 

nationalists, this is a problem that goes right to the heart of their impending assimilation, as 

more and more Sakha women allegedly prefer to marry and reproduce with Muslim migrants.  

 

In tackling this major problem, the nationalists are greatly assisted by native bulls.  

In her ethnography of thoroughbred breeding in Newmarket, Cassidy points out that the 

relationship between the thoroughbred and his human attendants takes the form of what she 

calls ‘status-sharing’ in the sense that the ‘gains and losses in status of the racehorse accrue to 

those with whom it is associated’ (2002: 124). She argues that this status-sharing is especially 

evident when it comes to talks about virility. Thus, the stallion men are particularly sensitive 

to criticisms concerning their studs’ fertility and sometimes a carelessly worded remark may 

even lead to the exchange of blows, because ‘implicit in the criticism of the horse is the 

criticism of ‘his’ man and thus casting aspersions on the horse’s sexual prowess also brands 

his man impotent’ (ibid: 134). As Cassidy shows, however, this status-sharing works just as 

well when the stallion’s virility is undoubted, in which case it may ‘provide a substitute for 

the man’s potency, where this is lacking’ (ibid), as in the case of a stallion man who is 

particularly emotional when attending his charge’s coverings, supporting it with cries of ‘Do 

it for Daddy!’ When Cassidy asked around what might stand behind the man’s particular 

emotionality, she was told: “Well, of course, Bob has no kids of his own.” She argues that, 

‘basking in the glory of the stallion, these men become ‘studs’ by association (ibid, my 

emphasis). The status-sharing between the men and their stallions can thus be both depriving 

and compensating to men. If the stallion lacks virility, his man appears to be short of it, too. 

However, if the virility of the stallion is obvious and that of his man is not, the man partakes 

in the animal’s virility.  

 

I believe that the same kind of status-sharing occurs between native bulls and Sakha men, on 

the one hand, and foreign bulls and migrant men, on the other. In Chapter 3, I pointed out that 

native Sakha bulls have a very pronounced outward masculinity epitomised in their unusually 
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large testicles and horns (Fig. 28). I also said that this is the reason why they excite much 

more fascination than native cows or calves, and I have noticed that this fascination is more 

characteristic of men than women. It is men whose eyes light up with awe at the sight of a 

native bull and who cry out cheerful remarks when the animal utters a bellow, starts to charge 

or demonstrates another trait typical of bulls. Every now and then, the men from the Yus male 

group post photographs and videos of native studs on their Instagram account. Their 

followers then respond to these posts with such comments of admiration as: ‘[this is] The 

stud of studs’ (dje atyyrdar atyyrdara). During the 2018 Yhyakh in Yakutsk, the leader of the 

group also took a selfie with a native bull and sent it to me via WhatsApp. None of these men 

is directly linked with the project on native cattle. However, they are all enthralled by the 

spectacular bodies of native bulls – a reminder of how the influence of the nexus of cattle and 

masculinity extends far beyond the smaller numbers who are activists of these causes. To 

them, the extraordinary size of the horns and testicles of these animals exemplify the 

masculinity which they regard as their own most desirable but lacking merit. Watching these 

bulls, taking photographs of and with them and then publicly displaying these photographs on 

social media and sharing them with women enables these men to partake of their 

extraordinary virility. In Cassidy’s words, they ‘bask in the glory’ of native bulls. Sakha men 

may be short of manliness, but native bulls, whom they regard as their bovine alters, have it 

in excess and make up for their insufficiency.  

 

 

Figure 28. A native bull from the conservation farm charging on a Tastakh meadow. Courtesy of Vasily 
Gerasimov.  
 

While the identification of Sakha men with native bulls thus compensates for their lack of 
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masculinity, the analogous relationship in which the nationalists put migrant men and foreign 

bulls deprives these men of their robust manhood. This is so because, just like the claims 

about the behavior of native bulls that are always made in opposition to the ethology of 

foreign bulls, the morphological attributes of native bulls are always measured against those 

of foreign. Their horns and testes are not just large but are unusually large. i.e. larger than 

those of foreign bulls which are more ubiquitous in Yakutia and whom Sakha are more 

habituated to see. Therefore, the depriving and compensating status-sharing between 

Newmarket stallions and their men described by Cassidy falls along interethnic and 

interbreed lines in the Sakha case. Here, the greater virility of native bulls as opposed to the 

weaker masculinity of foreign bulls translates into the greater virility of Sakha males as 

opposed to the weaker masculinity of foreign men.  

 

Figure 29. The mob of Hereford oxen and bulls that defeated Odunu bull from Chapter 6. Courtesy of Denis 

Ivanovich. 

 

Furthermore, Cassidy generally tends to downplay the role of the stallion in the status-sharing 

that occurs between him and his man. I would stress that, in Sakha case, Sakha men are 

compensated for their masculinity and foreign men are deprived of it largely due to the bodily 

configurations of the bulls in question. As I underscored in Chapter 3, native bulls appeal to 

Sakha men more than foreign not just because they are of the Sakha breed, but chiefly 

because these bulls possess a greater masculine charisma than foreign bulls many of which, 

such as those of the Hereford breed, are even hornless (Fig. 29). Speaking of Indian 

dignitaries’ hunt for lions (2016), Maan Barua argues that the bodily characteristics of lions 
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played a pivotal role in configuring the masculine cult of this hunt. Well-formed manes, 

generally borne by males, enhanced the bold and regal qualities sportsmen associated with 

the event (ibid: 8). In a similar way, I believe that it is native bulls that enable Sakha males to 

overthrow their non-Sakha rivals by inverting the perceived disparity in their masculinity. It 

is their spectacular morphological characteristics which exist independently of men that 

instigate men’s fascination with the bulls’ virility and lead them to partake in it. The bulls are 

therefore not just background objects on to which my interlocutors project themselves but are 

actors in their own right whose charisma rescues Sakha men from their ultimate and absolute 

defeat to migrant men.  

 

 

Conserving native cattle - compensating for the empowerment of native humans 

The discourse on native cattle is not just a discourse, but also a large-scale multi-million 

project which enables Sakha nationalists to do far more than just make claims about the 

superiority of native cattle over foreign. They are also reviving these cattle in a very literal 

sense: they construct special conservation farms, they pay rural herders to take care of them 

and they financially and morally incentivise herders to convert their private herds to this 

breed. Thus, earlier in the thesis, I showed how zealously the intellectuals from Teryut Baai 

promote the pedigree breeding of native cattle, with the goal of multiplying native cattle in 

purity of breed. By law, all farms where native cattle are raised – both private and state-

owned - must be isolated from other farms and breeds of cattle by at least fifteen miles, to 

ensure the mating of native cattle strictly within their own breed, even at the risk of 

inbreeding. According to zoologists, inbreeding in cattle takes the heaviest toll on their 

reproductive capacity by increasing their instances of still-born calves (Hinrichs & Thalle 

2011). This is very important as it shows how the nationalist ideology that lies behind this 

project works against its purpose to preserve and multiply native cattle.  

 

I believe it does so in part because some of these more practical aspects of the project not 

only conserve and multiply cattle but also allow Sakha ethnonationalists to symbolically 

defend themselves from their hostile Others in ways in which they cannot defend themselves 

in the human realm. To the intellectuals, the endangerment of native cattle is not just about 

cattle, but it set within a close analogy to the endangerment of Sakha people by foreigners. 

Hence, the taking of these cattle out of their endangered status is to them also akin to the 

defence of Sakha from their powerful invaders. Thus, Chapter 6 has left us with little doubt 
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that the nationalists would like to be able to ban the immigration of foreign workers and to 

force Sakha to mate only with people of their own ethnicity. But in the everyday reality they 

cannot segregate Sakha from non-Sakha population of the republic in separate settlements, 

beyond any existing tendencies to segregate themselves. Neither can they force their own 

family members, not to mention the wider Sakha public, to reproduce only with Sakha. It is 

in the project on native cattle and namely in breeding native cattle in isolation from foreign 

animals as described above that they enact these aspirations. So meticulously and ardently 

isolated from foreign breeds, native cattle here, above being endangered native species, are 

also a disguise for endangered Sakha humans. 

 

Another practice within the cattle project which brings the nationalists’ dreams closer to life 

is the castration of foreign bulls. In Tastakh, all half-bred male calves born in private 

households are castrated by a village veterinarian, and all the cows in the village, regardless 

of their ownership, must be covered by purebred native studs from the conservation farm. 

Although this, too, is done in order to multiply native cattle without mixing them with other 

breeds them, castration brings in a new interpretative dimension to this intent. The 

elimination of testicles is fraught with practical and symbolic meanings. For millennia, calves 

have been castrated in order to make them more manageable and subject to human control. 

According to veterinarians, castration reduces the aggressiveness of steers by lowering their 

levels of testosterone (AVMA 2014: 1), a hormone which Sakha human males seem to envy 

much in their migrant rivals. This primary utilitarian function of castration seems to underlie 

its meaning as a symbolic behaviour. In much myth and ritual, castration of male animals or 

the use of neutered animals stand for stripping humans and their relations with each other of 

aggressiveness and greed for power and domination. For example, in his analysis of the 

Nuer’s preference of oxen as sacrificial animals, Beidelman supposes that the reason for this 

might lie with their symbolic delineation of bulls and neutered animals. According to him, 

the Nuer associate the bull's sexuality with aggressive, ambitious aspects of manliness and by 

extension also with Nuer life replete with inter-tribal wars and feuds. By contrast to bulls, a 

neutered animal stands for both the lack of such aggressiveness and the Nuer moral ideals of 

feud settling and community rather than selfish interests (1966: 460-462). He argues that in 

sacrificing oxen rather than bulls the Nuer subordinate the aggressive and morally ambiguous 

aspects of their society to these ideals: 

“In the spearing of an ox a Nuer expresses a kind of transfiguration, through 

immolation, of his sexual self and an anticipation of his own transformation, through 
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death, into the agnatic ideal person which his own living domestic, sexual self cannot 

wholly be and, indeed, cannot wholly accept” (ibid: 465). 

 

I suppose that, to the proponents of native cattle, the castration of non-Sakha bulls also means 

much more than just the protection of native animals from introgression. It also enables them 

to symbolically emasculate and thus disempower their non-Sakha human adversaries. The 

nationalists believe that the primary means which foreigners use to defeat Sakha is the 

reproduction with Sakha females. The castration of foreign bulls, whom they see as bovine 

equivalents of these men, allows them to symbolically deprive these men of their masculinity 

and with it also their very source of aggression. 

 

In an illuminating ethnography of mountain villagers of Indian Uttarakhand, Radhika 

Govindrajan describes the fascination of local women with a tale about a mythic woman who 

goes to live with a bear (2018). The tale tells about a woman, who was first kidnapped by a 

bear but then chose to stay with him because he had been very kind to her. In telling and re-

telling this story, Govindrajan argues, women imagine themselves in the place of that woman 

and fantasise about how their lives would be different from their actual circumstances in 

which they have to suppress their sexual desires and put up with verbal and physical abuse 

from their husbands and in-laws. These tellings allow women to subvert, if only 

momentarily, the patriarchal gender ideology which treats women’s sexuality as a problem. 

Engaging in these stories, women imagine new worlds ‘which fill the insufficiencies of their 

existing world’ (ibid: 149): 

“Telling these stories, in itself, is an act of pleasure; imagining oneself into the place 

of the woman who had sex with the bear in his cave illuminates a horizon of 

possibility that both exceeds and expands the limits of an everyday lived world (ibid: 

170, my emphasis). 

 

I think Govindrajan’s piece offers a very apt comparison to the Sakha case to sum up my 

thoughts on it. At the beginning of this section, I wrote that the anthropology of human-

animal relationships has seen a boom in the accounts which depict humans construing 

alternative lifeworlds in their interactions with animals. In these alternative lifeworlds, they 

mask their own selves and/or those of their others in animal guises in order to ‘exceed and 

expand the limits of an everyday lived world’, as Govindrajan cogently puts it. In these 

imagined worlds in which they metamorphose into animals, humans compensate themselves 
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for the powers and privileges which they do not have in their actual worlds. The Sakha 

project on native cattle which I have described in this thesis is, too, such a compensatory 

enterprise. In it, Sakha ethnonationalists project themselves onto native cattle and their non-

Sakha aggressors onto foreign in order to fulfill their most outrageous ethnonationalist 

aspirations and symbolically invert the power asymmetry which they believe to exist between 

themselves and these aggressors.  

 

 

Conservation of native cattle – a barter-like transaction? 

The multiplicity and polyvalence of native cattle  

In the first half of this chapter, I concentrated on the analysis how the project on native cattle 

is employed ideologically by Sakha ethnonationalists, including the intellectuals from Teryut 

Baai, their few adherents from the rural herding community, and men from Yakutsk. I 

examined what this project might mean to them as a system of ideas about Sakha people in 

relation to their hostile Others. Now I shall zoom my analytical lens out to reflect on how this 

project is enacted more practically not only by the intellectuals, like Pavel, but also by the 

government officials, rural herders who rear native cattle on the ground and the consumers of 

their beef. Instead of scrutinising one dimension of this project engaged by ethnic activists, 

here I look at it as an entanglement or cooperation of these extremely diverse clusters of 

people. My aim in doing so is to unveil how these people, who find themselves in very 

distinct socio-economic settings, come together in this project.  

 

As I have flagged up at the beginning, the project on native cattle may superficially seem 

akin to the intellectuals’ exercise of ‘domination’ or ‘hegemony’ over the herders, in the 

Bourdieusian and Gramscian sense respectively. Conservation of native cattle is, indeed, a 

fashionable discourse and there are people outside the circle of intellectuals who feel tempted 

to reproduce it. They do so because engaging in this discourse somehow marks one as 

cultured and intellectually sophisticated. In breeding these cattle despite their economic 

inefficiency herders may appear to have submitted to this fashion, too. They may seem to 

have subjected their own paramount economic value in cattle to the intellectuals’ ideological 

valuation of them through emulation. Heavily influenced by the Marxist view on a society as 

a continuous class struggle, both Bourdieu (1984; 2010) and Gramsci (1971) held that the 

dominant classes seek to reproduce the social order that legitimates the interests of their 

particular class through the imposition of their own values and worldview on to more 
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deprived categories of people, not through the use of physical violence but through the 

prestige they hold in the eyes of the deprived, making them aspire to be like the dominant 

classes: 

“As much as by the absence of luxury goods, whisky and paintings, champagne or 

concerts, […] the working-class lifestyle is characterized by the numerous cheap 

substitutes for these goods, ‘sparking white wine’ for champagne, imitation leather for 

real leather” (Bourdieu 1984: 386). 

Bourdieu in particular argued that ‘indifference to dominant classes and their culture is rare 

and exceptional’ (ibid: 386, my emphasis).  

 

If one limited one's field research to the world of the intellectuals, one might interpret this 

project in this way. However, the ethnographic material I have obtained from the herders 

contradicts this. As I have shown, it is the herders who aspire to be like the intellectuals who 

are an exception in Sakha society. The overwhelming majority of them are firmly and openly 

sceptical if not sarcastic about the intellectuals’ elevation of native cattle and their desire to 

spread and multiply these animals all across the republic. All of them breed Simmental and 

other non-native but more economic breeds of cattle. This is so because they place the 

economic efficiency of cattle before their Sakhaness and all the social and moral benefits that 

come with this. Furthermore, despite the intellectuals’ claim that the herders who do breed 

native cattle do so out of patriotic veneration, such individuals make up a microscopic 

minority among owners of these animals. As I showed for Tastakh and Sakkyryr, most of 

them breed native cattle not because they value these animals as ethnic heritage. Rather, they 

are part of this project because they are able to reap their own benefits from it – benefits 

which are hardly compatible with being patriotic. This is possible because native cattle are 

enacted not only as ethnic heritage and, by extension, a source of moral prestige in this 

project, but as multiple.  

 

Anthropologists of human-animal relationships have recently found it helpful to adopt an 

approach referred to as ‘material semiotics’ (Law & Mol 2008; Lien 2015; White 2016), 

which places emphasis on practice, rather than representation. This encourages us to think not 

about what something always or already is, but about how it is done or enacted differently in 

different circumstances. When practices are thus foregrounded, no object, no body, no 

disease is singular. Instead, we have a multiplicity of objects, bodies and diseases, each of 

which is enacted in a different set of circumstances. For example, in their study of sheep in 
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Cumbria during the 2001 foot and mouth disease, John Law and Annemarie Mol argue that 

what they found was not a single sheep, but ‘sheep-multiple’ (2008: 65). Thus, apart from 

being enacted as farm animals, the sheep was seen as potential host for the foot and mouth 

virus in veterinary practice. And in epidemiology, any particular sheep was also part of a 

larger collectivity of animals-on-a-premises that could infect other collectivities of sheep in 

neighbouring farms. Finally, in the state calculations of the toll the epizootic took on lamb 

prices and farming industry, the sheep were also enacted as economic sheep.   

 

Similarly, I have shown in this thesis that native cattle are enacted in a multiplicity of ways 

by my interlocutors. They can be a source of stigma and a burden carried because of the 

economic pressures for some herders but also the most intimate partners in life for others. 

They can be the utmost ethnic heritage not duly recognised by people, a source of moral 

prestige, the objects of conservation and investment, a commodity, the source of subsidies 

and other economic privileges and even exemplars of virility and substitutes for one's own 

lack of it. These different incarnations of native cattle are the assemblages of these cattle with 

different people and objects in different contexts. For instance, as a source of stigma and 

unwanted but inevitable burden, native cattle are enacted by cattle and their herders in 

Tastakh under the heavy influence of economic and social decline of cattle husbandry. I will 

not go through each of these diverse enactments of native cattle here. Instead, I will focus on 

those of them which, I believe, motivate my major non-intellectual interlocutors – herders 

and government officials – to be engaged in the project on native cattle. Neither herders nor 

government officials are the masterminds of this project, unlike the intellectuals who, as a 

particular class of people, initially ‘formed and transmitted’ this discourse (Verdery 1991; 

Bradatan & Oushakine 2010). And yet they are still a crucial part of it. Why? I suggest that 

this is because the multiplicity of native cattle also makes them polyvalent, i.e., having many 

different values for different people.  

 

In Chapter 2, I argued that the primary technique through which the intellectuals seek to 

multiply native cattle is the exercise of moral pressure on both herders and government 

officials in their numerous newspaper and other publications. In this moral pressure, they 

enact native cattle simultaneously as the primary ethnic heritage of the Sakha and their source 

of moral prestige. According to them, these animals have brought Sakha through to the 

present by saving them from hunger and cold. In line with this view on native cattle, they 

morally elevate those herders and officials who favour native cattle and shame those who do 
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not. This pressure appears to have little effect on the herders but a considerable one on the 

government officials. Although the regional ministers and other officials are not elected by 

people, they care a great deal about what people think of them. This is especially true for 

high-ranking officials, such as the republic’s president, who are very wary of developing a 

negative reputation and put a lot of effort and resources into building an image of morally 

upright people. The goldfish-bowl nature of Sakha public culture makes them dependent on 

the positive regard of intellectuals who, as I said, see their mission in shaping public opinion. 

  

I believe that this is the chief reason why the officials allocate public funds to breeding native 

cattle. i.e. enact them as an object of conservation and investment. They do so in order to 

avoid being branded as traitors of their people and to be celebrated as patriots instead. The 

intellectuals and the government officials therefore essentially transact with each other. The 

intellectuals have leverage over the officials’ public image through their limited but 

nonetheless significant control of the media platforms, but do not have power over the 

distribution of public funds. By contrast, the officials have the latter while lacking absolute 

oversight of the former. The project on native cattle thus enables them to exchange what they 

have for what they do not have but highly desire. 

 

But what the intellectuals need is not the allocations as such, for themselves. They 

desperately wish to multiply native cattle, but cannot and do not want to raise these animals 

themselves (see the next section). The government therefore directs the budget allocations not 

to the intellectuals but to rural herders. These herders are in a position to breed native cattle 

but would not do so without the subsidies and other economic privileges due to the economic 

inefficiency of these animals, i.e. without being able to enact them as a source of these 

subsidies. The intellectuals’ transaction with the officials thus serves only as a mediator of 

their transaction with the herders. As I said, the moral prestige of being patriotic has little 

currency among the herders. Even when they do care about it, as seems to be more 

characteristic of Sakkyryr than Tastakh, they do so in order to pull further, more tangible 

benefits from this prestige, as such job vacancies, modern cowsheds, and foreign researchers, 

for it is these resources that are their paramount value. The intellectuals do not have any of 

these resources and cannot offer them to the herders, but they can do so via the government 

officials. Using the officials as mediators, they therefore exchange these resources with the 

herders for the herders’ labour. The intellectuals’ transaction with the herders is therefore not 

direct but it is a larger one which subsumes their deal with government officials (Fig. 30).  
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Figure 30. The intellectuals’ exchange of public funds for the herders’ labour 

 

Another important and effective technique which the intellectuals use on native cattle is their 

commodification whereby they deploy newspaper publications and other public media 

appearances to praise the extraordinary taste and health benefits of the milk and beef of these 

animals. Over many years, they have created a demand in this produce in a limited but 

wealthy circle of the Sakha elite. This is especially true for the beef produced in Tastakh, the 

most central point where these animals are bred. As my interlocutors pointed out, the switch 

to the native breed significantly reduced their expenses associated with the sale of beef and 

eased its process, making it one of the major reasons why they still keep these animals. This 

is another instance of how the intellectuals incentivise herders to breed uneconomic cattle via 

a third party. Here, however, instead of government officials they use the consumers of the 

beef and milk of native cattle as brokers of their transaction with herders, deploying their 

penchant for expensive, high-quality and "ecological food" as a motivation for the latter. In 

doing so, they fulfil both their own value of multiplying native cattle and the value of herders 

to reap greater economic benefits from breeding cattle (Fig. 31).  
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Figure 31. The intellectuals’ purchase of the herders’ labour via consumer demand. 

 

The picture of the relationships between different groups of people that I have drawn above 

makes the cattle project very similar to a barter. In its most basic form, a barter is an 

exchange of unlike objects (Humphrey & Hugh-Jones 1992; Appadurai 1986; Seabright 

2000). Thus, in the introduction to their edited volume, Humphrey and Hugh-Jones write: 

“In barter, the objects which are exchanged are dissimilar. I want to give up 

something I have got because I want something else more. Not only are the goods 

unlike, they are also frequently incomparable” (1992: 9). 

In barter, people sacrifice what they have for what they do not have but desire to possess, i.e. 

their values. This interest in each other’s possessions is what makes barter possible. I believe 

that the exchange of different values is also what makes the project on conservation of native 

cattle possible. In this project, native cattle are enacted variously, by different interested 

parties, as ethnic heritage and a source of moral prestige, as objects of conversation and 

investment of public funds, as commodities and a source of economic privileges. This 

multiplicity of native cattle makes intellectuals, herders and government come together in this 

project, each with the purpose of seeking their own value. Merely as ethnic heritage, native 

cattle would be valuable only to the intellectuals. In this case, the intellectuals would hardly 

be able to persuade other actors to join them in this project, despite Bourdieu’s and Gramsci’s 

exaggeration of the power of their influence. However, enacted as multiple, they also become 

valuable to multiple other actors, each of whom is key in making it possible. One could 

therefore regard the project on conservation of native cattle as a kind of a barter between the 

Sakha intellectuals, herders and government officials. However, scholars of barter frequently 
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emphasise the tendency of barter to level up inequalities (Humphrey & Hugh-Jones 1992; 

Humphrey 1992). Because barter, by definition, is supposed to satisfy each of the transacting 

side, it is thought to block the emergence of unequal relationship between them. This is the 

point where the transaction between Sakha intellectuals, herders and government officials 

diverges from the standard barter-like relationship. 

 

 

‘A fly in the ointment’: inequality and deprivation in the fair deal 

The way I have described the relationships between different groups of people engaged in the 

project on native cattle may appear to resonate with the disenchantment of some 

anthropologists with the so-called ‘dark anthropology,’ that is, the anthropology that focuses 

on the harsh dimensions of social life, such as power, domination and exploitation, and the 

structural and historical conditions that produce them (Ortner 2016: 49; Robbins 2013; 

Piliavsky 2014, 2015; Haynes and Hickel 2016). Hierarchy, as one form of the relationships 

which anthropology has tended to conceive of as necessarily oppressive, has had a special 

place in this debate. Across many variations, the critics of the ‘dark anthropology’ converge 

on the position that, far from being oppressive and unjust, hierarchy may in some cultural 

contexts be a productive form of relationship. With this in mind, they have called on their 

colleagues to pay more attention to the other – better and ‘happier’ – side of social life that 

would together blaze the trail for the ‘anthropology of the good’ (Robbins 2013: 447; Walker 

and Kavedžija 2015). My interpretation of native cattle within the project of their 

conservation as polyvalent may seem to tie in with this shift especially well considering that 

values have been regarded as one the most fertile thematic areas for the development of the 

new anthropology of the good (Robbins 2013; Haynes and Hickel 2016).  

 

However, a lot of the work that constitute the shift to the anthropology of the good place too 

much emphasis on the good and productive aspects of hierarchy and other asymmetrical 

relationships while at the same time nearly totally neglecting its negative sides. It is as if 

these relationships are composed exclusively of a social and moral good and are devoid of 

such negative feelings as deprivation and dislike of one’s positioning in it (Haynes and 

Hickel 2016; Piliavsky 2014, 2015). Put differently, these works approach these 

relationships, formerly regarded as homogenously negative by the ‘dark anthropology’, from 

its polar opposite point – as homogenously good and desirable. If in the past, exploitation was 

the only modality in which these relationships could exist, now they are claimed to be 
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conducive only of care and mutuality. Just like Bourdieu’s and Gramsci’s oppression-

saturated notions of domination and hegemony, such a one-sided approach does not quite do 

justice to my ethnographic material. There is hierarchy in this project, and it is experienced 

by some of those engaged in it as inequality and deprivation. This inequality consists in the 

intellectuals’ desire to multiply native cattle but their class-based inability to breed these 

animals themselves, on the one hand, and the practical execution of their desire by herders in 

Tastakh, who despise but are forced to do it by their circumstances, on the other hand.  

 

In social theory, there are many definitions of such a class or a category of people, as 

‘intellectuals’ (Camp 1985; Bourdieu 1984; Verdery 1991). But there is one thing which 

seems to be invariable in all of them. All of these definitions claim that the intellectuals 

occupy some sort of a privileged position to produce some sort of knowledge for the society 

of which they are a part. This privilege is what demarcates them from other groups of people, 

especially those who engage in more manual work, such as herders. Sakha intellectuals fit 

very neatly into this definition. They explicitly see their mission as raising public awareness 

about native cattle, i.e., in producing knowledge about them. They certainly do not see it as 

actually raising these cattle. This is so because at some period in their lives they accumulated 

enough cultural and social capital in order to earn their living from a more privileged job. 

Pavel and his colleagues from Teryut Baai all live in the city where they do some kind of 

intellectual work, either at a research institute or a publishing house. Herding cattle would 

merely be inconceivable for them, however hard they wish these animals to multiply and 

flourish. There are people who are better suited to do this manual side of the project. Unlike 

the intellectuals, they never left the village to study at the university in Yakutsk and 

continued the cattle and horse herding livelihood of their parents.  

 

Among these continuing manual workers are my interlocutors from Tastakh and Sakkyryr. 

As I showed, herders in both of these villages have a very similar instrumentalist approach to 

the intellectuals’ project. However, their views on cattle and cattle breeding beyond this 

project are profoundly different and this is the thrust of the point on inequality which I want 

to raise here. Unlike their colleagues in Sakkyryr, the majority of the herders in Tastakh do 

not enjoy herding cattle. Just like the intellectuals in the city and other non-cattle keeping 

people, they would like not to breed cattle. Few of them, such as Nadezhda Egorovna, would 

like to engage with native cattle in the same detached way as the urban intellectuals: they 

would prefer to write poems about these cattle rather than to take care of living animals. But 
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most of them would like to have nothing to do with cattle altogether. Yet, despite this very 

strong aspiration, they have to carry on with cattle herding because it makes up a lion’s share 

of their income – just as the intellectuals make most of their living from lecturing and going 

to meetings. Their positioning in the social hierarchy therefore forces them to be the practical 

operators of the desire of the intellectuals, in the same way as the role and place of the 

intellectuals in the social structure allows them to fulfill this desire without soiling their 

hands with the dung of cattle.  

 

The ‘dark’ side of the hierarchy that underlies the cattle project thus rests with its unequal 

treatment of the agency of the intellectuals and that of the herders from Tastakh. While the 

former have their desire realised in full by the combined efforts of government officials and 

the herders, the latter make do with the most that this project can offer them, i.e., making 

more profits from the means of living which they dislike and would substitute with another if 

they had an opportunity to do so. Although the condition that underlies this inequality – the 

different positioning of the intellectuals and herders in the wider social hierarchy – pre-exists 

the project on native cattle, this project makes this inequality feel acuter for the herders in 

Tastakh. This plays out especially vividly in the clashes between the intellectuals and the 

workers of the conservation farm, like the one between Pavel and Olga Andreevna with 

which I opened Chapter 4. “…Raising these cattle is tremendous toil but for them they 

[native cattle] seem so good. Of course, they do not breed these cattle, they have no 

headache…” – Olga Andreevna complained (my emphasis). In such clashes, herders rant 

about the intellectuals’ inability to understand the day-to-day concerns of cattle breeding. At 

the same, they know very well why it is so difficult for the intellectuals to grasp these 

matters. They know that they are just too distant from cattle herding to be able to do so – just 

as distant as they themselves would want to be (and as they hope their children will actually 

be). Indeed, their indignation at the intellectuals is suffused with envy and the feeling of 

deprivation. They see the intellectuals living up their own desired lives, while understanding 

that there is little they can do to also live those lives. The most that they can do to improve 

their circumstances is to switch from foreign cattle to the more generously subsidised native 

breed.  

 

The critics of ‘dark anthropology’ argue that its preoccupation with grim dimensions of social 

life stems from the rooting of the discipline in the western liberal conceptions of agency. 

According to them, it is the anthropologists’ departure from their own domestic liberal 
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thinking that prompts them to see asymmetrical relationships elsewhere as necessarily 

oppressive. In line with this argument, they have called on their colleagues to take on a more 

cultural relativist standpoint to the societies they study by being more open to different ideas 

of agency (Robbins 2013; Haynes and Hickel 2016; Appadurai 2016). Thus, writing about 

hierarchy as a value, Naomi Haynes and Jason Hickel write:  

“We need to relativize our conception of agency to take into account choices that 

people make and desires that they hold which may not accord with our assumptions 

about what counts as liberation or resistance… We have to be able to parochialize our 

own political certitude” (2016: 8).  

While I agree with these anthropologists’ call for more cultural relativism, I think the 

excessive insistence of some of them on seeing good in power asymmetries carries the danger 

of slipping from one default position of ‘power as evil’ to another default position of ‘power 

as good’. It has the danger of defining power relations as a priori devoid of any negative 

tinge. Such an approach would then be as western-oriented as the ‘dark anthropology’ to 

which it is a reaction. The two need not be mutually exclusive. Hierarchy can be beneficial to 

both those at its top and those at its bottom. However, this does not mean that those at its 

bottom are necessarily content with their positioning in it, or that they do not feel deprived. 

Inequality can sneak in through the crevices of what looks like a fair deal. In this sense, I 

chime in more with Sherry Ortner who has argued that, rather than positing an oppositional 

relationship between ‘dark anthropology’ and the anthropology of the good, it is useful to 

look at how they can interact (2016). Her position does not seem to have changed since 1984 

when, in her critical reflection on the centrality of domination in practice theory, she noted: 

“I am as persuaded as many of the authors that to penetrate into the workings of 

asymmetrical social relations is to penetrate to the heart of much of what is going on 

in any given system. I am equally convinced, however, that such an enterprise, taken 

by itself, is one-sided. Patterns of cooperation, reciprocity, and solidarity constitute 

the other side of the coin of social being… An adequate model must encompass the 

full set” (ibid: 157, my emphasis). 

The Sakha discourse and project on native cattle could be seen as one example of the 

working out of such a ‘model’. In it, we see a cooperation of different groups of people 

whereby each of them extracts a benefit of their own kind. However, while some of them 

derive precisely the benefit they want, others make do with the best benefit that can be 

afforded to them in their constrained socio-economic circumstances.  
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Appendices 

Appendix 1 

Major breeds of horses raised in Yakutia: 

their amount and percentage in the overall horse stock 

(as of 2020) 

 

No Name of the breed Amount Percentage 

1. Sakha/Yakut 116,086 63,9 % 

2. Yanskaya 26,880 14,8 % 

3. Megezhekskaya 23,198  12,8 % 

4. Prilenskaya 13,190 7,3 % 

5. Kolymskaya 2,211 1,2 % 

 Total amount of horses: 181,565 100 % 

 

 

Appendix 2 

Major breeds of cattle raised in Yakutia: 

their amount and percentage in the overall bovine stock 

(as of 2020) 

 

No Name of the breed Amount Percentage 

1. Simmental 124,065 69 % 

2. Kholmogory 37,759 21 % 

3. Red Steppe/Kalmyk 6,568 3,6 % 

4. Hereford 4,327 2,4 % 

5. Black Pied 3,756 2 % 

6. Holstein Friesian 2,201 1,2 % 

7. Sakha/Yakut 1,681 0,9 % 

8. Total amount of cattle: 179,805 100 % 
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Appendix 3 

The dynamics of the amount of horses and cattle in Yakutia 

in 1990 – 2019 

(continued on the next page) 

Years Cattle Horses 

1990 409,201 199,537 

1991 419,191 209,134 

1992 423,885 203,070 

1993 409,274 186,397 

1994 378,074 166,997 

1995 358,787 158,513 

1996 320,301 143,839 

1997 284,194 128,556 

1998 273,545 120,890 

1999 284,476 127,609 

2000 289,716 129,496 

2001 292,515 N/A 

2002 299,102 130,828 

2003 301,363 136,519 

2004 286,513 130,878 

2005 267,835 130,027 

2006 253,218 129,357 

2007 247,869 134,211 

2008 248,802 150,434 

2009 246,816 159,844 

2010 233,877 163,444 

2011 233,280 170,833 

2012 215,067 169,719 

2013 199,299 167,642 

2014 190,943 171,514 

2015 187,207 176,649 

2016 186,556 181,505 
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2017 188,049 184,182 

2018 183,468 177,967 

2019 183,351 183,923 

 

 

 

 

 


